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PREFACE

The present volume consists of the second half of the second

volume of the French edition of Goursat's " Cours d'Analyse

Math&uatique." As was stated in the preface to the first half

of this volume, it seemed best, for purposes of American schools,

to issue these two parts separately, and this was done with the

approval of Professor Goursat.

It is hoped that the present volume, which is entitled
M
Differen-

tial Equations," will prove serviceable in American universities

for courses which bear that name.
E. R. HEDRICK
OTTO DUNKEL
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DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

CHAPTER I

ELEMENTARY METHODS OF INTEGRATION

I. FORMATION OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

1. Elimination of constants. Let us consider a family of plane

curves represented by the equation

(1) F(x,y>Ci><>v--> O=0,
which depends upon n arbitrary constants. If we assign to these con-

stants definite but arbitrarily chosen values, the successive derivatives

of the function y of the variable x defined by the preceding equation

are furnished by the relations

(2)

If we stop with the equation for calculating the derivative of the

nth order, we shall have in all (n -f- 1) relations between x, y, y', y",

, 7/
(n) and the constants cv c

2 , ,
cn . The elimination of these n

constants leads in general to a single relation between x, y, y
1

, -, y(n)
,

(3) <I>(^^2/
r

,y
f

,---,y(n))=0.

From the very way in which the equation (3) is derived it is clear that

every function defined by the relation (1) satisfies this equation (3),

whatever may be the values assigned to the constants c,.; hence

we say that any such function is a particular integral of the differ-

ential equation (3). The whole set of these particular integrals is

the general integral of the same equation. Using geometric language
for convenience, we shall also say that every curve represented by

3



4 ELEMENTARY METHODS OF INTEGRATION [1, l

the equation (1) is an integral curve of the equation (3), or that the

equation (3) is the differential equation of the given family of

curves (1).

We see that the order of the differential equation is equal to the

number of arbitrary constants upon which that family* of curves de-

pends. It is also clear that the reasoning does not at all prove that

the equation (3) has no other integrals than those which are repre-

sented by the equation (1). In fact, the equation (3) may have other

integrals, as we shall see presently.

The above statements do not apply to the exceptional cases in which the

elimination of the n parameters ct
- between the (n -f 1) relations (1) and (2) leads

to several distinct relations between x, y, y', y'\ , 2/<
n
>. We could in those

cases find one relation not containing y<
n
>,

so that the family of curves con-

sidered would be the integral curves of a differential equation of an order less

than n. This will occur if these curves depend in reality upon only n p
parameters (p>0). For example, the curves represented by the equation

F[x, y, 0(a, 6)]
= apparently depend upon two arbitrary parameters a and 6

;

in reality they depend upon only a single parameter c = (a, 6) . There is also

another way in which the lowering of the order of the differential equation may
occur. For example, the curves represented by the equation y2 = 2 axy -f bx*

really depend upon the two independent parameters a and 6, yet these curves

always satisfy the equation y = xy'. This is because the preceding equation

represents two straight lines through the origin, each of which is an integral

curve of the equation y xy'.

Examples. The straight lines passing through a fixed point (a, 6) are repre-

sented by the equation

(4) i/-6=C(x-a)

and depend upon an arbitrary parameter C. The elimination of this parameter
between the preceding relation and the relation y' C leads immediately to

the differential equation of this system of straight lines :

(5) y-6 = /(x-a).

Conversely, we can write equation (5) in the form

y 5 x a

and therefore every integral of that equation satisfies the relation

Log (y 6)
= Log (x a) + Log C,

which is equivalent to the equation (4).

The set of all straight lines in a plane, y = C
t
x + (72 ,

form a two-parameter

family whose differential equation is y" 0. The converse is self-evident.

The circles in a plane

(6) xa + y
2 + 2 Ax + 2 By + C =
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form a three-parameter family ;
the corresponding differential equation must

therefore be of the third order. Differentiating the preceding relation three

times, we find

(7) x + yy' + A + By' = 0, 1 + /* + yy" + By" = 0,

3y'y" + yy'" + By'" = Q.

The elimination of B between the last two equations leads to the desired equation

(8) 3r(i + y
/2)~3yy2=:0.

The only plane curves satisfying this relation are circles and straight lines.

We see first of all that any straight line is an integral curve, for the equation
is satisfied if we have y" = and therefore y'" = 0. Now let us suppose that

y" ^ ;
then we can write the equation (8) in the form

y" 1 4- y'
2

from which we derive

Log y" = ? Log (1 + yi) + Log Ct ,

where C
l
is a constant different from zero. This result may be written in the form

^"
= GI .

A second integration gives

Vl-(G\z+C2)
2

'

integrating once more, there results finally

which is the equation of a circle.

The differential equation of all conies may be found easily by the following

method, which is due to Halphen. If the conic has no asymptote parallel to

the y-axis, its equation solved with respect to y is of the form

y
- mx + n + V^s2 + 2 Bx + C.

After two differentiations we find

AC-&
y"

(Ax* + 2Bx+ O)t
or

(y")~ J = (AC - B*)~ $(Ax* -f 2 Bx + C),

so that (y")-*/8 is a trinomial of the second degree in x. Hence, to eliminate

the three constants -4, 5, C three differentiations are sufficient, and the desired

differential equation can be written in the abridged form
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Carrying out the differentiations, we obtain the equation

(9) 40 y'"* - 45 tf'y'"yiv + 9 y"
2
y* = 0.

The differential equation of parabolas may be found by the same method.

We have, in fact, for a parabola .A = 0, and (y")~
2/8 is a binomial of the first

degree. >The differential equation is, therefore, in an abridged form,

or, after carrying out the indicated differentiations,

(10) 52/'"
2 -3yVv = 0.

II. EQUATIONS OF THE FIRST ORDER

Every differential equation of the wth order, formed by the elimi-

nation of the constants, has an infinite number of integrals that

depend upon n arbitrary parameters. But it is by no means evident

that a differential equation given a priori has any integrals. This

involves a fundamental question to which we shall return in the

following chapter. We shall first consider some simple types of

differential equations of the first order whose integration can be

effected by quadratures. The existence of the integrals will be

established by the very method by which we obtain them. If this

order of procedure seems subject to criticism from the point of

view of pure logic, we may at least observe that it conforms to the

historical development of the subject.

2. Separation of the variables. The simplest type of differential

equation is the equation already studied,

-/<>

where f(x) is a continuous function if the variable x is real, or an

analytic function if we regard the independent variable x as com-

plex. We have seen that that equation has an infinite number of

integrals which can be represented by the relation

where the lower limit X
Q
is considered as fixed, and where C denotes

an arbitrary constant. The equation
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reduces to the preceding by considering y as the independent vari-

able and x as the unknown function. The equation may then be

written in the form dx/dy = !/<(?/), and consequently

dy ,

In general, when a differential equation is solved with respect to

the derivative of the unknown function, it is often convenient to

write it in the differential notation,

(13) P (x, y)dx + Q (x, y) dy = 0.

This form does not commit us in any way as to the choice of the

independent variable, which may be either x or y. If we wish to

substitute for x and y new variables u and v, we need only replace

X) y, dx, dy in the equation (13) by their corresponding expressions

in terms of u, v, du, dv. Let us also notice that we may, without

changing the integrals of the equation (13), multiply or divide both

its terms by the same function of x and y, p(x, y\ provided that we
take account of the solutions of the equation ft (x, y)

= which may
be made to appear or may be suppressed by the operation. The two

cases which we have just treated are particular cases under a more

general method, called the separation of variables. If a differential

equation of the first order is of the form

(14) Xdx + Ydy ==
0,

where X and Y depend only upon x and y respectively, we say that

the variables are separated. The equation is then integrable by quad-

ratures, for if we put

U = C Xdx +
J**

the equation can be written in the form dU = 0, and the general

integral is represented by the relation U = C.

The equation

(15) XY^x+X^dy^Q,
where X and X

l depend only upon x, and where Y and Y
l depend

only upon y, can be reduced to the preceding form by dividing the

two terms by X^. It should be noticed that in this example the

solutions of the two equations, Xl
= 0, YJ

= 0, are suppressed. Indeed,

it is clear that if y = b is a root of the equation Y
l
= 0, y = b is an

integral of the proposed equation, while in general it will not be

included in the general integral of the new equation.
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3. Homogeneous equations. A differential equation of the first order

is said to be homogeneous if it can be written in the form

where the right-hand side is a homogeneous function of degree zero.

It can be reduced to an integrable form by putting y = ux, where

the new variables are x and u. This substitution gives

dy du
-f- =*u + x 9

dx ax

and the equation (16) becomes

x-^- + u~f(u).dx ' ^ '

We can now separate the variables by writing the equation in the

form
dx du

x f(u) u
'

and the general integral is obtained by one quadrature in the form

(17) x = Ce fw-\

We have only to replace in it u by y/x in order to obtain the equation

of the integral curves.

The general equation of that family of curves is of the form

x = C< (y/x)> where C is an arbitrary constant. These curves are

all similar to any one of them, with the origin as center of simili-

tude, the ratio of similitude being alone variable
;
for we can derive

the preceding equation from the equation x = <l>(y/x) by replacing

x and y in it by x/C and y/C respectively. Conversely, given a

family of curves similar to each other with respect to the origin, the

corresponding differential equation of the first order is homogeneous.
We can verify this by actual calculation, but the result is evident

a priori, for the tangents to the different curves of that family at

the points of intersection with a straight line through the origin

must be parallel, and therefore the slope of the tangent y
1

depends

only on the ratio y/x.

We can reduce to the homogeneous form any equation of the type
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where a, 5, c, a', b\ c' are any constants, except that b and b* are not

both zero. In order that this equation be of the desired form, it is

sufficient that o = c' = 0. Now, if we put

where JK and F are the new variables and where a and ft are any
two constants, the given equation becomes

dY = / aX + b

dX S
\a'X + b'

bY+aa + bft+c
'Y+ a'a +

and this new equation will be homogeneous if

aa -f bft -f c = 0, a'a -f '/? -f c' = 0.

These two conditions determine a and ft if
'

a'b is not zero.

In the particular case in which ab' a'b = 0, suppose # =
;
we

shall have a'x -|- &'y = k (ax -f fa/),
where k is a constant which has

a finite value. Putting ax + by = w, the equation takes the form

1 c?w __ a / u -j- g \

b~dx~"b
+
f\ku + cT

in which the variables are separated.

4. Linear equations. A linear differential equation of the first

order is of the form

(19) Ig
+ Xy + X^Q,

where X and X
1
are functions of x. If X

l
= 0, we can write this

equation in the form

(20) 22+*fa = 0,

and the general integral is obtained by one quadrature in the form

-PM.
(21) y = Ce *+

.

In order to integrate the complete equation (19), where X
l

is

supposed different from zero, we shall try to satisfy that equation

by taking for y an expression of the form (21), considering C no

longer as a constant but as an unknown function of x. This

amounts to making the change of variable y = Yz, where z is the

dew function to be determined and Y any one of the integrals
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of the equation (20). After this substitution, the equation (19),

by virtue of the relation (20) which Y satisfies, takes the form

dx

which is integrable by one quadrature. We derive from it

*=- l^dx+C,

where C is an arbitrary constant. The general integral of the

equation (19) is therefore obtainable by two successive quadratures.

Replacing Y by its value, we can again write it in the form

/nr*\

(22)
\XdJ

x 7 \
dx],

where the lower limits in the two integrals are chosen at pleasure.

The general integral is an integral linear function of the constant

of integration of the form y = Cf(x) + <f>(x), where f(x) and <(x)
are definite functions of x. This property characterizes the linear

equation, for if we eliminate the constant C between the preceding

equation and the equation

we are evidently led to a relation that is linear in y and y'.

This result may be stated in another way. Let yv y^ y&
be three

particular integrals of the linear equation, corresponding to the

values C
1 ,
C

2 ,
(7

8
of the constant C

;
the elimination of the two func-

tions f(x) and <(#) between the three relations,

()+ * (*) % = ,/()+ * (a), y,
= C

Bf(x)+ <

leads to the relation (yB
-
^/(y, - ^) == (C9

- C^/(C9
-

C,), which

shows that the ratio (y& yl)/(ya y^ is constant for any three

particular integrals of a linear equation. If we know two particular

integrals yv y^ of a linear equation, we can then write down imme-

diately the general integral in the form

y ~~
yi = const.

y*-y\
It is also to be noticed that if we know a single particular inte-

gral yv the general integral can be obtained by a single quadrature ;

in fact, putting y = yl -f- u> we are led to the equation du/dx -fXu= 0,

which is identical with the equation (20).
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5. Bernoulli's equation. Bernoulli's equation

(23)

where the exponent n may be any number different from zero and

from unity, can be reduced to a linear equation by the substitution

z = y
l ~ n

. For then we can write the preceding equation, after

dividing all its terms by y
n
,
in the form

We can reduce to the preceding type any equation of the form

(24) <l>(\ dx + t(\dy + kxm(xdy - ydx) = 0,

where k and m are any two numbers whatever. For if we put

y = uXj the equation obtained can be written as follows :

doc

u) + u$(uj]
- + x$(u) + kxm + * = 0,

and, putting z = x~ (m +
*>, we are led to a linear equation.

6. Jacob!'s equation. Let us consider the equation

(^\ /( + a/x +
{ }

\ -
(6 -f 6'x + b"y) dy + (c + c'x + c"y) dx = 0,

where a, a', a", 6, 5', 6", c, c', c
/r
are any constant coefficients. If a = b = c = 0,

the equation comes under type (24), for we have only to divide by afx + a"y to

reduce it to this type. In order to reduce the general case to this particular

case, let us put x = X+a, y=Y+p, where X and Y are two new variables

and where a. and ft are two constants. Thus we obtain a new equation of the

same form, which can be written as follows :

((a'X+ a"Y)(XdY- YdX)
(26') J - [B + b'X + &

/xr- (A -f a'X + a"Y) a - AX]dY
{ + [C -f c'X + c^F- (A -f afX + ax/

r)/3
- ^r]dJT = 0,

where

A = a + a'a + a")3t
J5 = 6 + &'a + 6"/3, C = c + c'a + c

x/

/3.

This equation (26
X

)
will be of the type (24) if we have Aa- B = 0, Aft~ C = 0.

We are then led to determine the constants a, /9 by these two conditions, which

may be written in a more symmetric form by introducing an auxiliary un-

known X :
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The elimination of the unknowns or, ft leads to an auxiliary equation of the

third degree for the determination of X :

a X a' a"

b &' - X 6"

c"-X
= 0.

The integration of Jacob!'s equation depends, then, first of all on the solution

of this equation of the third degree, as will be seen by other methods a little

later.

7. Riccati's equation. Biccati's equation

(26>
& + xf + x# + xt

= o,

where X, Xv X^ are functions of x, cannot in general be integrated

by quadratures. The integrals of this equation, when the coefficients

are unrestricted, form new transcendental functions, whose proper-

ties we shall study. But this equation is related to the matter which

we are discussing on account of the following property : If we
know a particular integral, we can find the general integral by two

quadratures.

Let y^ be a particular integral. The change of variable y = yl + z

leads to an equation of the same form which does not contain any
term independent of

,
since z = must be an integral ;

that equa-

tion is, in fact,

(27) 4- (Xl
+ 2JTy> +X# = 0,

and we have only to put u = l/ in order to transform it into a

linear equation. This proves the proposition just stated.

From this result, several important consequences follow. The

general integral of the linear equation in u is of the form (4)

hence the general integral of the Riccati equation is of the form

We see that it is a rationalfunction of thefirst degree in the constant

of integration. Conversely, every differential equation of the first

order which has this property is a Riccati equation. For, let /(),
</> (x), /^x), ^(x) be any four functions of x

;
all the functions y

represented by the expression (28), where C is an arbitrary con-

stant, are integrals of an equation of the first order, which is easily
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obtained by solving the equation (28) for C and then taking the

derivative. This gives
<ftt y$o . i

yf-A
and the corresponding differential equation is

which is of precisely the form (26).

Let yl9 ya , y^ y^ be four particular integrals corresponding to the

values Cv C
2 ,
C

g ,
C

4
of the constant C. By the theory of the anhar-

monic ratio we have the relation

2/4 yi , y8-yi c*- <?i . c*-Ci
y*
- ya y.

- ya
c\ - ^ C

8
- C

which is easily verified also by direct calculation, and which proves
that the anharmonic ratio of any four particular integrals of KiccatVs

equation is constant.

This theorem enables us to find without any quadrature the gen-

eral integral of a Riccati equation when we know three of its partic-

ular integrals yv y^ y^. Every other integral y must be such that

the anharmonic ratio (y yj/(y y2)
-H (y8

-
y^Ay, y2)

is con-

stant. The general integral is then obtained by equating this ratio to

an arbitrary constant. It is clear that y will be a rational function

of the first degree in this constant, which proves that the preceding

property belongs only to the Riccati equations.

Let us observe that if we know only two particular integrals, yl

and
2/2 ,

we can complete the integration by one quadrature; for,

after the first transformation y = yl -f z, the equation obtained in z

has the integral 7/2 yr The linear equation in u has therefore the

known particular integral l/(y2 y^. The general integral of the

equation in u will then be found by a single quadrature.*

Application. Let us consider a family of circles in a plane, which depends

upon one variable parameter. Let (a, 6) be the coordinates of the center of the

variable circle and let R be its radius (the axes being rectangular). We shall

* The properties of Riccati 's equation established in the text can be derived also

by observing that the equation is not changed in form by any general linear trans-

formation y- (fz + 0)/(/i z+ <f>i), where/,/!, 0, ^ are functions of x. If we know
one, two, or three integrals of the equation (26), we can always choose the linear

transformation in such a way that, in the transformed equation in z, one, two, or

three of the coefficients of the polynomial of the second degree in z will be zero. A
linear equation may be regarded as a Riccati equation which is satisfied by the

particular integral y- <x>, that is, such that the equation obtained by putting y = l/z
has the solution 20.
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suppose that a, 6, R are known functions of a variable parameter a. Let us try

to find the curves which cut each of these circles at a known angle F, which

may be constant or a given function of a. The coordinates of any point M of

the circle C with the center (a, b) and the radius R can be represented by the

equations
x = a + R costf, y = b + R sin 0,

where is the angle which the radius terminating at the point M makes with

the direction Ox. The problem reduces to the determination of the angle B as a

function of the parameter a, so that the curve described by the pointM cuts the

circle C at the angle V. The differential equation of the problem is therefore

. rr dx
ctn V =

dx

which becomes, after replacing dx and dy by their values and reducing,

R + &'cos0 a'sintf ctn V(R' + a'cos0+ 6'sin0) = 0,
da

where a', &', R' are the derivatives of a, 6, R with respect to a. Taking for the

new unknown t = tan (0/2), we obtain the Riccati equation

(29) 2 J2 + &'(!
- *

2
)
- 2 aft - ctn V[JB'(1 + t

2
) + a'(l

- J2
) + 2 em = 0.

da

It will suffice, then, to know a single trajectory in order to obtain all the others

by two quadratures.
Let us consider the particular case of orthogonal trajectories ; the angle V is

then a right angle, and the cotangent is zero. If we also suppose that the circles

considered have their centers on a straight line, we know a priori two particular

integrals of the equation (29), for the line of the centers is an orthogonal tra-

jectory and meets each circle in two points. It is easily shown that the inte-

gration requires only one quadrature, for if we take the x-axis for the line of

centers, the equation (29) reduces to R (dt/dx) aft = 0.

8. Equations not solved for y'. In the different cases which we
have just examined the equation was supposed to be solved with

respect to y
1
. Let us now consider the general equation of the first

order F(x, y, y')= 0. Let S be the surface represented by the equa-

tion F(x, y, z)
= 0, obtained by replacing y

1

by z. To every integral

y =f(x) of the proposed equation there corresponds a curve F, rep-

resented by the relations

(D y -/(*), -A).
which lies entirely on the surface 5, since we have

*[*,/(*), A*)] -o-
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But this curve T is not any curve on the surface S
; along this curve,

in fact, y and z are functions of x satisfying the relation dyzdx Q,

and that relation preserves the same form if we take any independ-

ent variable in place of x.

Conversely, let F be a curve lying on the surface S-, the coordi-

nates x, y, z of a point of that curve are functions of a variable a.

If these three functions, x ^(a), y = <
2(#),

z = <
8(a), satisfy the

relation dy = zdx, we can deduce from them an integral of the given

equation ;
for the first two relations, x = ^(tf), y = <

2(), represent

a plane curve C. Let yf(x) be the equation of that curve, suppos-

ing it solved for y. Along the entire curve T we have z =f(x), and

consequently F[x,f(x\ /'(#)]
=

;
the curve C is therefore an inte-

gral curve. There would be an exception only in case the curve C
were to reduce to a point, and the curve F to a straight line parallel

to Oz. The two problems are then equivalent : to integrate the given

equation F(x, yt y')= or to find the curves of the surface S for

which we have

dy K dx = 0.

This being the case, let us suppose that we can express the coor-

dinates of a point x, y, z of the surface S explicitly as functions of

two variable parameters u, v :

x =/O, v), y = <(>, v), z = f(u, v).

Every curve F of the surface S is obtained by establishing a certain

relation between u and v, and, in order that that curve shall define

an integral, it is necessary and sufficient that we have dy = zdx, or

We have thus a differential equation dv/du = TT(W, ?;),
solved with

respect to dv/du. It is clear that the preceding discussion applies

also to equations which can be solved for y
1

.

This transformation is immediate for the equations solved for one

of the variables x or y. For example, let the equation be

(30) 2/= /(*,</');

we can here take for the variable parameters x and y'
= p. The sur-

face S is then represented by the equations

x ss Xy z ==
j9; y == j (^9 P/i
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and the relation dy = z dx becomes

This result could have been obtained directly by differentiating the

relation (30) and replacing y' by p. Let p = <(#, C) be the general

integral of the equation (31) ;
to deduce from it the general integral

of the equation (30), it will only be necessary to replace y
1

in the

equation (30) by <f>(x, C).

9. Lagrange's equation. Let us consider in particular an equation
linear in the two variables x and y :

(32) y = x<t>(y') + tfjft.

Differentiating the two sides, and denoting y' by p, we obtain the

equation

If we consider p as the independent variable, and x as the unknown

function, that equation, which can be written in the form

is linear and is integrable by two quadratures. Having obtained x

as a function of py by putting that value of x in the expression

we shall have the coordinates x and y expressed as functions of the

parameter^? and of an arbitrary constant.*

We can readily discuss the general appearance of the family of integral

curves by observing that x and y are polynomials of the first degree in the

arbitrary constant <7:

(33) x = CF(p) + * (p), y = CJF\(p) + ^(p).

But the functions -F(p), -F\(p), * (p), *i(p) are not arbitrary functions, since

the parameter p represents the slope dy/dx of the tangent. On this account

we must have F{(p) pF'(p), *i(p) =p*'(p). Let r
, l\ be two particular

integrals corresponding to the values = 0, C = 1 of the constant :

* The equation (32) can also he reduced to a linear equation by means of Legendre's
transformation (I, 62, 2d ed.

; 36, 1st ed.)-

A homogeneous equation of the form y x0(yO> not solved for y\ may be consid-

ered as a particular case of Lagrange's equation and integrated in the same way.
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The equations (83), which represent any integral r, may be written also in

the form

At the points 3f (z , y ), -Mjfo, yj, M(x, y) of the curves T
, I\, r, which

correspond to the same value of p, the tangents to these curves are parallel.

Moreover, we derive from the preceding expressions

y~y _x~x _ C

y yl
x X

l
(71*

which proves that the three points Jlf, MQ1 Ml
are on a straight line and that

the ratio MM /MMl
is constant. We have then the following geometric

construction : Given the two curves F
,
Tv we join the points M01 Ml of these

two curves where the tangents are parallel, and we take on the straight line joining

these points the point M such that the ratio MMQ/MMl
will be equal to a given

constant K. If the points If
,
M

l
describe the curves r

,
Tv the point M describes

an integral curve F, and we obtain the general integral by varying the constant K.

10. Clairaut's equation. A remarkable particular case of Lagrange's

equation had been treated previously by Clairaut
; every equation of

the form

(34) y = x

is called a Clairaut equation. Following the general method, we
differentiate the two sides and put p = y

1

;
this leads to the equation

(35) [>+/'Cp)]|:=0-

This equation is satisfied by putting dp/dx = ;
whencep = C. The

general integral of Clairaut's equation is, then,

(36) y = Coj+/(C).

This equation represents a family of straight lines, and it is readily

seen that they are really integral curves. But the equation (35) is

also satisfied by causing the first factor x +f'(p) to vanish. From
this it follows that there exists a new integral of the equation (34),

which is represented by the two equations

Now the elimination of p between these two equations would lead

precisely to the envelope of the straight lines represented by the

equation (36). Hence Clairaut's equation has also as an integral

curve the envelope of the straight lines which represent the general

integral. Since we cannot obtain this integral by giving a particular

value to the constant C, we say that it is a singular integral.
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We are led to Clairaut's equation when we undertake to determine a plane

curve by a property of its tangents in which the point of contact does not enter.

In fact, let y =f(x) be the equation of the desired curve
;
then the equation of

the tangent is Y= y'X + y xy', and we are led to a relation between y' and

y _ xy', that is, to Clairaut's equation. It is clear that in this case it is the

singular integral which gives the real solution of the problem.

Let us propose, for example, to find a curve such that the product of the dis-

tances from two fixed points F, F' to any one of its tangents is always equal to a

constant b2 . Let 2 c be the distance FF', let the middle point of the segment
FF' be taken for the origin, and let the straight line 1?F' be the x-axis. This

leads to the differential equation

(y
-

xy')*
- cV2 = 62 (1 + y'

2
)

if we suppose that the two points F, F' lie on the same side of the tangent. This

equation reduces to the form y = xy' V&2 + a2
2/'

2
;
hence the general integral

represents the family of straight lines

a2 C 2
,

a2 = 62 + c2 .

The singular integral curve, the envelope of these straight lines, is the ellipse

which is the true solution of the problem.

11. Integration of the equations F(x, yf) = 0, JP(y, y')
= 0. The

equations which contain only one of the variables x or y are inte-

grable by a quadrature, provided that we can solve the equation for

y' ( 2). If the equation is algebraic, y is an Abelian integral or

the inverse function of an Abelian integral. Whenever the relation

is of deficiency zero or deficiency one, we can express x and y as

functions of a variable parameter, either rationally or by means of

the classic transcendentals. Let us consider, first, equations of the

type F(y, y
1

)
=

0, of deficiency zero
j
we can express y and y' as

rational functions of a parameter u, y =f(u), y' =/1(w), and the

condition dy = y'dx gives us f'(u)du ^f^u^dx. Then the variables

ft and y are given by the expressions

(37) y =/(), xsajJ^ dn

in terms of the variable parameter u. The same procedure is applica-

ble to the equations F(y, y')
= if the relation is of deficiency one

;

but we must take for f(u) and f^u) elliptic functions, and x and y are

expressed in terms of the transcendentals p, ,
<r (Part I, 75).

We can proceed similarly with the equations F(x, y
9

)
= if the

relation is of deficiency zero or one
; besides, they reduce to the pre-

ceding form by interchanging x and y.
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Example 1. The equation y
2
(j^ 1) = (2 y')

2 is of deficiency zero. Putting
2 tf = yu, we derive from it y' = 1 + u2

, y = 1/u u. The relation dy = y'dx
becomes here dx = du/u2 . We have, then, x = 1/u + C, and the general inte-

gral of the given equation is y = x C l/(x C) .

Example 2. The equation y'
8 3y/2 9 y4 12 y

2 = represents, if we regard

y and y' in it as the coordinates of a point, a unicursal quartic having three

double points (y
-

0, y
f =

0), (y= V 2/3, y' = 2). We can, in fact, write

the preceding equation

Putting first #' = u2 1, we have 3 y* = (u + I)
2
(u 2) ;

if we then put
u 2 = 3 2

,
we obtain finally the following expressions for y and y' as func-

tions of the parameter t :

y = 8( + *
8
), 2/' = 3(1 + *

2
) (1 + 3(2

).

The relation dy = y'dx reduces here to (1 + t*)dx = dt
;
we'derive from it

t = tan(x + (7),

and the general integral of the given equation is therefore

y
- 3 tan (x 4- ) + 3 tan8 (x 4- C).

Example 3. Let R (y) be a polynomial of the third or of the fourth degree,

prime to its derivative
;

let us consider the differential equation

(38) y'*=R(y).

We have seen in 78, Part I, that we can satisfy this equation of deficiency

one by putting y = /(u), y
f

=/'(u), where f(u) is an elliptic function of the

second order. The condition dy = y'dx becomes du = dx
;
the general integral

of the equation (38) is therefore an elliptic function y =/(x -f C).

If the polynomial R (y) is of lower degree than the third, or if the polyno-

mial, although of the third or of the fourth degree, is not prime to its derivative,

the relation (38) is of deficiency zero. We can express y and y
f

by rational func-

tions of a parameter w, and, by applying the preceding method, we easily show

that the general integral is a rational function of x or a rational function of e *.

12. Integrating factors. The method of integration by the separa-

tion of the variables was generalized by Euler. The reasoning of 2

applies really to every equation of the first order

(39) P (x, y)dx + Q, (aj, y) dy = 0,

where the coefficients P and Q contain both x and y, provided that

we have dP/dy = dQ/dx. This condition is necessary and sufficient

in order that Pdx + Qdy shall be the total differential of a function

U(x, y\ and the function U(xy y) is obtained by quadratures, as we

have seen (I, 151). The equation (39) is then identical with the

equation dU = 0, and the most general solution is given by a rela-

tion of the form U(x, y) = C between x and y. The equation (39) is

therefore integrable by quadratures whenever the coefficients P and

Q satisfy the condition dP/dy = dQ/dx,
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In order that the preceding method may be applied, it is not

necessary that we have dP/dy = dQ/dx j
it suffices to know an inte-

grating factor, that is, a factor fi (x, y) such that the product

satisfies the integrability condition d(p,P)/dy = d(^Q)/dx3 or, after

developing,

(40) ,|e_ Q |sv '
dy dx

The investigation of the integrating factors is thus reduced to the

integration of the preceding equation, which is a partial differential

equation of the first order. It seems that in proceeding in this way
we have made the integration of equation (39) depend on an appar-

ently more difficult problem, but it is to be noticed that it suffices

to know oneparticular solution of the equation (40) in order to apply

the method, and in many cases we can find a particular integral of

the equation (40) by more or less direct processes. Let us see, for

example, in what case the equation (39) has an integrating factor

depending only on x. If we suppose dp/dy = 0, the equation (40)

becomes a

and the expression \dP/dy oQ/dx^/Q must be independent of y ;

if it is, we obtain an integrating factor u by a quadrature. Let us

suppose in addition that Q = 1
;
then dP/dy must be a function X

of the variable x, and the equation (39) is a linear equation,

(39') dy + (Xy -f XJ dx = 0,

where X and X
t
denote functions of x alone. In this case, the equa-

tion (40) is satisfied by
]
Xdx

p,
= ej*

,

and it is easy to show that if we multiply the equation (39') by this

factor, we have on the left an exact differential

e$**
dx

(dy -f Xydx + X^dx) = d(ye&
dx

-f f X^&^dx j=
0.

\ Jx
o I

The calculations which have to be made for the integration are

exactly the same as in the first method (4).
We shall show farther on that the equation (40) has an infinite

number of integrals under very general conditions, which are always
satisfied in the cases in which we are interested. If we know one
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integrating factor fil9
we can obtain all others in the following way :

Putting fi
=

/iji/,
the equation (40) becomes

Now we know one function satisfying this relation : it is the func-

tion, U (x, y\ whose total differential is ^(P dx -f- Qrfy), since the

partial derivatives BU/dx, dU/dy are equal to ^P and to ^Q. We
have, then, also (dv/dt/)(dU/dx) (dv/dx)(dU/dy)~ 0, which proves
that v is of the form <(/) and that the general expression for the

integrating factors is
IJL /AJ<(/), where

<j>
is an arbitrary function

of U. It is easy to show that /A is really an integrating factor, for

from the identity

we derive, by multiplying by

and the right-hand side is the exact differential of the function

F(U) = C<t>(U)dU.

We deduce from this an interesting consequence : if /^ and
/>ta

are

two integrating factors, the ratio ^/^ is a function of U. If this

quotient /i2/Mi *s no^ constant, the general integral of the differential

equation can then be written in the form At2/ft 1
= constant.

The preceding theorem is sometimes helpful in finding an inte-

grating factor. Let us consider the differential equation

(41) P dx -f- Q dy -f P^dx -f- Q^y = 0,

where P, Pv Q, Q
l
are functions of x, y, and let us suppose that we

know how to find an integrating factor for each of the expressions

Pdx -f Qdy, P^dx -f- Q^dy. The general expression for the integrat-

ing factors of P dx + Q dy is /x<((7), where ft is the known factor, U
a function of x and y which we obtain by quadratures, and < an

arbitrary function. Similarly, the general expression for the inte-

grating factors of P^dx -f Q^dy is prffJJ^, where /^ and U
l
are

definite functions and $ an arbitrary function. If we can choose the

functions ^ and ty
in such a way that we have

we shall have an integrating factor for the given equation (41).
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Let us take, for example, the equation

axdy + bydx + xmyn(axdy -f Pydx) = 0,

where a, 6, or, /9 are constants. Every integrating factor of axdy + bydx is of

the form <f>(x
b ya)/xy, and, similarly, every integrating factor of the second

part is of the form \f/(xfly
a
)/x

m + lyn + l
. In order to have a common integrating

factor, it will suffice to find two exponents, p and
<j, such that we have

which leads to the conditions

pa qa + n = 0, pb qp + m = 0.

These conditions are compatible if a/3 ba is not zero, and determine an inte-

grating factor of the form xMyN. Multiplying by this integrating factor, the

equation takes the form vP-*dv + v^~
1 dv

1
= 0, where we have put v = xbya,

t>
t =x&ya ',

and this equation is immediately integrable.

In the particular case where a/3 ba = 0, we obtain from it a/a = p/b = &,

and the equation can be written in the form (axdy 4- bydx) (1 -f kxm yn) 0.

Note. If we know the general integral of a differential equation of the first

order, it is quite easy to obtain an integrating factor. For let/(x, y) C be

the general integral of the equation (39). The differential equation of the curves

represented by that relation is also (df/dx)dx + (df/dy)dy = 0; in order that it

be identical with the equation (39), we must have

8f 8f

Sx_&y >p~ a

and the common value of the two preceding ratios is evidently an integrating

factor for Pdx + Qdy. Every other integrating factor is equal to this one

multiplied by an arbitrary function of /(x, y).

13. Application to conformal representation. The theory of integrat-

ing factors finds an important application in the problem of conformal

representation. Let

d$*=Edu* + 2 Fdudv -f Gdv*

be a quadratic form in du, dv whose coefficients E, F, G are analytic

functions of u and v such that EG F* is not zero. We can also

write ds* in the form

ds* =3 (adu -}- bdv) (a^u 4- b^dv),

where a, b, av b
l
are also analytic functions of u and v. According

to a result which will be rigorously proved later, each of the expres-

sions adu -h bdv, a^du -f- b^dv has an infinite number of integrating

factors, which are themselves analytic functions. If /A, ^ are two

such factors, we have the identities

(JL (adu -f b dv)= dU, /*i(
a

i
du -f- b

vdv)
= dU^
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and therefore

H^ds*
whence, substituting

we obtain

Edu* + 2 Fdudv -f Gdv* = \(dX* +

Every analytic surface can therefore be represented on a plane

conformly ;
that is, without alteration of the angles between pairs of

curves. If the surface is real, we may suppose that the real points

of the surface correspond to real values of the variables ?/, y; the

coefficients E, F, G are real, while a and #
a
are conjugate imaginaries,

as also b and b^ We can also take for /* and p,^
and therefore for U

and
C/j, conjugate imaginaries, so that to real values of ?/, v corre-

spond real values of X and of Y. To real points of the surface

correspond therefore real points of the plane.

Since it is possible to represent every analytic surface on a plane

conformly, we conclude that any analytic surface can be represented

conformly on any other analytic surface.

14. Euler's equation. A great many devices have been invented for

the integration of differential equations of special forms. A cele-

brated example, due to Euler and now known by his name, is the

equation

(42)v '

where X and Y are two polynomials of the fourth degree in x and y

respectively, having the same coefficients :

X = a
Q
x* -f (ZjX

8
-h a^x* -f a

B
x -}- 4 ,

Y = a y
4

-f- ^y
8
-h a/ -f- a8 3/ -f <V

The variables being separated, we obtain the general integral of

equation (42) by two quadratures, which introduce two transcen-

dental functions depending respectively upon x and y. Euler's fun-

damental discovery, which was the starting point of the theory of

elliptic functions, consisted in showing that that relation between

the variables x and y which in appearance is transcendental is in

reality algebraic.

Let us first consider the case where X is a polynomial of the sec-

ond degree, not a perfect square. A linear substitution enables us to
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bring it to the form X ==A (x
2

1), and in this particular case the

equation (42) becomes

Clearing of fractions, we can write this in the form

Vl - fdx 4- Vl - x*dy = d(x-\fl
- f + y Vl - or

2

)

which shows that we have identically

The expression V(l x2

) (1 y
2

) xy is therefore an integrating

factor for the equation (43), and the general integral is given by the

relation

(44) *Vl-^ + yVl-sc2 = C,

or by the relation

(45) V(l-^)(l-^) - xy = C",

since the equation (43) has the two integrating factors, 1 and the

expression on the left-hand side of (45). It is also very easy to

verify that the two expressions (44) and (45) are equivalent by
means of the identity

(x Vl- jf + yVl-x*)* + [V(l-*
s
)(l-/)- xyj = 1.

Rationalizing the expression (45), we can write the general integral

of the equation (43) in the form

(46) or* + / + 2 C'xy + C - 1 = 0,

where C f denotes an arbitrary constant, and this equation represents

the conies tangent to the four straight lines a5 = l,^ = l.

By a bold induction Euler was led to a more general formula of

the same kind, which corresponds to the case where X is any poly-

nomial of the third or of the fourth degree (Institutiones calculi

integralis, Vol. I, chaps, v, vi).

Let F(xy y) be a polynomial of the second degree in each of the

variables x and y and symmetrical with respect to these two variables :

(47) F(x, y) =W +Ajty(x + y)
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This polynomial depends upon six arbitrary coefficients A v A^ A^
A^ A

6 ,
A

Q ,
and the relation F(x, ?/)=0 can be written in two

equivalent forms :

= 0,

where M, N, P are three polynomials of the second degree in x :

and where Mv Nl9
P

l
are the polynomials obtained by replacing x by y

in M, N, P. From the relation F(x, y)
= we derive F'x dx -f- F'y dij = 0,

or, after replacing Fx and F'
v by their values,

(49) (2 jl/^ + ^) rfa* 4- (2 MH + N) <ly
= 0.

We derive, moreover, from the relations (4$),

4- N = V/V2 - 4 A/7', 2
Jl^o: -f JV

X
= VA^

and the preceding equation (49) may be written in the form

(50) _,gL_-T=J^-= = a
v y

V^V 2 - 4 MP -VN* - 4
jl/^'j

This relation will be identical with the given equation (42) if we

have ^V2 4 MP = X, which necessarily carries with it the other

equality JVf 4M
l
P

l
= Y. Now, since 3/, JV, P are of the second

degree, TV 2 4 MP is of the fourth degree, and the preceding condi-

tion is an identity between two polynomials of the fourth degree,

which requires only five conditions. Since we have six coefficients

Af at our disposal, we see that one of these coefficients will remain

arbitrary. There are therefore an infinite number of polynomials

F(xy y) of the form (47), depending upon an arbitrary constant C
and such that the relation

(51) F(x,y)=0,

between the variables x and ?/, leads to the relation (42). Hence the re-

lation (51) represents the general integral of the proposed equation.

The actual determination of the polynomial F(x, y} requires a calculation by

equating coefficients which can be simplified by means of a geometric repre-

sentation due to Jacobi. Let us consider, in order to take the general case, a

polynomial of the fourth degree B(t) prime to its derivative, and let ^, 2 , 3 ,
t
4

be the roots of R (t)
= 0. On the other hand, let 2 be any conic the coordinates

of any point of which are rational functions of the second degree of the varia-

ble parameter t, so that to a point (x, y) corresponds a single value of t
;
let us
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call mt ,
m2 ,

m
8 ,
m

4
the points of S which correspond to the values

lt s , 8 ,
t
4

of the parameter. Finally, let S' be a second conic passing through the four

points m t ,
w2 ,

m8 ,
m

4
. Every straight line tangent to S' meets S in two points

JW and M'

;
if and '

are the corresponding values of the parameter, the rela-

tion between t and t' is the one desired. It is evident, in fact, that that relation

is symmetric in t and
',
and that it is of the second degree in each of the varia-

bles, for through a point M' we can draw two tangents to 2', and so to each

value of t' correspond only two values of t.

Let

(52) F(t, f) =

be that relation. We can derive from it, as we have just seen, a relation

between the differentials dt, dt', of the form

(53)

where P(t) is a polynomial of the fourth degree. This polynomial P(t) is iden-

tical except for a constant factor with R (t) ; for, according to the preceding

method for obtaining the polynomial P(t) from F(t, t')
= 0, the roots of P(t) =

are the values of t for which the two values of t' coincide. Now the geometric

significance of the relation (52) shows immediately that this can only occur if

the two tangents from M to 2' coincide
;
that is, if the point M is one of the

points Wj, w2 ,
w

8 ,
m4 . We are thus led to the following method, which requires

only rational calculations, for obtaining the general integral of the equation

(54)

*

where R(t) = aj,* -t- a^
8 + a2

2 + a
s
t -f a

4
. This equation differs only In nota-

tion from the proposed equation (42). We begin by forming the general

equation of the conies 2' passing through the four points wi
t ,

wi
2 ,
m3 ,

m4 of 2
;

that equation is of the form /(a;, y) + C<t>(x, y)~ 0, where C is an arbitrary con-

stant. We then write the condition that the straight line joining the two points
M and M* of S, which correspond to the values t, i' of the parameter, shall be

tangent to S'. The resulting relation, which contains the arbitrary constant G,

represents the general integral of Euler's equation.
To carry out the calculations, let us take for 2 the parabola y* = x, and let

us put x = i
3
, y = t. The conic S' given by the equation

(55) Ax* + A'y* + 2 B"xy + 2 &x + 2 By + A" =

cuts S in four points, given by the equation of the fourth degree in t which is

obtained by replacing x by a and y by t. In order that that equation shall be
identical with R(t)

-
0, it is sufficient that

(58) A = aQ , 4'+2B' = a2 ,
25" = ^, 2B = a8 ,

A" = a4 .

The coefficient B' remaining arbitrary, we shall put B' = C, which gives
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Let us recall now that the tangential equation of S', that is, the condition that

the straight line ax + fiy -f y = shall be tangent to that conic, is given by the

equation

(57)

A
B"
B'

a

B"
A'

B

B'

B
A"
7

= 0.

The straight line joining the two points (t
2

, t) and (t
/a

, t') of S has for its

equation

We can therefore take

Substituting the values obtained for A, B, A', B', A'\ B", or, /3, 7 in the con-

dition (57), and replacing t and V by x and y respectively, we arrive at the gen-
eral integral of Euler's equation in the following form, which is due to Stieltjes:

(68)

o

C

Xy

1

-(x + y)

xy

= 0.

This equation represents a family of curves of the fourth degree, having two

double points at infinity on Ox and Oy respectively. The equation- being of the

second degree with respect to the constant (7, through each point of the plane

there pass two curves of the family, as we might have foreseen, since the given
differential equation gives two equal values, but with opposite signs, for the

derivative y' at each point. These two values of y' become equal only if the

point (x, y) belongs to the curve XY = 0, which is composed of four straight

lines D
t ,
D

2 ,
D

8 ,
J>

4 parallel to the axis Cty, and of four straight lines A
t , A^ A8 ,

A4
parallel to the axis Ox. Let us write Euler's equation in the rational form

Fdx2 Xdy2 = 0, and let us take a pointM (x, y) on one of these straight lines,

A! for example, not belonging to any one of the D lines. For the coordinates

of the pointM we have Y = 0, X^ 0, and Euler's equation gives for y' a double

value, y' 0. Hence the straight line Aj itself is an integral curve through M.

But it can be verified that the curves represented by the equation (58) have as

their envelope the set of eight straight lines given by the equation AT = 0.

Hence there is a new integral curve tangent to the first one at M. Thus the

eight straight lines Dt-, A,- are singular integral curves, for they are not included

among the curves represented by the general integral.

Note. We have supposed, in order to arrive at the equation (68), that the

polynomial E (x) was one of the fourth degree and prime to its derivative
;
but

it is clear that the result can be verified directly without the hypothesis that

E (x) is prime to its derivative. We could, for example, form the differential

equation of the curves represented by the equation (68) by applying the general

method of 1, and the equation obtained would necessarily be identical with

Euler's equation, whatever may be the values of the coefficients a
, a^ a2 ,

a8 ,
a4 ,

since we reach this result when the coefficients do not satisfy any particular

relation. The equation (58) therefore applies to all cases.
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15. A method deduced from Abel's theorem. We can also very easily deduce the

general integral of Euler's equation from Abel's theorem. Let us now denote

by R (x) a polynomial of the third or of the fourth degree, prime to its deriva-

tive, and let us consider the curve C which has for its equation i/
2 = R(x),

If a variable algebraic curve C' meets the curve C in three variable points

only, Mv 3f
2 ,

Jf
3 ,
we have shown (Part I, 103) that the coordinates (x1? ^j),

(
X
2t 2/2)' (

xs 2/3)
of tnese three variable points satisfy the relation

(59)
& + *& + *i = 0.

V '
2/12/2 ^3

If the variable curve C" depends upon two variable parameters which we
can select in such a way that two of the points of intersection, (xv 2/ x), (x2 , y2),

can be brought to coincide with any two points of the curve C given in advance,
the coordinates of the third point of intersection, (XB , y8),

are functions of the

coordinates (xv y^\ x
2 , y.2)

of the first two, and satisfy the relation (69). The equa-
tion dx

l/yl + dx
2/y2

= is therefore equivalent to the equation dx
s/y&

= 0, whose

general integral is x
3
= constant. Now, since the points (xv j/j), (x2 , y2)

are on the

curve C, we have y\ R(x^), y\ -R(x2), and the equation dx
l/yl -f dx

2/y2 = 0,

which may be written in the form

(60)

is identical with Euler's except in notation. In the expression which gives the

general integral

(61) x
s
= F(x11 yi ;

xv ?/2)
= const.

we should replace yt
and y2 by VR(x } )

and VR (x2) respectively, the deter-

minations of the two radicals being the same in the two expressions (60)

and (61). We thus obtain for the general integral an expression containing

radicals, while the result (58) is rational. But the irrational form is in certain

cases the more advantageous.
Let us carry out the calculations, supposing the polynomial R (x) reduced to

the normal form of Legendre, R(x) (1 x2
) (1 &2z2

), where &2 is different

from zero and from unity. The parabola C',

(62) y = ox2 + bx + 1,

meets the curve G represented by the equation y* = R (x) in the point (x = 0,

y = 1) and in three variable points whose abscissas x
l ,

x
2 ,
x8 are roots of the

equation

(63) (a
2 - k'2)x* -f 2a6x2 + (&

2 + 2 a + &2 + l)x + 26 = 0,

which is obtained by eliminating y and suppressing the factor x.

We derive from this equation the relations

2ab 62 +

8ix4
x =

grr
whence

(64) x
l +
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The condition that the parabola C7' passes through the two points (xlt yj,

(x2 , 2/2)
enables us to determine a and 6. We have in particular

Substituting this value of a in the preceding expression, we obtain finally the

expression for x
8
in terms of xv yv x

2 , y%:

x =
88

The general integral of Euler's equation,

(65)

is therefore represented by the expression

<r2 _
(66) XVR (x2)

16. Darboux's theorems. Let us consider a differential equation of the form

(67)
- Ldy + Mdx + N(xdy - ydx) = 0,

where i, 3f, N are three polynomials in x, y of at most the mth degree, and

where at least one of them is actually of the mth degree. In order that the

relation u (x, y) = constant shall represent the general integral, it is necessary
and sufficient that the equation (67) be identical with the equation

du , au
dx + v-dy = 0,

ax cy

which requires that we have

(68) I? + Jf
8J!-Wx^ +

ax ay \ ax

This condition assumes a more symmetric form if we replace x by x/z and y

by y/z, where z is a fictitious variable which we shall always suppose equal to

unity after the indicated operations have been performed. Then u(x, y)

changes into a homogeneous function of degree zero, and we have

du du
,

aw Ax--\- y -f z = 0.
ax dy dz

The condition (68) takes now the form

(69) L^ + M^+N^ = A(u) = *.
dx dy dz

Conversely, if we have obtained a homogeneous function of degree zero,

u(x, y, z), which satisfies the relation (69), M(X, y, 1) = constant represents the

general integral of the equation (67).

Darboux* has shown that we could form a function u (x, y, z) satisfying

these conditions if we knew a certain number of algebraic integrals of the

* Sur les Equations difterentielles algebriques du premier ordre et du premief

degre (Bulletin des Sciences mathematiques, 1878).
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equation (67). Suppose that the equation (67) has an algebraic integral defined

by the relation /(x, y) = 0, where the polynomial /(x, y) is irreducible and of

degree h. Repeating the previous work, we find that the relation

(70) ig+Afg-
must be a consequence of the equation /(x, y) = 0. If we again replace x by

x/z, and y by y/z, and then multiply by z*, /(x, y) becomes a homogeneous
function of x, y, z, of degree A, satisfying the relation

and the condition (70) becomes

This condition is not satisfied identically, but by reason of the relation

/(x, y, z) =0. Since the last relation is irreducible by hypothesis, it is neces-

sary that we have identically

(72) ^ (/) = */,

where K denotes a polynomial in x, y, z which is necessarily of degree m 1,

for if /is of degree A, A(f) is of degree m + h 1.

Let us now suppose that we have found p algebraic solutions of the equa-

tion (67), defined by the p following equations :

/!<x, y) = 0, /2 (x, y) = 0, ..., /p(x, y) = 0,

where/!, /2 , , fp are irreducible polynomials of the degrees hv &2 , , Ap.

This requires that we have p identities of the following form :

(73)

where the polynomials JT
1 ,
1T2 , ., J5TP are all of degree m 1.

Let us observe that the symbolic operator A(f) has properties analogous to

those of a derivative. In particular, we can apply to it the rule for the deriva-

tive of a function of functions : if F(u, u, w) is any function of w, v, 10, we have

Consequently, if we put u =/* /^* /**, where aj, a2 , , ap are any con-

stants, we have

A(u) = a^-Vs"'

or, by (73),
A (u) = (at

I

The function w (x, y, z) is a homogeneous function of degree

If we can dispose of the constants a^ ap in such a way that we have
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the equation u (x, y, z) = constant will furnish the general integral of the given

equation, by what we have established above.

The equations (74) form a system of m (m + l)/2 + 1 homogeneous equa-
tions in av az , , Op, since the polynomials Ki of degree m 1 contain

m (m -f l)/2 terms. We shall surely be able to satisfy all these equations by
values of <*< not all zero, and therefore to complete the integration, whenever

there are more unknowns than equations ;
that is, whenever we have

(76)

This is Darboux^s first theorem. If the equations (74) are not independent,
we can find the solutions without requiring p to reach the preceding limit

m (m -f l)/2 + 2. A large number of examples in which this is the case will

be found in Darboux's paper.

If we know only p = m (m + l)/2 -f 1 particular algebraic integrals, we can,

in general, dispose of thep constants a in such a way as to satisfy the conditions

( TT , ir rr dL dM dN
(76)

Ji^i + .
Jf.+ - + ^^=-^-85 5-'

[<*i^ + #2^2 + " + aphp = Wl 2,

which are equivalent to a system of m (m + l)/2 -f- 1 linear non-homogeneous

equations. The function u thus obtained satisfies the two equations,

dx dy dz \dx dy dz

whence we derive, by eliminating du/dz and replacing z by 1,

But, since the function N has been made homogeneous by substituting x/z for x

and y/z for y, and then multiplying by z"*, we also have, after making z = 1,

dN - r dN dN-~-~mNx--- y-^-
dz dx dy

so that the preceding relation may be written also in the form

(77) ~(L
/dL dM^ dN__ dN
\dx dy dx dy

It is easily seen that this last condition expresses the fact that u is an integrat-

ing factor for the equation (67), and we obtain thus Darboux>3 second theorem :

If w (m + l)/2 + 1 particular algebraic integrals of the equation (67) are known,
an integrating factor can be determined.

The proof of this last theorem is not complete in the particular case where

the determinant of the coefficients of the unknowns a< in the m(m + l)/2 -f 1
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equations deduced from the relations (76) turns out to be zero. But we can then

satisfy the m(m + l)/2 + 1 homogeneous equations, obtained by suppressing the

right-hand sides, by values of the at not all zero, and therefore obtain the

general integral by the first theorem.

Example. Let us consider in particular Jacobi's equation ( 6) ;
the num-

ber m is here equal to 1. Let us look first for the linear integrals of the form

wx + vy -f wz = 0. By the general method we must have identically

u (bz -f b'x + b"y) + v (cz + c'x + c"y)

-f w (az + a'x + a"y) = \(ux + vy + wz),

where X is a constant factor. This leads to the three conditions

ub 4. vc + w (a \) = 0, u (&' X) -f vc' + wa' = 0,

ub" + v (c" X) + wa" = 0,

and, after eliminating u, r, to, we find again the equation in X obtained by the

first method (p. 12).

Let us limit ourselves to the case in which the equation in X has three dis-

tinct roots Xj,
X
2 ,

X
3

. Each of these roots furnishes a linear integral, and we
therefore have three linear functions, X, F, Z, giving the three identities

By the general theory we can deduce from them the general integral, since

in this case m I. For this purpose it is necessary to determine three numbers

a, j8, 7 satisfying the relations

a + ft + 7 = 0, X
1 + 0X2 + 7X3 = -

We may take a \ X
8 , /3

= X8 \v 7 = X
x

X
2 ,
and the general integral of

Jacobi's equation is therefore

J**- *srAs~ *iZAi
~ A = const.

17. Applications. When we seek to determine a plane curve by a

given relation F(x, y, m)= between the coordinates (x, y) of a

point on the curve and the slope m of the tangent at this point, the

curves desired are evidently obtained by the integration of the differ-

ential equation of the first order F(x, y, ?/')
=

0, which we obtain

from the given relation by replacing in it m by y'. If this equation
is of the #th degree in

?/',
there pass in general q such curves through

each point of the plane, as will be proved farther on. Let us con-

sider, for example, a family of curves C, represented by the equation

$(#, y, a)= 0, depending upon an arbitrary parameter, and let us

try to find their orthogonal trajectories, that is, the curves C 1 which

cut orthogonally in each of their points a curve C passing through
the same point. Let m, m f be the slopes of the tangents to the two

orthogonal curves (7, C
1

passing through the same point (x, y). Then
m and m r must satisfy the relation 1 -f-m fm= 0. On the other hand,
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let F(x, y, y
f

)
= be the differential equation of the given curves C.

Then we have F(x, y, m) = 0, since m is- the slope of the tangent to

a curve C passing through the point (x, y). It follows that

Moreover, m 1

is also the slope of the tangent to a curve C' passing

through the point (x, y) ;
hence the curve C' satisfies the equation

(78)

and we obtain the differential equation of the orthogonal trajectories

of the curves C by rejslacing y
1

by 1/y' in the differential equation

of the curves C.

In order to obtain the differential equation of the curves <7, we must

eliminate a between the two equations <E> = 0, (d&/dx) + (dO/dy)y= 0.

Therefore, in order to obtain the differential equation of the orthogonal

trajectories, it will suffice to eliminate a between the two relations

Let us take, for example, the conies represented by the equation

f + 3 aj 2 ax = 0,

where a is a variable parameter. The application of the preceding
method leads to the homogeneous differential equation

which becomes, after putting y = ux and separating the variables,

dx 3du du du
__

x u M-f-1 u 1
~~ *

Solving this equation, we find

xu*=C(u*-l), or /-C^-a;2
).

The orthogonal trajectories are therefore cubics with the origin as a

double point.

Let us consider in a more general manner a surface S the coordi-

nates x, y, z of any point of which are expressed as functions of

two parameters w, v :
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We derive from these expressions

df df dd> d<b d\l/ d\l/

dx = -- du -f -#- dv, dy = ~du + -~dv, dz ~du-\-~- dv.
du dv ou dv ou ov

To every value of the ratio dv/du corresponds a tangent to the sur.

face passing through the point (u, v). If we wish to determine the

curves of that surface such that the tangent to one of these curves in

any point depends only on the position of that point on the surface,

we are again led to integrate a differential equation of the first order :

(79)

Conversely, every equation of this form establishes a relation between

a point of a curve lying on the surface S and the tangent at that point.

Let us, for example, try to find the trajectories at a constant

angle V to a family of given curves lying upon the surface. Given

two curves, C, C", passing through a point (u, v) and cutting at an

angle F, we have the general formula (II, Part I, 20)

xft/vx Edu8u + F(du8v -f dv8u) -f Gdv8v
(80) cos V = ,

: .

'
>

-VEdu2
-f 2 Fdudv + Gdv* VE8uz

-f 2 FSuBv -f- G&v2

where E, F, G have the usual meanings, where du and dv denote

the differentials relative to a displacement on C, and where 8u and Sv

denote the differentials relative to a displacement on C'. The curves

C' being given, Bv/8u is a known function of u and v, 8v/8u = TT(U, v).

Replacing 8v/8u by TT(W, v) in the preceding relation (80), the result-

ing relation F(u, v, dv/du) = is the desired differential equation of

the trajectories.

Let us consider in particular the trajectories at a constant angle

to the meridians of the surface of revolution,

x = p cos o>, y = p sin o>, z = f(p)-

We have here

hence the equation (80) becomes

A/
cosF

V[l +/%)]df
Solving for da, we find

p

whence u> can be obtained by a quadrature.
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III. EQUATIONS OF HIGHER ORDER

18. Integration of the equation dny/dx
n = f(x). Given a differen-

tial equation of the nth order,

(81) ^jt

= F(x,y,y',y",...,y^-^ >

where 7/
l) = d i

y/dx
i

j
this equation and those which are obtained from

it by repeated differentiation enable us to express all the derivatives,

beginning with ?/
n)

,
in terms of

ce, ?/, ?/', ?/', , y
(n ~ l)

. If, then, for a

particular value X
Q
of the independent variable we are given the cor-

responding values T/O , 7/d, , ?/o
n"~ 1) of the unknown function y and of

its n 1 first derivatives, we can calculate the values of all the

derivatives of y for the value X
Q
of x, and form a power series,

(82) yt+(x

whose value represents the integral in question, provided that inte-

gral can be developed by Taylor's series. Up to the time of Cauchy's
work the convergence of this series had been assumed without

proof.* We shall see later that the series does converge under cer-

tain conditions which will be stated precisely. We shall indicate

here only some simple types of differential equations of the nth

order whose integration can be reduced to quadratures or to the

integration of an equation of lower order than n.

The differential equation

(83) g=/(a)
constitutes the simplest possible type of differential equation of the

nth order. It can be integrated by means of n successive quadra-

tures
; for, indicating by X

Q any arbitrary constant, we have

fJn 2")/ f* x f*

7 = I dx I
dX JX

, Jx,

dx + C
Q (x

-

y = I
dx

I
dx-

I
f(x)dx

*.C
9 (x

-

* See, for example, the Traite by Lacroix.
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where Cn _ 19 Cn _ z , ,
C are n arbitrary constants which are equal

respectively to the values of the integral and of its first (n 1)

derivatives for x = # .

We can replace the expression

r* r* r*
= dx dx.
Jx, Jx

Q
Jx

9

f(x)dx,

which contains n successive signs of integration, by an expression

containing only a single quadrature, to be carried out on a function

in which the variable x appears only as a parameter. It is easy to

verify this fact, which will appear later as a special case of a general

theory ( 39). For if we put

we obtain successively, by the application of known rules,

and, finally, dn
Yjdx

n
=f(x). The function Y

l
is therefore an inte-

gral of the equation (83). Besides, the two functions Fand Y
l vanish,

as do also their first (n 1) derivatives, for x = X
Q

. Their differ-

ence, which is a polynomial of degree equal to n 1 at most, cannot

be divisible by (x # )
n unless it is identically zero. We have

therefore Y
l
= Y.

19. Various cases of depression. The most usual cases in which the

order of the equation can be depressed are the following :

1) The equation does not contain the unknown function. An equa-

tion of the form

reduces immediately to one of order n k by taking u =a dky/dx
k as

a new unknown function. If the auxiliary equation in u can be inte-

grated, we shall then obtain y by quadratures, as has just been

explained.

It sometimes happens that we can express x and */, = dk
y/dx

k in

terms of an auxiliary parameter t
f

*=/(<), -*(*)
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where the functions f and
<j>

contain also the arbitrary constants

introduced by the integration of the equation in u. We can then

express y in terms of t also by quadratures. We have first

whence we derive y
(k ~ l)

. Continuing in this way, we calculate suc-

cessively y*~ 2)
, , y' up to y.

2) The equation does not contain the independent variable. Given

an equation of the form

we can reduce it to the preceding form by taking y for the independ-
ent variable and x for the unknown function. Then the new equa-

tion does nqt contain #, and, taking dx/dy for the new unknown, we
are led to an equation of order n 1. But we can carry out these

two transformations simultaneously by taking y for the independent
variable and p = dy/dx for the dependent variable. This gives

d?y __ dp __ dp dy _ dp
dx* dx dy dx dy

dx8

dx\ dy) dy\ dy) \dy) dy
2

and so on. In general, dr

y/dx
r can be expressed in terms of p and

of its first r 1 derivatives with respect to y. The resulting differ-

ential equation is of order n 1.

Let us suppose that we have integrated this auxiliary equation of

order n 1, and for the sake of generality let us suppose that y and

p are expressed in terms of a variable parameter t, which may be one

of the variables themselves. Then we shall have y =f(f),p = </>(),

where the functions / and
<f> depend also on arbitrary constants.

From the relation dy =pdx we derive f'(t)dt = $(t)dx, so that x in

turn is obtained by a quadrature,

This method is especially useful for the equation of the second order.

which is thus reduced to an equation of the first order,
/M
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Let p = <t> (y, C) be the general integral of this equation of the first

order. From the relation dy/dx= </> (y, C) we obtain a; by a quadrature,

dy

If the general integral of the equation in p is solved for y and

appears in the form y =f(p, <?), we have, in the same way,

f'(p)dp=pdx
and therefore

The coordinates of a point of an integral curve are thus expressed

in terms of an auxiliary variable p which represents the slope of the

tangent to the curve.

3) The equation is homogeneous in y, y\ y
11

, , y
(n\ If the degree

of homogeneity is ra, the equation is of the form

and we see that, if yl
is a particular integral, \yl

is also an integral

for any value of the constant X. The order of this equation is

lowered by unity by putting
Cudx.

y e

This substitution gives

and, in general, y<
r) is equal to the product of e*

ud*
and a polynomial

in u, u
1

, u", ,
up* 1

*. Substituting these values in the given equa-

tion, we obtain an equation of order n 1.

4) The equation is homogeneous in x, y, dx, dy, d2

yt ,
dn

y. In

this case the equation is not changed by substituting Cx for x, and

Cy for y, where C is any constant. Let us now take a new dependent
variable u = y/x and a new independent variable t = Log x. The

new differential equation does not change if we replace t by t -f- Log C,

leaving ^ unchanged ;
hence it does not contain explicitly the vari-

able t. This is readily verified, for it is easy to see that the given

equation must be of the form

F
(l

, y', xy", zV", -,
x-V"' )

= 0.
\3C f
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If we put y = ux
y we have, as a general expression,

and the quantities y\ xy", x*y'", are expressible in terms of u
y
xu 1

,

x*u", ,
xnu^

}
so that the transformed equation takes the form

= 0.

If we now put x e', we have successively for the products xu',

x*u", certain functions of du/dt, d 2

u/dt
z
, ,

and we are led to

an equation which does not contain the variable t.*

Note. In the various cases of reduction which precede, it may
happen that we can obtain certain integrals of the auxiliary equation

without being able to determine the general integral. The preced

ing methods are still applicable and enable us to obtain by quadra-

tures integrals of the given equation containing less than n arbitrary

constants.

20. Applications. 1) Equations of the form y" = f(y) come under the preced-

ing types. We can integrate them directly without any transformation, for if we

multiply the two sides by 2 y\ we deduce from the result, by a first integration,

= F(y) + (7,
vQ

and we have next, by a quadrature,

Let us consider, for example, the equation

y" = a i/
8 + a^2

-f a
2 y -f- a8 ,

where one at least of the coefficients ,
a

x
is not zero. Multiplying the two

sides by 2 y' and integrating, we find

C.

The general integral of this new equation is an elliptic function ( 11), which

may in special cases reduce to simply periodic functions, or even rational func-

tions, if the constant C has been so chosen that the polynomial on the right has

a factor in common with its derivative.

* We may proceed in another way by taking u and v xu' for the variables. This

gives dv/dx **u' + xu", and therefore 22w'"= (dv/du) u'x - xu', or

a M".t>^-.
du

Continuing in this way, we are led to a differential equation of order (n-1) in

u and v.
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2) It may happen that we can apply successively several of the methods of

reduction to the same equation. Let us take, for example, the equation of the

fourth order 5 y'"
2 3 y"yiT = 0. If we first put y" = u, we derive from it an

equation of the second order, 6 U"2 3 uu" = 0, which is homogeneous in w, w', u".

Let us put f
u = ef"

dt
;

the equation becomes 3 ' = 2 a2
,
or v'/v

2 = 2/3, from which we obtain

3 1
v =

2 x + a

where a is an arbitrary constant. Hence we have

u = y" - b (x + a)~ i,

-f ex -f d,

where 6, c, d are three new constants. We find, therefore, that the general

integral represents a system of parabolas ( 1).

3) Let it be required to determine the plane curves whose radii of curvature

are proportional to the portion of the normal included between the foot M and

the point of intersection N of that normal with a fixed straight line. Taking
the fixed straight line for the x-axis, the differential equation of the problem is

(88) 1 + y* + wv" = 0,

where the coefficient /* is equal to the ratio of the radius of curvature to the

length MN) preceded with the sign + or
, according as the direction from M

to the center of curvature coincides with the directionMN or with the opposite

direction. In order to integrate this differential equation (88), let us put

y
/
=p; it becomes ,

which can be written in the form

dy n 2pdp _
y
+
21 + i>-

Uf

from which we derive, by a first integration,
"

where C is an arbitrary constant. The relation dy = pdx gives us next

__i
dp = pdx,

from a translation and an expansion about the origin of the curve F represented

by the equations
r a

(F) x= /A I cos'* a da, y = cos tt
or.

%/o

It is easy to get an idea of the form of the curve from these equations, what-

ever may be the value of ju. If /x is an integer, we can carry out the integration.
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If n is a positive integer, the curve has no infinite branches, but it may have

two forms that are very different in appearance, according to the character of p.

If
fjL

is an odd integer, x is a periodic function (Part I, 16), and the curve

F is an algebraic closed convex curve. If p is even, x increases by a constant

quantity different from zero when a increases by 2 tr y is always positive.

We have a periodic curve with an infinite number of cusps on the x-axis. The

appearance of the curve is that of a cycloid ;
it is a cycloid for /u

= 2.

Note. In the examples which we have just studied we always try to reduce

the integration of a differential equation to the integration of an equation of

lower order. However singular it may appear at first sight, the reverse process

may sometimes succeed. Given, for example, an equation of the first order

/(x, ?/, y') 0, by combining with it a second equation obtained from it by

differentiation, we obtain an infinite number of equations of the second order

which are satisfied by all the integrals of the original equation. Suppose that

we can find thus an equation of the second order which is integrable, and let

y 0(x, (7, C") be the general integral. All the integrals of the original equa-
tion of the first order are included in this expression, but since they depend

upon only a single arbitrary constant, there must be a relation between the

constants C, C'. In order to obtain it, it suffices to write the condition that the

function (x, C, C') satisfies the original equation of the first order
;
we are

thus led to a certain number of relations between the constants (7, C', and these

relations should reduce to a single one.

A most interesting example of this device is due to Monge, who made use of

it to find the lines of curvature of an ellipsoid. Let 2 a, 2
Z>,

2 c be the three

axes
;
the projections of the lines of curvature on the plane of the major axis

.and the intermediate axis are determined by the differential equation

Axyy"* + (x
2 - Ay2 -B)y'-xy = 0.

a2
(62

62 (a
2 c2)' a2 -c2

Differentiating the equation (89), and then eliminating the expression

x* - Ay* - B,

we obtain the differential equation of the second order,

whence we derive first yy* = Cx, then y2 = Cx2
-H C'.

The general integral of the equation (89) will be obtained by establishing

between C and C' the relation ACC' + C' -f SC = 0, as is seen by replacing y
2

by <7x2 -f C' on the right-hand side.*

* The equation (89) can also be easily integrated by the classic processes. It suffices,

in fact, to put a;
2 = X, t/

2 = Y, after having multiplied all the terms by xy dte2
,
in order

to transform it into the Clairaut form.

Lagrange and Darboux have employed similar devices to integrate Euler's equation

(see J. BERTRAND, Traite de Calcul integral, pp. 569-572). We can also regard a cer-

tain theorem of Appell's as an illustration of the* same procedure (Cornptes rendus,

Nov. 12, 1888).
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EXERCISES

1. Find the differential equation of all conies by starting from the general

unsolved equation and eliminating the coefficients between it and the rela-

tions obtained by five successive differentiations.

2. Integrate the differential equations

(tf*
-

y) = y (y + ]/)
2

, y (1 + 2 y*) + xy' = 0,

(1 + y72) V'V" = (3 /2 -
1) /*, (x

2 + y2) y" - yy* + xy'
8 + ^ _ y

_
,

xV2 + 2xy(y - 2 a)/ - 2 j/
2
(y
- 2 a) = 0, xyy" + xy'

2 - yy
f = 0,

3. Apply the general methods of depression to the integration of the differ-

ential equation of conies.

4. Find the integrals of the equation y" 2 y2
(y

-

1) which are rational

functions or simply periodic functions of the variable.

[Licence, Paris, 1899.]

5. Given a triangle ABC and a curve F in its plane, let a, 6, c be the points

of intersection of the sides of the triangle with the tangent at m to the curve T.

Find the curves F for which the anharmonic ratio of the four points m, a, b, c

is constant when the point m moves on one of them.

The anharmonic ratio of the tangent at m and the straight lines mA, mB, mC
is also constant.

OS. Given a point and a straight line D, find a curve such that the portion

of the tangent MN included between the point of contact M and the point of

intersection N of the tangent and the line D subtends a constant angle at O.

[Licence, Besan^on, 1885.]

7. Find the projections on the xy-plane of the curves lying on the paraboloid

2 az = wuc2 + y
2
,
whose tangents make a given constant angle y with the axis Oz.

[Licence, Paris, 1879.]

^ Find the orthogonal trajectories of each of the families of curves repre-

sented by one of the following equations :

(x
2 + 2/

2
)
2 = a2 xy, x2 -f y2 = a2 log

where a is the variable parameter.

^ In order that the equation 6 (x, y) C shall represent a family of parallel

curves, it is necessary and sufficient that we have

where (6) is any function of 0.

[Write the condition that the orthogonal trajectories are straight lines.]

10. Find the necessary and sufficient condition that the integral curves of

the equation y' =/(x, y) form a family of parallel curves, and show that the

integration can be carried out by a quadrature.

[Licence, Paris, 1898.]

11*. Form the general equation of th? conies which cut a given conic C
orthogonally at the four common points. These conies form, in general, several
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distinct families. Find the orthogonal trajectories of each of these families.

Hence derive all the orthogonal systems of which the two families are made up
of conies. [If / = 0, (f>

= are the equations of two conies cutting each other

orthogonally at each of their four common points, we have an identity of the

form

a/a* ,?/a$ = v
dx dx dy dy

where X and /* are two constant coefficients.]

12. Find the condition that the integral curves of the differential equation

y' = /(x, y) form a family of isothermal curves, and show that an integrating
factor can be found.

[SOPHUS LIB.]

13. Let ylt y2 be two particular integrals of Riccati's equation (26) ( 7).

Show that the substitution (y yl)/(y |/2)
= z reduces the equation to the

linear equation

f Find a plane curve C such that the triangle formed by any point M of

the curve, the corresponding center of curvature, and the foot of the ordinate

of the point Jf, has a constant area. Show that one of the coordinates can be

expressed as a function of the other by a quadrature, and that we can obtain a

knowledge of the form of the curve without having the definite equation. [The
axes of coordinates are supposed to be rectangular.]

[Licence, Paris, 1877.]

Q& Given a plane curve C, letM be any point of that curve, P the center of

curvature of the curve at the point, and MT the tangent. Through the point

T where the tangent cuts the axis of x, draw a straight line parallel to the axis

of i/, meeting the normal MP in a point N. Determine the curve C so that the

ratio of MP to MN is constant

[licence, Toulouse, 1884.]

16. Determine the surfaces of revolution such that in each of their points

the radii of curvature of the principal sections are directed in the same sense

and have a constant sum a. Sketch a figure of a meridian of the surface.

[Licence, Toulouse, 1878.]

17*. Show that the general integral of Euler's equation can be written in

the form

*- a
t (x + y)

-
Oa = C,

x y

where X a^* + a
:
x8 + a^2 + a

gx + a4 and where Y has an analogous

meaning. __s
[LAORANGB.]

[It suffices to solve the equation (58) ( 14) with respect to the constant.

After a few transformations we obtain Lagrange's form.]

18. The asymptotic lines of the surface represented by the equations

x = A(u-a)(v-a)\
y= B(u- b)

m (v- &),
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are obtained by the integration of Euler's equation when we have m = n or

m -f n = 1, Deduce from this result the asymptotic lines of the tetrahedral

surface

19. How can we determine whether a differential equation

dy ffa y) <&

has an integrating factor of the form XY, where X depends only upon x, and

Y depends only upon y, and find this integrating factor when it exists ?

[Licence, Paris, October, 1002.]

20*. Given a plane curve C, the middle point m is taken of the cord MM'
which joins any two points M, M'

of that curve. The point M remaining fixed,

if the point M' describes the curve C, the point m describes a similar curve c.

Prove that the curves c satisfy a differential equation of the first order, which is

integrated, like Clairaut's equation, by replacing y' in it by an arbitrary con-

stant. (Bulletin de la Soctett matMmatique, Vol. XXIII, p. 88.)

21. Integrate the differential equation

r", y'
_ xy", y

We observe that y'" appears a* a factor in the derivative of the left-hand

side. There exist equations of an analogous form and of any order (see DIXON,

Philosophical Transactions, Vol. CLXXXVI, Part I
; RAFFY, Bulletin de la

SocteM matMmatique, Vol. XXV, p. 71
; BOUNITZKY, Bulletin des Sciences

matMmatiques, Vol. XXXI, 2d series, p. 250).



CHAPTER II

EXISTENCE THEOREMS

The first rigorous investigations to establish the existence of the

Integrals of a system of ordinary differential equations or of partial

differential equations are due to Cauchy. That illustrious mathe-

matician gave for analytic equations a type of demonstration based

on a method of comparison to which he gave the name of w calculus

of limits" (calcul des Unities). We owe to him also another method

which does not assume the functions to be analytic, and which we

shall discuss later.

I. CALCULUS OF LIMITS

21. Introduction. The fundamental idea of the calculus of limits

consists in the use of dominant functions. The reasoning is quite

analogous to that which has already been used to establish the

existence of implicit functions (I, 193, 2d ed.
; 187, 1st ed.).

Since every analytic function has an infinite number of dominant

functions, we see that the method can be varied in a great many

ways. The simplicity of the demonstrations depends largely on the

choice of the dominant functions. Since the work of Cauchy, his

proofs have been perfected and extended to more general cases by
Briot and Bouquet, Weierstrass, Darboux, Mdray, Riquier, Madame

Kovalevsky, and many others. Even to-day we make use of this

same method constantly to treat analogous questions relative to par-

tial differential equations with various initial conditions.

22. Existence of the integrals of a system of differential equations.

Let us consider first a single equation,

the right-hand side of which, f(x, ?/),
is an analytic function in the

neighborhood of a system of values X
Q , yQ

. We propose to prove that

this equation has an integral y(x) analytic in the neighborhood of the

point X
Q
and reducing to y^for x = X

Q
.

45
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Let us suppose for the sake of brevity that X
Q
= yQ

= 0, which

amounts simply to writing x and y in place of x x and y y .

If the given equation has an integral which is analytic in the neigh-

borhood of the point x = 0, and which vanishes with x, and if we

can calculate the values of all the successive derivatives of that

integral for x = 0, we can write the development of that integral in

a power series.

The equation (1) gives us first of all (dy/dx\=f(0, 0). On the

other hand, the equations which we derive from it by repeated dif-

ferentiations enable us to calculate the value of a derivative of any
order in terms of x, y and of derivatives of lower order,

(2)

dx* ex dy dx

~dx*

ex dy dx

Z + 2 ay
- *IL + ^l (*3tf + <<*Ly.

y

dx* dxdy dx dy
2 \dx) dy dx2

Setting in these relations x y = 0, we calculate step by step tht

initial values (d?y/dx*) , (d?y/dx*\, , (d*y/dx
n
) Q ,

... of the succes-

sive derivatives of the desired integral in terms of the coefficients

of the development of f(x, y) in a power series in x and y. Until

Cauchy's work appeared, mathematicians had assumed without proof

that the power series thus obtained,

was convergent for values of x near zero.

To establish rigorously this essential point, let us observe that the

operations by which we calculate the coefficients of the series (3)

reduce precisely to additions and multiplications alone, so that the

value obtained for (d
n
y/dx

n
)Q

can be written in the form

^
V&-Vo

= P"(a o>
a
<*>

a
*>'

' '
"'
a n >

' '
*>
a"^

where Pn is a polynomial with positive integral coefficients, and where

a^ is the coefficient of afy* in the development of /(x, y). If, then, we

replace the function f(x, y) by a dominant function
<j> (x, T), and if

we seek to determine an analytic integral of the auxiliary equation

(5) g-*(,r)
vanishing with x, the coefficients of the series obtained for the devel-

opment of Y will be positive numbers greater than the absolute value
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of the corresponding coefficients of the same rank in the series (3).
If the series obtained for Y is convergent in a certain neighborhood,
the same must be true a fortiori of the series (3). Now the series

obtained for Y will certainly be convergent if the auxiliary equation
has an analytic integral vanishing for x = 0.

Let us suppose that the function f(x, y) is analytic when the varia-

bles x and y remain in the circles C, C' of radii a and b described in

the planes of the two variables about the two origins as centers, and
that it is continuous on the circumferences, and let M be the upper
limit of |/(a;, y)\ in this neighborhood. We can take for the domi-

nant function

(,!)-
*

(-;)(>-)
and, multiplying the two sides by (1 Y/b), we may write the

auxiliary equation (5) in the form

Y\dY M

We can show directly that this equation has an analytic integral
which vanishes for x = 0. In fact, separating the variables, we obtain

the integral of that equation in the form

(7) y,
The constant which must be added to the right-hand side to

express the general integral of the equation (6) is here zero if we

adopt for the determination of the logarithm the one which is zero

for x = 0. Solving equation (7) for F, we get

(8) Y=b-

If we take for the radical the determination which reduces to 1

for x = 0, the result (8) represents precisely an integral of the

equation (6) which is zero for x = 0. This function Y is also ana-

lytic in the neighborhood of the origin, for the function under
the radical is analytic in the interior of the circle C of radius a,

and is zero for
/ L\

When the variable x remains in the interior of the circle C
p
of

radius p described about the origin as center, the absolute value
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of (2 aM/b) Log (1 x/a) remains less than unity,* and the radical

is an analytic function of x in this circle. The series obtained for

the development of Y is therefore convergent in the circle of radius p,

and the same is true a fortiori of the series (3) first obtained.

It is easily seen from the formula (8) that all the coefficients of

the development of Y are real and positive, a fact which is evident

also a priori. If we give to x any value whose absolute value is less

than p, the absolute value of Y will be less than the value obtained

by replacing x by p. We have, then, for every point in the circle

<7
p , |F| < b

y
and therefore \y\ < b. If we replace y inf(x, y) by the

sum of the series (3), the result of the substitution is therefore an

analytic function <(#) in the circle of radius p. From the manner

in which we have obtained the coefficients of the series (3), the two

functions $(#) and dy/dx are equal, as well as all their successive

derivatives for x 0. Hence they are identical, and the analytic

function y satisfies all the given conditions.

In order to calculate the coefficients of the series (3), we can substi-

tute directly for y in the equation (1) a power series y= C^as-f-
C

2x*-\
----

and write the conditions that the two sides are identical. The coeffi-

cient of xn
~ l in dy/dx is nCn ,

while the coefficient of xn ~ l on the right

depends evidently only on C
19
C

2 , ,
Cn _j and the coefficients aik .

It is easily seen that the coefficients Cn are calculated in this way

by the use of the operations of addition and multiplication alone.

The method can be extended without difficulty to a system of any
number of differential equations of the first order. Let

be a system of differential equations in which the functions f{ are

analytic in the neighborhood of the values #
, (y^)Q , , (yn)o* These

equations have a system of integrals analytic in the neighborhood nf

the point X
Q
and taking on the values (y^) Q , (2/2) > > (2/n) respectively

for x = a? .

The proof of this theorem can be made to depend on the fact

that the system of auxiliary equations

d\dY* dYn M

*In fact, all the coefficients of the development of that function in powers of x

are real and negative. The absolute value of the preceding expression for
|
x

\
< p is

therefore less than its absolute value when x = p, that is, less than unity.
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has a system of integrals which are analytic in the neighborhood
of the origin, and which vanish for x = 0. The functions ft are sup-

posed to be analytic as long as we have \x arj ^ a,
\ yi (y,) |

s
b,

and M denotes again the maximum absolute value of the functions

ft in this neighborhood. These integrals, having their derivatives

equal and all vanishing for x = 0, must be identical, and it suffices

to consider the single equation

dY M

in which we can again separate the variables. This equation has

the integral

which is analytic in the circle with the radius

/= a\l
-

p

and which is zero for x = 0. Hence the system (10) has a system
of integrals that are analytic in the same circle.

A single equation of the nth order,

can be replaced by an equivalent system formed of n equations of

the first order,

^ = v
* =

(13)
'

* ** ^ *"

by introducing as auxiliary dependent functions the successive

derivatives of y up to the (n l)th order. We deduce from the

general theorem, then, the proposition that the equation (12) has an

analytic integral in the neighborhood of the point X
Q
and such that

that function and its first n 1 derivatives take on for x = X
Q
the

values y , y^ , y
(

Q~
l)
given in advance, provided that the function

F is analytic in the neighborhood of the system of values x
Q9 yQ , y'Q ,

. . . 7/<
n - *>

> 2/o

From the demonstration it results that there cannot be more than

one analytic integral of the equation (1) taking on for x = x the
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value T/O
. But nothing enables us to say up to this point that there

do not exist non-analytic functions satisfying the same conditions.*

This is a point which will be rigorously established farther on

( 26).

23. Systems of linear equations. We shall find farther on, by another

method, a larger value for a lower bound of the radius of convergence

of the series which represents the integrals ( 29). If the functions

fi have special forms, we can sometimes employ more advantageous

dominant functions, still making use of the method of the calculus

of limits.

In particular, this is what happens in the very important case of

linear equations. Let

(14) -^'
= ail yl 4- a, 2y H h <&. + ^ 0*

= 1,2,..., n)

be a system of linear equations in which the functions a ik and b
{
are

functions of the single variable x, analytic in the circle C of radius R
about the point X

Q
as center. These equations have a system of inte-

grals analytic in the circle C and reducing respectively to (y^) Q , (2/2)o>

> (yn\forx = x
Q

.

We may suppose in the proof that

(2/i)o
=

(2/2)0
= =

(2/1)0
=

>

for if we change y{
into (y{\ + y{ ,

the system (14) does not change
in form, and the new coefficients are again analytic in the circle C.

Let M be the maximum value of the absolute values of all the

* The following is the reasoning used by Briot and Bouquet to treat this matter.

Let yl be an analytic integral of the equation (1) taking on the value yQ for x = XQ.

Putting y = yi + z, the equation (1) takes the form

(10 ^~ Z * (X ' Z} >

where V(x, z) is analytic for ar==z
,
z = 0. Let us suppose that this equation has an

integral, other than z =* 0, approaching zero when the variable x describes a curve C
ending in the point x . Let x^, a;2 be two points of this curve to which correspond the

two values zl and z2 of z. We obtain from the equation (I/)

*L r
z t

* Jx.

If xl approaches a: , zx approaches zero, and the absolute value of the left-hand side of

this equality becomes infinite, while the absolute value of the right-hand side remains

finite; there cannot be, then, an integral approaching zero different from z*=0. But
the reasoning supposes that the point x approaches XQ along a curve C of finite length.
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functions aik1 b
{
in a circle C' with the center X

Q
and the radius r < R

The function

-t _
(i-f i-.

r

is a dominant function for all the functions a{ly^ -f- -f <*>inyn + b
{9

and we are led to consider the auxiliary system

dYl
dY<2 dYn M

Since the functions Y
Jt

F
2 , ,

Yn are required to be zero for

x = o;
,
and since thtir derivatives are equal, they are identical, and

the system (15) can be replaced by the single equation

which can be integrated by separating the variables. The integral

which is zero for x = X
Q
has the form

and it is analytic in the circle C'. The same thing is therefore true

of the integrals of the system (14), and, since the number r may
be taken as near R as we wish, it follows that these integrals are

analytic in the circle C.

24. Total differential equations. Let x
t ,

z
2 , ,

xn be a system of n independ-
ent variables, let 2 be an unknown function of these variables, and let/t , /2 ,

', fn be n given functions of x
1? 2 , , x, z. A total differential equation is

a relation of the form

(17) dz =fl
dx

l

it is really equivalent to n distinct equations:

Let us suppose that there exists a function z of x^ x2 , ,
xn satisfying

these n relations. We can calculate the second derivative d2z/dXidXk (i #. k) in

two different ways. Writing the results obtained as identical, we obtain thus

n(n l)/2 ! relations of the form
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and the function z can only be taken from among those functions which satisfy

these relations. We are going to consider only the very important case, in

which these relations are satisfied identically. The equation (17) or the equiva-

lent system (18) is then said to be completely integrable.

Given a completely integrable total differential equation in whicji the functions fi

are analytic in the neighborhood of the system of values (X^Q, (x2 ) , , (x) ,
z

,

this equation has an analytic integral in the neighborhood of the system of values

(xi)o> * ' '

(x )o w^c^ reduces to z when x
1
= (x^, -

,
xn = (xn ) Q .

The equations (18) and those which are derived from them by successive

differentiations enable us to express all the partial derivatives of the unknown
function z in terms of z, x

lt
x
2 , ,

xn ;
hence we can obtain the values of the

coefficients of the development of the analytic integral, if it exists. But, while

it is evident that we can calculate such derivatives as dpz/dx% in only one way,
it requires a little more care to assure ourselves that we shall always obtain the

same expression for a derivative of any order, such as dP + sz/dxJ'dxJJ, which can

be calculated in several different ways. This will be the case for the deriva-

tives of the second order, if the conditions (19) are identically satisfied. In

order to show that the same property is true in general, it suffices to show that,

if it is true up to the partial derivatives of order p, it will also be true for the

partial derivatives of order p + 1. We shall base the proof on the following

fact : Let U(x^ X2 , ,
xn , z) be any function of x

1?
x2 , ,

xn , z, and let us put

dueu du d*u a d

From the conditions (19) it follows immediately that we have for any function U
the relation

d*U

Let now u and v be two partial derivatives of the pth order differing only in

the fact that a differentiation with respect to xt
- in one has been replaced by a

differentiation with respect to X* in the other. The proof depends on showing
that we have

du du _ dv dv fT r ~r~Jk T r ~r~vi
dxjc dz dXi dz

or that du/dxk = dv/dXi. But u and u have been obtained by taking the partial

derivatives of a partial derivative w of order p 1 with respect to the variables

X{ and Xk respectively. We have therefore u dw/dxl ^
v = dw/dxt, and the

equality to be established reduces to d^w/dxidxk d^w/dx^dx^ an equality which
has already been proved.

To prove the convergence of the series thus obtained, we can therefore replace
the functions fi by dominant functions 0-, provided that we choose these func-

tions fr so that the resulting auxiliary total differential equation shall itself be com-

pletely integrable. For simplicity let us put (x^ Q (x2)
= . . = (xn) = z =

;

we can take for the dominant function of all the functions fi an expression of

the form
M
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and the auxiliary equation

(20) dZ =

is completely integrable from the symmetry of the right-hand side relative to

the n variables z,-. In order to obtain an analytic integral that vanishes with

these variables, we need only seek an integral which is a function of the single

variable X x
l 4- x2 -f h xn . This leads to an ordinary differential equation

of the form (6)

Since the integral of this equation is represented by a development in a con-

vergent series the coefficient of any term x*1 x"n of which is real and positive,

the development obtained for z is a fortiori convergent in the same neighborhood.
The theorem can be extended without difficulty to systems of total differential

equations in n independent variables xv 2 , ,
xn and ra dependent variables

By calculating in two different ways the derivatives of the

we are led to the conditions

(22)
*f + Wj/tl + . . . + */._ = |? + ^/fl + ' + ^*A,-
CAT*; ^i vZm V%i C^i GZm

The system (21) is said to be completely integrable if these conditions (22) are

satisfied identically, and we have the following theorem which is demonstrated

like the preceding :

Every completely integrable system in which the functions /{ are analytic in the

neighborhood of a system of values (24)0, (xz) Q , , (n) (21)

system of integrals analytic in the neighborho.d of the point (x t ) ,

ing on+espectively the values (zJo, (z2 ) , -, (zm) when x
l
- (X^Q,

-

,
x = (xn) .

25. Application of the method of the calculus of limits to partial differ-

ential equations. The calculus of limits enables us also to prove the

existence of integrals of a system of partial differential equations.

Let us consider first an equation of the first order,

in which the right-hand side does not contain the derivative

This equation and those obtained from it by successive differentia-

tion enable us to express all the partial derivatives of z in terms of

xv x^ -

,
xn1 z, and of the partial derivatives of z taken with respect

to the variables a*
2 ,
#

8 , ,
xn alone. This property is evident for the
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derivatives of the form d**+ '" + "n + l

z/dx1 dx$* dx%*, as is seen by

differentiating the two sides of the equation (23) a
2
times with

respect to x
2, ,

and then an times with respect to xn . If we differen-

tiate the two sides of the equation (23) once with respect to x^ and

any number of times with respect to the other variables
2,
#
a , ,

xn ,

and if we then replace in the right-hand side of the result the par-

tial derivatives which involve just one differentiation with respect

to the variable x
l by the expressions already obtained, we shall obtain

also the derivatives da*+'" + "H +
*z/dxldx$* dxy expressed in the

manner stated above, and it is clear that we can continue to apply
the same process indefinitely.

Let us now suppose that the function / is analytic in the neigh-

borhood of a system of values (x^ 9
- -

-, (an) ,
z

, (p2\, -, (pn\,
and let <(#2 ,

#
8 , ,

a*n) be a function of the (n 1) variables

X
2 >

x
&>

' '

*> x analytic in the neighborhood of the point* (#2) ,

(XB\, , (xn) and such that we have for these particular values

If these conditions are satisfied, the equation (23) has an integral

which is regular in the neighborhood of the point (#j) , , (#n) and

which reduces to <(x2 ,
o*
8 , ,

xn}for x
l
=

(x^)Q
.

By hypothesis, the function </>(#2 ,
x

&J ,
xn) can be developed in

a series of positive powers of the variables x
i (#,-) ,

and the coeffi-

cients are, except for certain numerical factors, the values of the

partial derivatives of that function at the point (oj2) , (#8) , , (#n) .

Since the function 2, the existence of which we wish to prove, must

reduce to <(#3 ,
#
8 , -, srn)

for
1 =(ic1) ,

we know from that fact

alone the values at the point (x^)Q , (#2)o>
' *

"> (
xn\ ^ a^ ^ne partial

derivatives of the function z which involve no differentiation with

respect to the variable xr We have just seen how all the other partial

derivatives of z can be expressed in terms of these. We can there-

fore calculate, step by step, all the coefficients of the development of z

according to powers of x
i (xt\ in terms of the coefficients of the

two developments of the function / and of the function
<f>,

and the

calculation involves the operations of addition and multiplication

alone. We can therefore employ again dominant functions to prove

convergence : if the series obtained by replacing, in the preceding

*For the sake of brevity we shall designate as a point every system of particular

values, real or imaginary, assigned to the variables appearing in the discussion.
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calculation, / by a dominant function F, and < by another dominant

function <I>,
is convergent, the same thing must necessarily be true of

the series obtained for z.

We can, first of all, replace the given initial conditions by other

simpler conditions by means of a succession of easy transformations.

We may suppose (x \ = (a*2)
- =

(xn\ 0, for that amounts to

writing x
i
in place of x

i (or,)
. If we also put

z = <(#2 ,
jr

8 ,
-

.-, xn) + u,

the new unknown function u must reduce to zero for x
l
= 0. We

may suppose also that after these transformations the right-hand

side of the equation, when developed, does not contain a constant

term, for if the development commenced with a constant term a

different from zero, it would suffice to put u ax
l

-f- v in order Co

make it disappear. Having made these transformations, if we now

replace the right-hand side by a suitable dominant function, the

demonstration of the theorem reduces to showing that the equation

1
1

where If, r, p are determined positive numbers, has an integral which

is analytic in the neighborhood of the origin and which reduces to

zero for x
l
= 0. If we replace x

l
on the right-hand side by xja,

where a is a positive number less than unity, we increase the coeffi-

cients, and the theorem will be established a fortiori if we prove

the proposition for the new equation

Z M= :r= rrr, M.

1--

Indeed, it is sufficient to show that this equation has a regular

integral, represented by a power series whose coefficients are all real

9,nd positive; for the coefficients of this third development are at

Jeast equal to those of the series obtained by supposing that Z van-

ishes when x
1
= 0, since the coefficients are all obtained by means

of additions and multiplications of the coefficients of the terms inde-

pendent of x
lt

In order to establish this last point, let us try to

satisfy the equation (25) by taking for Z a function of the single
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variable X = xja -f- a?
2 4- -{- xn . We are thus led to the differen-

tial equation of the first order,

--*-*.

Let us suppose that a has been chosen so small that the coefficient

of dZ/dX on the left is positive. For X Z = the equation (26)

has two distinct roots, one of which is equal to zero. That equation

has therefore an analytic integral in the neighborhood of the origin,

which, together with its first derivative, is zero for X = 0. It is easy

to show directly that all the coefficients of the development of this

integral are positive; for the equation (26) may be written in the

form

where A is positive and where <t> (X, Z) denotes a series whose coeffi-

cients are all positive. After a first differentiation we find

-ZA *^
dX*

""
dX dX'2

+
dX

+
dZ dX

For X = 0, Z and dZ/dX are zero; hence d*Z/dX* is positive. The

verification for the following derivatives is similar.

The series obtained for the development of the desired integral z

is therefore convergent as long as the absolute values of the differ-

ences Xi (X;)G
remain less than a positive number r. The value of

that series is an analytic function in the neighborhood of the point

0*i)c (^)o>
' '

> Wo and reduces to <(z2 ,
x
9 , ,

xn) for x
l =(xl\.

That function satisfies the given equation ;
for if we replace in / the

variables #, dz/dx^ , dz/dxn by the preceding function and by its

partial derivatives, the result is a function
\l/(xp x^ ,

xn) which

is regular in the neighborhood of the point (Xj) , (x^)Q , -, (#n) ,

and, from the manner in which we have obtained the coefficients

of the series z
y
the two functions

\f/
and d&/dxl

are equal, as well as

all their partial derivatives, at the point (x^, (x^)Q , , (#n) . They
are therefore identical.

The proof is the same for a simultaneous system of equations of

the first order,
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whose right-hand sides contain only the variables x^ a*
2 , *,

xn ,
the

functions zv z
2 ,

-

,
zpt and the partial derivatives of the first order

except those with respect to xr Supposing the right-hand sides ana-

lytic in the neighborhood of a system of particular values (x,\, ( 4) ,

(jf>f) , assigned to all the variables which appear in the function
/*,

these equations have a system of integrals which are analytic in the

neighborhood of the point (#j) > ('
rn) an(̂ which reduce for

x
l
=

(#j)
to p given functions <f>v <

2 , -, (j>}) of the (n 1) variables

^2?
x

s>
' '

''
x

>
which are analytic in the neighborhood of the point

(^2)0* (^sX*
* " "

(
aj

)o
a7W^ ttr^ sw#/i that the values of $>k and of d<j>k/d'xi

at that point are precisely (%) and
(jof) (k = 1, 2,

> -

, p; ^=2,
3, , n).

26. The general integral of a system of differential equations. The

preceding theorem enables us to complete the theory of differential

equations on several important points. Thus, the existence of an

infinite number of integrating factors for an expression of the form

P(x, y)dx 4- Q(x, y)dy is an immediate consequence of it if P and

Q are analytic functions of the variables x and y ( 12).

Let us consider again the equation of the first order y
1

=f(x > ?/),

and let ( # , ?/ ) be a pair of values for which the function f(x 9 y)

is regular. The analytic integral the existence of which has been

established, which takes on the value y for x = a*
, may be con-

sidered as a function of three independent variables x, ,r
, ?/ ;

it is

from this point of view that we are going to study it. For definite-

ness let us suppose that the function f(x9 y) is regular in the

neighborhood of a point (x a
} y ft). We can evidently consider

the given equation as a partial differential equation,

(28) ;-/(*,?),

which defines a function y of the three variables x, #
, y ,

and we

propose to determine an integral of that equation which is analytic

in the neighborhood of the point x == a, X
Q
= a

3 yQ
=

ft and which

reduces to yQ
for x = X

Q
. This last condition is not in the same

form as that of the preceding paragraph, but it suffices, in order

to overcome the difficulty, to take instead of x and of
x^ two

new independent variables u = x -f XQ
and v = x X

Q
. Then the

equation (28) becomes
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and we are led to seek an integral of this new equation which is

analytic in the neighborhood of the values u = 2 a, v = 0, i/
=

ft

and which reduces to T/O
for v = 0. By the general theorem, there

exists an analytic integral, and only one, which satisfies these

conditions ;
we shall denote it by < (x, X

Q , ?/ ), supposing that we

have replaced u and v by their values in terms of x and y. Let D
be a region defined by the conditions \x a\ =5 r, \XQ a\ ^ r,

|y /3| p, in which the function <(,r, x
, yQ)

is regular. The

function < has the following properties in this region. In the first

place, from the very way in which we have obtained it, if x and yQ

are constants, it represents the integral of the differential equation

y' = /(#, y), which takes on the value yQ
for x = X

Q
. This integral

is surely analytic whenever \x a\ is less than r, for any point

(XQ , ?/ )
in the region 1).

The development of
<f>(x, X

Q , ?/ )
is of the form

y = y + (a5
~ :r

o)
p

(
ar ajoyo)

where P also denotes a regular function. By the general theory
of implicit functions, we can solve the above relation, obtaining

yo
=

\//(x, xQ9 y), in which the right-hand side is also a power series.

The function $(x, OC
Q , y) is identical with <(# , x, y)> In, fact, let X

Q

and x
l
be two values of x in the region I)

;
then the integral which

is equal to yQ
for x = X

Q
takes on at the point x

l
a certain value ylt

and we have yl
=

<f> (xl9
X

Q , ?/ ).
But it is evident that the relation

between the two pairs of values (XQ , T/O), (xv y^) is a reciprocal one
;

hence we have also yQ
=

<j>(xQ)
xv ?/1).

Let XQ be any value of x such that we have
|
XQ a

\
< r. Every

analytic integral of the equation (28), passing through any point

(# , ?/ )
of the region D, satisfies a relation of the form

(30) +(4x,y) = C.

For, let us consider the analytic integral equal to y for x = X
Q
.

That integral takes on a value y' when x has the value x'Qy and we

have, from the definition of the function
<f>, <f> (x^ X

Q) y^)
= y'Q . Let x

be another value of the variable in the same region and y the corre-

sponding value of the integral. We have also
<f> (x/ , x, y)

= y'Q ,
and

therefore the analytic integral considered does satisfy a relation of

the form (30). By differentiating it with respect to x and replac-

ing y
1

by its value f(x y) we find that the function <(#o> x
i y)

satisfies the relation
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This relation reduces necessarily to an identity, for it must be true

for x = x^ y = ?/ ,
and the point (# , ?/ )

is any point of the region D.

This enables us to answer a question left undecided in 22.

In the plane of the variable x let any curve F approach the point X
Q

as a limit. We shall say that a function
ij

of the variable x which

can be continued analytically along the whole length of F approaches

?/ as x approaches X
Q
on F if for every positive number c we can find

a corresponding positive number
77
such that \y yQ \

remains less

than c for all the values of x lying on F in the interior of a circle

with a radius
rj
and with the center a' .

The reasoning of Briot and Bouquet does not prove that there do

not exist other integrals than the analytic integral, approaching yQ

as x approaches X
Q
in the manner which has just been denned. This,

however, is the fact. For let us consider a definite point (XQ , ?/ )

of the region /), and let us take for the new dependent variable in

the equation (28) the function Y=
<#>(# , x, y) defined above. Then

we have Q QdY __$<!> d$dy
dx dx dy dx

and, by the relation (31), the given differential equation reduces to

dY/dx 0. If, now, y approaches ?/ when x approaches x
,
the same

thing is true of Y, and the only integral of the new equation d Y/dx =
which satisfies this condition is evidently Y yQ

. The integral sought

must therefore satisfy the relation

(32) y - y + (x
- X

Q)

and, by the theorem on implicit functions (I, 193, 2d ed.
; 187,

1st ed.), there is only one root of the equation (32) approaching y
fl

as x approaches .T
O ,
and that root is an analytic function.*

It follows that every integral of the equation (28) which passes

through a point of the region D satisfies a relation of the form (30).

On that account we say that that equation represents the general

integral of the differential equation in this region. The number C
is the constant of integration which remains arbitrary at least be-

tween certain limits. We have seen that we could also put the

equation (30) in the equivalent form y = <f> (x, x^ yd), where the

constant of integration is y^.

*PICARD, Traite oTAnalyse, Vol. II, pp. 315-317. PAINLEVE, Lemons de Stockholm.

p. 394.
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All these properties can be extended to a system of differentia]

equations of the form

(33) gf =/,(*, ylt yv , y,), % =/ -, ^ =/

Let us suppose that the right-hand sides are analytic in the neigh-

borhood of the system x a, yl fiv
-

, yn = /3n . We may again

regard the preceding equations as a system of partial differential

equations involving the n dependent variables yl9 y^ , yn and

the n + 2 independent variables x, x
, (y^ (y^ , (yn\, and we

may seek the integrals of this system which are regular in the

neighborhood of the values x = a, X
Q
= a, (y,)

=
ft,

- -

, (yn\ = ft,

and which reduce to (/y^, (y^,
. .

., (yn) respectively for x = X
Q

.

Let

(34)v '
I 2/n

= <

be the n functions thus defined, which we suppose to be analytic

in the region D defined by the conditions \x a\=*r, \XQ a\^r,

yi\"~Pi\ P' From the equations (34) we derive, conversely,

and each of these functions < satisfies, for any value of X
Q ,

the

relation

We prove this just as before by observing that the analytic

integrals which take the values (yJQ ,
-

, (yw) for x = x satisfy

the relations (35), and therefore the relations (36), which we deduce

from them by differentiating with respect to the independent
variable x and by replacing the derivative dy^dx by ff

. These

relations (36) must reduce to identities
;
for if X

Q
is supposed fixed,

we can show as above that we can choose
(yj) , , (yn\ in such a

way that the integral curve *
passes through any given point of the

region D. The left-hand side of the equation (36) must therefore

be zero for the coordinates of any point whatever of this region.

If in the equations (33) we take for new dependent variables

the n functions Y
i
=

<l> i (x^ x, yiy , yn), where x is constant, these

* As a generalization we shall say that every system of integrals of the equations

(33) defines an integral curve.
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equations become, by the conditions (36),

(37) ^=0, ^ =
0, .-, ^ = 0.v ' dx ' dx '

dx

It follows that all the integrals of the system (33) satisfy relations

of the form (35), where (y^)Qt , (yn) are constants at least all

of those integrals which have a point in the interior of the region
D where the functions

<f>
are regular. We shall say, then, that the

equations (35) represent the general integral of the system (33) in

this region.

From these equations it follows also that there are no other

systems of integrals than the analytic integrals which approach

(^i)o'
' '

'> (y)o wnen x approaches a* . We have, in fact,

and the Jacobian X>(<#>1?
<

2 , , <f>^)/D(yv y2 , ., ?/n) reduces to

unity for x = X
Q

. According to the general theory of implicit func-

tions, the equations (35) have only a single system of solutions for

?/i> 2/2 >
' ' '>yn >

which approach (y^Q ,
-

., (yn\ when x approaches X
QJ

and these solutions are analytic.

To sura up, through every point of the region D there passes an

integral curve, and only one, represented by n equations yi
=

fa(x~),

where the functions fa are analytic so long as
|

x a
|

^ r.

II. THE METHOD OF SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATIONS. THE
CAUCHY-LIPSCHITZ METHOD

27. Successive approximations. The method of successive approximations has

been applied with success by E. Picard to ordinary differential equations and

to a great number of cases of partial differential equations. We shall apply it

to the treatment of differential equations with an important addition due to

Ernst Lindelof .

Let y (x) be an integral of the differential equation dy/dx = f(x, y) taking

on the value yQ for x = x . The function y(x) satisfies the relation

(38) y (x) = y + f */P, 2/ (0]^

and conversely. The equation (38) is an integral equation which is equivalent

to the two conditions y'(x) =/[z, y (x)], y (z )
= y and which lends itself readily

to the method of successive approximations. We shall develop the method on

a system of two equations of the first order

(39) ^ = /(*, y, *),
~ -

(x, y, *),
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supposing first that the variables are real. We shall assume that the two func-

tions / and are continuous when x varies from x to x + a and when y and z

vary respectively between the limits (y 6, y -f 6) and (z c, z + c) ;
that

the absolute value of each of these functions / and remains less than a posi-

tive number M when the variables x, y, 2 remain within the preceding limits
;

and, finally, that there exist two positive numbers A and B such that we have

(*, y, )-*(&,

for any positions of the points (x, y, z) and (x, y', z') in the preceding region.

Let us suppose, for ease in the reasoning, a > 0, and let h be the smallest of

the three positive numbers a, 6/3f, c/M. We shall prove that the equations (39)

have a system of integrals which are continuous in the interval (x ,
x + h) and

which take on the values y and z for x x . For this purpose we shall write the

equations (39) in the form of integral equations :

. (41) y (x) = yQ + C */P, y (t), z (t)] dt, z (x)
= z + C%PI y(t),z ()] dt,

r
o ^o

and we shall solve these equations by successive approximations in the same way
as for a system of simultaneous equations (I, 34, 2d ed.

;
25 ftn., 1st ed.),

taking for the first approximation values the initial values y and z themselves.

We are thus led to write

<f> (t, y ,
z ) dt,

(42)

and, in general,

(43)

Let us prove first that this process of approximation can be continued indefi

nitely if x is contained in the interval (x ,
X + h). We have, in the first place,

if x is within that interval,

yn (x)
=

and, similarly, \zt
z |<c. If we replace y and z by y l

and z
l
in the functions

/ and 0, the functions of x thus obtained are therefore continuous between x

and x -f A, and their absolute values remain less than M. For the same reason

as before, y2
and z

2
are continuous functions of x in the interval (x ,

x -f A),

and we have in this interval |ya y |<6, |z2 2 |<c. The reasoning can be

continued indefinitely ;
all the functions yn and zn are continuous between x and

X -|- A, and we always have in this interval |y y |<6, |zn z |<c.
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In order to prove that yn and zn approach limits when n becomes infinite, let

us notice that we derive first, from the first of the relations (42),

(44) \ Vl (x)
- yQ \

< M (x
- s ), [^(z)

- z
\
< M(x - z ),

where x is any value whatever except XQ in the interval (x ,
x + h) . We have next

= f
*

J*

and, by taking account of the first of the inequalities (40),

|y>()
- MX) I

< f*A
IMO - y l* + f *B|*i(0-J

*o
J
*o

and therefore, by the inequalities (44),

I M*) - M*) I
< (
A +

2

We have an analogous result for |za (z) 2
t (z)|, and, continuing in this way,

we see that we have in general

(x) |
< M(A + B)- i (X ~*o

M(A + B)~l
""

o

n 1

The two series

f4m fVo + (Vi
-

Vo) + (2/2
-

Vi) + + (2/
-

2/n-i) + ,

V

\0+(*l-o) + (*2-*l)+-" + (Z
- Z -l)+"-.

whose terms are all continuous functions of x in the interval (x ,
x + ^), are

therefore uniformly convergent in that interval. The values of these two series,

Y(x) and Z (x), are consequently continuous functions of x between x and x + h.

As the number n becomes infinite, the relations (43) become, at the limit,

For we have just seen that the differences F(x) yn _i(x), Z(x)-~ 2,n _i(x)

approach zero uniformly in the interval (x ,
x + 7i),

and therefore, by virtue of

the relations (40), the integrals

approach zero when n becomes infinite. The functions F(x) and Z(x) therefore

satisfy all the given conditions.

The preceding method is evidently applicable, whatever may be the number

of the equations in the system. The inequalities (40), which play an essential

part in the demonstration, are certainly satisfied for suitable values of A and B
whenever the functions/ and have continuous partial derivatives with respect

to y and z within the limits indicated for the variables
;
this is an easy conse-

quence of the law of the mean (I, 20, 2d ed.
; 11, 1st ed.). Let us also notice
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that if the functions / and # remain continuous when x varies between x a

and x 4- a, and the variables y and z between the same limits as above, the same

reasoning proves the existence of a system of integrals, Y(x) and Z(x), which

take on the values yQ and z for x = X
Q
and are continuous in the interval (x ft,

x + h), where h has the same meaning as before.

There are no other systems of integrals than Y(x) and Z (x) taking on the values

yQ and z for = x . The reasoning being always the same, let us take for sim-

plicity a single equation dy/dx =/(x, y), and let us put, as before,

f */(, y<>)<B, , Vn = yQ + f
Jx

Let ^(x) be an integral of that equation which takes on the value y for x x

and which is continuous in the interval (x ,
x + a"), where a/

is less than the

smaller of the numbers a and b/M and such that we have
| r\(x) yQ \

< b in this

interval. Since Yl
satisfies the given equation, we can write

and, consequently,

YI(X)
-

Vn(x) = fVp, Pi(*)] -/p, y-
^o

Let us put successively in that relation n = 1, 2, 3,
-

;
we have first

\Yl(x)-yl(x)\<Ab(x-x^
then

I ^(x)
- y9(x)\<A f*Ab(t

- X )dt = ^6 (g

""^
)a

,

var
Q

^6 I

and, in general,

The right-hand side of that inequality approaches zero when n becomes

infinite
;
the integral Y

l
is therefore identical with the limit of yn ,

that is,

with Y*.

28. The case of linear equations. The general reasoning proves that the integrals

are certainly continuous in the interval (x ,
X -f- h) defined above

;
but in quite

a number of cases we can state the existence of a more extended interval

jn which the integrals are continuous. If, in fact, we* go over the proof again,

we see that the conditions h < b/M, h < c/M are needed only to make sure that

the intermediate functions y^ z
t , y2 , z2 ,

do not get out of the intervals

(2/ 6, y -f 6), (z c, z + c), so that the functions /(x, y{ ,
zt), #(x, #,, z,-)

shall be continuous functions of x between x and x + h. If the functions

/(x, y, z), (x, y, z) remain continuous when x varies from x to x + a, and

when y and z vary from co to -f GO, it is unnecessary to make these require-

ments. All the functions yt
- and z are continuous in the interval (x ,

x + a).

* Regarding questions concerning the approximate integration of differential

equations, the reader is referred to the articles of E. Cotton (Acta mathematica,
Vol. XXXI

; Bulletin de la Societe mathematique de France, Vols. XXXVI, XXXVII,
and XXXVIII; Annales de V University de Grenoble, Vol. XXI).
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Again, in order to prove the convergence of the two series (46) it is sufficient

that there exist two positive numbers A and B such that the two inequalities (40)

are satisfied f;>r any values of y, y', z, z' if x remains in the interval (x ,
x + a).

We recognize, in fact, on going over the calculations made above, that the in-

equalities (45) still hold, provided that we indicate by M an upper bound of

|/(x, yQ ,
2 )| and of |</>(x, y , ZQ)\ in the interval (x ,

x + a).

These conditions are satisfied, according to the law of the mean, if the

functions /(x, y, z), 0(x, y, z) have partial derivatives with respect to the

variables y and z which remain finite for all values of y and z when x varies

from xQ to x + a. Such, for example, is the case for the equation

^ = x + sin y ;

dx

the right-hand side is a continuous function, whatever x and y may be, and

the partial derivative df/dy is at most equal to unity in absolute value.

All the integrals of that equation are therefore continuous functions when x

varies from oo to +00.*
The preceding conclusions apply in particular to systems of linear equations

(47) ^ = any i + at

-

22/2 + . . . + ain yn + 6t-, (i
=

1, 2,
. .

., n)
dx

where the coefficients o^, 5t
- are functions of x. If all these functions are

continuous in an interval (x ,
x

t),
all the integrals of this system are likewise

continuous in this interval
;

if the coefficients are polynomials, all the integrals

are then continuous when x varies from oo to + 00.

Limiting ourselves to real variables, we see that the integrals of linear equa-
tions can have no other singular points than those of the coefficients. This very

important property cannot be extended to many other equations, even though

they are apparently just as simple for example, to the equation y' = y
2

.

Note. We often have occasion to study systems of linear equations whose

coefficients are analytic functions of certain parameters. Let us suppose, for

definiteness, that the coefficients a^ and 6t of the equations (47) are continuous

functions of x in an interval (a, 6), and that they depend also upon a parameter \

of which they are analytic functions in a region D.

The integrals of this system which take on given initial values for a value x

of x included between a and 6 are represented in the whole interval (a, 6) by

uniformly convergent series, and from the very manner in which we obtain

them it is clear that all the terms of this series are analytic functions of the

*We can deduce an analogous theorem from the calculus of limits. Let /(, y) be

a function which is real for every system of real values of x and y and analytic in

their neighborhood. Suppose, besides, that |/(x, y)\ remains less than a fixed num-
ber M when we have respectively | ^ (x/i) \

^ a and
|
*R (y/i) \

=j* b. If z
, y are a pair

of any real values of x and y, the function/(, y) is analytic in the region defined by
the inequalities |x-* l = a |y-2/ol==& an^ *t8 absolute value is less than M.

Then, by the calculus of limits, the integral of the equation y'=*f(x, y), which is

equal to y for x = *
,
is surely analytic in a circle C whose radius r is independent

of $( y<v W can follow the analytic extension of that integral along the real axis

by means of circles of radius r, and we see that it is analytic in the interior of the

strip bounded by two parallels to the real axis at a distance r from it.
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parameter X in D. These integrals are therefore themselves analytic functions of X

in the region D (Part I, 39).

Most frequently the coefficients a,-* and &,- are integral functions of the

parameter X; the integrals are therefore themselves integral fa actions of X.

We can obtain directly the developments, according to powers of X, of the

integrals which take on given initial values, by first substituting in the two

sides of the equations (47) developments of the form

Vi = Mio + MiiX -f + u
ip
\p + -

., (i
= 1, 2,

. .
-, n)

where the variables UM are functions of x, and by then equating coefficients.

The functions w,- must take on the given initial values for x x
,
while the

other functions MO-, where fc== 1, must be zero for x = x .

Proceeding in th ;
.s way, we find, step by step, systems of linear differential

equations for determining these coefficients. We shall return to this subject

later.

29. Extension to analytic functions. The method can be extended to complex
variables. To do so it suffices to observe that we have for analytic functions

of one or several variables inequalities analogous to the inequalities (40). First,

let f(x) be an analytic function of a complex variable x, in a region bounded

by a convex curve C and also on the boundary, and let A be the maximum
value of l/Xs)! in this region. The difference /(x2 ) /(^1 ),

where x
l
and x2

are

any two points of that region, is equal to the definite integral ff'(x) dx taken

along the straight line joining these two points. We have, therefore,

Similarly, let /(x, y) be an analytic function of the two variables x and y
when these variables remain respectively in two regions and O' bounded by
two closed convex curves C and C', and let A and B be the maximum values

of \fx |

and of \fy \
in this region. If x

l
and x2 are any two values of x in O, and

y}
and y2 any two values of y in flf, we can write

/to, y) -/to, vi)
= [/to, v*) -/to. *)] + [/(*!, va ) -/to, ^i)L

and, consequently, from what we have just shown, we have

!/( fa) -/to. Vi)\< A \*9
- xi\ + *\V* ~ Vi\-

The proof is the same whatever the number of the independent variables.

Having seen this, let us limit ourselves, for simplicity, to the case of a single

equation,

(48) ^ =/(*, y),

the right-hand side of which we shall suppose to be analytic in the region defined

by the inequalities |

x x
1

=s a, | y y
\
=i 6. Let M be the maximum value

of |/(x, y)\ in this region, and h the smaller of the two numbers a and b/M.
In the plane of the variable x let us describe a circle Gh of radius h about the

point x as center, and let us put, as above,

= Vo + f
*
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where the upper limit x is a point within C^. We prove first, step by step, that

w? have

All the functions y^ y^, , yn ,
' are therefore analytic functions of x in the

circle CA, and the process can be continued indefinitely. Moreover, we have

(49) M*)- y-i(*) - f
J*

where the integral is taken along the straight line joining the two points x
, x.

Let -4 be the maximum value of
| df/dy \

in the region |

x x
\
S h, \

y yQ \
Si ft;

then, according to the observations made just above, we have always

In order to prove that we have an inequality analogous to the inequalities (46),

let us suppose that we have

which is evidently the case for n = 2. Let x = x 4- re*'; the change of variable

t XQ = peP* reduces the integral (49) to an integral taken along the real axis

from to r, and we have (Part I, 44)

n -

or

\yn (x)
- Vn -i(x) \

< J0-' |X ~*o|n
.

The proof can be completed as before. The series whose general term is

2/ 2/n-i is uniformly convergent in the circle CA, and, since all the terms

are analytic functions, the sum of that series is an analytic function in the

same circle (Part I, 39), which satisfies the equation (48) and which takes

on the value y for x X . The development in power series of this integral

is necessarily identical with that furnished by the calculus of limits, but the

limit obtained for the radius of convergence is greater than that given by the

first method.

The remark relative to linear equations applies also to analytic functions.

Let us suppose that the coefficients a,t and & of the equations (47) are analytic

functions of the complex variable x. Let us mark in the plane the singular

points of these functions, and let us suppose that from each of these singular

points a ray is drawn following the prolongation of the segments from x to the

singular point. The set of points of the plane which are not situated upon any
of the preceding lines is called the star corresponding to the system of singular

points. The straight line which joins the point XQ to a point x of the star does

not pass through any of the singular points, and the method of 28 proves
that all the integrals of the system (47) are analytic functions along that straight

line. The point x being any point of the star, it follows that all the integrals of

the linear system (47) are analytic functions in the whole star a result which
will be established later in another manner ( 37).

The method of successive approximations enables us also to obtain for the

integrals developments in series converging in the whole star. LetA be a region
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of the plane bounded by a closed curve C lying entirely in the star
;
the series

furnished by the method of successive approximations are uniformly convergent

in A. The remaining details of the proof are left to the reader, since they do

not differ essentially from the details of the proof given before.
V

30. The Cauchy-Lipschitz method. The first proof given by Cauchy of the

existence of integrals of a system of differential equations has been preserved

in the lectures by Moigno published in 1844. It was considerably simplified by

Lipschitz, who made clear just what hypotheses were necessary for the validity

of the proof.

In order to gain a clear grasp of the whole process, let us take the simple

equation

*!>=/(*).

We have shown (I, 78, 2d ed.
; 76, 1st ed.) that the integral of this equa-

tion which takes on the value yQ
for x x is the limit of the sum

(50) T/O + /(x ) (^ - x
) + /(xj (xa

- sj + . . . + /(xn _i) (x
- xn _i),

where xv x
2 , ,

xn _i are n I points of the interval (x , x), as the number n

becomes infinite in such a way that all the intervals (xt
- - xt-_i) approach zero.

It is this process, suitably generalized, which leads to Cauchy's first method.

In order to simplify the exposition, we shall take the case of a single equation,

(51) ^ =/(*.)

We shall suppose that the function /(x, y) of the real variables x, y is continuous

when x varies from x to x + a and when y varies from yQ b to yQ + 6, and

that there exists a positive number K such that

(52) |/(x, y')-f(x,y)\<K\y'-y\,

where y and y' are any two numbers included between yQ b and y -f 6, and

where x lies between x and x -f a.

This condition, the importance of which was brought out by Lipschitz, will

be called, for brevity, the Lipschitz condition. It has already been used in the

method of successive approximations ( 27
;
and I, 34, 2d ed.

;
25 ftn., 1st ed.).

LetM be the upper limit of |/(x, y}\ in the preceding region, and h the smaller

of the two numbers a and b/M (we suppose a > 0, 6 > 0). In order to prove that

the equation (51) has an integral which takes on the value y for x = X and
which is continuous in the interval (x ,

x -f h), we shall imitate so far as pos-

sible the procedure followed in establishing the existence of a primitive function

for /(x). Let x be a value of the variable belonging to the interval. Let us take

between x and x a certain number of intermediate values, x,, x
2 , , Xi_i, x,-,

, x_i, proceeding in increasing order from x to x. We shall put successively

(53) Vl
= yQ + /(x , yQ) (xx

- x
), 2/2

=
i/! + /( yj (x2

-
suj, ,

and, in general,

(54) yi = 2/,-_i + /(-i, 2/,-_i) (x*
-

x<_i). (i
= 1, 2, ., n - 1)

The sum
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presents an evident analogy with the sum (60), to which it reduces when the

function /(x, y) does not depend upon y. We are thus led to investigate whether

or not that sum approaches a limit when the number n becomes infinite. We
shall generalize the question by denning first two sums analogous to the quan-
tities S and 8 (I, 72, 2d ed.

; 71, 1st ed.).

Let us consider the triangle ABC formed by the straight lines defined by
the equations

X = x - X ),
- x ).

From the way in which we have defined h, the function /(x, y) is continuous

when the point (x, y) remains in the interior or on the sides of this triangle,

and its absolute value is at most equal to M.
The parallels to the y-axis, Xx^, X X

2 , ,
X~ x, divide the triangle

ABC into a certain number of isosceles trapezoids of which the first reduces

FIG. 1

to a triangle. Let M
l
and m

l
denote respectively the maximum and mini-

mum values of /(x, y) in the triangle Ab^ ;
then we have M^ml<Ml^M.

Through the point A let us draw the straight lines with slopes equal toM
1
and mv

meeting the straight line X = x
l
in two points, Pt

and pv whose ordinates are

respectively Yl yQ + M^x^ x )
and yl

= yQ -f- m1 (xl
x ). The letter yl

no

longer denotes the same thing as in the expressions (53) to (55). These points,

P
l
and j)lt

are evidently in the interior of the triangle ABC or on its sides, and

we have T
l > yr Through the point Pl

let us draw the straight line with the

slope M up to its intersection with the straight line 6
2
c
2
in Q2 ,

and through pl

let us draw, similarly, the straight line with slope M up to its intersection q.
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with the same straight line 6
2
c
2 . LetM2 and ra

2 be the maximum and minimum

values of /(x, y) in the trapezoid Pj Q2 (J2Pi >
tlie straight line with the slope Jlf

2

drawn through Px
meets the straight line 6

2
c2 in a point P2 whose ordinate is

and the straight line with the slope m2 drawn through pt meets 62 c2 in a point

pz
with the ordinate y2

= yl + m2 (x2 x
t).

We have evidently F2 > ya and

-^2
~"~

y* ^i
""

^i' *^e e(lua^^y holding only if the function /(x, y) is constant

in the trapezoid P^q^pv This process can be continued. Having obtained two

points, Pi-i and j>i_i, on the straight line ct-_i&f_i, let us draw through P- _i a

parallel to -4J5, and through pt-i a parallel to AC. We thus form an isosceles

trapezoid P<-iQt(?fpi-i. Let Mi be the maximum value of /(x, y) in this trape-

zoid, and nii the minimum value
;
the straight line with the slope Mi drawn

through Pi-i meets the straight line c<&,- in a point Pt-, and the straight line

with the slope m drawn through Pi-i meets abt in a point pi. We thus form

two broken lines starting from the point A, namely, AP^P^ Pt-iPf Pn .

or L, and Apl p^ Pi-i Pi pn ,
or Z, ending in the two points Pn and pn of

the straight line X x. From the manner in which these two lines were con-

structed it is evident that they both lie in the triangle J.BG, that the line L is

never below Z, and that the distance between these two lines, measured on a

parallel to the axis Oy, cannot diminish when the abscissa increases from x to x.

The ordinates Yn and yn of the two extreme points are entirely analogous to the

gums S and s (I, 72, 2d ed.
; 71, 1st ed.). We shall put S = Yn ,

s = yn .

To each method of subdivision of the interval (x , x) corresponds a sum S

and a sum 8. If we subdivide each of the partial intervals (a^i, x,) into still

smaller intervals in an arbitrary manner, the preceding geometric construction

shows immediately that the line L' corresponding to this new division is never

above JL, and the line I' is never below 1. We have, therefore, S' = 5, s' 2= 8,

where the accented letters denote the sums.relative to the second division. We
conclude from this (as in 72, 2d ed.

; 71, 1st ed.) that if /S, s, Sv s
l represent

respectively the sums relative to any two methods of division whatever of the

interval (x , x), we have s =i Sv s^
=s S. Indicating by I the lower limit of the

sums <S, and by I' the upper limit of the sums s, we have, therefore, F =s I.

In order that the sums S and s shall have a common limit when the maximum

length of the partial intervals approaches zero, it is necessary and sufficient that

5 s approach zero. In fact, we may write

- T+r-8,
and the difference 58 cannot be less than a number e unless each of the num-

bers 5 I, I I', I' 8 (no one of which can be negative) is itself less than .

Since e is an arbitrary positive number, this cannot happen unless we have

I' = I, and it is, moreover, necessary that 5 and 8 shall have the same limit I.

In order to prove that 5 s has zero for its limit, it is not sufficient to suppose

that the function /(x, y) is continuous, and it is here that the Lipschitz condition

plays a part.

Let Yi and y< be the ordinates of the points Pt
- and p^ and <Jf the differ-

ence Yi y{ . Since the function /(x, y) is continuous in the triangle ABC,
corresponding to every positive number X we can find another positive number

, such that
lAx, ,)-/,') I <X,
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provided that the distance between the two points (x, y) and (x', y') of the tri-

angle ABC is less than <r. We shall suppose that all the differences xi x,-_i

are less than <r. From the construction by which the points P-, Pi are obtained

from the points Pt_i, p-i, we have

Si = fc-i + (Mi -

On the other hand, we can write

Mi - m =/(*;, y'j
-

/(x;.', y'fi

=/(4 ri) -/, yd + [/, ifl -/, iff)],

where (xj, 2$ and (x", y") are the coordinates of two points of the trapezoid

* We have, therefore, by the condition (62),

But the difference \y" y\\ is at most equal to 5t-_i + 2 Jf(xf xt-_i), and we
have

Mi - wif < X + 2 JWJT(xf
-

x;_i) + Jr_i.

If we take all the intervals so small that each of the products 2 MK(xi x,-_i)

is less than X, the difference Jf,-~ m,- will be less than 2X+ JT5,-_i t
and conse-

quently we shall have the inequality

(56) Si < 5,-_i [1 + K (Xi
-

X,--!)] + 2 X (xf
-

x^.j),

which can be written in the form

K(Xi ~ a"- l

We have, therefore, a fortiori,

Putting z = 1, 2, ,
n successively in this last inequality and multiplying the

two sides of the inequalities obtained, we find

0\
S - s = 6n < ~ [e^(*-* > -

1],
JT

Since it is possible to take the positive number X as small as we wish, pro\ided
that all the partial intervals are themselves less than another suitably chosen

positive number, we see that the sums S and s have the same limit. That limit is

a function of x, say -F(x), defined in the interval (x ,
x 4- h). We shall now show

that this function F(x) is an integral of the given equation (61), and that it

reduces to y for x = x . In showing this we shall continue to make use of the

geometric representation.

If all the partial intervals approach zero, not only the extremities of the two

broken lines L and I approach a limit point, but the lines themselves approach
a limiting curve. Any straight line parallel to BC meets the line L in a point P;
and the line I in a point p, and the distance Pp is less than S s. From the

properties of these broken lines, all the points P have their ordinates greater
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than the ordinates of the corresponding points p ; and since the distance Pp
approaches zero, it follows that the points P and p approach a single limit point TT

lying on the line considered. The locus of these points, TT, is evidently a curve C

lying between the two broken lines L and I and passing through the point A.

The ordinate of a point of that curve with the abscissa x is equal to the func-

tion F(x) just defined, for in order to obtain the position of thepoint TT on the

line X = x, we make use of only the portions of the broken lines which are on

the left of that line. Let us suppose the two broken lines L and I produced up
to the side B<7, all the partial intervals being less than the smaller of the two

numbers <r, X/(2 MK), and let P(x) and Q(x) be two continuous functions which

represent the ordinates of a point of the line L and of the line I in the interval

(x ,
x + h). The difference P(x) Q(x) is less than 2\(eKh !)/#, and each

of the functions P (x), Q(x) differs from F(x) by a still smaller quantity. Since X

can be made as small as we wish, we see that we can construct a uniformly

convergent series of continuous functions in the interval (x ,
X -f h) which has

F(x) for its sum
;
this function is therefore itself continuous (see Vol.1, 31,

2ded.; 173, 1st ed.).

Every broken line included between L and I has evidently the same curve C
for its limit. Such would be the broken line A, whose successive vertices have

the coordinates obtained by the recurrent formula

Z = Z;_i +/(Xf _!, *;__!) (Xi
- X{ _i),

the first vertex being the point (x , y ). Thus we find again the expressions (54)

which served as our starting point. Let us notice also that if we apply the

construction starting with a point M'(x', y') on the curve C, we obtain two

broken lines Lf and l
f

lying between L and
Z, which also approach more and

more the portion of C included betweenW and the straight line BC. Let now
M'

(x', i/) and M"
(x", y") be two neighboring points of C (x" > x') . The slope

of the straight line WM" lies between the maximum and minimum values of

/(x, y) when the point (x, y) moves over the triangle formed by the straight lines

JT=z", Y-y'~M(X-x'), Y-y'=-M(X-x');
if the difference x" x' is less than a suitably chosen positive number, these

two values of /(x, y) will differ from /(x', y*) and from f(x", y") by as little as

we wish. If one of the two points, If" for example, approaches the first one as

a limit, the slope of Jfcf'Jf" will therefore have for its limit /(x', y'}. The func-

tion F(x) consequently satisfies the given differential equation (51). It is, more-

over, evident that the curve C passes through the point A, that is, that we have

The curve C is the only solution of the problem. If there existed a second

solution C", this curve C' could not be at the same time below ail the lines L
and above all the lines

I,
since these lines approach the curve C. We can there-

fore find a line for example, L which will be cut by this curve C'. Since C'

is below the line L in the neighborhood of the point A, let us suppose that it

passes above i, crossing that line in a point m of the side P,_iP,-, and let m,-_i

be the point of C' with the abscissa x,-_i. The slope of the chord m,-_im is equal,

by the law of the mean, to the value of the function /(x, y) at a point of the arc

m<_i n; hence this slope cannot be greater than the slope of the side P,-_iP<,

since the arc m_in is in the trapezoid P<-iQgip-i. But the, figure shows

that the slope of the chord must be the greater.
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Cauchy's first method and that of the successive approximations give, as

we see, the same limit for the interval in which the integral surely exists. But

from a theoretical point of view Cauchy's method is unquestionably superior :

we shall show, in fact, that this method enables us to find the integral in every
finite interval in which the integral is continuous. More precisely, let us sup-

pose that the equation (51) has an integral y F(x) continuous in the interval

(x ,
x + J),

that the function /(x, y) is itself continuous in the region (E) of the

x#-plane bounded by the two straight lines x = x
, x = XQ + I and by the two

curves 1"= F(x) 77, where ij is a positive number taken at pleasure, and that

/(x, y) satisfies the condition (62) in this region. Let us suppose that we divide

the interval (x ,
x -f I)

into smaller partial intervals and that we construct

the broken line A by the method which has just been explained, relative to

this manner of division and starting from the point (x , y ). If all the partial

intervals are less than a suitable positive number <r, this broken line will lie entirely

in the region (JS
1

), and the difference of the ordinates of two points having the same

abscissa, taken on the integral curve C and on the line A, will be less than any positive

number e given in advance.

Let x
, Xj, x2 , , Xf_i, xt -

, xn _i, x -f / be the abscissas of the points of

division, let 2/ , yv ,
Y be the corresponding ordinates of the curve 0, and let

y& zv z
<i->

' ' ' * ' ' ' z ke tne ordinates of the vertices of the line A. Let us

first suppose that all the vertices to the left of the vertex (xt-, zi) are in the

region (E), and let us consider the problem of calculating an upper bound

for the difference dt
-

|zt
- #t-|.

We have, on the one hand, from the very definition of A,

Zi = Zf-;i

On the other hand, from the law of the mean, we have also

where (x^, y^} are the coordinates of a point of 0, and where xj lies between

Xi-i and X*. We derive from these equations

(67) Zi-yi = Zi-.i
- yi-i -f (x

- a* _i

and the coefficient of (Xj X{ _j) can be written in the form

The absolute value of the first difference is, by the condition (52), less than

Kdi-i. On the other hand, since the function /(x, y) is continuous in the region

(.#), it is a continuous function of x along C, and we can find a positive number <r

so small that |/(x, y) f(x', I/O I
is less tnan a Kiven positive number 2 X for any

two points of the curve (7, provided that
|
x x'

|

is less than <r. Having chosen

the number <r in this way, we have

(58) di < di-i + (Xi
-

Xi_i) (2 X + jBTdf-i),

a relation which is very similar to the relation (66), and from which we obtain,

as before, the inequality

*<~
ji.
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Let us suppose that the number X is so small that we have 2 X (e
Kl

1) < Ky.
We may then establish, step by step, that each of the differences dv d

z , ,
# is

less than TJ. All the vertices of the broken line A are therefore in the region (E).

Let P(x] be the ordinate of a point of the line A; similarly, let Q(x) be the

ordinate of a point of the auxiliary broken line A' obtained
%

by joining the

points of C having the abscissas x
,
xv x2 , , n _i, X

Q + I. Then we have

P (x)
- F(x} = P (x)

- Q (x) + Q (x)
-

F(x).

If the oscillation of the function F(x) in each of the partial intervals is less

than e/2, we have always
|
Q(x)

-
F(x)| < 6/2 (see Vol. I, 206, 2d ed.

; 199,

1st ed.). If also the number tj is less than c/2, we have
|

P (x) Q (x) |
< e/2, and

therefore
| P(x) F(x) \

< e. Then the continuous function P(x) represents the

function F(x) with an error less than e in the whole interval (x ,
x + I).

The Cauchy-Lipschitz method can be extended to systems of differential

equations without any other difficulty than some complications in the formulae.

It applies also to complex variables. The investigations of E. Picard and of

Painlev^ have shown that the method leads to developments of the integrals in

convergent series in the whole region of their existence if the right-hand sides

of the given equations remain analytic in this region.

III. FIRST INTEGRALS. MULTIPLIERS

31. First integrals. Given a system of n 1 analytic differential

equations of the first order, we shall write these equations in the

symmetric form

(59)
dx

l _dx9 = _ ^dxn
^

.A.J -A o A

where the denominators Xv X^
-

,
Xn are functions of the n variables

xv #
2 , ., xn . This form of the equations does not involve a choice

of the independent variable, which may be any one of the variables

or may be chosen arbitrarily. We have seen above that, under

certain conditions which have been defined, all the integrals of this

system which pass through any point of a region D are represented

by a system of equations of the form

\
%'

I

wherefv /2 , ,/_! are (n 1) functions analytic in D, and where

Cj,
C

2,
-

-,
Cn _j are constants which may be arbitrarily chosen, at least

within certain limits ( 26). The formulae (60) represent the general

integral of the system (59) in the region D ;
but there may be other

values of the variables also, for which (60) represents the solution.

It may happen that we obtain several different systems of formulae

representing the general integral in different regions. It is also clear
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that, in the same region D, the system of equations (60) is not the

only possible representation. We can replace the (n 1) functions

ft by (n 1) functions F
t
which depend only upon the functions /,

provided that these (n 1) functions F
t
are independent functions

of the variables /.
However the functions ft have been taken, if the formulae (60)

represent the general integral of the system (59), the functions /
satisfy the same partial differential equation of the first order. For,

let us suppose the coordinates of a point x
lt

oj
a , ,

xn of an integral

curve expressed as functions of a variable parameter. If we replace

the coordinates x
lt x^

-

,
xn in ft by their expressions as functions

of this parameter, the result reduces to a constant.
' We have, there-

fore, dft 0, and, replacing the differentials dxv dx^ in dft by
the proportional quantities Xlt X^ ,

we find that / satisfies the

relation

This relation must reduce to an identity, when /is replaced by/,
since we can choose the constants C

{
in such a way that the integral

curve passes through any point of D. The (n 1) functions fl9 /2 ,

. . -,/_! are therefore (n 1) integrals of the equation X(f)= 0.

Every function H(fv /2 , >/-!) ^so an integral of the same

equation, whatever may be the function n, by the relation

which is easily verified.

Conversely, we obtain in this way all the integrals of the equation

X(f)= 0. For, eliminating the coefficients X{
from the n relations

we obtain

D(xv x^ -,
xn)

which shows that/is a function II (fvf# -,/n _i) of the (n 1) par-

ticular integrals /,, /2 , -, /n _! (I, 55, 2d ed.
; 28, 1st ed.). We

can also verify this by a change of variables. Let us suppose, in fact,

that we take a new system of independent variables y^ ?/2 , , yn ,

where the n 1 variables yv y^ ., yn _ l are precisely the functions

/u /2 >

'

> fn-i themselves, and where the variable yn is chosen in

such a way as to form with yv y^ , yw-1 a system of n independent
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functions of the original variables x
l9

C
2 , ,

xn. Then the equation

X(f) = is replaced by an equation of the same form

Y -*- -\- Y 4- ... 4- y -^ =-*i X*+ + " "

which must have the (n 1) particular integrals

fy^ > /=y-i-
We have, therefore,

v _ v _ ... _ v ft
*!

~~
""a
-' * n -l U

)

and the equation (62) reduces to </f/dyn
= 0. The general integral is

therefore an arbitrary function of yx , y2 , , yn __i-*

The integration of the partial differential equation X(f) = is

therefore reduced to the integration of the proposed system of dif-

ferential equations (59). Conversely, let us suppose that we have

obtained an integral f of the equation X (/) = in any manner

whatever. If we replace x^ #
2 , ,

xn in that function by the coor-

dinates of a point of an integral curve, supposed to be expressed as

functions of a variable parameter which may be one of the coordi-

nates themselves, the result obtained reduces to a constant. In fact, if

we suppose that xv xv ,
xn are functions of a variable parameter

satisfying the relations (59), the total differential df of the preced-

ing function reduces to KX(f), where K denotes the common value

of the ratios dx
i/Xi

. The equation f= C is therefore a consequence
of the given system of differential equations. For this reason we say
that the function /is & first integral of that system.t

If we know n - 1 independent first integrals, we can write im-

mediately the general integral of the system (59) ;
if we know only

p independent first integrals (p < n 1), we can reduce the integra-

tion of the given system to the integration of a system of n p 1

differential equations. For, letfv /2 , ,fp be these p first integrals.

From the p relations

* The two modes of reasoning do not require that the function/ should be analytic.

The only necessary conditions are those which are required in order that we may
apply the formulae for change of variables, that is, the existence and the continuity of

the partial derivatives of the desired function/.

t The reasoning would no longer apply if the factor K were infinite for all the

points of the integral curve, which would be the case if the coordinates of all the

points of that curve were to make the n functions Xi vanish. It is also necessary
to make an exception of the integrals which are such that at least one of the functions

Xii JT. Xn is not analytic in the neighborhood of any point of that curve. This

case arises when there are singular integrals.
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we can obtain p of the variables xv #
2 , ,

xn ,
for example, x

l9 x^
,
xp ,

as functions of the remaining n p variables xp + l> -,

xn and thep arbitrary constants Cv C
2 , ,

Cp . It will suffice, then,

to determine xf + l9 xp + 2 , ,
xn as functions of a single independent

variable. If we denote by Xp+l9 Xp ^^ ,
Xn the new functions

resulting from Xp+l9 Xp + 29
*

9
Xn after we have replaced x

l9 2 , ,

xp in them by their expressions, it will suffice, therefore, to integrate

the new system,

in which the new denominators depend upon p arbitrary constants.

We can also reason in another way. If we take a new system of

independent variables, yl9 y^
-

, yn ,
where the p variables yv ya , ,

yp are identical with the p known first integrals fl9 f39
'-"

9 fp9 the

equation X(f}=Q is replaced by an equation of the same form,

Y(f) = 0, which must have for integrals /= yv ...,/== yp . That

equation is therefore of the form

and its integration reduces to that of a system of n p 1 differ-

ential equations of the first order,

We see from this the importance of looking for first integrals.

In each particular case the discovery of a new first integral con-

stitutes a step farther toward the complete solution. It would not

be possible to give a very definite rule of procedure for this purpose.

Let us merely notice that the problem amounts to forming an inte-

grable combination of the equations (59), that is, to determining n

factors, fAv fit , ., pn ,
so that

A61
X

1 + /V?2 -f +/*.* =
<>,

and that

p^Xi -f A*/ara H
-----h pndxn

is an exact differential d<f>. For it is clear that we can deduce from

the equations (59) a new ratio equal to the first

X, A*!*!+ +/***.
'

hence the relation

tfy = /Arfajj H---- -f ^M^B
=
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is a consequence of the equations (59) if

/*!*!+ +^n* = 0.

It follows that we can find a first integral by quadratures if we

know the factors ftf
. This is the case in particular whenever we

can find n factors, fi19 /*3 , , /*, such that the factor fAf depends

only upon the variable x
t ,
and such that

= 0.

Let us also observe that, if we have obtained p first integrals of

the system (59), it may happen that the new system (63) can be

integrated completely for particular numerical values of the con-

stants Cv C
2 , ., Cp, while the actual integration is impossible for

arbitrary values of these constants.

Example 1. Let it be required to integrate the system

/64^
du ^W

We easily see two integrable combinations udu = vdv = wdw. We have, there-

fore, two first integrals, u
2 v2 = Cj, u* w2 = C2

. Hence, putting the values

of v and of w obtained from these relations in the first of the equations (64),

we have for the determination of u the differential equation

(66) g=V(u-C1)(*-gi).

the general integral of which is an elliptic function
( 11), reducing in special

cases to a simply periodic function or even to a rational function. Since the

given system is symmetric in u, v, w, we conclude that v and w are also elliptic

functions.

Example 2. Let us consider the system

(66) ~ = rv-aw = vw-ru = au ~ DV

where p, g, r are given functions of x. We have again an integrable combination,
udu + vdv + wdw ~ 0, from which we derive the first integral, w

2 + v2 + io2 = 0.

Discarding the case where C is zero, we may suppose (7=1, for the system (66)

is not changed by multiplying w, v
1
w by the same constant factor. Instead of

solving the relation w2 4- u2 + w2 = 1 for one of the unknowns, we can proceed
in a more symmetric manner by considering w, v, w as the co5rdinates of a

point of a sphere of radius unity and expressing them as functions of two varia-

ble parameters for example, in terms of the parameters which determine the

rectilinear generators of the sphere. Let us put for that purpose

,
l w= \ = r = -

A*
1 w u iv 1 + w u iv

which gives

, ,

X ft X in X
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Substituting these values of w, v, w in the system (66), we find after some

easy calculations that X and /* must satisfy the same Riccati equation,

(67)
- = ircr + ^~ f- <r

2
.

dx 22
Hence the integration of the given system is reduced to the integration of a

Riccati equation.*

Example 3. Let us consider the equation integrated by Liouville,

Putting y
f = z, we may replace the given equation by the system

dx_dy _ dz

~T~~~7~ <f>(x)z+f(y)z*'

from which we derive the integrable combination dz/z -f <f>(x)dx + f(y)dy = 0.

The given equation of the second order has therefore the first integral,

which we could also have obtained directly by dividing all the terms of the

equation of the second order by y'
'

. The preceding equation of the first order

is of the form y'= CXY\ hence, by separating the variables, the integration

may be completed by two quadratures.

Note 1. We sometimes replace the system (59) by the system

(68)
& -a-...,**.*,
-d-1 -A-2 -A-n

where t is an auxiliary variable which is introduced in many cases only for the

sake of greater symmetry in the reasoning. If the original system (69) has

been integrated; we can obtain t by a quadrature, for if we replace x
2 ,

x
8 , ,

#, for example, by their expressions in terms of x
1
and of the constants Cv

Cg*
' * ' Cn-i in JTj, we are led to a relation,

from which we can find t by a quadrature. It follows from this that the gen-

eral integral of the new system (68) will be represented by the n equations of

the form

(69)
jA i> y*

~~
2>

*V / f~
l
~~ n ~ 1 '

where /x , /2 , , /_i are (n 1) independent integrals of JT(/) = 0, and

where t
Q is a new arbitrary constant.

Conversely, in order to obtain the integral curve of the system (59) that

passes through the given point xj, acj, , xj, we can look for the integrals of

* See DAEBOUX, Theorie des surfaces. Vol. I, chap. ii.
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the system (68), where t is considered as the independent variable, which for

t = take on the values xj, xj, , xJJ respectively. Let

(70) -\

n n

be these integrals ;
it is clear that the preceding expressions represent the inte-

gral curve sought. We should have to make an exception only if all the func-

tions Xi were zero for the initial values xj and analytic in the neighborhood.
In this case the expressions (70) should reduce to Xi = xj. But, since the ratios

dx
2/dx1 , ,

dxn/dx1 appear in an indeterminate form, nothing justifies us so

far in saying that there is no integral curve passing through the given point.

This is a case which will be examined later ( 75).

Note 2. The relation which exists between the system of differential equa-
tions (59) and the linear equation (61) proves that X(f) is a covariant of the

system (59). The meaning of this statement is as follows : Let us suppose that

we take a new system of independent variables, yl9 y2 , , yn ,
connected with

the variables x
15

x2 , ,
xn by the relations

(71) Xi = fa (yn y2 , , yn). (i
=

1, 2,
-

, n)

By the formulas for change 01 variables, df/dXi is a linear homogeneous func-

tion of the derivatives df/dy^ and X(f) changes into an expression of the

same form,
?\f xf xf

(72)

where F1?
F

2 , ., F are functions of ylf ya , , yn . This being true, we may
now assert that the same change of variables applied to the system (59) leads

to the new system of differential equations,

, dyi dy*- dVn

We could establish this by a direct calculation, but it results also from the

preceding properties. In fact, let

be the system to which we are led by applying to the original system (59) the

change of variables (71) ;
it suffices to show that Z

1?
Z
2 ,

. .
., Zn are proportional

to F
t ,
F2 , ,

Fn . Now let /(xt ,
X
2 , ,

xn) be a first integral of the system

(69) and

F(yv y2,"-,yn)

the function derived from/^, x
2 , ,

xn) by the change of variables. Since

we have X(f) = 0, we have also Y(F) = 0. Besides, F(yl , yz ,

- .
., yn) is evi-

dently a first integral of the new system (74), that is, an integral of the linear

equation

Since the linear equations Y(F) = 0, Z (F) = have the same integrals, their

"Ments are proportional, which proves the theorem.
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This last point in the proof results from the fact that a linear equation

X(f) = is completely determined, except for a factor, when we know (n 1)

independent integrals, /j,/2 , , /n -i, of it. In fact, the (n 1) equations,

X(fi) = 0, linear and homogeneous in X^ JT
2 , ,

J n , determine the ratios of

these coefficients as unknowns, for the determinants of order (n 1) formed
from the partial derivatives of the functions fi cannot all be zero at the same
time (I, 56, 2d ed.

; 28, 1st ed.). It may be noticed that the most general
linear equation having the (n 1) integrals./; can be written in the form

ma- * <? \-*2i"-*-i-oU(x1J <e2 ,
.

., xn)
-- 0,

Lf(flt *2> > **)

where n (x^ x
2 , ,

xn)
is an arbitrary function.

32. Multipliers. The theory of integrating factors has been extended by
Jacobi to simultaneous differential equations. Let/p /2 , , /n -i be independ-
ent first integrals of the system (59). The equation X(f) = is, as we have

already remarked, identical with the equation

Writing the condition that the coefficients of the derivatives df/dxt in the two

equations are proportional, we are led to n relations which may be written in

the form

(75) Ai = JOTi, (i
=

l, 2,..., n)

where A
t

- denotes the coefficient of df/dXi in the determinant A. This factor M
is called a multiplier.

Whatever the first integrals /15 /2 , , fn -i niay t>6 this function M satisfies

the linear partial differential equation

(76)
dxn

Substituting for each of the products MX{ = At
- its equivalent expression as

a determinant of order n 1, and carrying out the indicated differentiations,

each term of the left-hand side is, in fact, the product of a derivative of the

second order, such as d2fh/dXidXk(i 5* fc),
and (n 2) partial derivatives of the

first order. To prove that the result is zero, it suffices to show that it does not

contain any derivatives of the second order. Let us take, for example, the

derivative d^/dx^x^. This derivative appears in two terms
;
in one it is mul-

tiplied by -Z>(/2 , /8 , , /n-i)/-D( 8 , 4 , -, #n) and in the other by the same

coefficient but with the opposite sign. The sum of these two terms is therefore

zero, and similarly for all the others.

If M
l
is a particular integral of the equation (76), the substitution M - MLn

reduces that equation to the form X(^\ 0. If we know a multiplier M of the

system (59), the general integral of the equation (76) is accordingly JkfII(/j,/2 ,

,/-!), where n is an arbitrary function. Every function of this form is

also a multiplier ;
in other words, there exist (n 1) first integrals Flt ,

Fw _i,
such that MU(fv /a , , A-i) can be deduced from Fv Fa , ,

Fn ~i in the
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same way that M was deduced from fv /2 , ., fn -i. For this purpose it is

sufficient that we have, supposing X ^ 0,

Xi D(x2,x8 ,..., xn)

or

This condition can be satisfied in an infinite number of ways. Indeed, n 2

of the first integrals Ff may be assigned arbitrarily in advance.

Let us consider the system

(77) 1^=... =^,-^1 -^2 n

with the auxiliary variable t. This system can be reduced to the simple form

(78) dy l -dyz
- = dyn _i = Q, dyn = dt

by taking for the variables the n 1 first integrals /t , /2 , , fn -i and the

function /, which appears in the preceding formulae (69). It is easy to obtain

the general expression for the multipliers in terms of the variables j/j, for

every multiplier is of the form

On the other hand, we have

T- =^1 = ^1^14- .

8x
i dyn_foi

1 dt d^ dt
"*"
"*~

t~^n d ayw
'

From the relations yl =fl,-",yn =/ which define the change of the variables,

we derive, by differentiating with respect to yn and solving,

and the general expression for the multiplier can be written in the form

<
79> g =

%:::::S*^ fa -' fc -A
where * is an arbitrary function of yt , y2 ,

. .
., yn -\.

Let us suppose, now, that after carrying out any change of variables affecting

only the Xf's without changing the variable t, we have reduced the system (77)

to the form

(so) fj
=
f!

= ... = =;
-*! ^2 -*n

where the Xf'8 are functions of the new variables xj independent of t. If M'
ia

a multiplier of this new system, we have
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Taking the same function * in the two expressions, we derive from them, by

dividing their corresponding sides, the relation

(82)

Hence, if we know a multiplier M for the system (77), we can derive from it a

multiplier M' for the transformed system.

This property explains the practical importance of multipliers. Let us sup-

pose that we know n 2 first integrals of the system (59), and also a multiplier.

We can then reduce this system to the form

by a change of variables, and we can then find a multiplier M' for this new

system, that is, a solution of the equation

It follows that M' is an integrating factor for ^cZx^j JT^_ a dx^, and the

integration can be finished by quadratures.

A particular case which presents itself frequently in mechanics is the one

for which we have ZdXi/dXi = 0. The equation (76) reduces then to X(M) = 0,

and we know at once a multiplier M = 1.

This remark applies also to the equation of the second order, y" = /(x, y), the

integration of which leads to that of the system

dx_ dy _ dy'

1 ~V'~f(x,v)'

If we know a first integral of it, ^ (x, y, y') C, we can, from what precedes,

finish the integration by quadratures. This is easily verified as follows : Let us

suppose that the equation ^ (x, y, y') = C has been solved for y' :

Since all the integrals of this equation of the first order must satisfy the equation

y" =/(x, y), whatever may be the constant C, we must have d<j>/dx + (d<P/dy)<l> =/.

Hence, since / does not contain (7,

3*0 a2
A . ? a

. =
dCdx"

1
"

dCdy
9

dy dC '

which states that d0/dC is an integrating factor for dy <f>dx.

33. Invariant integrals. The invariant property of the multipliers relative to

every change of variables can be brought into relation with the general theory

of invariant integrals, due to Poincare',* and about which we shall say a few

*Les methodes nouvelles de la Mtcanique celeste, Vol. Ill, chap, xxii, and the

following chapters. See also GOURSAT, Sur lea invariants integraux, in Journal

de Mathematiques, 6th series, Vol. IV.
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words. Let us consider in particular a system of three differential equations,

where X, F, Z are functions of z, y, z. In order to simplify the statements, we

shall regard these equations as defining the movement of a particle in space,

where the variable t represents the time. The particle which, at the time t = 0,

is at a point Jf (z , y ,
z

)
has arrived at the time t at a point Mt whose coftrdi-

nates are (z, y, z). If the point M describes a certain region D of space, the

point Mt describes a corresponding region Dt . Now letM (z, y, z) be a function

of the variables
, y, z ;

we shall say that the triple integral

ts an invariant integral of the system (83) if the value of that triple integral,

extended over the region Df ,
is independent of t and equal to the same inte-

gral extended over the region D . For example, if the equations (83) define

the movement of an incompressible fluid, the volume of the region Dt is constant

and the integral fff dxdydz is an invariant integral.

Invariant line and surface integrals are defined in a similar way. If the

point M describes a curve L or a surface 2o the point Mt describes a curve

Lt or a surface S<. A line integral

Cadx + pdy + ydz

is an invariant integral if the value of that integral along the curve Lt is inde-

pendent of t and equal to the same line integral taken along L . Similarly, a

surface integral
"

Pdydz + Qdzdx + Edxdyff>

is an invariant integral if the value of that integral extended over the surface 2<

is independent of t.

These notions can be extended without difficulty to the most general systems
of differential equations of the form (08). For such a system there are n classes

of invariant integrals, of the 1st order, of the 2d order, . . .

,
of the nth order,

according to the order of multiplicity of the integral considered. The conditions

that a multiple integral of order p shall be an invariant integral are easily ob-

tained by means of the formulae for the change of variables in multiple integrals.

We shall develop the calculations for a multiple integral of order n. Let

1(0 =// 'fDt
M

(xn .
' '

-1 xjdx^ . . . dxn

be a multiple integral of order n extended over the region Dt which corresponds
to a definite region D in the manner just explained. This integral will be an

invariant integral if it is independent of t ; that is, if we have I'
(t)
= 0. In order
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to calculate that derivative, we shall give to t an increment A, and we shall cal-

culate the coefficient of h in the development of I(t + h). Let xj be the value to

which Xi changes when we change t to t + h
;
we have

I
(t + h)

=
ff

- .

-f^Mfri,
x*, ,

where the new integral is extended over the region DJ, which corresponds point

for point to Dt . Then we may write

Xi, x, , x')" " "r , , Xi, x, , x

f Jf(i, , <)
" " "

d^ifa,
/z>< u (xl ,

x
2 , ,

xn)

(fan-

On the other hand, omitting the terms in h of degree higher than the first.

we have

xj
= a* + fcZi + ,

dx

and

l ' X2 '
' '

' Xn)

The derivative cfl/di has therefore the value

In order that / be an invariant integral, it is necessary and sufficient that dl/dt

be identically zero, whatever may be the region D, and therefore that we have

(84)
dx,

n

This condition is identical with the equation (76), and we obtain Poincare"'s

theorem : In order that the multiple integral

shall be an invariant integral, it is necessary and sufficient that M be a multiplier*

It follows that if we make any change of variables,
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in the equations (77), we obtain a new system,

(7T)
*& = &...** = .

-*!
-*

2
*

and if M is a multiplier of the system (77), the n-fold integral

is an invariant integral of that system, and the n-fold integral which is obtained

from it by the same transformation,

is evidently also an invariant integral of the transformed system (77'). Therefore

the expression

is a multiplier of the new equations (77'), as we have demonstrated directly.

Example. In order that the volume shall be an invariant integral of the

equations (83), M=l must be a multiplier, which requires that we have

(86)
L + iI + ^ = .

v ' dz dy dz

This is the condition for the incompressibility of a fluid for which the equa-

tions (83) define a stationary flow.

IV. INFINITESIMAL TRANSFORMATIONS

34. One-parameter groups.
* Every set of an infinite number of transformations,

of any nature whatever, affecting the n variables x
t ,
x
2 , -, xn ,

form a group if

the transformation obtained by carrying out any two transformations of this set

in succession belongs to the set. For definiteness let us consider two variables

x, y, and let T be the transformation defined by the equations

(86) x' = /(x, y ; a), ^ =
(x, y ; a),

where a denotes an arbitrary parameter. If we regard x and y as the coordi-

nates of a pointM in a plane, and x' and y' as the coordinates of another point JIT,

the preceding equations define a point transformation. To each value of the

parameter a corresponds thus a definite transformation. Varying this param-

eter, we obtain an infinite number of different transformations. Let us suppose
that we carry out in succession two different transformations of this set, corre-

sponding to any two values a and b of the parameter. The first transformation

will carry the pair of values (x, y) over into the pair of values (x', y") given

* The theory of continuous groups of transformations was developed by Sophus Lie

in a great number of papers and in his treatise, Theorie der Transformationgruppen.
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by the equations (86). The second transformation will then carry the pair of

values (x', y') over into a third pair (x", y") such that we have

(87) z" = /(x', y' ; 6), y" = (x', y' ; 6).

Let us replace z' and y' in these last two equations by their values (86). The

resulting equations,

(88) x" = F(x, y ; a, 6), y" = * (x, y ; a, 6),

again define a point transformation depending upon the two parameters a and 6.

We shall say that the set of transformations (86) form a continuous one-parameter

group if the new transformation (88) belongs to this set. It is necessary and

sufficient for this that the equations (88) be of the form

(89) x" = /(x, y ; c), y" = (x, y ; c),

where c is a value of the parameter depending only upon a and upon b
;
that is,

c =
i/' (a, 6). The preceding definition evidently applies whatever may be the

number of variables, in particular if there is only a single variable.

The relation x' = x 4- a, or, any one of the pairs of relations

x' = x + a, y' = y + 2 a ;

x' = x cos a ?/ sin a, y' = x sin a + y cos a
;

x' ax, y' = a2
y

represents a one-parameter group. On the contrary, the transformations x'=x-f a,

y' = y + a2 do not form a group, for the transformation resulting from two suc-

cessive transformations, x" = x + a -f 6, y" = y -f a2 -f 62
,
do not belong to the set.

If in the equations (86), which define a group of transformations, we put
a = n(a), where a is a new parameter, it is clear that the relations obtained

again define a group. The same thing is true also if we make a change of vari-

ables, as we easily convince ourselves a priori. In fact, if a set of point trans-

formations in a plane is such that the transformation resulting from two

successive transformations belongs to the set, it is clear that this property is

independent of the choice of the coordinates by means of which we fix the

position of a point in the plane. It is easy to verify this directly. Let us

suppose that we put x = H(w, v), y = II|(u, v), and let the inverse relations

be u n~ 1
(x, y), v = Hf

J

(x, y), so that we have identically

x = ntn-^x, y), nf
j
(x, y)], y = Hjn-^x, y), Ilf

J
(x, y)].

By hypothesis, the transformations considered form a group, and the equa-
tions (89), where c = ^(a, 6), are a consequence of the equations (86) and (87).

Let (w, u), (w', t/) (u", u") be the pairs of values of the new variables which

correspond respectively to the pairs (x, y), (x', y'), (x", y"). We have

(90)

; a]}
= F(u, v

; a),

)
= nr

1

{/[n(u,),n l (tt 1 f)); a^Cn^v),^^*); a]}
= * (u, v

; a) ;

and everything depends on showing that the equations (90) also define a group
of transformations. Now we have, for example, u" = F(u', t/; 6), or

), iW '); 6]}.
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Since the equations (86) define a group, this value of u" is equal to

H-'C/fc'i y''> *). *(*'. y'*> 6>] =n- 1
[/(*. V, c), 0(x, y, c)];

that is, to

>
; c).

Similarly, we should find that v" = <J(u, v
; c). Two groups of transformations

which are carried over one into the other by a change of variables are said to

be similar. For example, the two groups xf = ox, u' u + b are similar, for we

pass from one to the other by putting u = logx, b = log a.

We shall now determine all possible one-parameter groups, supposing that

the functions/and are analytic, and supposing also that the group contains the

identical transformation, that is, that for a particular value a of the parameter
we have/(x, y ;

a
)
= x, <(x, y ;

a
)
= #, whatever x and y may be.

In the equations of condition

(91) /(x', y' ; b)
= /(x, y ; c), (x', y';b) = <f> (x, y ; c)

we can consider x, y, a, c as independent variables, and 6 as a function of a

and c defined by the relation c =
\f/ (a, 6) ;

x' and y' are functions of x, y,

and a defined by the equations (86). Taking derivatives with respect to a, we
derive from the relations (91)

(92\ ^^ + ^.^4. = ^^ + ^^'4.^^=01 '
dx

x
da a/ act d6 da

'

dx
x
aa a/ aa a& aa

But a6/aa is given by the relation ty/da + (d\j//db) (db/da) = 0, and therefore

depends only upon a and 6. Solving the preceding equations (92) for ax'/aa,

dy'/aa, we obtain, therefore, relations of the form

^ = X (a, b) { (x', y', &), ^ = X (a, b) 17 (x', /, 6).
da da

Now xx and y
/ do not depend upon 6

;
the same thing is therefore true of \, , 17

if they have been properly chosen. Therefore x' and y
f
are integrals of the

system of differential equations,

(93)

** = d/
=X(a)da,V '

*(*',2/') n^,/)
V ;

which for a = a take oji respectively the values x and y. Conversely, whatever

the functions (x, y), tj (x, y) may be, the equations x" = /(x, ?/, a), y" = <f> (x, ?/, a),

which represent the integrals of the preceding system which reduce respectively

to x and to y for a particular value a of the parameter, define a continuous group
of transformations. In the first place, it will be simpler to introduce a new

parameter,

t= C\(a)da,
Ja

o

which enables us to write the differential equations (93) in the abridged form

(94) _^ =^^ = dt .
' '
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The general integral of this system can be written, as we have seen above
( 31),

in the form

Oi(a', tO = Ci, a (*
/

,y
/

)
= +c f

a ,

where Q
l
and-

2
are definite functions of x', y', and where Cv C

2
are two arbi-

trary constants. The solutions which take on the values x and y tor t = are

given by the system of equations

(95) Ojfx', y')
-

Ojfx, y), O
8 (x', y') = O

2 (x, y) + t.

The preceding expressions, indeed, define a continuous group, for if we carry
out in succession the two transformations which correspond to the values ^
and t

2
of the parameter, the resulting transformation corresponds to the value

t
l + 2 of the parameter. The two transformations which correspond to the

values t and t are the inverses of each other. If we have

x'=/(x, y; *), y' = 0(x, y; t),

we may write also

x = /(x', y' ;

-
), y = (x', y' ;

- Q.

If we take for the new variables

u = to
l (x,y),

=
2 (x, y),

the equations (95) become

(96) w' = w, i/ = + t
;

and we say that the group is transformed to the reduced form. Every con-

tinuous one-parameter group is therefore similar to a group of translations.

Let us take, for example, the group x' = ox, y' a2
y. Applying the general

method, we have
ax' x' ty y'= x = , 2 ay = 2 .

da a da a

The differential equations (93) are in this case

- dl/
' ~ = dt

x' Zy' a

where t = log a. The finite equations of the group can be written in the form

and they will be brought to the reduced form by taking for the new variables

log x and y/x
2

.

35. Application to differential equations. Let us consider a given differential

equation

and a known one-parameter group of transformations of the form (86). Let us

suppose that the equation (97) is identical with the equation obtained by carry-

ing out on it the change of its variables x and y defined by the relations (86),

whatever may be the numerical value of the parameter a. If this is the case,

we shall say that the differential equation (97) admits the group of transforma-

tions (86). We can make use of this property to simplify the integration. In
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fact, let us suppose that we carry out a change of variables such that the equa-

tions which define the group in question are brought to the simple form uf

u,

t?' = v -f a. The same change of variables, applied to the proposed differential

equation, leads to a new differential equation of the nth order,

(98)

which does not change if we replace in it i; by v -f a, whatever may be the

numerical value of the constant a. This can happen only if the left-hand side

<$ does not contain the variable u. If the equation is of the first order, we obtain

the general integral by a quadrature. If n > 1, we can lower the order of the

equation by unity by taking dv/du for the new unknown dependent variable.

Let us consider, for example, the homogeneous equation of the first order,

dx

This equation does not change if we replace x and y by ax and ay respectively,

whatever may be the constant a. Now the formulae x' = asc, y' ay define a

group of transformations, which can also be written in the form

?;
= ?, log i/'

= log i/ -M.
X X

Hence if we put y/x = u, log y v, we are led to an equation that is integrable

by a quadrature (see 3).

Let us now consider linear equations of the first order, and first of all the

homogeneous equation dy/dx -f Py = 0. Since this equation does not change
when we replace in it y by ay, whatever may be the constant a, we say that

it admits the group of transformations x' z,y' ay. Hence it will be inte-

grable by a quadrature if we take log y for the dependent variable.

Next, let

(99) ^ + Py + Q =

be the general linear equation of the first order, and let yl
be a particular

integral, not zero, of the equation dy/dx + Py = 0. It is easily verified that

the equation (99) does not change if we replace y by y + ayr Hence it admits

the group of transformations defined by the equations

Taking for the new dependent variable y/yv the equation must reduce to an

equation integrable by a quadrature. We are led to precisely the calculations

of 4, and it is easy to see in a similar manner that the different cases of reduction

of the order of the equation which have been indicated in 19, for equations of

higher order, are essentially only particular cases of the preceding method.

These different methods, which appear at first sight as so many different

devices for solution, having no relation one to another, can thus be considered

from a common point of view by means of the theory of groups of transforma-

tions. To every continuous one-parameter group of transformations on the
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two variables x and y we can make correspond in this way an infinite number
of equations of the first order which can be integrated by a quadrature, and

equations of higher order whose order can be depressed by unity.

This fact may be of practical importance in the setting up of the equations
in certain problems. Suppose that it is a question of finding the plane curves

which possess a certain property, and that we know a priori a one-parameter

group (G) of transformations such that, if we apply any transformation of (G)
to a curve having the given property, the new curve also has the same prop-

erty. It is clear that the differential equation of these curves will admit the

given group of transformations. If, then, we choose a system of coordinates

(w, v) such that the equations of the group (G) shall become u' = u, v' = v 4- a,

the differential equation of the curves sought in this system of coordinates will

contain only u, dv/du, d^v/difi, . For example, suppose that we wish to obtain

the projections on the xy-plane of the asymptotic lines or the lines of curvature

of a helicoid, the axis Oz being the axis of helicoidal movement in the sliding

of the surface upon itself. It is clear that if a curve C of the xy-plane is a

solution of the problem, then all the curves which we obtain by making C turn

through any angle about the origin are also solutions. The differential equation
of these curves admits, then, the group formed by the rotations about the origin ;

the equations of this group in polar coordinates are p' = p, u' w -f a. With
the system of variables p, w, the differential equation will contain, therefore,

only p and dw/dp (see I, 243, 2d ed.; 242, 1st ed.).

So far we have supposed the group C? known. We are now led to examine

the following problem : A differential equation being given, to recognize whether

or not it admits one or more one-parameter continuous groups of transformations,

and to determine these groups. This is a very important question, which cannot

be developed here in detail . We shall limit ourselves to a few particulars.

36. Infinitesimal transformations. Given a system of transformations on n vari-

ables, defined by the equations

(100) <. =/<(!, x
2 , ., xn ; a), (J

=
1, 2,

- -
-, n),

where the functions/t
- depend upon an arbitrary parameter a, we say again that

these transformations form a group if the transformation resulting from any
two transformations of the system carried out in succession itself belongs to

the system. As above, a group is said to contain the identical transformation

if, for some value a of the parameter, we have

/<(! *
2 > '>*; o)

= **> (i
= 1, 2,

. .
., n),

for all values of xv x2 , -, xn . It may be shown, as above, that such a group is

obtained by integrating a system of differential equations

dx( dx dx'
(101)
-!- =-2- = . . . =-2- = dt.

^(x{, x'z,
-
,
x'n) 2 (x[, x, , x'n} (x{,

. - .
, <)

Let

(102) x\
= *(!, *2 , ..,*; Q, (i

=
1, 2,

. . .
, n),

be the integrals of this system which reduce to Xj, x
2 , , Xn respectively

for t = 0. The relations (102) define a continuous one-parameter group, the
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variable t playing the part of the parameter. Indeed, we have seen ( 31)

that the general integral of this system can be written in the form

t ^i\Xi X2 ,
* * * Xn)

^ ^1
' * *

ftn-ltej', *2
'
', Xn )

= C-l, B (XJ, 3, -, Xn') = t + <7n ,

where
1?

ft
2 , ,

On are n functions of the variables xj, which we have defined

exactly. The integrals which for t take on the values x
x ,

x
2 , ,

xn are

furnished, therefore, by the equations

(103)
f ^ ' '

-i O = &<(! ' ' x )> (i
= 1, V ., n - i),

1 '

\Qn(xi, , XO - ft^, - -

, Xn) + t,

which are equivalent to the relations (102). In this new form we see immediately

that these transformations form a group.

Let F(xv x
2 , ,

xn ) be a function of the n variables x t
-

;
if we replace the

variables x t in it by the functions x
t

'

given by the relations (102), the result

F(x{, x'
2 , ,

x'n )
is a function of xv X

2 ,
-

,
x

ra , ,
which for t = reduces to

F(x^ X2 , ,
xn). Let us consider the problem of developing this function

according to increasing, powers of t. We shall denote by F' the result of

replacing X{ by x( in F(x, x
2 , ,

xn), and we shall put

^i(*i, sa
'

-i *) ;r +
' + ^H(X!, x

2 ,
-
-, xn) ^,

where / is any function of xv x
2 , ,

xn . Similarly, replacing the variables Xi

by x'
it
we shall put

With these preliminary definitions, we have, by the differential equations (101),

~ = t1(*---, <) + +tn(*'i,---,<)
S

=X'(F')-
at dx

l
dxn

Likewise we have

^=|[^(F')]
= 2"[X' (n],

and in general

*^ = J:'(P)(FO,
dtp

v 7

where -Z"
/

(i')(F
/

)
denotes the result of the operation X' carried out p times in

succession. Since, for t = 0, xj, x2 , , x^ reduce to x
x ,
x
2 , ,

xn ,
it follows

that (dPF'/dtP) txi Q is equal to JW(F), and the development of F' is given by
the formula

(104)
i + jr<2)(F) + --- + ~-

2 ! p 1

If we assume that the functipn .F is regular in the neighborhood of the values

Xj, x2 , , Xn, the series on the right is convergent as long as || is sufficiently

small. We have, in particular,

(105) x;
= x t

- + 1
fc +
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Let us give to t an infinitesimal value dt. Putting 8xt
= x'

{ x<, and neglect-

ing infinitesimals of higher order than the first with respect to W, the preceding
formulae can be written in the form

(106) *!
= *!, 5X

2
=

2 M, ..., dXn = Sn 5t.

We say that these relations define an infinitesimal transformation and that X(/),
or 2&(d//aci), is the svmkol of tnis infinitesimal transformation. To every one-

parameter group corresponds an infinitesimal transformation, and conversely.
If we choose at pleasure n functions, 1? 2 , -, ,

of x
x ,
x
2 , ,

xn ,
the result-

ing expression X(f) is the symbol of an infinitesimal transformation that

defines a continuous group whose finite equations would be obtained by inte-

grating the system of differential equations (101).

The introduction of infinitesimal transformations has made it possible to

apply the methods of the differential calculus to the theory of groups. Besides,

in many questions concerning groups it is the infinitesimal transformation

which ig concerned, as we shall see from a few examples.
Let us consider xv x

2 ,---, xn as the coordinates of a point in space of

n dimensions, and t as an independent variable which denotes the time. If t

varies, the point with the coordinates x[, X2 , -, x'n describes in a space of

n dimensions a curve, or trajectory, starting from the point (x1?
x2 , ,

xn). The

space of n dimensions, or at least a region of that space, is thus decomposed
into an infinite number of one-dimensional manifolds, and each point of the

given region belongs to a single one-dimensional manifold. We say that a

function F(x^ ,
xn ) is an invariant of the group considered if we have

whatever may be the value of t. It is easy to obtain all the invariants of a

group. In fact, dividing the two sides of the equation (104) by t, and supposing
F' = F, we obtain the relation

X(F) + X<*>(F) + + Xf

f)(F) + = 0.

Since this equality must hold whatever t may be, it is necessary in particular

that we have X(F) = 0. We say, in this case, that the function F admits the

infinitesimal transformation of the group. This condition is, moreover, suffi-

cient
;
for if we have X(F) = 0, we also have X [X(F)] = 0, ,

and therefore

X(p) (F) = 0, whatever p may be. The only invariants of the one-parameter group

are therefore the integrals of the equation X(f) = 0.

Let us notice that if two groups have for infinitesimal transformations X(f)
and IlX(f) respectively, where II (x x ,

x
2 , -, xn )

is any function whatever,

these two groups have the same invariants, even though they are not identical.

If we apply to the same point the transformations of the two groups, this point

will indeed describe the same path, but with different velocities. Conversely,

if two groups have the same invariants, the two infinitesimal transformations

X(f] and Y(f) can differ only by a factor H(xv x
2 ,

-
-, xn )

which depends

only upon xv x
2 ,

-
,
xn ,

for the two equations X(f) = 0, Y(f) = must have

the same integrals.

We shall now introduce another important concept. Let

(107) x
l
= /(x, y ; a), ^ = <A (x, y ; a)
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be a continuous group in two variables. If we apply a transformation of this

group to all the points of a plane curve C, we obtain another plane curve Cr
Let y', y", - -

, y<"> be the successive derivatives of y with respect to x and

y'n y\-> l4
n) tne successive derivatives of yl

with respect to x
1 ;

we have seen

(I, 61, 2d ed.
; 35, 1st ed.) how to calculate these last successive derivatives

in terms of x, |/, y
f

^ , yM. These calculations lead to formulae of the form

(108)

); a).

The relations (107) and (108) define also a group of transformations in n + 2

variables, z, y, y', , y<
n
>, which is called the extended group of the first. We

shall assume this fact, the proof of which presents no other difficulties than the

writing of rather long expressions. We shall merely show how the infinitesimal

transformation of the extended group can be obtained. Let

be the infinitesimal transformation of the given group. We can write the

equations of this group in the form

and from them we derive

The coefficient of t on the right, after expansion in a single power series, is the

only thing we need to know. It is obtained by a division and is equal to

.f (^L _ 2f\ ^* _ /?l\ /^V
\ay ax/ dx \dyl \dx)

'

The symbol of the infinitesimal transformation of the extended group is, there-

fore, for n 1,

The method is a general one. If the coefficient of t in the development of y^
is TT(X, y, 2^, ., i/fr-D), we have for y

(

f>

_
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and the coefficient of t on the right-hand side is

E.
dx

y

Hence we can calculate step by step, to any desired value of n, the infinitesimal

transformations of the extended groups which are obtained from the given group.
We say that a system of differential equations

(HO) *& = *&=...=**!
1 2 n

admits the one-parameter group of transformations G defined by the equations

(100) if it changes into a system of the same form,

dx( d _dx'n
IJLJLXI - - ___

>

X{ X't X',

when we take for new variables x{, x%,
-

,
x'n instead of z

x ,
x2 , , x, and if

this is true whatever the value of the parameter a may be. Here and below,
the symbol X- denotes the same function of the variables xj that X{ is of the

variables x t-. In order that this be true, it follows from the relation which has

been established between the system (110) and the partial differential equation

that it is necessary and sufficient that every transformation of the group shall

carry the equation

over into a linear equation equivalent to JT(/) = for every value of the

parameter a. If f(xv X2 , -, xn ) is an integral of X(f) = 0, /'(x^, Xg, , x'n)

is also an integral of X'(f') = ; hence, if we replace xj, -, x'n by their values

given by the expressions (100), /'(xj, , x^) must also be an integral of X(f) = 0.

It follows that the necessary and sufficient condition that the system of differ-

ential equations (110) admit the group of transformations G is that every trans-

formation of that group shall change an integral of the equation X(f) = into

an integral of the same equation.

Let

be the infinitesimal transformation of the group G. Replacing the parameter a

by the parameter t defined above, we may write

T[T(f)] + . . ..

If f(xl9
-

,
xn) is any integral of the equation (112), the same thing must be

true of /(xj, , x,I),
and consequently of

/(*!,- "I O
or off
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whatever the value of t may be. In particular, T(f) must be an integral of the

equation (112). This condition is sufficient. For, let/j, /2 , , fn -i be a system

of n 1 independent integrals. If T(/1), T(/2 ), , T(/n _i) are also integrals,

the same thing must be true of T(/), where /is any other integral. For we

have/= n(/i,/2 , ,/-!), and therefore

Since T(f) is an integral, the same thing is true of T[T(/)], and so on
;
the

same is therefore true of f(x{, x'2 , ., x'n ).

Hence, in order that the system (110) admit the group Q of transformations,

it is necessary and sufficient that, iff is an integral of X(f) = 0, T(f) shall also

be an integral. We say for brevity that the equation JT(/) = admits the

infinitesimal transformation T(f).
Let us now take a differential equation of the first order,

In order that the equation X(f) Adf/dx + Bdf/dy = admit the infini-

tesimal transformation df/dx + i\ df/dy, it is necessary that we have

A + B% = O, {+ *
nw,

dx dy dx dy

where w(z, y) denotes an integral (other than a constant) of JT(/) = 0, and

where II (w) denotes an undetermined function of w. We derive from these

relations

whence,
dot _ Bdx Ady
H (w)

~"

Bt-A-n

It follows that !/(# Arf) is an integrating factor for Bdx A dy. Conversely,
let (x, y) be a function such that its total differential is

Bdx -Ady
* '

Then we have, simultaneously,

hence T(<f>) is also an integral of the equation JT(#)= 0. We can state this

result as follows :

In order that the differential equation (114) admit the group of trans/ormo-

tions derived from the infinitesimal transformation df/dx -f ydf/dy, it is necessary

and sufficient that l/(B Ay) shall be an integrating factor for Bdx Ady.
This new method requires only the knowledge of the infinitesimal transfor-

mation of the group. As there exist an infinite number of integrating fac-

tors, we see that every equation of the first order admits an infinite number
of infinitesimal transformations.
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Let us return to the general case of the system (110). Let X(f) be

the corresponding linear equation and T(f) the symbol of an infinitesimal

transformation. Let us consider the equation

(116)

where X[T(f)} represents the result of the operation X( ) applied to T(/),
and where T[X(f)] has an analogous meaning; Z(/) is still a linear homo-

geneous function in the derivatives of the first order df/dXi, and it does not

contain any derivatives of the second order. To show this, it suffices to prove
that the coefficients of a derivative of the second order are the same in

X[T(f)] and T[X(f)]. Now the coefficient of &f/dx\ is X&, and that of

d2f/dXidxk is Xt k + Xk ti in T[JT(/)], and it is obvious that these coeffi-

cients are the same in X[T(f)]. The equation Z(/) = is therefore an

equation of the same type as the equation X(f) = 0, which can be written

in a form exhibiting the coefficients explicitly :

(116) Z(/) = [X(^) - T(X1)] jt
+ . . + [X(fc)

- T(Xi}} j
+ . . . = 0.

If now T(f) is an integral of the equation X(f) = 0, whenever /is an inte-

gral of the same equation, every integral of X(f) = evidently satisfies the

linear equation Z(/)=rO; we must have, therefore (31),

(117) X[T(/)]- T[X(f)] = p(x1 ,
X
2 , ., Xn)X(f),

where p is an undetermined function of xv x,2 , ., xn . Conversely, if we have

an identity of this form, every integral of the equation X(f) = satisfies also

the equation X[T(f)] 0, and therefore T(f) is also an integral of the equa-

tion X(f) = 0. The necessary and sufficient condition that the linear equation

X(f) = admit the infinitesimal transformation T(f) is expressed by the relation

(117), where p is any function of xv x
2 , ,

xn . That relation is equivalent to

the (n 1) distinct relations

Given a differential equation of the nth order,

d^ =
dxn

in order to determine whether it admits the group of transformations deduced

from the infinitesimal transformation (x, y)df/dx + y(x, y)df/dy, we need only

replace the equation (118) by a system of n differential equations of the first

order, taking for the auxiliary dependent variables the first (n 1) deriva-

tives y', y", -, y^-V, and then determine whether this system admits the

infinitesimal transformation of the extended group of G.

Let us consider, for example, the equation of the second order y" = <f> (x, j/, 2/Oi

which may be replaced by the system

dx _ dy __ dy
f

or by the linear equation
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it will be necessary to determine whether this equation admits the infinitesimal

transformation

ax dy

On carrying through the calculations, we find a condition which contains x, y,

and y', and which must be verified for all values of these variables. The equa-

tion of the second order being given, if we wish to find the infinitesimal trans-

formations which it admits, we have at our disposal the unknown functions

(x, y), ij (x, y), which do not contain y'. Writing the condition that the preced-

ing relation is independent of ?/', we may have, according to the given function

#(> 2/> 2/') a limited or unlimited number of equations which must be satisfied

by the functions (x, y) and T;(X, y). In general these equations will be incom-

patible, and we see that an equation of the second order, taken arbitrarily,

does not admit any infinitesimal transformation. The same thing is true of

equations of higher order, and it is seen from this how Sophus Lie was able to

classify differential equations according to the number of independent infini-

tesimal transformations which they admit.

EXERCISES

1*. Let -M" be the greatest absolute value of/(x, y )
when x varies from x

to x -f a. If the letters a, 6, JET, x
, y have the same meaning as in 30, the

integral of the equation y
/ = /(x, y) which takes on the value y for x x is

continuous in the interval (x ,
x + /o), where p is the smaller of the two numbers

a and log(l + Kb/MQ)/K.
[E. LINDELOF, Journal de MatMmatiques, 1894.]

[The inequalities

n!

are established step by step, as in 27, and yn will remain between yQ b and

2/o + & provided that we have e*(x-*J < 1 + bK/MQ .]

2. Find two first integrals of the simultaneous systems of differential

equations

dy dz
(<x) h <f> (x) y Y (x) 2 = 0, \- \j/' (x) y -f- <f>' (x) 2 = 0,

dx, dx

dy _ dz -dx

3. The expression l/[y xf(y/x)] is an integrating factor for dy f(y/x) dx.

4. The general form of the differential equations of the first order which

admit the infinitesimal transformation ydf/dx xdf/dy is

xy' - y

x + yy'

Deduce from this an integrating factor.
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6. Find the general form of the differential equations of the first order which

admit the infinitesimal transformation df/dx + x (df/dy) ;
the infinitesimal trans-

formation x(Qf/dx) + ay (df/dy).

6. Find a group of transformations for the differential equation

where a is constant, and deduce from it an integrating factor.

7 *. The differential equations of the elastic space curve,

y'" - zV = 8x' - J |3y,

zV x'z" - a/ \ j8x,

*V y'&" Sz' a,

where a, /3,
5 are constants, possess the two first integrals x'* + y/2 + z'2 = O,

/3 (x
2 + ?y

2
)

4 z' C'. We then obtain x and y by the integration of a differ-

ential equation of the second order.

[HERMITE, Sur quelques applications desfonctions elliptiques (p. 93).]



CHAPTER III

LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

I. GENERAL PROPERTIES. FUNDAMENTAL SYSTEMS

Line<ir differential equations have been studied more thoroughly
than any other class. They possess a group of characteristic proper-

ties which distinguish them sharply and at the same time simplify

their study. Moreover, they appear in a great number of important

applications of Analysis, and a preliminary study of them is very
useful before undertaking the study of differential equations of the

most general form. Except when otherwise expressly stated, we

shall study here only those equations whose coefficients are analytic

functions of the independent variable.

37. Singular points of a linear differential equation. A linear differ-

ential equation of the nth order is of the form

a
lt
a

2 , ,
an+l being functions of the single variable x. Its inte-

gration is equivalent to that of the system

(2)

obtained by taking for auxiliary dependent variables the first n \

derivatives of ?/. Let us suppose that the coefficients a
f
are analytic

in a circle C with the radius R and with its center at the point x
,

and let ?/ , 7/,J, y'^ , yf~ l) be a system of n arbitrary constants.

Applying to the equations (2) a general result established above

( 23), we see that the equation (1) has an integral analytic in the

circle C
Q, taking on the value ?/ for x = cc

,
while its first n 1

derivatives take on respectively the values y'^ y^ , y
(
~

l) for x = X
Q

.

We know also, from the general theory, that it is the only integral

of the equation (1) satisfying these initial conditions
;
we shall say

for brevity that it is defined by the initial conditions (XQ) yQ , y' , y'^
100
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. .
., yj

1" 1

*).
Let us now suppose at first, for definiteness, that the

coefficients a{ are single-valued functions of x, having in the whole

plane only isolated singular points. Let L be a path joining two

non-singular points X
Q
and A", and not passing through any singular

point ;
the integral which is defined by the initial conditions (XQ , y ,

?/o, , y&
n ~ i:>

)
is represented by a power series P(x x

) convergent
in the circle C with the center x and passing through the nearest

singular point to X
Q

. We can follow, by means of this series, the

variation of the integral along the path L as long as the path does

not go out of the circle C . If the path L leaves the circle C at a

point a, let us take a point x
l
on the path within the citcle C

Q
and near

enough to a so that the circle C
l
with the center x

l passing through
the nearest singular point does not lie entirely within the circle C .

From the series P(x # ) and from those which we obtain by suc-

cessive differentiations, we can derive the values of the integral and

of its first Ti 1 derivatives at the point a?r Let y^ y(, , y
(

?~ l) be

these values
;
the integral of the equation (1), which is defined by

the initial conditions (xlf y^ y{9 , yi*"
1

*),
is represented by a power

series P^(x xj convergent in the circle Cr The values of the two

series P (x X
Q )
and P^x a^) are equal in the part common to the

two circles C
Q
and C

a,
since they each represent an integral of the

equation (1) satisfying the same initial conditions. It follows that

the series P^(x xj represents the analytic extension in the circle

C
l
of the analytic function defined in the circle C by the series

P(x #
).

If all of the portion of L included between x
l
and X

does not lie in the circle C
19
we shall take a new point x^ on the path

within C
1?
and so on as before.

At the end of a. finite number of operations we shall certainly arrive

at a circle containing the point X. In fact, let S be the length of

the path L and 8 the lower limit of the distance of any point of L
to the singular points. The radii of the successive circles used are

at least equal to 8, and we can choose the centers of these circles in

such a way that the distance between two successive centers is greater

than 8/2. After p operations the length of the broken line obtained

by joining these successive centers will be equal to at least jo8/2.

If we have j8/2 > S, the length of the broken line will be greater

than the length of L. Hence, after at most (/> !) operations, we

shall have arrived at a circle containing all of the portion of L included

between the center of that circle and the point X.

Recapitulating, we see that we can continue the analytic exten-

sion of the integral as long as the path described by the variable
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does not pass through any of the singular points of the coefficients a<.

We know, therefore, a priori, what are the only points which can be

singular points for the integrals of a linear equation. It may, how-

ever, happen that a point a is a singular point for some of the coeffi-

cients a
t
without being a singular point for all the integrals. In the

particular case where the coefficients are all polynomials or integral

functions, all the integrals are analytic functions in the whole plane ;

that is, they are integral functions and theymay reduce to polynomials.

The reasoning may be extended also to the case where the coefficients a t
- have

any singularities whatever, it being possible for these functions to be multiple-

valued. If we start from a point x
,
where these coefficients are analytic, and if

we cause the variable x to describe a path i, along the whole length of which

we can continue the analytic extension of the coefficients at ,
we can like-

wise continue the analytic extension of the integrals along this path. The power
series which represent the integrals are convergent in the same circles as the

series which represent the coefficients.

These results are entirely in accord with those which we have deduced from

the method of successive approximations ( 28).

38. Fundamental systems. Let us consider a linear equation which

is also homogeneous, that is, not containing a term independent of y,

(3)

where F(y) denotes no longer a function of the variable y but the

result of an operation carried out on a function y of the variable x.

From the definition of this symbol of operation it is clear that, if

2/i Vv
'
'> VP are anJ P functions of x, and Cv C

a , -, Cp any con-

stants, we have the relation

If ylt ya , -, yp are integrals of the equation (3), then C^ -f <?
2 2/2 +

-f- Cpyp is also an integral, whatever the numerical values of the

constants Ct may be. If we know n particular integrals ?/1? ?/2 , -, yn
of the equation, we can therefore deduce from them an integral

(4) y = C,yt
+ C

ty, + + C.y.,

in the expression of which appear n arbitrary constants Cr C2 , ,
Cn .

We cannot conclude from this that the expression (4) really rep-

resents the general integral of the equation (3) ;
we must first assure

ourselves that we can dispose of the constants Cv (7
2 , ,

Cn in such

a way that, for a particular value X
Q
of x, different from a singular

point, y and its first n 1 derivatives take on any valo.es given in
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advance. For the sake of brevity, let us indicate by (yf) the value

which the pkh derivative of the particular integral y{ takes on at the

point X
Q

. Setting the values of the integral yy
and of its first n 1

derivatives at the point X
Q , equal to these arbitrary quantities, we

obtain a system of n linear equations to determine the constants Cv
C

2 , -,
Cn . The determinant of the coefficients of these unknowns

must be different from zero. We shall denote by A (y^ y^ -, yn)
the determinant whose elements are the functions y^ y^ , yn ,

and their derivatives up to those of the (n l)th order :

(5)

yl y* yn

y'\ 2/2 y'n

If this determinant, which is an analytic function of x in the whole

region in which the coefficients
t
are analytic, is not identically

zero, let us choose for X
Q
a point where this determinant is not zero.

We can then determine the constants C
t
so that y and its first ?t 1

derivatives take on any initial values whatever for X
Q

. Every inte-

gral of the equation (3) is therefore included in the formula (4).

We say, for brevity, that this formula represents the general inte-

gral of the equation (3). The integrals y^ y^ , yn ,
such that

the determinant A
(2^, 7/2 , , yn)

is different from zero, form a

fundamental system.

If this determinant is identically zero, some of the integrals yv y^
- -

, yn can be deduced from the others. We shall say, in general,

that n functions yv y2 , -, yn of the variable x are not linearly

independent if there exists between these n functions an identity of

the form

(6) CM + C
ty, + + CnyH = 0,

where C
1?
C

3 , ,
Cn are constants not all of which are zero. In order

that n functions yv y%, -, y shall not be linearly independent, it

is necessary and sufficient that the determinant A(yt, ya ,
-

-, yn) be

identically zero.

The condition is first necessary. For from the relation (6) we
obtain the n 1 relations of the same form,

(7) Cl2#> + Ca34"> + - . + Cn y?> = 0, O = l, 2,..., n-1)

between the derivatives of the first order, of the second order, etc.,

of the functions y{
. Since the coefficients C

t
are not all zero by
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hypothesis, the equations (6) and (7) cannot be consistent unless

the determinant A
(3^, y^ , yn )

is identically zero.

Conversely, suppose that A = 0, and suppose first that all the

first minors of A relative to the elements of the last row are not

identically zero, for example, that the cofactor of ^n ~4)
,

8 = 2/2

is different from zero. Let A be a region of the plane of the variable x

where the functions ?/, are analytic and where this determinant 8

does not vanish. Let us put

(8)

These rc 1 equations determine K
l9 K^ ,

Kn _ l as analytic func-

tions of ic in the region A, since Jf< is the quotient of an analytic

function divided by the minor 8 which is not zero in A. These func-

tions Kv
-

,
Kn _ l satisfy also the relation

(9) y<H
"-V = jriy?-i> + A"22#-i> + . . . + A.-i!rl

1 >

l

since A^, y2 , , yn) is zero at every point of A. Differentiating

once each of the equations (8), and taking account of these same

relations and of the relation (9), we find

and consequently K{ = K% = = K'n _^ = 0. The functions K^ ,

^K"n _i are therefore constants, and we have indeed a relation of the

form (6) between the n functions y^ y^
- -

., yn ,
where all the coeffi-

cients are constants and the coefficient Cn is different from zero.

Since this relation has been established in the region A, it follows,

by analytic extension, that it holds in any region in which the func-

tions y^ y2 ,

-

, ?/n exist and are analytic.

It will be noticed that the minor 8 is precisely equal to

If this minor 8 is identically zero without A(^, y2 , , yn_ 2) being

also zero, a similar argument would show that the functions yl? #3,
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> Vn-\ satisfy a relation of the form (6), where Cn
=

0, Cn _i
=

Continuing in this way, we shall therefore surely arrive at a relation

of the form (6), in which some of the coefficients may be zero. If,

therefore, we know n integrals of the equation (3) such that A (yv y^
...

,
?/n ) fy one a least of these integrals is a linear combination

with constant coefficients of the other integrals. It may also happen
that these n integrals reduce in reality to p independent integrals

\_p < n 1]. In order that this may be the case, it is necessary and

sufficient that all the determinants analogous to A which can be

formed with p -f- 1 of these integrals shall be zero, one at least of

the determinants formed with p integrals being different from zero.

The same lemma enables us also to prove that the general integral

of the equation (3) is represented by an expression of the form (4).

For, let (yx, ?/2 ,

-

, ?/n) be a fundamental system of integrals, and y

any other integral. From the (n + 1) equations

F(y) = 0, F(yJ = 0,
. .

., F(yn)
=

we derive, by elimination of the coefficients a
l9 a^ -,

an ,
an equation

of condition which is no other than

(10)

We have, therefore, between these n -f- 1 integrals, a relation of the

where (7, C
x ,
C

2 , ,
Cn are constants not all of which are zero.

Finally, C, the coefficient of y, is certainly different from zero, since

the integrals ylt
?/2 , , yn are linearly independent.

Every linear equation of the nth order has an infinite number of funda-

mental systems of integrals. In order to obtain such a system, we need only
take n integrals such that the determinant formed from the initial values of

these n integrals and their first n \ derivatives for a non-singular point

X is not zero. If (yv y2 , , yn }
is a first fundamental system, the n integrals

TV F2 , ,
rn , given by the equations

Yi = cuyi + c/2^2 + 4- cin yn , (i
= 1, 2, -, n)

where the coefficients c,-^ are constants, form a fundamental system, provided
that the determinant D formed by the n2 coefficients c,-^ is different from zero.

We have, in fact, by the rule for the multiplication of determinants,

A(F1?
F

2 ,
. .

., Yn)
= D A(yi , y2 , , Vn).

It follows from this relation that the quotient [dA(yt , , yn)/cfx]/A is the

same whatever may be the fundamental system. We shall verify this by cal-

culating this quotient. For this purpose let us observe that the derivative of a

function F(x) is equal to the coefficient of h in the development of F(x 4- h) in
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powers of A. If we give to x an increment A, and if we replace each elemeni.

of the determinant A by its development, retaining only the terms of the first

degree in A, we obtain the determinant

y2 + %2 ' ' '
2/n + ky

y'% + hy'2
'

2/n + hy'n

The coefficient of h is the sum of n determinants which are obtained by tak-

ing the coefficients of h in any row and the terms independent of h in the other

rows
;
n - 1 of these determinants, having two rows identical, are zero, and

there remains

2/2
" V*

t ya ,

dx Iff
,(n
-

2;

2/2
n)

This result is true, whatever the functions yv -

., yrt may be
;

if these func-

tions are integrals of the equation (3), we can replace y[
n) in the last row by

fl^yi"""
1*

n2/p and similarly for the others. There remains, after

developing with respect to the elements of the last row and taking account

of the determinants which have two rows identical,

(11)
dA

The quotient which we wish to calculate is therefore equal to a
1?

and we
derive also from the preceding result the value of the determinant

where A denotes the value of A for x = x . This expression for A shows that

this determinant is different from zero at every non-singular point, if it is not

identically zero a result which we could also have obtained from the preceding

properties.

It should be noticed that every linear equation of which a fundamental

system of integrals is (yv y2 , , yn)
can be written in the form (10)

A(2/, 2/n 2/2
' y) =

the coefficients containing only the integrals yi and their derivatives. This

shows that any n linearly independent functions y lt y2 , , yn can always be

regarded as forming a fundamental system of integrals of a linear equation.

39. The general linear equation. A non-homogeneous linear equation
can be written in the form

where the term independent of y has been isolated on the right-hand

side. We shall also consider the equation formed by replacing f(x)
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by zero
;
the resulting equation, F(y) = 0, is called the corresponding

homogeneous equation. If we know a particular integral Y of the

equation (12), the substitution y = Y+ z reduces the integration

of that equation to that of the homogeneous equation F(z) = by
the identity F(Y+ z)= F(Y)+F(z). The general integral of the

non-homogeneous equation is therefore represented by the expression

(13) y = Y + ClVl + C^+...+ C.y.,

where yl9
?/2 , , yn are a fundamental system of n particular inte-

grals of the homogeneous equation, and where
f^,

C
2 , -,

Cn are

n arbitrary constants. It often happens in practice that we can

easily obtain a particular integral of a linear non-homogeneous equa-

tion, and in this case we are led to the integration of the homogeneous

equation. The search for a particular integral is facilitated by the

following remark, which we need only state : If f(x) is the sum of

p functions ffe), f2 (
x
)j

' "

'> fp(x)>
sucn that we know how to find a

particular integral of each of the equations

the sum Y
l -f- F2 -f- -f- Yp of these p particular integrals is an

integral of the equation F(y)=f[x).
In general, if we know the general integral of the homogeneous

equation, we can always obtain by quadratures the general integral

of the non-homogeneous equation (supposing, of course, that the

left-hand side is the same for the two equations).

The following process, due to Lagrange, is called the method

of the variation of constants. Let (yl9 ?/2 , , yn ) be a fundamental

system of integrals of the equation F(y) 0. Imitating as much

as possible the process employed for a linear equation of the first

order, we shall seek to satisfy the equation (12) by taking for y an

expression of the form

(14) y = ClVl + C.% + - - + Cnyn ,

where Cv C
3 , ,

Cn denote n functions of x. We can evidently

establish between these n functions n 1 relations chosen at pleas-

ure, provided that they are not inconsistent with the equation (12).

If we put

(15)
[ 4- yJCa

' + 4- 2/^n = 0,

j

*>C'% = 0,
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the successive derivatives of y up to the (n l)th derivative have

the values , ,,,, , ,= Ctf{ + C,i/2 + . -f Cn y'n ,

y
" =

The first of the relations (15) has been chosen in such a way that

the first derivative y
1 has the same expression as if Cv C

2 , ,
Cn

were constants, and similarly for those that follow. The derivative

of the nth order has a less simple form :

2/
n) = CiyP + erf? + - + Cny>

+ yi
n - 1}

^i + y?-
1'^ + + y?-

1
^;.

Substituting the preceding values of
?/, y', y", , ?/

n) in the left-hand

side of the equation (12), the coefficients of Cv C
a , ,

Cn are re-

spectively Fty^), F(y^),
-

-, F(t/n)i an^ we are led to the new relation

(15') yf-^c-i + tf-vc'* + -f yi,"-
1^ =/(*),

which, together with the relations (15), enables us to determine

C*i> >
^- We can therefore find C

1?
C

a , ,
Cn by quadratures.

We can also make use of the following method, due to Cauchy.
Let (yv 2/2***' ^w )

^e a fundamental system of integrals of the equation

F(y) 0. Let us determine the constants Cv C
2 , ,

Cn so that the integral

V\y\ + ----
1- Gn yn and its first n 2 derivatives all vanish, while the (n l)th

derivative reduces to unity for a value a of x. The integral (x, tt) thus obtained

depends, of course, upon the variable x and also upon the initial value a, and

satisfies the n conditions

(17) 0(a,<r) = 0, <'(, a) = 0, 0"(a, a) = 0, -, 0<-D(ar, a) = l,

where 0^)(a, a) denotes the pth derivative of 0(x, a) with respect to x for the

value x = a. If we replace a by x in the preceding relations, which amounts

to a simple change of notation, they can also be written in the form

(170 0(x,x) = 0, 0'(x,x) = 0, ..., ^-2>(x,x) = 0, 0(n-D(x,x) = l,

where #(P> (x, x) denotes now the pth derivative of (x, a) with respect to x, in

which we have replaced a by x after the differentiation. With this under-

standing let us consider the function represented by the definite integral

(18) Y= C*<t>(x,a)f(a)da
Jx

*

with an arbitrarily fixed lower limit x . Applying the general formula for

differentiation, and taking account of the conditions (17
X

), we find successively

dY rx d*~ l Y r*
2 =

JT
*'(z, a)f(a)da, - -

-, ^f =
jf ^Dfe a)/(a)cfe,

dn Y r x

-^T
=

JT ^">(, r)/
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Substituting these values of Y, Y', ,
F<> in F(Y), we find

F(Y) =/(x) + fVn)
(*> a) + o^C" -D(, a) + . + o0(x, a)]/(a)da.

*/*

The function under the integral sign on the right is identically zero, since (#, a)
is an integral of corresponding homogeneous equation, whatever may be the

value of the parameter a. From this it follows that the function Y represented

by the definite integral (18) is a particular integral of the non-homogeneous
linear equation. It will be noticed that this integral, as well as its first (n 1)

derivatives, is zero for the lower limit x
,
which is supposed different from a

singular point.*

The application of this method to the equation dny/dx=f(x) leads to

precisely the result obtained above (18).

40. Depression of the order of a linear equation. If we know a certain

number of particular integrals of a linear equation, we can make use

of them to diminish the order of the equation. Let us consider first a

homogeneous equation of the nth order, and let yv 7/2 , , yp9 (p < n)

be linearly independent integrals of that equation. The substitution

2/
=

2/i ^,
where z indicates the new dependent variable, reduces the

proposed equation F(if)
= to a new equation of the same type in

2, for the expression for any one of the derivatives dpy/dx
p is itself

linear with respect to z and to its derivatives. If yl
is an integral

of the equation F(y) = 0, the new equation in z must have z = 1

for a solution, which requires that the coefficient of z shall be zero
;

this fact is verified at once by calculation, for the coefficient of z is

precisely F(j/^). The equation in z is therefore of the form

* It is easy to verify that the method of the variation of constants and Cauchy's
method lead to the same calculations. In fact, the function (a;, a) of Cauchy is of

the form
(x t a) = 0, (a) yi (x) + 2 (a) ya (3) + + (a) y (x),

where the functions <t>i (a) are determined by the conditions

)
- 0,

and the particular integral (18) has the value

fJxQ
But if we compare the conditions (.4) with the relations (15) and (15') which deter-

mine the Of in the method of the variation of constants, we see at once that we have

C(z)*0i(z)/(x), and therefore the first method gives us a particular integral by
the same quadratures.
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where bv a , ,
bn ^ t are functions of x. This equation reduces to

a linear equation of order n 1,

by putting u = dz/dx. If yv y# , yp are;? integrals of the equa-

tion from which we started, the equation (19) has the p 1 integrals

*

'> Vp/yv an(^ therefore the equation (20) has the integrals

fa\
dx\yj'

'

dx\yj

These p 1 integrals are linearly independent ;
otherwise there

would exist a relation of the form

cn 4-(-~\
\yi/

where C
2 ,
C

8 , ,
Cp are constants not all of which are zero, and we

could conclude from it, by integration, the existence of a relation of

the same form, C
2y2 -f- -f Cp yp -+- C lyl 0, where C

l
is a new con-

stant. Ifp > 1, the application of the same process leads from the

equation (20) to a new linear equation of order n 2, and so on.

Th6 integration of a linear homogeneous equation of which p inde-

pendent particular integrals are known reduces, therefore, to the inte-

gration of a linear homogeneous equation of order np, followed by

quadratures. When p = n 1, the last equation will also be inte-

grable by a quadrature.

Similarly, if we know p integrals, yt , y2 ,
-

, yp ,
of a non-homoge-

neous equation, such that the p 1 functions

are linearly independent, the substitution y = yl -f- * leads to a homo-

geneous equation having the p 1 integrals y2 yv -, yp yl

It is therefore possible to reduce this equation to a linear homogene-
ous equation of order n p -f- 1.

Consider, for example, the linear equation of the second order,

(21) ^) = +*S + ^ =
>

and let y^ be a particular integral of this equation. If we put y = yp,
we find

^2. *
+ , = v

*
+ 2^ + &,

dx *l dx^ dx da? y*dx* dx dx^ dx*
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and, substituting in the equation (21), we find, since the coefficient

of z is zero,

w *S+(3?+)-*
Putting dz/dx = u, this equation can be written in the form

whence, by integration,

Log u -f / p dx + Log y\ = Log (7,

*^*o

or

C -JTJW
1* = -= 6

Jx
.

y\

A second quadrature will give z and consequently y. We see that

the equation (21) has the integral y2 given by the expression

*-

which is independent of 7/r TA0 general integral of a linear homo-

geneous equation of the second order is therefore obtained by two quad-

ratures when we know a particular integral.*

This property is a mark of similarity between the linear equation

of the second order and Riccati's equation ( 7). There exists, in

fact, a very close relation between these two kinds of differential

equations. If we depress the order of the homogeneous equation (21)

by the process of 19, by substituting

fzdx
y = ej

,

we are led to a Biccati equation,

(24)
r +

* We can derive from these results a very dimple proof of an important theorem

of Sturm. Let us suppose that the coefficients p and q are continuous real functions

of the real variable x in the interval (a, 6), and let x
, %i be two consecutive zeros of

a particular integral y\(x) in the interval (a, b). If y$(x) is another particular inte-

gral independent of yi(x), the formula which gives u can be written

which shows that the quotient y^/y\ varies always in the same sense when x increases

from x to Xj. Now this quotient is infinite for a:= XQ and for x=* Xi ;
hence it constantly

increases from - oo to + oo or decreases from + co to - QO . The equation y3 (x) -0 has

therefore one and only one root in the interval (XQ, a^).
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Conversely, any Kiccati equation

(25) u' + au2 + l>u + c = 0,

where a, b, c are functions of x(a =

0), may be reduced to the

form (24) by putting u = z/a, which transforms (25) to an equation

of the form (24),

It follows that the general integral of the equation (25) is

(26) M==l^^,' t t!'i+ c
i!'i

where y^ and ya
are two independent integrals of the linear equation

This expression really contains only a single arbitrary constant, that

is, the quotient C
a/Ct,

which appears in it to the first degree.*

Example. Legendre's polynomial Xn (I, 90, 2d ed.
; 88, 1st ed.) satisfies

the differential equation

(27) (1- x) - 2* + n(n + l)y = 0.

* It would seem that a quadrature might be necessary to derive the general

integral of the linear equation (21) from the general integral of Riccati's equation

(24). In reality this is not the cape, or, rather, the quadrature reduces to the calcula-

tion of fpdx. In general, let z=<t>(x, C) be the general integral of a differential

equation of the first order, dz/dx=f(x, z). From the relation

we derive, by differentiating with respect to the constant (7,

a** _a/a0 a/_ a

From the last equation we find J(a//a<)da;-Log(a0/aC), where, of course, the

same value of the constant C is to be understood in the two sides of the equation.

Applying this to Riccati's equation (24), if z- <p (, C) is the general integral of that

equation we conclude that

2 Cz dx +Cpdx + Log (2$\ = 0.

If zlt 22 ,
zg are three Integrals of the equation (24), on carrying out the calculation

(see 7) we find that the general integral of the linear equation (21) has the form
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To prove this it suffices to notice that, by putting u = (x
2

1), we have the

relation (x
2

l)w' = 2nxw, and by taking the (n -f l)th derivative of the two

sides we have an equation which is identical with the equation (27) when we

replace dn u/dxn in it by y. In order to obtain a second particular integral of

the equation (27), we shall apply the general formula (23) with p equal to

2 x/(x
2

1)
= l/(x + 1) -f l/(x

-
1) ;

this gives

dx

It might seem necessary to know the n roots, a1?
a2 , ,

crn ,
of the polynomial

Xn in order to calculate this integral, but this is not the case. For, let us write

the integrand in a form which exhibits the simple fractions which come from

the roots -f 1 and 1 of the denominator :

(x
2

1)^Y
2
~~

2 \x 1 x -f

where Pn is a polynomial of degree 2 n 2, the quotient obtained by dividing

1 - Xl by x2 - 1. It follows that

This last integral is a rational function, for if it contained a logarithmic term

such as Log(x or,'),
the point at would be a singular point for y2 ,

and the inte-

grals of the equation (27) can have no other singular points than x = 1
( 37).

We can therefore calculate this integral by rational operations (I, 104, 2d ed. ;

109, 1st ed.). Since the integral must be of the form Q-i/Xn ,
where Qn -i

may be taken as a polynomial of degree not greater than n 1, we can deter-

mine the coefficients of this polynomial, for example, by the condition

Having once obtained the polynomial Qn -i we may write the general integral

of the equation (27) in the form

V =

41. Analogies with algebraic equations. The preceding properties establish an

evident analogy between the theory of linear differential equations and the

theory of algebraic equations. This analogy persists in a large number of

questions. As an example of this we shall show how we can extend to linear

equations the theory of the greatest common divisor. In general, let

be a symbolic polynomial where a
,
a
1? ,

an are given functions of x. If a

is not zero, we shall say for brevity that F(y) is of the nth order. If G (y) is a

symbolic polynomial of the same nature and of the pth order, it is clear that

G [-F(y)] is again a symbolic polynomial of the same kind and of the (n + p)tb
order. Let now
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be another polynomial of order m (m =s
n) . We can find a third polynomial G (y)

of order n m such that F(y) G [Fl (y)] is at most of order m 1 (a poly-

nomial of order zero is of the form ay, where a is a function of x). Let us put

The coefficient of dn y/dxn in #[.F\(y)] is X b
,
and if we take X = a /6 , the

difference F(y) \dn ~ m [Fl (y)]/dx
n - m will be at most of order n ~- 1. Let a{

be the coefficient of dn ~ l y/dxn ~ l in this difference. If we take \ = aj/6 ,
the

difference

will be at most of order n 2. Continuing in this way, we see that we can

determine, step by step, the coefficients X
,
X

1? ,
\n - m in such a way as to

obtain an identity of the form

(28)

where F
2 (y) is at most of order m 1. This operation is entirely analogous to

the division of one algebraic polynomial by another.

Now suppose that we wish to obtain the integrals common to two linear

equations

(29) F(y) - 0, F^y) = 0.

The identity (28) shows that these integrals are the same as the integrals

common to the two equations F^y) = 0, F^(y) 0. If F
2 (y) is not identically

zero, the same operations can be repeated on F^y) and F
2 (y), and so on

until we arrive at two consecutive polynomials, -F
Jt _ 1 (?/) and Fk(y), such that

Fk-\(y)= Gk -i[Fk (y)]. This last symbolic polynomial Fk (y) is the analogue
of the algebraic greatest common divisor : all the integrals common to the two

equations (29) satisfy the linear equation Fk(y) = 0, and conversely. If Fk (y) is

of the degree zero, the two equations have no other common integral than the

trivial solution y 0.

If in the relation (28) F
z (y) is identically zero, the equation F(y) = has

all the integrals of F
l (y)

= 0. Conversely, in order that F(y) = shall have all

the integrals of F^y) 0, it is necessary that F
2 (y) be identically zero, for a

linear equation of order not greater than m 1 cannot have all the integrals

of a linear equation of the mth order. Hence in this case we have identically

and if we put F^y) = z, the integration of F(y) is reduced to the successive

integration of the two linear equations

of orders n m and m, of which only the second is non-homogeneous.
We can deduce from this observation another solution of a problem already

treated. Suppose that we know p independent integrals yv 2/2 , , yp (p < n)

of F(y) = 0. We can form a linear equation of the pth order. having thes^ y

integrals ( 38). Let F^y) be this equation of the pth order
;
then we have

identically F(y) = [JF\(y)], and if the equation G(z) = of order n p has
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been integrated, we can integrate F^y) = z by quadratures alone, since we
know the general integral of F^y) = 0. The reduction is the same as by the

first method, but the new process is more symmetric.

Appel, Laguerre, Halphen, E. Pi card, and many others after them have ex-

tended to linear equations the theory of symmetric functions of the roots, the

theory of invariants, and the very fundamental work of Galois relative to

the group of an algebraic equation. The theory of invariants is founded on the

easily verified fact that a linear homogeneous equation is changed into a new

equation of the same kind by every transformation of the type

where t is the new independent variable and z the new dependent variable,

whatever the functions f(t) and <f>(t) may be.

We can sometimes make use of this transformation to simplify a linear equa-
tion. For example, if we wish to make the coefficient of the derivative of

order n 1 disappear, we find that it suffices to put

retaining the variable x. Since we have two arbitrary functions/ and < at our

disposal, it would seem that we could take advantage of them to make two

coefficients disappear ;
but this reduction, although theoretically possible, is

illusory in most cases. For example, we can always choose the functions/ and

so as to reduce any linear equation of the second order to the simple form

z" 0, but the actual determination of these functions presents the same diffi-

culties as the problem of integrating the original equation.

42. The adjoint equation. Lagrange extended the theory of integrating factors

to linear equations in the following way. Let F(y) be a linear function of y
and of its first n derivatives,

F(y} = a yW + a^n-i) + + On-itf + o^y,

where a
,
a

x , ,
an are any functions of x, and where y', y", ', y^ denote

the successive derivatives of y. Let us try to find a function z of x such that

the product zF(y) shall be the derivative with respect to x of another function

linear in y and in its derivatives up to those of order n 1. The general for-

mula for integration by parts (I, 87, 2d ed.; 85, 1st ed.), applied to each of

the terms of the product zF(y), gives us

(30)

+ ~[
ax

where we have put
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If we denote by Sk (y, z) the expression which appears on the right-hand side

of the equation (30) which is bilinear with respect to y and z and to their

derivatives, we can write that equation in the abridged form

(32) *F(y)-yG(*) =
^-l*(v,z)],

so that for all the possible forms of the functions y and z the binomial

zF(y) yG (z) is the derivative of ^ (y, z). If we now take for z an integral of

tho equation G(z) = 0, the product zF(y) is the derivative of an expression of

the same form, linear with respect to y, y', , y(
n ~ l

), and the equation

F(y) = is equivalent to a linear equation of order n 1,

(33) *(y,z)=<7,

which we obtain by replacing in ^ the function z by the integral in question.

Now the equation G (z)
= is likewise a linear equation of the nth order

;
it

is called the adjoint equation of F(y) = 0, and the symbolic polynomial G(z) is

called the adjoint polynomial of F(y).
We see, then, that if we know an integral of the adjoint equation, the inte-

gration of the given equation is reduced to the integration of a linear equation

of order n 1 whose right-hand side is an arbitrary constant. If we know p
independent integrals, z1? z2 , -, zp ,

of the adjoint equation, every integral of

the given equation satisfies p relations of the form

(84) *te,*1)
= Clf *(y,*2)

= C
2 , -, *(y,zp)=Cp ,

where (7
t ,
C

2 , ,
Cp denote p constants. Eliminating the derivativ.es y<

n
*>,

l/(n-2> ?
...

? y(n-p + i) from these p equations, we obtain a linear equation of

order n p whose right-hand side depends upon the p arbitrary constants C
l ,

^2 1
" '

> GP *n Particular, if p = n (that is, if we know the general integral of

the adjoint equation), we can solve the n equations (34) for y, y
/

,
-

., y(
n ~ l

\ and

we can obtain the general integral of the given equation without any quadrature.

There exist between the integrals of the two equations F(y) 0, G(z) =
some remarkable relations, which we cannot develop here.* We shall only show

that there exists a reciprocal relation between these two equations. More pre~

cisely, if G(z) is the adjoint polynomial of F(y), then, conversely, F(y) is the

adjoint polynomial of G (z). For if F^y) denotes the adjoint polynomial of G (z),

we have a relation between F^y) and G(z) of the same form as the relation (32),

(32') yG (z)
-

Adding the relations (32) and (32^, we find

= ~ [* (y, *

If F(y) F^(y) were not zero, the product z [F(y) F^y)] would be the deriva-

tive of a function containing z and some of its derivatives. Now the derivative

of a function containing z, z
x

, ,
z^ contains at least one derivative of z,

namely, z<^ + 1
). The preceding relation is therefore possible only if F^y) is

identical with F(y).

* See DARBOUX, Th&orie des surfaces, Vol. II, Bk. IV, chap. v. See also Exercise

17, p. 171, at the eirf of this chapter.
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II. THE STUDY OF SOME PARTICULAR EQUATIONS

43. Equations with constant coefficients. Linear differential equa-

tions with constant coefficients were integrated by Euler. Consider

first a homogeneous equation

(35) F(y) = yW + atfv + - + an_^ + any = 0,

where av a
2 ,

-
-, an-are any constants. By the general theory ( 37)

none of the integrals of this equation have a singular point in the

finite plane ;
that is, they are integral functions of x. Let

(36) 2/
=

Co + Cj ^
+ C2 |!

+ ... + Cm^ + ...

be the development in series of an integral. The series which repre-

sent the successive derivatives have an analogous form. Replacing y
and its successive derivatives by their developments in series in the

left-hand side of the equation (35), and equating to zero the coefficient

of any power of #, say xp
,
we obtain the following relation between

n 4- 1 consecutive coefficients :

(37) cn + p 4 a^+p-i 4- VWp-a H---- + -i^ + i + a* cP
= -

If we substitute in it successively p = 0, 1, 2, ., we can calculate,

step by step, all the coefficients CB ,
en + 1 , ,

in terms of the n first

coefficients c
Q9

c
lt -, <*_!, which may be taken arbitrarily. The

series (36) thus obtained is convergent in the whole plane and repre-

sents the integral which for x is equal to c
Q9
while the first n 1

derivatives take on respectively the values c
lt

c
2 , ,

cn _ 1
for x = 0.

We shall show that this integral can be expressed in terms of expo-

nential functions when it does not reduce to a polynomial.

The equation (37) is a recurrent formula with constant coefficients

which connects the n -f- 1 consecutive coefficients. Now it is easy to

find particular solutions of that equation. For this purpose, let us

consider the algebraic equation

(38) f(r) = i + V*'
1 + V"~ a + ' + an-ir + an = 0,

which, for the sake of brevity, we shall call the auxiliary equation,

the left-hand side f(r) being the auxiliary polynomial. If r is a root

of this equation, it is clear that the relation (37) is satisfied, what-

ever may be the value of the integer 7?, by putting cm = r"
1
. The

particular integral thus obtained is equal to e
rx

,
and we see that e

rx

is a particular integral of the equation (35) if r is a root of the

auxiliary equation f(r) = 0. The verification is immediate, for if we
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replace y by e
rx in the left-hand side of the equation (35), the result

of the substitution is e
rx
f(r~).

If the equation (38) has n distinct roots r
lt
r
2 , ,

rn ,
we know n

particular integrals e
r
i
x

,
e
r
2
x

, ,
e
r x

,
and therefore anjntegral

(39)' y = Cj e
ri* + C

a
e
r * + + Cnev,

the expression for which contains n arbitrary constants Cv Ca , .,
Cn .

This expression represents the general integral, for the determinant

A(e
r
i*, e

r**
t ,

e
r x

)
can be written in the form

A =

and the determinant on the right is, except for sign, the product of

the differences r
t

rk .

Before studying the case in which the auxiliary equation has

multiple roots, we shall prove a lemma. Let us make the substi-

tution y = e
axz in the equation (35), where a is any constant and z

the now dependent variable
; by Leibnitz's formula we have

(40)
-f a*" 1

Substituting these values of y, ?/', ?/",
. in the left-hand side of

the equation (35), e
ax

appears as a factor, and we have

F(e?
x
z)= e

ax
G(z),

where G(z) is a linear expression in 2, z\ .,
(n) with constant

coefficients. In order to calculate the coefficients of G(z)j let us

observe that if we replace in F(_y) the indices which indicate differ-

entiation by exponents, and y itself by y
Q = 1, the result obtained is

identical with f(y). If we carry out the same transformation with

the function 2, the formulae (40) may be written symbolically

hence G(z) can also be written, in the same symbolic notation,

f(a -f 2), and, replacing the exponents of z by the indices which

indicate differentiation, we see that the new equation in z is

=(41) F(ffn)= /() +/()*'+ *"+ +
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Now let r be a j^-fold root of the auxiliary equation ;
if we replace a

by that root r in the equation (41), the coefficients of #, z\ z", ,
z(p

~ l>

in this equation are zero, and we obtain an integral by taking for z a

function whose pth derivative is zero, that is, an arbitrary polynomial
of degree^? 1. Consequently, if r is a j}-fold root of the auxiliary

equation, to that root corresi^onds p particular independent integrals of
the linear equation (35), e

rx
,
xerx

,
-

,
xp

~ 1
e
rx

.

Let the k distinct roots of f(r) be r
1?

r
a , ,

rk ,
and let their

respective orders of multiplicity be denoted by /JL^^ -

-, ^(2/4,= n).

From these roots we can form n particular integrals of the linear

equation. These n integrals are independent, for any linear relation

with constant coefficients between these n integrals would lead to an

identity of the form

e
r

^(x) + er**4>i(x) + + er**4>k (x)
= 0,

where <
t ,

<
2 , , <f>n denote polynomials not all of which vanish

identically. Such a relation is impossible if the k numbers rv r
a , -,

rk are distinct. For, let n
l9 n^ ,

nk be the respective degrees of

these polynomials. It is understood that any term in the identity

is simply omitted if the corresponding polynomial is zero. Dividing

by e
r
i
x
,
we can again write this relation in the form

4>l (x)+eF*-
r

**<l>t(x)+
- + e<

r*- rJ x
<t>k (x)= 0.

Differentiating both sides of this equation, we have

= 0.

The degree of the polynomial which multiplies e(r*~ r
i)x is again

equal to n^ and the polynomial does not vanish
;
and similarly for

the others. After having differentiated (nt
+ 1) times, we shall have,

therefore, a relation of the same form as the relation from which

we started, but with one term less,

e^a (o:)+ e**^8 (*)H- + ^^(0;)= 0,

where the k 1 numbers s
2 , ,

sk are different, and where ^.2 , i/^,

.
., \f/k are polynomials of degrees n

2)
H
B) ,

nk respectively. Continu-

ing in this way, we arrive finally at a relation of the form etXrir(x)
= 0,

where 7r(x) is a polynomial not identically zero. But this is evidently

absurd. The general integral of the linear equation (35) is therefore

represented by the expression

(42) y = e^P^, + ^PMf .! + + ev/Vi,
where P^ _ n , ^.i are polynomials with arbitrary coefficients,

of degrees equal to their subscripts.
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If the auxiliary equation has imaginary roots, the general integral

(42) contains imaginary symbols, but we can make these imaginaries

disappear if the coefficients a
lf
a
z , ,

an are real. For in this case,

if the equation f(r) = has the root a -f- (3i of multiplicity p, a f}i

is also a root of the same degree of multiplicity. The sum of the two

terms of the formula (42) coming from these two roots can be written

e
ax

[(cos fie -f- i sin fir) 3> (x) -f (cos fix i sin fie)* (jj)],

where <

(x) and ^ (x) are two polynomials of degree p 1 with

arbitrary coefficients, or in the equivalent form

*x
[cos fix&^jr) -f sin pxVl (x)'],

where ^
l
and ^ are also two arbitrary polynomials of degree /> 1.

Note. In order to express the general integral of the equation (35) in terms

of exponential functions, we observe that it is first necessary to solve the equa-

tion /(r) = 0. If this equation is not solved, the recurrent relations (37) enable

us always to calculate, step by step, as many as we wish of the coefficients of the

power series which represents the integral corresponding to the given initial

conditions.

We can determine in advance the number of coefficients which it suffices to

calculate in order to obtain the value of the integral with a certain degree of

approximation. Let A be the largest of the numbers 1, |

r/
1 (,, |

an |,
and B the

largest of the numbers |r j, jc 1 |, -, \rn ^i\. It is easy to prove, step by step,

that we have
|CB + P |

< B(An)P + l
. The absolute value of the remainder of the

series which represents the integral, commencing with the term in xn +?
t
is there-

fore less than the value of the series

(n

where p = |x|, and consequently less than

(n

Consider now a non-homogeneous linear equation with constant

coefficients. We can avoid the use of the general method and find

a particular integral directly if the right-hand side, < (x), is a poly-
nomial. For if the coefficient an of y in the equation

is not zero, we can find another polynomial of degree m,

y = ^(x) = c
Q
xm -f- c^- 1

-f ,

which, substituted for y in the left-hand side of the preceding

equation, gives a result identical with <
(x). The m + 1 coefficients
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c
, Cj,

c
2 , ,

cm are determined, step by step, by the relations

*0
=

^0>
Ct n Cl

+ "-l C
o
=

^1>

**% + (m - JX-!^ -f m(m - !)"_, = />
2 , ,

where crn is different from zero by hypothesis. This computation is

not applicable when an
= 0. More generally, suppose that the deriva-

tive of the lowest order which appears in the left-hand side is the

derivative of the pth order. Taking for the dependent variable

z dpy/dx
p

,
the given equation is transformed into a linear equation

of order n p, where the coefficient of z is not zero. According to

the case which has just been treated, this equation in z has a poly-

nomial of the mth degree for a particular integral. Hence one par-

ticular integral of the equation in y itself is a polynomial of degree

m + p. The coefficients of this polynomial can again be determined

by a direct substitution. It should be noticed that the coefficients of

xp ~ l

j
xp ~'2

,

- -

, or, and the constant term are arbitrary.

If the right-hand side <(#) is of the form e
ax
P(x), where a is con-

stant and P(x) denotes a polynomial, we reduce this case to the

preceding by putting y = e
ax

z, which leads to the equation

(
43

) n\ dxn
'

1

(n~l)\

This equation has for a particular integral, as we have just seen, a

polynomial whose degree we can determine a priori ;
the equation

in y has therefore a particular integral of the form e
ax

Q(x), where

Q,(x) also is a polynomial. Suppose in particular that P(x) reduces

to a constant factor C. If a is not a root of the auxiliary equation,

the equation (43) has the particular integral z C/f(d), and the equa-

tion in y has the particular integral Ceav/f(a). If a is a multiple

root of multiplicity p of the auxiliary equation, the equation (43) is

satisfied by putting _

or
dxP

Cxp
* =

f(p)(a)'

and consequently the equation in y has the particular integral

Cxp e
ax
/f

{p)
(a). By virtue of a general remark ( 38) we can there-

fore find a particular integral directly whenever the right-hand side

is the sum of products of exponentials and polynomials. This is the

case in particular if the right-hand side is of the form P (x) cos ax

or P(x) sin ax, for we need only express cos ax and sin ax in terms

of e* and of e'"*1
. Having once recognized by the preceding
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considerations the form of a particular integral, it is not necessary

to pass through all the indicated transformations in order to calculate

the coefficients upon which it depends ;
it is often preferable to

substitute directly in the left-hand side of the given equation.

Example. Let it be required to find the general integral of the equation

d4 v
(44) F(y)

- - y
~ ae* + 6e2x -f c sin x -f g cos 2 x,

dx*

where a, 6, c, g are constants. The auxiliary equation r4 1 := has the sim-

ple roots 1, 1, + i, i
;
the general integral of the homogeneous equation is

therefore

(45) y = C
l
ex + Cz e~ x + C

B
cosx -f C4

sinx.

We must next find a particular integral of each of the four equations obtained

by taking successively for right-hand sides aex
,
6e2x

,
c sin x, g cos "2 x. Since unity

is a simple root of f(r) r4 1 = 0, the first of these equations has the particular

integral axef/f'Q) = axe*/4. Since 2 is not a root of the equation f(r) 0, the

second equation has the particular integral be2x/f(2) = be2x/l5.

In the third equation, F(y) c sinx, we can replace sinx by (e
xi e- xt

)/2t,

and we have to seek a particular integral of each of the two equations

Now, since + i and i are simple roots of f(r) = 0, we know, a priori, that they
have respectively two particular integrals of the form Mxe*1

,
Nxer**. The sum

of these two integrals is of the form x(m cosx -f n sinx), and we can determine

the coefficients m and n by substituting in F(y) and equating the result identi-

cally to c sin x. This method avoids the use of the symbol i. It turns out that it

is necessary to take m = c/4, n 0. We find similarly that the last equation

F(y) = gcos2x has the particular integral grcos2x/15. Adding all these par-

ticular integrals to the right-hand side of the equation (45), we obtain the general

integral of the given equation (44).

44. D*Alembert*8 method. A large number of methods have been

devised for the integration of linear equations with constant coeffi-

cients, particularly in the case where the auxiliary equation has mul-

tiple roots. One of the most interesting, which is applicable to many
questions of the same kind, consists in considering a linear equation,

in which /(r) = has multiple roots, as the limit of a linear equation

in which all the roots of f(r) = are distinct. In general, let

be a linear equation, where the coefficients a
l}
a
2 , ,# are functions

of x which depend also upon certain variable parameters av a^> ,
ay .

Suppose that there exists a function /(x, r) having the following prop-

erty : for q values of r, depending upon the parameters av a
2 , ,

ap ,
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and in general distinct, the function /(, r) of x is an integral of the

equation (46). Let r
lt
r
2 , ,

r
q
be these q values of r such that the

functions .. . /t/ n .

/(*>'\), f(x> rd> "> /(*>')

form
<? independent particular integrals of the equation (46), whatever

the values of the parameters av a^ ,
a
p may be. If for certain par-

ticular values of these parameters the
fj

values rv r
2 , ,

r
q
are not

distinct, the number of the known integrals is diminished. Suppose,
for example, that ?*

2
becomes equal to rr If ?'

2
is different from rv

the equation has the two integrals /(a-, 7^), f(x, r
l2),

and consequently

is also an integral. Now, if r
2 approaches r

1 ,
the preceding function

has for its limit the derivative [/^(.r, >')]>-
^ a third root r

g
becomes

equal to r
1 ,
we take, similarly, supposing first that r

g
differs a little

from r
lt

the integral

/(-. *-,) -f(*, -,)
~

('"8
~

(>.--,)*

and this integral has for its limit [/^'(^ r
)~]rj% when r

a approaches rr
This reasoning is perfectly general : if, for certain values of the par-

ameters av
- -

,
a
p ,

k of the roots are equal to rv the corresponding

equation (46) has the k particular integrals

In the case of a linear equation with constant coefficients the

parameters <z,, 2 , ,
a
p

are the coefficients themselves, and the

function /(rr, r) is e
rr

. This leads again to the results which we

obtained before directly.

45. Euler's linear equation. The linear equation

where A v A^ -

-,
A n are constants, reduces to the preceding by the

change of variable * x = e*. Since dt/dx = l/#, we have

_ _
dx~'dtdx~x'dt' dx*

^y _! A?
2
?/ _ y\** ~

*The general theory ( 37) tells us that the integrals of the equation (47) can have

no other singular point than x = 0. Now e* cannot be zero for any value of t. The

Integrals obtained by the change of variable x = e< must therefore be integral functions.
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and we easily verify, step by step, that the product xp [d
p
y/dx

p
~\

is

a linear expression with constant coefficients in dy/dt, d*y/dt*,

. .
., dpy/dt

p
. The given linear equation is therefore transformed by

this change of variable into an equation with constant coefficients.

To obtain the general integral of the equation (47), it is not

necessary to carry out the calculations of this change of variable,

for we know that the transformed equation has integrals of the

form e
rt

. The given equation has therefore a certain number of

integrals of the form (e
i

y xr
. Replacing y by xr in the left-hand

side of the equation (47), the result of the substitution is xr

f(r),

where

f(r) = r (r 1)
-

(r n -f 1)

+ A^(r - 1)
. . .

(r
- n + 2) + - + A n _^r + A n .

If the equation /(r) = 0, which here plays the same role as the

auxiliary equation, has n distinct roots rv r
2 ,

.
,
rn ,

the general

integral is

y = Cjf* + C
a
zr* H---- + Cnx

r
'-\

If r is a multiple root of multiplicity p of f(r) = 0, to that root

corresponds, by D'Alembert's method, the /* particular integrals

d

The general integral of the equation (47) is therefore in all cases

(48) y = sriP
Ml _ 1 (Log *)+.. + tftP^-i (Log 3),

where r
l9
r
a , ,

rk are the k distinct roots of f(r) 0, where
/JLV /A2 ,

, fik are their orders of multiplicity, and where /Vi-i (^S X
)

^s

a polynomial in Log x with arbitrary coefficients of degree ^ 1.

If, in the equation (47), we replace the right-hand side by an

expression of the form a-
m
Q(Logx), where Q denotes a polynomial,

it can be shown, as in the case of the equations with constant coeffi-

cients, that the new equation thus obtained has as a particular inte-

gral an expression of the same form, whose unknown coefficients

can be calculated by a substitution.

46. Laplace's equation. We can sometimes represent the integrals of a linear

equation by definite integrals in which the independent variable appears as a

parameter under the integral sign. One of the most important applications o*

this method is due to Laplace and affects the equation

(49) F(y) = (a + 6 x) + (^ + brf~^ + + (a, + bnx)y = 0,
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whose coefficients are at most of the first degree. Let us try to find a solution

of this equation by taking for y an expression of the form

(50) y = C Ze**dz,
J(.L)

where Z is a function of the variable z and where L is a definite path of inte-

gration independent of x. We have, in general,

g =/ Zi.e-&,

and, replacing y and its derivatives in the left-hand side of the equation (49) by
the preceding expressions, we find

(51) F(y}=fa
where we have set, for brevity,

P = a zn + a
t
zn
~ l + + an _ i z -f an ,

z+bn .

The function under the integral sign in the expression (61) is the derivative

with respect to z of Zezx Q, provided that we have

(52)

We derive from this condition

where the lower limit z does not cause Q(z) to vanish. The function Z having
thus been determined, the definite integral (51) is equal to the variation of the

auxiliary function

along the path L. It will suffice, therefore, in order to obtain an integral of

the given equation (49), to choose the path of integration L in such a way that

the function V takes on the same value at the end as at the beginning, and so

that the integral (50) has a finite value different from zero.

Let a, 6, c, -, I be the roots of the equation Q(x) = 0. The auxiliary func-

tion V is of the form

(53) V = <** + *& (z
-

a) (z
-

6)0
...

(z
-

J)
A

,

where R (z) is a rational function whose denominator has no other roots than

the roots a, 6, c, ,
I of Q(x), and of a multiplicity one unit less. Let ^/T, 3J,

C, denote loops described about a, 6, c, ,
in the positive sense, starting

from an arbitrary initial point, and let Jl- 1 , 3- 1 ,
C_ i ,

----denote the same loops

described in the opposite sense. The function V is multiplied by e'
27ria when z

describes the loop ./?, and by e~ 2nia when z describes the loop ^_i, and simi-

larly for the others. It follows that if we make the variable z describe the

loops A, 3, A-\, 3_i in succession, the function V takes on again its initial

Talue. The definite integral (50), taken over this path ./ftR/*- 13- 1 ,
is not, in
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general, zero. It gives a particular integral of the given equation. By associat-

ing the p points a, 6, c, ,
tin pairs in all possible ways, we obtain p(p 1)/2

integrals, which in reality reduce to p 1 independent integrals.

We do not find n particular integrals in this way. In order to obtain others,

we may look for the paths L having their extremities at certain of the singular

points a, 6, c,
-

,
I and such that the function V vanishes at the two extremities.

If a is a simple root of Q (x)
= 0, the function Z contains the factor (z

-

a)
a ~ l

,

and it will be possible for the integral (50) to have a finite value when one of the

extremities of the path L is at the point a only if the real part of a is positive,

and in this case V does approach zero at the same time as \z a|. If a is an

m-fold root of Q (z) 0, the rational function R (z) contains a term of the form

Am ..\/(z a)
m ~ J

. In order to determine the behavior of the absolute value of

V in the neighborhood of the point z = a, we need only study the absolute value

of the following important factor :

Am 1

(~ _ n\ccp(* a)m\
Setting

(z a) e

z a p(cos0 + isin0), -4m -i = A(cosf + isin^), a = a' + a"i,

we may write the absolute value of this factor in the form

In order that V shall approach zero with \z a|, it will suffice to make z de-

scribe a curve such that the angle <f>
which the tangent makes with the real

axis satisfies the condition cos [^ (m 1) <] < 0. lor example, we may take

=
[\f/ + (2 A; + 1) 7r]/(m 1). If the angle <p has been taken in this way, the

product Zezx also approaches zero with |z a|. Proceeding in the same way
with the other points 6, c, , I, we see that we can determine new paths X,

closed or not, giving other particular integrals.

Finally, we can also take, for the paths of integration, curves going off to in-

finity. We are again led to determine a path L having an infinite branch such

that the function V approaches zero when the point z goes off indefinitely on

this branch. If, for example, the rational function E (z) is zero, and if the angle
of x lies between and 7r/2, it will suffice to make z describe an infinite branch

asymptotic to a line that makes an angle of 3 7r/4 with the real axis.

Leaving these general considerations,* let us consider in particular Bessel's

equation,

(54) zg + (2n + 1) l|
+ a;2/ = o,

where n is a given constant. We have here

P
and consequently

The definite integral

(55) y= C
J<L

* See an important paper by Poincare" in the American Journal of Mathematics,
Vol. VII.
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is therefore a particular integral of the equation (54) if the function

takes on the same values at the extremities of the path of integration. We can

first take a succession of two loops described, the first in the positive sense

about the point z = -f i, the second in the reverse sense about the point z = i.

For the second path of integration we can take next a curve surrounding one

of the singular points i and having two infinite branches with an asymptotic
direction such that the real part of zx approaches oo.

The real part of the constant n may be supposed positive or zero, for if we

put y x~ 2
"z, the equation in z does not differ from the equation (54) except

in the change from n to n. When this is the case, we can also take for the

path of integration the straight line joining the two points -f i and i. More-

over, the integral thus obtained is identical with the first except for a constant

factor. In order to reduce this integral to the usual form, let us put z it. It

then takes the form

/= fJ-i

n--- 2
)

a
eft,

(56)

The remarkable particular case in which n is half an odd number deserves

mention. If n is positive, the integral (56) always exists and can even be cal-

culated explicitly, since n 1/2 is a positive integer. But if the path L is a

closed curve, the definite integral (55) is always zero. It seems, then, that in this

case the application of the general method gives only one particular integral.

However, in this apparently unfavorable case we can express the general inte-

gral in terms of elementary functions. For, let us make the inverse transfor-

mation to the preceding, so that n shall be half of a negative odd number. Then

n 1/2 is a negative integer, and the definite integral (55), taken along any
closed curve, is a particular integral of the linear equation (54). Taking for the

path L a circle having one of the points i for center, we see that the residue

of the function

with respect to each of these poles is an integral of the linear equation. Now,
it is clear that the residue with respect to the pole z -f i is the product of e**

and a polynomial, and, similarly, that the residue with respect to the pole z = i

is the product of e~ ix and a polynomial. These two particular integrals are

independent, for their quotient is equal to the product of e2ix and a rational

function. It is clear that their sum is a real integral, as is also the product of

their difference and i.

Note. The linear equation with constant coefficients is a particular case of

Laplace's equation, which is obtained by supposing all the coefficients 6,- zero.

If we suppose also a = 1, we have Q(z) = 0, while P(z) reduces to the auxil-

iary polynomial /(z). The general method appears to fail, since the expression
for Z becomes illusory. But it requires only a little care to recognize how the

method must be modified. In fact* the reasoning proves that the definite integral
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f Zefxdx is a particular integral of the linear equation, provided that the defi-

nite integral f(L) Zf(z)e
ZJC

dz, taken along the same path Z, is zero. Now, if we

take for L a closed curve, it is sufficient that the product Z/(z) be an analytic

function of z in the interior of this curve. If, therefore, 11(2) denotes any

analytic function in a region R of the plane, the definite integral

taken along any closed curve L lying in this region, is a particular integral of

the linear equation with constant coefficients. We see how this result, due to

Cauchy, is thus easily brought into close relation with Laplace's method.

As a verification, it is easy to find the known particular integrals. Let z = a

be ap-fold root of the auxiliary equation /(z) = 0. Let us take for the path of

integration a circle about a as center not containing any other roots of f(z) = 0,

and let II (z) be an analytic function in this circle. The residue of the function

II (z) &x
/f(z) or II (z) ezx/[(z a)-P/i (z)] is equal to the coefficient of hf - 1 in the

development of the product

according to powers of h. If we have

the coefficients A ,
A v -, Ap ^\ are arbitrary, since the function II (z) is any

function analytic in the neighborhood of the point a. The residue sought is

therefore equal to

e^Mo

that is, to the product of the exponential e * and an arbitrary polynomial of

degree p 1. This agrees with the result already known.

III. REGULAR INTEGRALS. EQUATIONS WITH
PERIODIC COEFFICIENTS

Aside from the very elementary cases which we have just treated, it is, in

general, impossible to determine, simply from the form of a linear equation,

whether the general integral is algebraic or whether it can be expressed in terms

of the classic transcendental. Mathematicians have therefore been led to study

the properties of these integrals directly from the equation itself, instead of

trying to express them (somewhat at random) as combinations of a finite num-

ber of known functions. We have already seen (Chap. Ill, Part I) that the

nature of the singular points of an analytic function is an essential element

enabling us in certain cases to characterize these functions completely. We
know a priori ( 37) the singular points of the integrals of a linear equation.

We shall now show how we can make a complete study of the integrals in the

neighborhood of a singular point in a special case, which is nevertheless rather

general and very important.
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47. Permutation of the integrals around a critical point. Let a be an isolated

singular point of some of the coefficients pv p2 , , pn of the linear equation

<
67

>

We shall suppose also that the coefficients are single-valued in the neighborhood
of a. Let C be a circle with the center a in the interior of which pv p2 , , pn
have no other singular point than a and are otherwise analytic. Let XQ be a

point within C near a. All the integrals are analytic in the neighborhood of the

point X . Let y lt y2 , , yn be n particular integrals of a fundamental system.

If the variable x describes in the positive sense a circle passing through the

point x about a as center, we can follow the analytic extension of the integrals

yv y2 ,
-

., yn along the whole of this path, and we return to the point XQ with

n functions 1^, F
2 ,.--, Yn which are again integrals of the equation (67),

where Ft
- indicates the function into which yi passes after a circuit around

the point a in the positive sense. We have, therefore, since Yv y
2 i'*" n̂

are integrals of the equation (57), n relations of the form

Y
2
- a

zl y l + a
22 y2 -f -f

where the coefficients a^ are constants which of course depend upon the fun-

damental system chosen. It is easy to obtain the value of the determinant D
formed by these n2 coefficients. For we have, by 38,

If x describes the circle y with the center a in the positive sense, yt changes
into Yi ;

hence we have

A(r,, ra , ., Yn) = A(y,, ya ,
. -

., yn) c""^"
1

'".

But the quotient of the two Wronskians is equal to D ( 38), so that D = e- 27rt
'#,

where R indicates the residue of p1
with respect to the point a. This determi-

nant is therefore never zero.

Since the coefficients in the equations (58) depend upon the fundamental

system chosen, it is natural to seek a particular system of integrals such that

these expressions are as simple as possible. Let us seek first to determine a

particular integral u = \ y l -f X2 y2 + ----
1- Xn ^n, such that a circuit around the

point a reproduces that integral multiplied by a constant factor. It is necessary

for this that we have U = su, where U is the value of u after the circuit, and

where s is a constant factor, that is,

- + annyn) - *(\iyi -f + Xyn) = 0.

Such a relation cannot exist between the n integrals unless the coefficients

of yl9 ya , , yn all vanish separately. The n + 1 unknown coefficients
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., Xn ,
-s must satisfy the n conditions

(\(an -s) + \a2l + >' + = 0,

= 0,
(59)

Since the quantities X
15
X
2 , ,

Xn cannot all be zero at the same time with-

out having u = 0, we see that s must be a root of the equation of the nth degree,

(60)
n2 = 0,

which we shall call the characteristic equation ; according to a remark made a

moment ago, this equation cannot have the root s = 0, for the determinant D
of the n2 coefficients a,* would be zero.

Conversely, let s be a root of this equation ;
the relations (59) determine

values for the coefficients Xt
- not all zero, and the integral u = \yl + -f XM yn

is multiplied by s after the circuit around the point a. This being the case, let

us suppose first that the characteristic equation has n distinct roots ,s
t ,

s
2 , ,

sn .

We shall have n particular integrals uv u
z , , u^ such that, after the circuit in

the direct sense around the point a, we have

where 17* denotes the final value of u,- after the circuit. These n integrals uv W2 ,

un form a fundamental system. For, suppose that we have a relation of

the form

(62) C
l
u

l -f <7
2
u
2 -f . - -f Cn un = 0,

where the constant coefficients C
t ,
C2 , ., Cn are not all zero. After one, two,

, (n 1) circuits, we should have the relations of the same form,

Cn sn un 0,

. C s
2 u ~v l~l~l , ~ 2 ~.j.~2 , , ^n an ^n v

The linear relations (62) and (63) can be satisfied only if we have at the same

time C
l
u
l
= 0, ,

Cn ii = 0, since the corresponding determinant is different

from zero.

It is easy to form an analytic function which is multiplied by a constant

factor s differentfrom zero after a circuit around the point a. In fact, the func-

tion (x a)
r or erLo <a:

- a> is multiplied by e2iri> after such a circuit, and if we
determine r by the condition r = Log(s)/27ri, this function (x a)

r is indeed

multiplied by s after a circuit around a. Every other function u having the

same property is of the form (x a)
r
$(x a), where the function <f>(x a) is

single-valued in the neighborhood of the point a, since the product u(z a)~
r

comes back to its initial value after a circuit around the point a. The integral

ujt is therefore of the form
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sphere r^ = Log (sjt)/2 tri and where the functions fa are single-valued in the

neighborhood of the point a. In a circle C with the radius R about the point a

is center and in which the coefficients plf , pn are analytic except at the

point a, the integral Uk cannot have any other singular point than a. The same

ihing is therefore true of the function #*( a), and the point a is an ordinary
x>int or an isolated singular point for that function. We can dismiss the possi-

bility that a is a pole. In fact, if the point a were a pole of order m, since the

jxponent r* is determined except for an integer, we can write

Uk = (x a)
r*- [(x a)

m
<f>k(x a)],

ind the product (x a)
m
fa(x a) is analytic for x = a. If the point a is not

in essentially singular point for <f>k(x a), we say that the integral is regular for

: = a. We can then suppose that the function 0*(x a) has a finite value,

lifferent from zero, for x a.

48. Examination of the general case. It remains to examine the case where the

iharacteristic equation has multiple roots. We shall show that we can always
ind n integrals forming a fundamental system and breaking up into a certain

minber of groups such that if y1? y2 , , yp denote the p integrals of the same

jroup, we have, after a circuit in the positive sense around the point a,

(64) Y
l
= syl ,

Y
2
= s(yl + yz), ..., Yp = s(yp - l + Vp).

["he different values of s are the roots of the characteristic equation, and to the

ame root may correspond several different groups. If the n roots are distinct,

vhich is the case we have just examined, each group is composed of a single

ntegral.

The problem reduces in reality to showing that we can reduce the linear sub~

titutions defined by the equations (68) to a canonical form such as we have

ust indicated by replacing y^ yz,',yn by suitably chosen linear combinations

>f these variables. Assuming that the theorem has been proved for the case of

\ 1 variables, we shall show that it is also true for n variables.

From what has been shown in the preceding paragraph, we can always find

, particular integral u such that we have U i*.u. Replacing one of the inte-

;rals, yv
for example, by this integral it, the expressions (68) take the form

(66)
Y = bu

Yn = bnu +

f in the last n 1 expressions we neglect the terms 6
2 w, ,

6n u, these equa-
ions define a linear substitution carried out on the n 1 variables j/2 , j/8 , , yn .

'he determinant IX of this substitution in n 1 variables is not zero, for the

eterminant D of the linear substitution in n variables is equal to /xD' and can-

:ot be zero. Since the theorem is assumed to hold for n 1 variables, we may
uppose this auxiliary substitution reduced to the canonical form. This amounts

o replacing y2 , y8 , ., yn by n 1 linearly independent combinations zlt za ,

,
zn _i such that the equations which define the linear substitution

(i
= 2, 3, .

., n)
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are replaced by a certain number of groups of equations such as

Z
l
= 8Zv Z

2
=:8 (Zt + *

2), -, Zp = S (Zp _! + Zp).

If we carry out the same transformations on the equations (65), it will be

necessary to add to the right-hand side of the preceding relations terms con-

taining u as a factor. In other words, we can find n 1 integrals that form with u

a fundamental system, and that separate into a certain number of groups such

that we have for the integrals 2
t ,

z
2 , ,

zp of a single group

(00) Z
t
= 82

1 + A>, Z
z
= 8 (z l + z

2 ) + A>, . .

., Zp = s(zp -i + zp ) 4- KP u,

where JL\, JFC
2 , , lip are constants. We shall first try to make as many as

possible of these coefficients disappear. For this purpose let us put

where Xj, X
2 , ,

\p are p constant coefficients. An easy calculation shows that

we have for these new integrals

(67}
V '

If /x s is not zero, we can choose X
t ,

X
2 , ,

Xp in such a way that the coeffi-

cients of u on the right are zero, and we have for the new integrals Ui

The substitution to which this group of integrals is subjected after a circuit

around a is of the canonical form. If /z s, since ts cannot be zero, we can

choose X
; ,

X
2 ,

.
,
X

7,_i in such a way as to make the coefficients of u in the

expressions for U^ (/
3 , ,

Up disapjjear. But we may have several groups of

variables zt subjected to a transformation of the canonical form for which the

value of s is equal to /x. Suppose, for definiteness, that there are two such

groups, containing respectively p and q variables. After the preceding change
of variables the substitutions which these two groups undergo are of the form

(I) Ul
= SM

I +
JTjM,

tf
2
= *(w2 + w

i), -, ^
(II) U{ = su{ + K{ w, 17J

= 8 (u2 + wj),
.

,
U'

q
= s (u'q + <_!) .

If K{ = ^ ~
0, we have three groups of integrals, u, (uv w

2 ,
. .

., M/,), (uj, w^
. .

, w^), subjected to a substitution of the canonical form. If we suppose that

p 1= 9, and if -fi7
t

is not zero, by putting Vi = it^ JTj Mi/JT! the second group
of integrals is replaced by a group of q integrals vt which undergo a substitution

of the canonical form. Next, putting w =
JK^u/s, the (p + 1) integrals w

,
u

lt

., Up form a single group which undergoes a transformation of the canonical
form. If K! = 0, while K{ is not zero, putting U

Q
=

JTiit/s, we have two groups
of integra.s, (uv w

2 ,
. .

., i^), (wj, uj,
. .

., u
'

q},
which undergo a substitution of the

canonical form. The theorem stated is therefore true in general.*

*For a full treatment of the application of Weierstrass's theory of elementary
divisors to linear differential equations the paper by L. Sauvage (Annales de, I'Ecole
Normale superieure, 1891, p. 286) may be consulted.
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49. Formal expressions for the integrals. It remains for us to find a formal

expression which will show clearly the law of permutation of the integrals of

the same group after a circuit around the point a. Let yv |/2 ,
-

, yp be a group
of integrals which undergo the permutations (64). Let us put yk (x a)

r
Zfc,

where r is equal to Logs/27ri. The p functions Zj, z
2 , ,

zp must be such

that we have

Z
l
=

j,
Z
2
= z

l + Z2T
-

,
Zp Zp-i + zp .

Hence the function z
l
must be a single-valued function

</> t (x a) in the neigh-
borhood of the point a. As to the function z2 ,

we derive from the preceding

equalities Z
2/Z 1 z^/z l + 1; hence the difference z

z/z 1 Log(x a)/2 iri is a

single-valued function ^(x a), and we have also

Z2 = :
L g(x - )0i(*

-
a) -f <

2 (
x - a)>

j 7Ti>

where #2 (x a) is another single-valued function. Let us put t = Log (x a)/2 iri

and consider the general case. When x describes a loop in the positive sense

around the point a, t increases by unity, and zv z
2 , ,

zp ,
considered as func-

tions of
,
must satisfy the relations

In order to find the most general solution of the equations (68), we may
remark that these relations can be satisfied by taking z

l
= 1, z.

2
=

Z, and by

choosing for zt() a polynomial of degree i 1 in t whose coefficients arc deter-

mined step by step. The calculation is facilitated by observing that the relation

is satisfied for t = 0, 1, 2, ,
i 8 if we take for Zi(t] a polynomial of the

form Kt t(t 1) (
i + 2). In order that it may be satisfied identically, it

will suffice if it is satisfied by another value of i, for example, by t i 2, since

the two sides are polynomials of degree i 2 in t. We thus find the condition

(i \}Kl Jf{_i, whence we derive 7ft
= l/(i 1) ! We therefore obtain a

particular solution of the equations (68) by putting

In order to obtain the general solution, let us indicate by 0^(<) functions such

that <t>k(t + 1)
= 0*(0- The first of the equations (68) shows that Z

L() is a func-

tion of this kind, say ^(t). The second shows, similarly, that the difference

Z
2 (t) 2(0*i(0 does not change when we change t to t + 1

;
hence z

2() is of

the form z2() = <

2 (0 + ^2 ^i(0- We can continue the reasoning step by step.

Suppose that we have shown that Zk-\(t) is of the form

**-i(0 - </>*-i(0 + 2 **-a(0 + + flb-i*^). (fc
= 3, 4, . .

., i)

The general relation Zi(t + 1) Z{() = Z{-\(t) shows that the difference

does not change when i changes to t + 1
;
hence the function z,-() is of the form
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Combining these results, the general solution of the equations (68) is given by
the relations

where the functions #15
<
2 , , <f>p do not change when t is changed to + 1.

Let us return now to the variable x, and let us indicate by 0,[Log(x a)]

the polynomial in Log (x a) obtained by replacing t by Log (x a)/2 iri in

t (t).
We see that the p integrals yn i/2 ,

-
, yp of the group under considera-

tion, which undergo the substitution (64) after a circuit in the positive sense

around the point a, are represented by formal expressions of the following type :

= (x
- ay^(x - a),

(70)

where *j(x a), *
2(x a), , *p(x a) are single-valued functions in the

neighborhood of the point a.

It will be observed that all the integrals of this group can be deduced from

the last of them, ypj which is of the form

yp = (x
-

a)
r
j>o(

-
) + W* - ) Log(x - a) +
+ ^p -i(x- a){Log(x- a)}p-i],

where ^ , ^t , , ^p-i are single-valued functions in the neighborhood of the

point a, the last of which, \f/p ~ j, is different from zero. From the relations (64)

we have

and consequently yp _ i is the product of (x a)
r and a polynomial of degree

p 2 in Log (x a), the coefficients of which are single-valued functions in

the neighborhood of the point a. In the same way we derive yp _ 2 from yp _i,
and so on.

If the point a is not an essentially singular point for any of the functions

*j, $2 , ., *p, all the integrals of the group considered (70) are said to be

regular for x = a. By the remark made on page 131, we can then suppose that

all the functions *f(x a) are analytic for x = a, replacing r, if necessary, by
another exponent which differs from it only by an integer.

50, Fuchs' theorem. The determination of the numbers s
lt

s
2 , ., sn , or, what

amounts to the same thing, the corresponding exponents r^ r
2 , ., rn , is in

general a very difficult problem. We can obtain these exponents rt
- by algebraic

calculations whenever all the integrals of the equation considered are regular

in the neighborhood of the point a. This results from an important theorem due

to Fuchs : In order that the equation (57) shall have n independent integrals, regular

in the neighborhood of the point a, U is necessary and sufficient that the coefficient

Pi ofdfi-iy/dx
11 -* in this equation be of the form (x a)-*P,(x), where the func-

tion Pt(x) is analytic in the neighborhood of the point a.
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If P(a) is not zero, the point a is a pole of order i for jp,- ; but if Pf(a) = 0,

the point a is a pole of order less than i. It may even happen that the point a

is an ordinary point for some of the coefficients p t-. The preceding conditions

may be restated as follows : The linear equation must be of theform

+ (a
-

a) Pn _!(x) + Pn(x)y = 0,

Pn are analytic functions in the neighborhood of the point a.

We shall develop the proof only for the case of an equation of the second

order, and we shall suppose, for simplicity, that a = 0. In this particular case

the first part of Fuchs' theorem may be stated as follows : Every equation of

the second order, which has two independent and regular integrals in the neighbor-

hood of the origin, is of the form

(72) xV + xP (x) y'+Q(x)y = 0,

where P (x) and Q (x) are analytic in this neighborhood.

If the corresponding equation in 8 (60) has two distinct roots
lf

*a ^e e(iua-

tion (72) has two regular integrals of the form

(I) yl
= xr

*<t>i(x), y2 = xr*<f>2 (x),

where the exponents r
l1

r
2
are different and where

t (x), 8(z) are two analytic

functions which are not zero for x = 0. If the equation in 8 has a double root,

without causing the appearance of logarithmic terms in the expression for the

general integral, we have again two particular integrals of the preceding form,
where the difference r

2 r^ is an integer. We can always suppose that that

difference is not zero
;
for if we had r

2
= r

t ,
we could replace 2/2 by the com-

bination 0j(0) 2/2
<

2(0) yl ,
which is divisible by xri

+
*. Finally, if the expression

for the integral contains a logarithmic term in the neighborhood of the origin,

we can take a fundamental system of the form

(II) 2/1
= afi^x), 2/2

= xrt
[0j(x) Log (x) + ^(s)],

where ^(x) is an analytic function which is not zero for x = 0, and where ^(x)
is a single-valued function in the neighborhood of the origin, which may have

the point x = for a pole. We have to show that every equation which has two

independent integrals of the form (I) or of the form (II) in the neighborhood

of the origin belongs to the Fuchs type. The direct verification does not offer

any difficulty, but we can abridge the work as follows : If we put y = xr
i0i(x)w,

the linear equation in u obtained by this transformation has a general integral

of one of the forms

u = C
l + C

zxf>ir(x),
u = C

l + <72 [Log(x) -f- w(*)],

where ir(x) is analytic for x = or has this point for a pole. This equation is

of the form (72), for the derivative u' is of the form

where f(x) is an analytic function which is not zero for x = 0. The linear

equation in u is therefore
w//
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which is of the Fuchs type. Now it is easy to see that this type is preserved

after a transformation such as y = xr
i(f>l(x)u. The first part of the proposition

is therefore established.

In order to prove the converse, let us substitute for y on the left-hand side

of the equation (72) a development of the form %

(73) y = c x'+c1
a;'

> + i+... + ex'' + + , (c * 0)

and let

P(x) = a + <*i2J + , Q(x) = 6 + b^x +

be the developments of the functions P and Q. The coefficient of xr in the

resulting equation is

[r(r~l) + o r + 6
o] c

o-

Since, by hypothesis, the first coefficient C is not zero, we must take for r one

of the roots of the equation of the second degree

(74) D(r) = r(r~l)+a r+6 -0.

Having taken a root of this equation for r, we can choose c arbitrarily. Let

us take, for example, c 1. Similarly, the coefficient of xr +? after the sub-

stitution is

p-l) + a (r + j>) + 5 ] + F= cpD(r+p) + F,

where F is a polynomial with integral coefficients in c
,
c
17 , Cp_i, a

1?
a
2 , ,

Op, 6
t ,

6
2 , *, bp . Putting successively p = 1, 2, 3, ,

we shall be able to cal-

culate, step by step, the successive coefficients cv c
2 ,

- -

,
cn ,

unless D(r + p) is

zero for a positive value of the integer p, that is, unless the equation (74) has a

second root r' equal to the first r increased by a positive integer. Discarding
this case for the moment, we shall obtain a particular integral represented by a

series of the form (73), the convergence of which will be demonstrated later.

If the equation D(r) has two distinct roots r, r', whose difference is not an

integer, the preceding method enables us to obtain two independent integrals.

and the general integral is represented in the neighborhood of the origin by the

expression

(75) y = C
1 x't (x) + <7

2z'V (x) ,

where <f>(x) and ^(x) are two analytic functions which do not vanish for x = 0.

This is no longer the case if the two roots of the equation (74) are equal or

if their difference is an integer. Let r and r p be these two roots, where p is

a positive integer or zero. We can always obtain a first integral of the form

i/j
= xr <f>(x). A second integral y2

is given by the general formula (23), which

becomes here

, . r dx -f

The sum of the roots of the equation (74), or 1 a
,
is equal in this case to

2 T p ;
hence a = p + 1 2 r, and accordingly

where 8 (x) is a regular function in the neighborhood of the origin, which is not

zero for x = 0. The second integral yz can therefore be written in the form
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where T(x) is an analytic function which is not zero for x = 0.

If A is the coefficient of x? in T(x), we see that the integral y2
is of the form

) \A Logx + ^M~| = x'-
L iC-** J

where
iff (x) denotes a new analytic function in the neighborhood of the origin.

This result agrees precisely with the general theory. As a particular case, it

may happen that we have .4 = 0; the general integral does not then contain

logarithms in the neighborhood of the origin. But since T(0) is not zero, it is

to be noticed that this case never arises when p = 0, that is, when the equation

(74) has a double root.*

To complete the demonstration, it remains only to prove the convergence of

the series (73) obtained by taking for r a root of the equation (74) such that the

second root r' is not equal to r increased by a positive integer. To simplify the

proof, we may suppose that r = and that the second root r' is not equal to a

positive integer ;
for if we put y = x*% the equation analogous to D(r) = for

the linear equation in z has the roots of the equation (74) reduced by /j.. We shall

suppose, therefore, that such a transformation has already been made, so that the

equation (74) has the root r = and that the second root is not a positive inte-

ger. For this it is necessary that bQ be zero. Modifying the notation somewhat,
and dividing all the terms by x, we shall write the equation (72) in the form

(76) xy" + a
Qy'

= zy^ + a2x+) + yfa + t>
2
x + . .

.),

where the coefficients a
1?

&
1?
a
2 ,

are not the same as before. We are to prove

that this equation (76) has an analytic integral in the neighborhood of the origin,

which does not vanish for x = 0, provided that 1 a is not a positive integer.

Now, if we try to satisfy this equation formally by a series of the form

(77) y = 1 + c
x
x + - + cnx + .,

we obtain successively relations between the coefficients of the form

/TQX fncn {n - I + a }
= Pn {at ,

a2 , , b^ &2 , -, &, c
lf

c
2 ,

. .
., cn _i},

(78)
I <n = l,2,...)

where Pn is a polynomial whose coefficients are all real positive numbers. By
hypothesis, the coefficient n 1 + a does not vanish for any positive integral

* Let us suppose that the functions P (x) and Q (x) in the equation (72) are even

functions of x, and that the difference between the roots of D (r)
= is an odd integer

2n + l. In this case the logarithmic term always disappears in the integral j/2 . In

fact, if we take for the independent variable *z2
,
the equation (72) is replaced by

an equation of the same form,

(720 4i
dtl at

and the roots of the equation analogous to D (r)
= are, as is easily verified, half of

the roots of D (r) = 0. Since their difference is not an integer, it follows that the

general integral of the equation (72
X
) does not contain any logarithmic term in the

neighborhood of the origin. The same thing is therefore true of the equation (72).
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value of n. We can therefore determine a positive number fj. such that we have,

for every positive integral value of n, |n 1 + a
|

> /u(n + 1), since the quotient

(n _ i 4. a )/(n + 1) approaches unity as n becomes infinite. Let us replace, on

the other hand, the coefficients of xtf and y on the right-hand side of the equa-

tion (76) by dominant functions, and let us consider the auxiliary equation

(79) fi(xY" + 2 F') = xY\A l + A^x +)+ Y(B1 + B2
x + . .

.).

If we attempt to satisfy this new equation by a series of the form

(80) F= 1 + O
t + - - - + CM x + .

.,

we are led to the relations analogous to the relations (78),

(81) nv.Cn (n + 1)
= Pn (A l9

A
2 ,

. -
., Bv #

2 ,
. .

., C -

,
Cn _i).

If we compare the expressions which give the values of the coefficients cn and Cn ,

cn = n =
n(n 1 + a )

' n

the conditions Ai i=
|
a,- 1, Bt^ 1

6 t

-

1, j
n 1 -f- a

1
^ /x (n + 1) show successively that

hence it will suffice to show the convergence of the auxiliary series or to show

that the equation (79) has an analytic integral, in the neighborhood of the origin,

not vanishing for x = 0. If we take for the dominant functions an expression

of the form M/(l x/r), the auxiliary equation (79) can be written

xY" -f 2 Y' _ M 1

r

whence we derive, by a first integration,

and then

We have only to take C' = 0, C = 1 in order to have an analytic integral, in the

neighborhood of the origin, not vanishing for x = 0.

Extension to the general case. The proof of Fuchs1 theorem for the general

case can be based on the same principles by showing that if it is true for an

equation of order (n 1), it is also true for an equation of order n.

If the equation (57) has n particular integrals separating into a certain num-
ber of groups of the form (70), it has at least one particular integral of the form

(x a)
r
0(x a), where 0(x a) is an analytic function in the neighborhood

of the point a, which does not vanish for x = a. The substitution

y rr(x a)
r
0(x a)u

will lead to a linear equation in u which has the particular integral u = 1
;

hence the derivative u' satisfies a linear homogeneous equation of order n 1.

The theorem being supposed true for a linear equation of order n 1, this

equation in u' is of the Fuchs form
; the same thing is evidently true of the

equation in u and therefore of the equation in y.
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Conversely, let us consider an equation of the form (71), in which a = 0.

This equation is formally satisfied by a series of the form

y = CO JF + Cjjer
+ i + , (c # 0)

where r denotes a root of the fundamental characteristic equation

such that no other root of this same equation is equal to r increased by a posi-

tive integer. In order to establish the convergence of this series, it is easy to

show, by an artifice analogous to the one employed for n = 2, that it suffices to

prove that a linear equation of the form

dxn
'

r

has an anla-lytic integral in the neighborhood of the origin not vanishing for

x 0. Now this equation has the particular integral (18 and 39)

1 f*x / f\-Mr-f*x / f

i (x-Q-a(l--"- 1 Jo
V '

\ r
--

(n
-

2) !

which actually satisfies the* preceding condition. If the equation (82) has n
distinct roots, rv r

2 , -, rn ,
such that none of the differences r,- r& is equal to

an integer, the general integral of the linear equation is of the form

y = (^x^ (x) + C
2
xr2 2 (x) + + Cnx^/>n (z),

where
t , 2 , , n are analytic in the neighborhood of the origin. If the

equation (82) has equal roots or, more generally, roots such that some of the

differences rt r^ are integers, these roots separate into a certain number of

groups, the difference between two roots of the same group being an integer,

while the difference between two roots of different groups is never an integer.

Let r be the largest root of one of these groups. We have just seen that the

equation (71) has a particular integral of the form xr
0(x), where 0(x) is an

analytic function in the neighborhood of the origin and such that (0) is not

zero. By putting y = xr 0(x)u, then du/dx = v, we are led to a linear differ-

ential equation of order n I in v, which is again of the Fuchs form. The

theorem being supposed true for an equation of order n 1, that equation in v

has n 1 particular independent integrals of the form

v = x |> (x) + ^ (x) Log x + + t/v (x) (Log x)?],

where ^ , ^,, , V? are analytic functions for x = 0. If or is not an integer,

we easily see, by a succession of integrations by parts, that fv dx is an expres-

sion of the same kind as v. If a is an integer, fvdx contains also a logarithmic

term

where C is a constant coefficient. Fuchs1 theorem is therefore true for an

equation of the nth order.*

* For greater detail see the paper by Fuchs in Crelle'a Journal or the thesis of

Jules Tannery (Annales de VEcole Normale, 2d series, Vol. IV, 1875).
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51. Gauss's equation. Let us apply the general method to the equation

(83) x(l
- x)v" + [7

- (a + ft + l)x\y'
-

afiy = 0,

where or, 0, 7 are constants. The singular points in the finite plane are x =
and x 1. The characteristic equation for the point x = is r(r + 7 1)

= 0,

and its roots are r = 0, r = 1 7. If 7 is not zero rtor equal to a negative

integer, it follows from the preceding theory that the equation has an analytic

integral in the neighborhood of the origin corresponding to the root r = 0. In

order to determine this integral, let us substitute in the equation the series

y = c + c
t
x + ... +cnxn +

and equate to zero the coefficient of at
1*- 1

. This gives a recurrent relation

between any two consecutive coefficients

n(y + n - l)cn = (a + n - 1) (p + n - l)cn _! ;

hence the analytic integral is the series

which is called the hypergeometric series. This series is convergent in the circle T

with unit radius about the origin as center. In order to obtain a second integral,

let us make the transformation y = x1 ~V2. This leads to an equation of the

same form,

IM\ x(l " x
^
z
" +P -7- ( + 0+3-

( '

which differs from the first only in the substitution of a + 1 7, /3+1 7, 2 7
for or, /3, 7 respectively. If 2 7 is not zero nor equal to a negative integer,

the equation (83) has therefore the second integral xl ~ y F(a +1 7, /3 + 1 7,

2 7, x) ;
and if 7 is not an integer, the general integral is represented in the

circle ro by the expression

(85) y = C
l F(a, J3, 7, x) + C

2 x
1- Y F(a + 1 - 7, + 1 - 7, 2 - 7, x) .

If 7 is an integer, the difference between two roots of the characteristic

equation is zero or equal to an integer, and the integral contains in general
a logarithmic term in the neighborhood of the origin. We shall study only the

case where 7 = 1. The two integrals

F(a, /3, 7, x), xi~yF(a + 1 - 7, ft + 1 - 7, 2 - 7, x)

reduce in this case to the single integral F(a, /3, 1, x).

In order to find a second integral, let us first suppose that 7 differs but little

from unity, say 7 = 1 h
,
where h is very small

;
then the equation (83) has the

two integrals

F(or, & 1 - h, x), xF(a + h, p + h, I + h, x),

and consequently the quotient

xh F(a +h,p+h,l + h,x)- F(a, /3, 1 - h, x)_

is also an integral. As h approaches zero, this quotient approaches as a limit the

derivative of the numerator with respect to h at the point h = 0. The deriva-

tive of the factor xh gives us a logarithmic term which, for h = 0, reduces to

F(ar, 0, 1, x)Logx. To find the derivative with respect to h of any coefficient

in the two series, such as the coefficient
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n ! (1 + h) (2 + h) . . . (n + h)

it is convenient to calculate first the logarithmic derivative. We find thus a

new integral which has the form

>1 (x)
= F(a, ft l,s) Logs

where we put

(86) ^
a (a + 1)

. - . (a + n - 1) ft (ft + 1) (p + n - 1)
' n i- t\o '

^,.I +
1

+...+
1

a + n 1 /3

We might study in the same way the integrals of Gauss's equation in the

neighborhood of the point x = 1, but it suffices simply to notice that if we

replace x by 1 x, the equation does not change in form, but y is replaced by
a + ft + 1 y. The general integral is therefore represented in the circle T

t

with unit radius about the point x = 1 as center by the expression

y = C
l F(a t ft a + ft + 1 - 7, 1 - x)

provided that y a /3 is not an integer.

In order to study the integrals for values of x of very large absolute value,

we put x = 1/t, and we are then led to study the integrals of a new linear

equation in the neighborhood of the origin. The integrals of this equation

are likewise regular in the neighborhood of the origin, and the roots of the

characteristic equation are precisely a and /3. If we substitute simultaneously

a; l/, y ta z, the equation obtained is again of the form (83), but /3 is

replaced by a + 1 7, and y by a + 1 0. Gauss's equation has therefore

the integral

z- War, g + 1 - 7 ,
a + 1 - ft IV

By symmetry it has also the integral obtained from this one by interchanging

a and ft and therefore the general integral is represented in the region exterior

to th circle T by the expression

provided that a p is not an integer.

Note. Every linear equation of the form

(87) (x
-

a) (x
- b)y" + (te + m)y

f + ny = 0,

where a, 6, J, m, n are any constants (a ^ 6), reduces to Gauss's equation by the

change of variable x = a + (b a) t. For, to identify the resulting equation

with the equation (83), we need only put 7 = (la + m)/(b a), and then

determine a and /3 by the two conditions a + ft + 1 = f, a/3 = n.
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52. Bessel's equation. Let us consider in particular the equation

(89) x(l
- kx)y" + (c

-
bx)y'

- ay = 0,

which has the two singular points x = 0, x 1/fc, and which can be reduced to

Gauss's equation by the change of variable kx = t. If we make the parameter k

approach zero while a, 6, c approach finite limits A, B, (7, the singular point

x = l/k goes off to infinity, and we obtain at the limit the linear equation

(90) xy" + (C - Bx) y'-Ay = 0,

whose only singular point at a finite distance is the point x = 0. If B is not

zero, replacing Bx by x we are led to an equation of the same form, where

B = 1. Likewise, if B and A is different from zero, we can suppose A 1.

Finally, disregarding the trivial case A = B = 0, the equation (90) can be

replaced by one of the two forms

(91) xy" + (y
-

x) y'
- ay = 0,

(92) xy" + yy' - y = 0.

Studying the integrals of these two equations in the neighborhood of the

origin, as we have done for Gauss's equation, we are led to introduce the two

<7(7,x) = l + -s +
l

.

7 1.2.7(7 +

which may be considered as degenerate cases of the hypergeometric series. If

we replace in F(a, /3, 7, x) the variable x by kx and p by 1/fc, the coefficient

of xn in F(a, 1/fc, 7, kx) approaches the coefficient of xn in G(a, 7, x) as k

approaches zero. Similarly, the coefficient of xn in F(l/k, l/k, 7, k
2
x) approaches

the coefficient of xn in .7 (7, x) as fc approaches zero.

If 7 is not an integer, the general integral of the equation (91) is given by
the expression

(93) y = C
lG(a, 7, x) + C^-yQ(a -f 1 - 7, 2 - 7, x).

Likewise, the general integral of the equation (92) is

(94) y = C
l J(y, x) + C^-yJ(Z - 7, *).

These formulse are valid in the whole plane.

If 7 is an integer, the general integral of the equation (92) always contains a

logarithmic term. For example, if 7 = 1, we obtain an integral different from

JT(1, x) by finding the limit for h = of the quotient

xhJ(I+h,x)-J(l-h, x)-
h
--

which gives for the general integral

We can reduce to the form (92) a certain linear equation which appears
in a large number of questions of mathematical physics. Let us put in the
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equation (92) x = i
2
/4 ; replacing 7 by n + 1, the equation obtained is iden-

tical with the equation already studied ( 46),

(95) t^|
+ (2n + l)^ + ^ = 0.

If, in this last equation, we put y = ~ n
z, we obtain a new form of Bessel's

equation,

(96) tig + tg + (ti_n) = 0.

The three equations (92), (95), (96), where y = n -f 1, are therefore absolutely

equivalent to one another. If n is not an integer, the preceding development
shows that the general integral of BessePs equation (96) is

We have shown above ( 46) that if n is half an odd integer, the general integral

of the equation (95) can be expressed in terms of elementary transcendental

functions. Hence the transcendental function J(y, x) is expressible in terms of

exponential functions if 7 is half of an odd integer.

Note. The equation studied by Riccati,

(97) + An? - B0* = 0,
dx

where A, B, m are given constants, can also be reduced to any one of the

equivalent equations (92), (95), (96). Indeed, we have seen ( 40) that the gen-

eral integral of the equation (97) is z'/Az, where z is the general integral of

the linear equation
d2 z

(98) ?--ABxz = 0.

dx2

If we make the change of variable x = X M
,
where \ and /* are two undetermined

quantities, the last equation becomes

(99) ^_(M_i)^_4x* +V*(m + 2) ''- 1 z = 0.

In order to identify this equation with the equation (95), we need only take

^ = 2/(m, + 2), and determine X by the condition AB\m + *v? = 1. The cor-

responding value of n is /x/2 or l/(m + 2). We can therefore express the

general integral of Riccati's equation (97) in finite terms whenever l/(m + 2)

is half of a positive or negative odd integer 2 i + 1, that is, whenever m is equal

to 4i/(l -f 2i), where i denotes a positive or negative integer.

53. Picard's equations. Given a linear differential equation with coefficients

analytic except for poles, we can determine by Fuchs' method whether the

general integral is itself an analytic function except for poles. For this it is

necessary and sufficient : (1) that the integrals shall be regular in the neigh-

borhood of each of the singular points ; (2) that all the roots of the charac-

teristic equation, relative to each of these singular points, shall be integers ;

finally, (3) that all the logarithmic terms shall disappear from the expression

for the general integral in the neighborhood of a singular point.
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Suppose that all these conditions are satisfied. The general integral is then

a single-valued analytic function except for poles in the whole plane. If the

coefficients of the equation are rational functions, there are only a finite num-

ber of singular points a
lf

a
2 , ,

an . In order for the general integral to be a

rational function, it is sufficient that the equation obtained J>y putting x \/t

shall itself have all its integrals regular in the neighborhood of the point t = 0,

since the general integral is single-valued and therefore cannot contain log-

arithmic terms nor fractional powers of t. If this last condition is satisfied, we

can obtain the general integral by equating coefficients according to the method

of undetermined coefficients. In fact, let mi be the smallest root of the char-

acteristic equation relative to the point x = a,-, and N the smallest root of the

characteristic equation relative to the point t = for the transformed equation.

It is clear that the product of any integral y and the expression

(x
-

oj^i (x
- a

2 ) 2 '"(x- a)"'

is a rational function having no poles in the finite portion of the plane. This

product is therefore a polynomial P(x), whose degree is at most equal to

+ mn N.

Since we know an upper bound for the degree of this polynomial, the coefficients

can be determined by replacing y by an expression of the form P(x) IT (x a;)-
m

,

where P (x) is the most general polynomial of this degree, in the left-hand side

of the given equation, and then equating the result identically to zero.

Picard has given another very important case where the general integral can

be expressed in terms of the classic transcendental functions. Given a linear

homogeneous differential equation, whose coefficients are elliptic functions of the

independent variable with identical periods, if its general integral is an analytic

function except for poles, that integral can be expressed in terms of the standard

transcendental functions of the theory of elliptic functions.

For simplicity in writing, let us develop the proof for an equation of the

second order only. Let f^x), /2 (x) be two independent integrals of a linear

homogeneous equation y" + p (x) y' -f q (x) y = 0, where p (x) arid q (x) are elliptic

functions with the periods 2 w and 2 w''. By hypothesis, fi(x) and /2 (x) are single-

valued functions analytic except for poles. Since the given equation does not

change when we replace x by x + 2 w,/1 (x + 2 w) and /2(x + 2 w) are also inte-

grals, and we have the relations

(100) fox + 2 w
)
= af^x) + 6/2 (x), /2(x + 2

)
= cf^x) + dfz (x),

where a, b, c, d are constant coefficients whose determinant ad be is not zero.

For if we had ad 6c=0, we could derive from (100) a relation between/1(x+ 2 w)

and /2 (x -f 2 w) of the form Cj/^x + 2 w) + C
2/2 (x + 2 w) = 0, where C

l
and (72

are constants not both equal to zero. This is impossible, since /x
and /2 are two

independent integrals. For the same reason, we have another system of relations

(101) /i(x + 2 /) = a'/i(x) + &'/2 (x), MX + 2 aO = c'/^z) + d'/2 (x),

where a', 6
X

, c', d' are constant coefficients, and afdf b'c' is not zero. Let us try

to find, as in 47, an integral (x) = A/^x) -f /x/2(x) such that
<f> (x + 2 u) = s<f> (x).

We have for the determination of \, /*, s the two equations

X (a
-

a) + c = 0, \b + /* (d
-

s)
=

;
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hence we derive the equation of the second degree for
,

F(s) = s2 (a + d)s + ad be = 0.

this equation has two distinct roots s
1 ,

32 ,
there exist two independent inte-

als 0}(x), 2 (x) such that we have

(102) ^(x + 2 w) = a^fx), 2(x + 2 w) =

id the relations (101) can be replaced by the two relations of the same form

(103) ^(x + 2 a;')
= k^(x) + Z02(x), 2 (z + 2 a/) =

y means of the relations (102) and (103), we can now obtain two different ex-

essionsfor ^(x + 2 w + 2 w') and </>2 (x + 2 w -f 2 w'). We have, on the one hand,

2 o> + 2 a/) = 8^(3 + 2 a/) = Sjfc^x) + ^^(x).

n the other hand, proceeding in the inverse order, we may also write

x (x + 2 o> + 2 /) = *^(x + 2 w) + l<P2 (x + 2 w) = fcs

nee these two expressions must be identical, we have I = 0, for s
l

s
2

is not

>ro. Similarly, by considering the two expressions for
2 (x + 2 w + 2 a/), we

id m = 0. The integrals 0j(x), 2 (x) are therefore analytic functions except
r poles, .which reproduce themselves multiplied by a constant factor when the

iriable x increases by a period ;
these are called doubly periodic functions of the

cond kind. Every function (x) analytic except for poles which possesses this

*operty can be expressed in terms of the transcendental functions p, f, o-, since

ie logarithmic derivative 0'(x)/< (x) is an elliptic function, and we have seen

iat the integration does not introduce any new transcendental (II, Part I, 75).

oreover, we can prove this without any integration. Let
<f> (x) be an analytic

motion except for poles such that

<t>(x -f 2 w) = M0(x), <f>(x + 2 u/) = ft'^(x).

insider the auxiliary function ^(x) = ePx <r(x a)/<r(x), where a and p are

ly two constants. From the properties of the function <r (see Vol. II, Part I,

72) we have

^ (x -f 2 w) = e2wP- 2
nt// (x), ^ (x + 2 c/) = e2 *-'P- 2l 'a^ (x).

L order for the quotient # (x)/\^ (x) to be an elliptic function, it is sufficient that

2 w/a 2 ai; = Log /ir 2 w'/o 2 aij' = Log /*'.

lese relations determine p and a (II, Part I, p. 161). It should be noticed that

8 can take a = if Log /x and Log /*' are proportional to the corresponding
sriods 2 w, 2 u/.

Let us now turn to the case where the equation F(s) = has a double root s.
r

e can find
( 48) two independent integrals ^(x), #2 (x) such that

(104) ^(x + 2 w) = s^x), 2(x -f- 2 w) = s^2(x) -f C^x).

C = 0, all the integrals of the equation, and in particular /^x) and/2(x), are

ultiplied by s when x is increased by 2 w. Assuming C = 0, let us try to find a

lear combination X/x (x) -f M/2 (x)
which reproduces itself multiplied bys

7 when
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x increases by 2 o>'. Starting from the equations (103), we find two independ-

ent integrals x (x), 2 (x) such that either

a (x + 2 w') = /^(x), 2(x + 2 o>')
= s2 2 (x)

2 a/) = s'0^), 2(x + 2 c/) = s'02 (x) + (^(x),
%

where C' is not zero. In the first case the integrals 0j(x), 2 (x) are again

doubly periodic functions of the second kind. In the second case the integral

t (x)
alone is a doubly periodic function of the second kind. As for the inte-

gral 2 (x),
the quotient 2(x)/0 1 (x) increases by a constant C" when x increases

by 2w', and it does not change when x increases by 2w. Now the function

A$ (x) + J5x, where A and B are two constant coefficients, possesses the same

property, provided that we have

2 At] + 2 Bw = 0, 2 ^y + 2 J5w' = C'.

The difference 02/0! A(x) Bx is therefore an elliptic function.

If the coefficient C is not zero in the equations (104), we have relations between

the integrals t (x), 2 (x), 0j(x + 2w'), 2 (x + 2w') of the form (103), and we
can again deduce from them two different expressions for

x (x + 2w + 2 a/)

and
2 (x + 2w + 2 a/). By writing that they are identical, we obtain the con-

ditions I = 0, k = n. The integral x (x) is again a doubly periodic function of

the second kind, while the integral 2 (x) satisfies the two relations

C
^

2 (x + 2aQ_0.2 (x)
t

m
' '

Let us determine just as before the two coefficients A and B in such a way
that 2 Arj -f 2 J3w = C/s, 2^V + 2 Bw' = m/k. Then the difference

is again an elliptic function. We see, therefore, that the general integral is in

all cases expressible in terms of the single transcendentals e1
, p(x), f(x), <r(x).

Let us consider, for example, Lam&s equation

(106) f[w(+l)P(*) + ft]V = 0,

where n is an integer and h is an arbitrary constant. The integration of this

equation by Hermite was the starting point for the preceding theory. The gen-
eral integral of this equation is a function analytic except for poles. In fact,

the only singular points are the origin and the points 2 raw + 2ra
/
o/. In the

neighborhood of the origin the integrals are regular, and the roots of the char-

acteristic equation are r
/ = n, r

// = n + l. Their difference is an odd integer,

and the coefficient of y is an even function; therefore the expression for the

general integral does not contain any logarithmic term (see ftn., p. 137).

54. Equations with periodic coefficients. In many important questions of

mechanics, linear equations with periodic coefficients occur. We shall indicate

rapidly their more important properties. Let

<
106

>
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be a linear equation whose coefficients are continuous functions of the real

variable
, having a period w, which we may always suppose positive. If the

integrals y^t), ya ($) 2/n(0 form a fundamental system, it is clear that

y^t+ w), i/2 (-f w), , yn (t -{ w) are also integrals of the equation (106),

since that equation remains unchanged when we replace t by t + w. Hence
we have n relations of the form

(107) Vi (t + )
= anyi(t) + a42 2/2 (Q + + a,-n i/n (t). (i

= 1, 2,
. .

., n)

The determinant H of the coefficients a^ is different from zero. For, by

repeating the reasoning of page 129, we find that this determinant has the value

(108) H-e ^ l

.

The equations (107) define a linear substitution with constant coefficients,

whose determinant is not zero. We are therefore led to a study entirely similar

to the one which has already been made in detail in 48, 49. Instead of

making the complex variable x describe a circuit in the positive sense around a

singular point a, the variable t describes a segment of the real axis of length <u.

It follows from that study that we can always choose a fundamental system of

integrals such that the relations (107) reduce to a simple canonical form. The
actual formation of this system depends first of all on the solution of the

characteristic equation

(109) F(s) =

an

ani

0225 = 0.

All the roots' of this equation are different from zero, since their product is

equal to the determinant JEf, whose value we have just written down. If the

n roots of that equation are distinct, there exists a fundamental system of

integrals such that the equations (107) take the form

(iio) Vi(* + )

If the equation (109) has multiple roots, we can always find a fundamental

system of integrals which separate into a certain number of groups such that

the jp integrals yv y%, , yp of the same group satisfy relations of the form

In order to find expressions for these integrals, let us seek first the general

form of a single-valued continuous function f(t) such that f(t + w) = sf(t),

where the factor s is not zero. Let a be a determination of (l/w)Logs. It is

clear that the product f(t) er
at has the period w

;
hence f(t) is of the form

f(t) e*'0(), where <f>(t) is a continuous function with the period w. Accord-

ingly, if Si is a root of the characteristic equation, we shall put at (l/(o)Log8t-.

The constants a,-, which are determined except for multiples of 2 ITV 1/w,

are called the characteristic exponents. The real parts of these exponents, which

are determined without ambiguity, are called the characteristic numbers. LE the
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equation (109) has n distinct roots sv s2 , ,
sn ,

the equation (106) has then n

independent particular integrals of the form

(112) ^ = 6*1*^(0, ya
= eV*a (0,

"
2/
= e"'<MO,

where o^, a2 , ,
an are the characteristic exponents, and where

<f>v 2 , ,#
are continuous functions with the period w. *

In the general case it is evidently sufficient to find expressions for the

integrals of a group which satisfy the relations (111). Now if we substitute in

these relations yi = e"<Zi, where a is equal to (l/w)Log s, they become

)
= MO,

(nr)
<>)
= MO + MO,

When increases by w, the variable r = t/<a increases by unity. Taking r for a

new variable, the problem is reduced to one solved above
( 49) . If we set

the general expressions for the functions y x , j/2 , ., yp are

C

(113) J 7/f (0 =

where
1? #2 , ,<t>P are continuous functions with the period w, the first of

which, t ()> is not zero. We see again here, as in 49, that all these integrals

can be deduced from the last one of the group. For zp -i(t) is equal to the

difference zp (t + <>) zp (t), and, similarly, zp _ 2 () = zp -.i(t + u) Zp_i(), and

io on. We can therefore write the equations (113) in the form

fVr
=

(114)

where A
1 (2rp), Ag (zp), indicate the successive differences of zp (t) when we

change t to C + w. Let us observe that zp (t) is a polynomial in t of degree p 1,

whose coefficients are periodic functions of t. The successive differences A^Zp),

A^Zp), are therefore polynomials of the same kind with decreasing degrees,

the pth difference being zero. Let us indicate by Dzp ,
I>2 zr ,- ,

D{ zp the suc-

cessive derivatives of zp taken with respect to
, considering the coefficients of

this polynomial as constants. From the theory of finite differences, we know
that the successive differences A

t (zp), A2 (Zj,,),
... are linear combinations with

numerical coefficients of the derivatives Dzp, Z)2 Zp, , -0%, and conversely.*

* Without resorting to this theory, we may observe that Taylor's formula gives us,

step by step, A, (*,) = </>%+ -,

where the terms not written contain only the derivatives D' + i, . We can there-

fore express, conversely, the derivatives Di zp as linear functions of the differences
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j can therefore replace the system of integrals (114) by the equivalent system

*Yp (t)
=<

(115)

Note 1. The integrals of the group (113), corresponding to the characteristic

)onent a, approach zero when t becomes infinite passing through positive

ues, if and only if the real part of a is negative. In order that all the inte-

1s of the equation (106) shall approach zero as t becomes infinite, it is there-

e necessary and sufficient that all the characteristic numbers shall be negative,

what amounts to the same thing, that the absolute value of each of the roots

the equation (109) is less than unity.

Note 2. If s is a real positive root of the equation (109), it is natural to

;e for a the real determination of (l/u>)logs. If the coefficients of the equa-
n (100) are real, the same thing will evidently be true in this case of the

egrals yv ?/2 , , yp of the group (113) and consequently of the periodic

ictions ^(Z), 2 (0

Let s = X -f /xV 1 be ap-fold root of the equation (109), where p. ^ 0, and

a ot? + a" V 1 be a corresponding determination of the exponent a. To
s group of integrals (113) we can adjoin a conjugate group obtained by replac-

;
a by of <*"V 1 and the functions <{() by the conjugate functions. It is

ar that by combining these 2p integrals linearly in pairs we can derive from

iin a system of 2p real integrals.

Finally, suppose that s is a real negative root. Then we can write the value

a = a" -f (w/w) V 1, and to that root corresponds a particular integral of

s form

y = e"'* (cos + V^ sin } Ot (0 + V^V^a (0),
\ w w/

ere the functions \pl
and ^2

are real and periodic. If the coefficients of (106)

s real, it is clear that the real part and the coefficient of V 1 must each

isfy separately the linear equation. We would proceed similarly with the

ler integrals of the group (113) if p is greater than unity.

Moreover, the case where s is real and negative reduces to the case where s

-eal and positive by considering the period 2 w instead of the period w. It is

ar, in fact, that if an integral is multiplied by s when we change t to t + w,

vill be multiplied by s2 when we change t to t -f 2 w.

Note 3. When the coefficients pi are analytic functions of the complex vari-

e t = t' + t"V 1, analytic in the strip R included between the two parallels

the real axis t" = h, the integrals of the equation (106) are analytic func-

ns in the same strip. The reasoning used under the supposition that the

iable t moves along the real axis applies without modification to the case

which that variable moves in the strip R. It follows that the functions 0,- (t),

ich appear in the expressions of (113), are periodic analytic functions in the

ip R. They can therefore be developed in series of sines and cosines of

Itiples of the angle 2 irt/u (see Vol. II, Part I, 65).
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55. Characteristic exponents. The investigation of the characteristic exponents

is in general very difficult.* The solution of this problem evidently reduces to

the determination of the coefficients a,* which appear in the equations (107),

which, in turn, is equivalent to the following : knowing the initial values, for

t =
,
of the n integrals yv y<t, -,yn and their first n

^derivatives,
to find

the values of these integrals and of their derivatives for t = tQ + w. The coeffi-

cients a,* are then obtained by the solution of the n systems of linear equations

w) = afl

(116)

=l, 2,

We cannot in general solve this last problem except by the use of general

methods, for example, by successive approximations. Let us replace pt by \pt in

the equation (106), where X denotes a variable parameter, and then develop in

powers of X the integral of that equation which together with its first (n 1)

derivatives takes on preassigned values independent of X for t =
,

(117) y =

where / (f) is a polynomial in
,
of degree n 1 at most, which can be written

down immediately from the initial conditions. Substituting this value of y in

(106), we see that the other coefficients/!(),/2 () are determined, step by step,

by relations of the form

in which the right-hand sides depend only upon the functions/^ /2 , , /i-i,

and upon their derivatives. Moreover, these coefficients, together with their first

n l derivatives, must vanish for t = . Hence these coefficients can be found

by quadratures. We have already noticed
( 28) that the series obtained is con-

vergent for any value X. If we put X = 1 in the relation (117) and in all those

which we obtain from it by differentiation, we shall have the developments of

the integral under consideration and of its derivatives in series which are con-

vergent for all real values of t. Hence we can obtain in this way the quantities

yt (t + w), y
(

t

p)
(t + ) which appear in the equations (116), and consequently

we can determine the coefficients a#.t

Example. Let us consider, for example, the equation

where p(t) is a continuous function of t with the period w. The product of

the roots of the characteristic equation is here equal to one, by formula (108).

* When the coefficients pi are analytic integral functions of the complex variable t,

the change of variable 2 wti/w ,- z replaces the given equation by a linear equation
whose coefficients are single-valued in the neighborhood of the origin, and we are led

to study the law of the permutation of the integrals when the variable * describes

a loop around the origin. But the equation thus obtained is not in general of the

Fuchs form.

t If we allow the parameter X to have any value, it follows, from the process used

above, that the coefficients at*, and consequently the coefficients of the characteristic

equation, are integralfunctions of this parameter.
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That equation is therefore of the form

(119) s'
2 -As + 1 = 0.

In order to determine the coefficient A, let us denote by/(() and 0() the inte-

grals of the equation (118) which satisfy the initial conditions /(O) = 1, /'(O) = 0,

0(0) = 0, 0'(0) = 1. From the relations

/( + )=
(+)=

we derive, by putting t = 0, an = /(w), o22 = 0'(w). The characteristic equation
in this special case is , x , Av

(au - s) (a22
-

)
- aw 21

= 0,

whence .4 = au + a.22
= /(w) + 0'(w).

If we now replace p(t) by Xp(0, we obtain the developments of the integrals

/(), 0(t) in the form

/(O = i + x/i(Q + + x/n (0 + - -
.,

0(0 = * + x0 x (o + . . . + x0n (o + . .

.,

where the functions / and n , together with^ and 0^, vanish for t = 0. Substi-

tuting these developments in the two sides of the equation (118), after having

replaced p by Xp, we find

~ =p(o/-i<o. ~r =

whence we derive the recurrent relations

/n (o = r'dt f p(o/-i(o<tt, 0(o = f '<B f/o */o /o */o

which enable us to calculate step by step all these functions by starting with

/ (0 = 1, (0 = t. It follows that we may write

4-00

(120) A = 2 + ]T [/n (w) + n
x

()] .

W=il

If the function p (0 is never negative, we see at once that all the functions

A(0 0n(0 0n(0 are positive for t > 0. It follows that J. > 2, and the equa-
tion (119) has two real and positive roots, one greater and the other smaller

than unity. The conclusion is much less evident in the other cases. If p (t)

never takes on a positive value, it follows from a thorough study made by

Liapunof * that the absolute value of A is less than 2, if the absolute value of

/u>

j / pdt
Jo

is less than or equal to 4. The equation (119) has in this case two conjugate

imaginary roots, the absolute value of each of which is unity.

* LIAPUNOF, Problems gnral de la stability du moitvement (Annales de la

Facitlte des Sciences de Toulouse, 2d series, Vol. IX, p. 403). On the general theory

of linear equations with periodic coefficients, in addition to the preceding paper, see

also Floquet's Annales de VEcole Normale superieure, 1883, and Poincare'*s Les Methodes

nouvelles de la Mechanique celeste (Vol. I, chap. iv).
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IV. SYSTEMS OF LINEAR EQUATIONS

56. General properties. Most of the theorems established for a

linear equation can be extended without difficulty to systems of

linear equations in several dependent variables. We shall assume

in what follows, as we may without loss of generality, that these

equations are of the first order ( 22). Let yv y^ -, yn be the n

dependent functions, and x the independent variable. It follows

from a general theorem ( 37) that the integrals have no other

singular points than those of the coefficients. If we assign the

initial values yj, y\> , y*n for a point x = X
Q
which is not a singu-

lar point, we can follow the analytic extension of these integrals

along the whole of any path starting from X
Q
and not passing through

any of these singular points, which are known in advance.

We shall suppose, Only for simplification in writing, that we have

a system of three equations with three dependent variables. Let us

consider first the system of three homogeneous equations,

(121)

7 I W/ ]- Vf* -|- V/l* V,
ax

du
. z: . A

ji + a y +M + C
2
w ^

>

where a, b, c, are functions of the single variable x. If we know
a particular system of integrals (yv zv uj, the functions (Cylt

C v Cu^
also form a system of integrals for any value of the constant C.

Similarly, if we know two particular systems of integrals, (y^ z
l9 u^

and (y2 ,
2
2 , i^), we can derive from them a new system of integrals

depending upon two arbitrary constants,

Finally, if we know three particular systems of integrals,

(&v *i>
w
i)> (y z u^ Os> *

8 > O>
the equations

(y
= CM -f- CM + c

8^8,

(122) I'^C^ + Cft+Cfr
(u = CjMj -f C2

^
2 4- C9

u
B

represent also a system of integrals, where Cv C2 ,
C

8
are arbitrary con-

stants. In order to assert that the expressions (122) represent the

general integral of the system (121), we must make sure that we can
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choose the constants Cv C
a ,
C

8
in such a way that, for a given point

x = X
Q
not a singular point, y, 2, M take on any preassigned values

2/ ,
2

,
u whatever. In order for this to be true, it is necessary and suf-

ficient that the determinant of the nine functions yit
z
i}
u

{ (&'
=

1,2,3),

A =

shall not vanish identically. If this is true, we shall say that the set

of three particular systems of integrals form a fundamental system.

If A vanishes identically, the three particular systems of integrals reduce to

two, or even to a single system. Suppose, first, that not all the first minors of A
vanish simultaneously, for example, that the minor 8= yz% y.2 z l

is not identi-

cally zero. Let A be a region of the plane where 5 does not vanish. We shall

determine two auxiliary functions K
l
and Ji

2 , analytic in the region A, such

that we have

(123) 2/8
=

and since the determinant A is zero, these functions K
l
and Kz also satisfy

the relation

(124) u
8
=KlUl +K2

u
2

.

If we replace y, z, and u in the first two equations of the system (121) by the

preceding expressions for y8 ,
z
s ,

u
3 , observing that (yv zv u^) and

(?/2 ,
z? ,

uy)
form two particular systems of integrals, we obtain, after simplification, the

equations

from which we derive K{=K2
= 0. The functions K

l
and K

2 are therefore

constants, and the relations (123) and (124) remain true in the whole region

of existence of the functions y^ Zi, ut . It follows that the system of integrals

(2/8'
zv M

)
*s a combination of the other two.

If all the first minors of A vanish identically, the three systems of integrals

reduce to a single system. Since the elements of A cannot all vanish simul-

taneously, let us suppose that y l
is different from zero, and let us put yy

= Kyr
From the relations y^z z^yz

- 0, y t
u
2 u^ = we derive also z

2
= Kz

lr

U
2
= Ku^ Replacing y, z, u in the first of the equations (121) by Kyv Kz^ K^

respectively, there remains yl
K' = 0. Hence K is constant, and the system

(Vv zv u
z) differs from the system (yv zv uj only by a constant factor. Similarly,

the third system of integrals is identical with the first. It should be observed

that yv y2 , ys are not necessarily linearly independent; for example, one or

two of these functions may be zero, but not all three may be zero.

The value of the determinant A may be calculated as follows. The derivative A'

is the sum of the three determinants

y\

2/2
u2

2/8 *8 "8

2/i

2/2

2/8

"2

U'A

2/2

2/8
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Replacing the derivatives y'f , z<, w^ by their values obtained from the equations

(121), these three determinants reduce, respectively, to aA, 6
t A, C

2 A.

We have, therefore, the relation A' = (a 4- 6
X -f- c

2)A, and consequently

(125) A(x) = A(* )e"4*
(a -f6i + c )rfx

;

When we know the general integral of the homogeneous system

(121), we can deduce from it by quadratures the general solution of

the non-homogeneous system

(126)

+ ay -h bz + cu =

dx

du

{'dx

Indeed, if we make the change of variables defined by the equations

(122), Cv C
2 ,
C

3 being considered as new dependent variables, the

system (126) is replaced by the following system,

(127)

dC
l

dx

dC,

dx

dC8

dx

which is integrable by quadratures, for we derive from it

^p
= *i- (*

= 1, 2, 3)

Let us also observe that this transformation is unnecessary whenever

we can determine directly a particular system of integrals ( F, Z } U)
of the equations (126). In order to obtain the general integral

of these equations, we need only add F, Z, Uy respectively, to the

right-hand sides of the equations (122) which represent the general

integral of the homogeneous system (121).*

* A method analogous to that of Cauchy ( 39) may also be employed. Let

y**<t>i(z, a), z**\f/i(x> a), u = iri(x, a) (*=!, 2, 3)

be three systems of integrals of the homogeneous equations (121), satisfying, respec-

tively, the initial condition

2 (a,

iri(a, a)
7T2 (or, a)
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When we know one or two particular systems of integrals of the

equations (121), we can lower the order of the system by one or two

units. Suppose, first, that we know a single system of integrals

(yv zv u^y where the function y1
is not zero. The change of

dependent variables

leads to a linear system of the same form which must have the par-

ticular system of integrals Y = 1, Z 0, U = 0. Therefore the

coefficients of Y in these new equations must be zero. In fact, the

transformed system is

y*dx

(128) \-2- -f *, -r- -f b.Z -f c, U = 0,v ' ^ * <fo x l '

[7 tfF __

v l dx *
C
*

~~

If we replace dY/dx in the last two equations by its value derived

from the first, we obtain a system of two linear homogeneous equa-
tions in the two dependent variables Z and U. After integrating

this system Y can be obtained by a quadrature.

Suppose now that we know two independent systems of integrals,

(yv 19 MJ), (ya ,
#
2 ,
w
3).

Since the three determinants

do not vanish simultaneously, as we have shown above, let us sup-

pose that y a
a ya

is different from zero. The transformation

Z, u = uJT -f u^

where F, Z, U are the new dependent variables, leads to a linear

system of the same form having the two particular systems of

It is easy to see that the functions

r
J*

form a system of integrals of the non-homogeneous equations (126),
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integrals (Yl
= 1, Zl

= ^ =
0), (F2

= 0, Z3
=

1, 7
2
=

0). The coeffi-

cients of Y and Z in the equations of the new system must therefore

be zero, and this new system has the form

,dx dx

as is easily verified. It is clear that this system is integrable by

quadratures, since the last equation contains only U.

The preceding methods may be extended to systems of n linear

equations with n dependent variables. In order to obtain the general

integral of such a homogeneous system, it is sufficient to know n

particular systems of integrals which form a fundamental system.

If we know p independent systems of integrals (jo < n), the integra-

tion reduces to that of a system of the same form with n p
dependent variables and to a number of quadratures. Finally, the

general integral of a non-homogeneous system can be obtained by

quadratures if we know the general integral of the corresponding

homogeneous system.

57. Adjoint systems. Given a linear homogeneous system with n dependent

variables,

(129) ^ = ativi -f + aik yk + . . . + <nn yn , (i,
k = 1, 2,

. .
., n)

the linear system

(130) J^-au-Ft ----- aki Yk -----

which is obtained from the first by replacing yt
- by Ft-,

and by changing the

rows into columns in the determinant of the coefficients a,-*, after having changed
the sign of each element, is called the adjoint of the first. It is evident from the

definition itself that this relation is a reciprocal one between the two systems.

The integration of one of the systems (129), (130) involves that of the other. In

fact, let (y ly ?/2 , , yn}
and (Yv F

2 , ., Yn) be any two particular systems of

integrals of the two adjoint systems. From the relations (129) and (130) we have

. + Ynyn) = Yi (ail yl + . . + aik yk + + ainyn)
cte

If we permute the indices i and k in the second sum, we see immediately that

the coefficient of Yiyk on the right-hand side is

Oik - Oik = 0,

and the right-hand side is identically zero. We have therefore the relation

between these two particular systems of integrals

(131) YlVl + F2 y2 + . . . + Ynyn = <7,
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where C denotes a constant. The knowledge of a particular system of integrals

(Fj, F2 , ,
Yn) of the equations (130) furnishes therefore a first integral of

the system (129), which is linear with respect to the dependent variables y^ y2 ,

, yn . If we know the general integral of the adjoint system (130), the gen-
eral integral of the given system (129) is represented by n relations of the form

(131), where we take successively, for Yv F
2 , , Fn, a set of n independent

systems of integrals of the equations (130).

Particular attention has been paid to linear systems which are identical

with their adjoint. In order to have this case, it is necessary and sufficient

that the determinant of the a,* be a skew symmetric determinant
;
that is, that

we have a&. -f a^ = 0, whatever may be i and fc, and consequently a^ = 0. If

(V\i y<ti yn) and (%i, ^21 z) are two particular systems of integrals, the

relation (131) becomes

y* z* + + yn zn = const.;

and if the two systems are identical, we have also

y\ 4- y\ + + vl = const.

The integration of a linear system of the third order identical with its

adjoint leads to the integration of a Riccati equation ( 31, Ex. 2). The inte-

gration of a system of the fourth order of that kind leads to the integration of

two Riccati equations (see Ex. 15, p. 170).

58. Linear systems with constant coefficients. If all the coefficients

a, b, c,
- of the equations

-~
4- ay -f- &% 4- cu = 0.

dx

4- a$ + #! +^ = 0,

-
<jaw =

<132) il
du

are constants, the general integral can be found by the solution of

an algebraic equation. For let us try to satisfy these equations by

taking for
t/, 2, u expressions of the form

(133) 2/
= e

ra
,

z = pe
n

,
u = ye,

where a, /?, y, r are unknown parameters. Substituting these func-

tions for y, ,
u in the left-hand sides of the equations (132), and

suppressing the common factor e
rar

,
we find the conditions

(134)

r)y = 0,
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which must be satisfied by values of a, ft y which do not all vanish.

For this it is necessary and sufficient that r shall be a root of the

equation of the third degree,

(135)

a-\-r b

which is called the auxiliary equation. Having taken for r a root of

this equation, the relations (134) are "consistent and we can deduce

from them values for a, ft y, at least one of which is not zero.

To every root of the equation F(r) = corresponds therefore a

particular system of integrals of the form (133) ;
there may even be

several, as we shall see presently. If the auxiliary equation has

three distinct roots r
l9

r
a ,

r
g , each one furnishes a particular system

of integrals. These three systems are independent, for, if they were

not, we could express e
r* as a linear combination with constant

coefficients of e
r
i
x and of e

r
**, which would be absurd. We can there-

fore, in this case, obtain the general integral of the system (132)
after we have solved the equation F(r) = 0.

It remains to treat the case in which the auxiliary equation has a

multiple root. Let us denote by f(r), <t>(
r
), *A(r) ^ne three cofac-

tors of the auxiliary determinant corresponding to the elements of

the same row, for example, the first. The last two equations of

the system (134) are always satisfied for any value of r by taking

for a, ft y quantities proportional to these cofactors
;

if r is a root

of F(r) 0, these values of a, ft y also satisfy the first of the equa-
tions (134). It follows from this that if r is a root of F(r) = 0,

the functions

form a particular system of integrals. Now let us suppose first that

the equation F(r) = has two roots, r
x
and r^ whose difference is

very small. Each of them furnishes a system of integrals, and the

functions

are also integrals. If we now let r
2 approach r

l
and pass to the limit,

we may conclude that if r
x

is a double root of F(r) = 0, the two

groups of functions,

C1) yi
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V *>
=
TrU

form two systems of integrals. Similarly (see 44), if the equation

F(r) = has a triple root r
l9
we can add to the preceding two groups

the group of three functions,

sC*(

(III)

which form a third system of integrals.

Let us now consider first the case where the equation F(r) =
has a double root

r^
and a simple root r

a
. If the double root r

t
does

not cause all the first minors of the auxiliary determinant to vanish,

we may suppose that at least one of the cofactors f(r^) 9 <fr(r^) 9 ^(r^)
is not zero, for we can evidently replace, in the reasoning which pre-

cedes, the first row by the second or the third. Suppose, for example,

/(rx)
* 0. The two systems of integrals (I) and (II) are independ-

ent, for ?/a
is equal to the product of e

ri* and a binomial of the first

degree xf(rj 4-/'(r1)-
As for the simple root r

a ,
it furnishes a third

system of integrals which, for the same reason as above, is not a

linear combination of the first two.

The reasoning fails if the double root r
x
makes all the first minors

vanish, for the system (I) reduces to the trivial solution

But in this case the three equations (134) reduce to a single equa-

tion when we replace in it r by rr If, for example, c is not zero,

they reduce to the single equation (a -f- rj a -f bfi -f cy = 0, and we

can take the two constants a and ft arbitrarily. If we take, first,

(a
=

1, ft 0), then (a
= 0, ft

=
1), we obtain two independent

systems of integrals of the form (133). A double root of F(r) 0,

therefore, always furnishes two particular independent systems of

integrals.

Suppose, finally, that F(r) = has the triple root r = rr If this

root r
t
does not cause all the first minors of the determinant to

vanish, we may suppose, for example, that /(^) is not zero. The

three particular systems of integrals (I), (II), (III) are independent^
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for the coefficients of e
r** in yv y^ y9

are respectively of degrees

0, 1, 2 in x.

If the triple root
r^ causes all the first minors of the determinant

to vanish, we can determine first of all two independent systems of

integrals of the form (133), as we have just explained in regard to

the case of the double root, and we can then obtain the general

integral if we can find a third system independent of these two.

Developing the expressions in (III), and noting that

we find

y,
= ri- [2 xf'(rj + /"(r,)], .

= r.- [2

and this system of integrals is certainly independent of the first

two unless we have at the same time f'(rj
=

<'(ri)
== ^(r\) 0-

Hence we obtain in this way a new system of integrals, unless the

triple root r
l
also causes the derivatives of all the first minors to

vanish. Now this cannot happen, as we see at once, unless we have

b = c = a
l
= c

l
a
2
= 6

2
= 0, a b

l c^
= rv

and the system (132) reduces to three identical equations,

dy - dz _ du

^- r^=0' Tx-
rs = Q

' ^- r
1
w==a

In this case, which may be considered as a limiting case, the three

equations (134) are satisfied identically, when we replace r by r
a
in

the expressions of (133), for any values whatever of the parameters

a, /?, y. Summing up, to a triple root of the auxiliary equation there

always correspond three particular independent systems of integrals.

coefficients
'

dy*-~ + dnVi + a
lay2 + ' ' + alnVn = 0,

Generalization. Similarly, a system of n linear equations with constant

efficients

(136)

may be integrated by finding particular systems of integrals of the form

where av a2 , , ov*, r are unknown constants whose values are to be deter-

mined. We are thus led to n equations of condition

~- n na nn/n = 0,
I ax
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f (an + r) !

I

n = 0,

= 0,

I

lni <*i -f anan2 <*2 4- ----
1- (<*>nn + r) an - 0,

which give for the unknown quantity r the auxiliary equation

(139) F(r) =

din

+ r

= 0.

If this equation has n distinct roots rp r
2 , ,

rn ,
we obtain by this method

n particular systems of integrals of the form (137) and, consequently, the gen-
eral integral. If there are multiple roots, the discussion is somewhat more

complicated. Let r
l
be a p-fold root

;
to obtain from this root particular sys-

tems of integrals of the equations (136), we may proceed in two ways. On the

one hand, applying d'Alembert's method, as in the case of three equations, we
can obtain p systems of integrals corresponding to that root. These integrals

will be independent only if r
l
does not make all the first minors vanish. On the

other hand, if r
l
makes all the minors formed from n q -f 1 rows of the deter-

minant vanish, without making all those ofn q rows zero, that root furnishes

q systems of integrals of the form (137), for the n equations (138) reduce to

n q independent equations when we replace r by r
t

. Combining these two

methods, we find that they always furnish p independent systems of integrals.

Practically we can obtain all these systems by equating coefficients. In fact,

by the combination just mentioned we should obtain a system of integrals

depending uponp arbitrary constants, which is of the form

3/2
= yn =

where P
t ,
P

2 , ,
Pn are polynomials of degree p \ or of lower degree. If

we leave the coefficients of these polynomials as unknown, and if we substitute

in the given equations, we shall obtain a certain number of relations between

these coefficients, which enable us to express all of them in terms of p of them,

which may be taken as arbitrary constants.

59. Reduction to a canonical form. Every linear system with constant coeffi-

cients can be reduced to a simple canonical form the integration of which is

immediate.

Let us write this system under a slightly different form,

(140)
2/2
=

Vn =

where y\ denotes dyi/dx. If we take n dependent variables, Flt
F

2 , ., Fnt

linear in terms of yn ya , , y,

(141)
.

f n)
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where the coefficients b^ are constants whose determinant is different from

zero, the system (140) is replaced by a system of the same form,

(Y{ = A ll
Y

l + A 12
Y

2 + + A lnYn ,

(142)
-

r
*
= A"Y* + A"Y* + ' ' ' + A *nYn '

Y'n = A^Yt + A n2Yz + . + A nnYn ,

obtained by replacing the variables yn y2 , , yn ,
in the expressions for Y{9

+ MflniZ/! 4- ----h ann yn),

by their values given by the equations (141). If we consider the equations (140)

as a linear substitution carried out on the variables yn y^, , yn ,
and Y

lt
F

2 ,

,
Yn as n new variables, the preceding calculations are precisely those which

we must make in order to find the new linear substitution on the variables

Y
19 Y%, ,

yn ,
which corresponds to the linear substitution (140). Now we

have seen that by suitably choosing the variables Ft
-

( 48) we can reduce every

linear substitution to a simple canonical form.* In this canonical form the

variables separate into a certain number of distinct groups, such that the

substitution which the p variables Y
l ,
Y

2 , ,
Yp of the same group undergo

is of the form

(143) Y{ = 9Y^ Yi = a(Yl +Y^ -.., Y'
p
= s(Yp . l + Yp).

We can therefore, by a suitable change of variables of the form (141), always
reduce the integration of the system (140) to the integration of a certain num-

ber of systems of the form (143), where Y- = dYi/dx.

The integration of this system is immediate, but it is preferable to employ a

somewhat different canonical form. For this purpose let us set Yi = afzi(s 5* 0) .

The system (143) becomes

(144) =*" !Hz
' +z" ' =*+*-'

This new canonical form is unchanged if we multiply all the dependent vari-

ables by a factor e**, except for the change of s to s + \
;
and it is applicable

also to the case where the auxiliary equation has zero for a root.

The general integral of the system (144) is represented by the equations

or by equivalent equations obtained by solving for the constants C7/

(146) Zl e =C
t , (zt-xzje-* = Ca , z3

- xz2 +

*We supposed before that the determinant of the substitution was not zero,
whereas the determinant formed by the coefficients ant may be zero. But if we
change yt to e**zi, the coefficients u , a22 , ,

ann are diminished by X, while the

fltJt's, where i ^ k, do not change. We can therefore always choose X in such a way
that the determinant of the new coefficients shall not be zero.
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60. Jacob!
1
s equation. Let us consider again a system of three

linear equations with constant coefficients, which we shall write in

the form

dx = ax 4- by 4" c#>

*-V + , + V
rf*

(146)

where t denotes the independent variable. Let us add these three

equations, after having multiplied them respectively by ydz zdy,

zdx .rdz, xdy ydx. The relation obtained is

-f- (aa
a- + l^j 4- c

l2 z) (xdlJ
-

yd*) =

and it is homogeneous in #, ?/, z. Hence it can be replaced by a rela-

tion between x/z and y/z. Indeed, if we put x = Xz, y == Yz, and

divide by ZB
,
this relation takes the form

+ (,A' + b
t
Y + c

2) (XdY - YdX) = 0,

which is exactly Jacobi's equation (pp. 11 and 32).

Let x =f(t), y $(), z =
\j/(t)

be a system of integrals of the

equations (140). As t varies, the point whose homogeneous coordi-

nates are x, y, z (and whose Cartesian coordinates are X = x/z,

Y = y/z) describes a plane curve F which is, by the preceding argu-

ment, an integral curve of Jacobi's equation (148). The integration

of Jacobi's equation therefore reduces to the integration of the sys-

tem (146), that is, to the solution of an algebraic equation of the

third degree, as we have already seen.

If the auxiliary equation has three distinct roots ,sp .s
2 ,

s
3 ,

the general inte-

gral of the system (146) is, according to the preceding paragraph, of the form

(I) Pe-Y = C
l , Qe-Y = C

2 ,
HerV =

8 ,

where P, Q, R are three linear homogeneous functions of x, z/, z. It is easy to

derive from these equations a homogeneous combination of degree zero which

does not contain the \ariable t,

(a) P's
- 8

2 Qt
-

*s #8
2
-

*t = K,

which is the same result that we obtained before by another method.

The case in which the auxiliary equation has a double or a triple root

can also be easily treated. The equations representing the general integral form
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either two groups or a single group. In the first case these equations are of

the form

(II) Pe-V = Cv (Q - tP) e-'S = C
2 ,

Re~V = C
8 ,

and in the second case, of the form

(III) Per't = C
l , (Q-tP)e-*i =Ca ,

(R - tQ +

where P, Q, .R denote in each case three linear homogeneous functions of

x, y, z. From (II) we derive the following homogeneous combination of zero

degree, independent of t :

<n *.*-*-*,

and from (III) the combination

The relations (a:), (/3), (7) represent the three forms possible for the general

integral of Jacobi's equation.

61. Systems with periodic coefficients. Let us consider first, for simplicity, a

system of three equations of the form (146), whose coefficients a, 6, c, are

continuous functions of the variable
,
each of which has the period w > 0.

Let
(Xj, ylt Zj), (x2 , y2 ,

Z
2), (z3 , y3 ,

z
3)

be three independent systems of inte-

grals. Then the functions

Xi (t)
= *,( + ), Yi (t)

=
2/i ( + ),

Z (0 - z t
-

( + w)

also form a system of integrals, and we have consequently three groups of

relations of the form
( 56),

^t = flfi2/i + at2 1/2 + a3 2/s, (i
= 1, 2, 8)

at
-

2 z2

where the a,t's are constant coefficients whose determinant JET is not zero. We
have, in fact, the relation

or, by (125), reasoning as we have done several times
( 38, 56), we may write

the value of H in the form

(150) B^JSo +M*
If the variable t is increased by the period w, the three functions

MO, MO, MO
undergo a linear transformation whose determinant is different from zero,

defined by the relations

(151)
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and the two other systems of functions, (yv y^ y9), (zlt z
a ,

z
8), undergo the same

transformation. Now we know that it is possible to replace the three functions

Zj, x
2 , 3 by three independent linear combinations with constant coefficients

such that the equations (161), which define the new linear transformation, take

on a simple canonical form. Taking the same linear combinations of the func-

tions (yv 2/2 , ys)
and of (zv z2 ,

z
g),

we obtain three systems of functions which
are transformed by the same linear substitution of canonical form when t is

changed to t + w.

The reasoning is evidently general and applies to every linear homogeneous
system in n dependent variables with periodic coefficients. Let j/t , j/2 , , yn
be these n dependent variables. We can determine n independent systems of

integrals (yu, 3/21, , Vat) (i
=

1, 2, , n) such that the n functions

Vklj 2/A2, ", ykn

undergo a linear substitution of canonical form when t changes to t + w, this

linear substitution being the same for all the indices k. The consequences are

the same as those which have been developed above ( 54). All the integrals

are expressible as the product of an exponential factor of the form c* and

another factor which is either a periodic function of t or a polynomial in t

whose coefficients are continuous periodic functions of t. Let

be a particular system of integrals, where z
t , Z2 , -, zn are polynomials in t,

with periodic coefficients, of which at least one is of degree p 1, and of which

none is of a degree greater than p 1. From this system of integrals we can

derive (p 1) other systems of the form

2/12
= eatDzv y22 = e<Dz

2 , ., yn2 = eatDzn ,

z21 ..., yn , p = e*<DP-*zn ,

where the derivatives IXz* are taken regarding the periodic coefficients of the

powers of t as constants ( 64). All the systems of integrals of the given equa-

tions can thus be derived from a certain number of them. The actual formation

of these integrals, of which we know only the analytic form, depends, above all,

on the solution of an algebraic equation of the nth degree, which is called, as

before, the characteristic equation of the system. The coefficients of this equa-

tion can be obtained in general only by approximations, as in the case of a

single differential equation of the nth order ( 66).

62. Reducible systems. Let us consider a system of linear homogeneous equa-

tions of the form (140), whose coefficients are real, continuous, and bounded

functions of the real variable t for all the values of that variable greater than

a certain bound
,
and let us suppose that we apply to this system a transfor-

mation of the form

(162) Zi = buyi + &t
-

2 y2 + + bin yn, (i
= 1, 2, ., n)

where the coefficients &,-* satisfy the following conditions :

1) They are real, continuous, and bounded functions of the variable t for

<o;

2) They have derivatives satisfying the same condition
;

3) The reciprocal of the determinant of the fc^'s is bounded.
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If we take the functions zt for new dependent variables, it is clear that the

system (140) is replaced by a linear system of the same kind as the first. We
have, in fact, _

or, replacing y^ y& , y'n by their values obtained from the equations (140),

t - cnyi + cuy* + + cinyn,

where the coefficients c,-* have the same properties as the coefficients a,-*. We
have now only to replace y\, y%, , yn in these last equations by their expres-

sions in terms of the new dependent variables Zi, z%, -, zn obtained from the

equations (152).

If it is possible to choose the coefficients 6^ of the transformation in such a

way that the new system will be a system with constant coefficients, the system is

said by Liapunof to be reducible. See page 242 of his paper cited in the footnote

on page 151.

Every system whose coefficients are real, continuous, and periodic functions, with

the same period w, is reducible.

In fact, let us consider the adjoint system, which is also a system with

periodic coefficients. Let s be a root of the characteristic equation and a the

corresponding characteristic exponent. We shall suppose, in order to consider

the most general case, that to this exponent a corresponds a group of p par-

ticular systems of integrals of the form previously considered. This group will

therefore furnish
( 57) p linear first integrals of the given system, which will

be of the form
+ 222/2 +

where z\, Z2 , ,
z are polynomials in t, of degree p 1 at most, with periodic

coefficients, and where the derivatives Dl are taken regarding these coefficients as

constants. Arranging these first integrals with respect to t, we may write them

in the form

(153)

[ZP-I

[/p-2

/P-8- YI -
(p-2)! (p-3)

e< 5-1 =

where FI, F2 , ',
Yp are independent linear combinations of y\, y2 , , yn with

periodic coefficients. For if they were not independent, we could derive from

the equations (153) a relation between the arbitrary constants Ci, C2 , ,
Cp

and the variable t. If we take the linear combinations FI, F2 , ,
Yp for

dependent variables, the relations (153) represent precisely the general integral

of the linear system of equations ( 59),

(164) ^ - _ aY^ _J -~

at at
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Proceeding similarly with all the groups of first integrals furnished by the groups
of integrals of the adjoint system, we see that the given system is transformed

into a linear system with constant coefficients by means of a transformation of

the form

(155) Ft
= fayi + i2 l/2 + + 0in2/n,

where the coefficients 0,-t are periodic functions with the period w.

The reciprocal of the determinant D of the t-*'s is bounded for t > ,
for

we shall show that D does not vanish for t > tQ . Indeed, if we consider n inde-

pendent systems of integrals (yn, , ym)
of the first system and the corre-

sponding n systems (Yu, ,
Ynt) of the transformed system, the determinant D

is equal to the quotient obtained by dividing the determinant of the Yki& by
the determinant of the 2/a's, and we know that these last two have finite values

different from zero for all finite values of t. It follows that the absolute value

of D remains greater than a certain positive minimum for all values of t

between t and t
Q -\- w.

In order to complete the proof, we may suppose that the characteristic equa-
tion of the adjoint system has no real negative roots

; for, by 54, any root is

replaced by its square if we consider the period 2 a instead of the period w.

If the characteristic equation has only real positive roots, we may evidently

suppose that all the functions 0,-jt which appear in the equations (155) are real.

Then that transformation actually satisfies all the required conditions. More-

over, all the characteristic exponents are real, and the transformed system has

real coefficients. But if the characteristic equation of the adjoint system has

conjugate imaginary roots, to each group of p linear combinations, such as

y
it
y

a , ,
YP1 in which appear imaginaries we can associate the group

formed by the conjugate imaginaries. Hence, combining them in conjugate

pairs, it is clear that we again obtain a system with real constant coefficients

by means of a transformation of the desired form with real coefficients.

EXERCISES

1. Integrate the linear equations

^dv)
_ 2 y" -f y Ae* + Be~ x + C sin x + D cosx, y<

v> -f y" = x,

y"' y" + y' y = 2 e* 4 cos x,

= (ax + b)e* + ce~ 2x
,

3x2
Logx,

y
'" 3 x2/' + 7 xy' 8 y = x8 2 x,

*

C*
Joo Vl + x*

x*y"' - 9 xV' + 37 xy' 64 y = x* [a + t Logx + c (Logx)
8
],

xV + 2 xy" 2 y x cos x sin x,

xV-f 3xy' + 2/=/(x).

If /(x) is analytic in the neighborhood of the origin, prove that this last equa-

tion has a particular integral analytic in the same neighborhood.
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2. Integrate the systems of linear equations

<> 8-I+-* !-!+'-. f-8+ '

/72 T cZ^ y
(ft)

-_

m ^J.,y_- Z = ^_Z = + X-'i;
dt

^ y
dt dt

dx dy dz
( t \ -f- x v ~ 0, -|" v 4 z 0, -f- 4 2

(r) ^jdx

" .-82-4u = 0, ^ + 2/~

Jf + 3 y 142+6^^ = 0;
dx

'-(X + l)y-2z + 2(l-X)i* = 0,

h)
u/

+X2/ + (2X-l)u = 0.

3. Find the general integral of the equation

(2x + V)y" + (4x 2)y
/

8y = (6x
2 + x 3)e*

from the fact that the homogeneous equation has a particular integral of the

form emx
,
where m is a constant. [Licence, Caen, 1884.]

4. Prove that the differential equation

where n is a positive integer, has a polynomial P(x) for integral. From this

prove that the same equation has a second integral

where Q is also a polynomial. [Licence, Paris, 1890.]

5. The linear differential equation

where /* and v are two positive integers, has a polynomial yl
= P (x) as an inte-

gral. Hence prove that it has a second integral y2
= exQ(x), where Q(x) is also

a polynomial. [Licence, Paris, 1903.]

6. Find the necessary and sufficient condition that the linear equation

V" -f py' + QV = may have two independent integrals, y^ yz ,
which satisfy

the relation y\y^ = 1. Assuming that p = 1/x, find the coefficient q and the

general integral. [Licence, Paris, 1902.]

7. Derive the formula (23), p. Ill, from the formula (11), p. 106, which

gives the value of the determinant A(yi, 1/3, *, yn).
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8. Bessel's equation,

has as a particular integral the function represented by the definite integral

r l

y. = I
(l z2

)
m cos xz dz,

/o

provided that the real part of m is greater than 1. If m is a positive integer,

that integral is of the form (see Vol. I, end of Chap. V, Ex. 20, 2d ed.
;
Ex. 21,

lsted
-> 2.4.6...2m(i7sinx + Fcosx),

where U and V are polynomials in 1/z whose coefficients are all integers, and
the general integral is

y = C (U sin x + V cos x) + C'(Fsin x U cos x).

[HERMITE.T
9. The integration of the system of linear equations

^ + ay + bz = 0,
~ + a# + 6^ = 0,

where a, 6, a
t ,

b
l
are any functions of x, reduces, on putting y = te, to the

integration of Riccati's equation,

~ + b+(a-b l)t-al
t* = Q,

and to the calculation off(a + bjdx (see ftn., p. 112).

10. The ratio z of two independent integrals of the linear equation

y" + py' + qy = o

satisfies the differential equation of the third order,

11. Given the differential equation

(E) x(ir-iO-ay = 0,

where a is constant, how must we choose the path of integration L so that the

function y (x) represented by the definite integral

y(x)= f e*x za
- l(z~l)-

a ~ l dz
J(L)

shall be a particular integral of (B) ? Show that the equation (E) has a par-

ticular integral, which can be expressed without any sign of quadrature, when

a is an integer. Deduce from it the general integral, and express it in terms

of the smallest possible number of transcendentals.

[Licence, Paris, July, 1908.]

12. Determine the two functions P(t) and Q(t) so that the function y

represented by the expression

y = (x
-

a) C*f(t)P(t)dt + (x-b) C
X

f(t) Q(t)dt
/b /a

shall be an integral of the differential equation y" =/(z) for all possible forms

of the function/(x). [Licence, Paris, October, 1907.]
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13. The general integral of the linear equation

y = 0,

where P (x) and Q (x) are analytic in the neighborhood of the origin, is single*

valued in this neighborhood. The letter n denotes an integer^greater than unity.

14*. Every equation of the form

+ xQn _ p _!(x) + Qn- P (x) + + Qn (x)y = 0,

where Qt , Q2 , , Qn are analytic functions in the neighborhood of the origin,

has an analytic integral in the same neighborhood ;
and the value of the inte-

gral, as well as the values of its first p I derivatives, may be arbitrarily chosen

for x = 0, provided the equation

has no integral root greater than p 1.

[E. GOURSAT, Annales de Vficole Normale, 1883, p. 265.]

Note. By an artifice analogous to the one which was used in 60, we are led

to prove the proposition for an equation of the form

dPu M (dv- l u
. .

du
.

r

where we have put

15*. Let 2 be a system of four linear equations identical with its adjoint

(p. 166)

(-#)
-~

This system has the first integral y\ + y\ + y\ + y\= C. If we suppose (7 = 0,

the preceding relations are satisfied by putting

Substituting these expressions for yv y2 , ys , y4
in the equations (E), we obtain

the system of three equations

2
j
= (021 + tois) Of

- + 2 ia28 + (a84 + tea*) (n + Of

2 17'
= (oi + a48) (1 + t?

2
) + i (ais + 024) (1

-
*)*) + 2 i (a82 -f i4) if,

2 r = (021 + a48) (1 + I
2
) + i (ai + a24) (1

- ^
2
) + 2 i (a82 + a4 i) ,

of which the last two are Riccati equations. Let i\ =/(x, Cj), $ = <(x, (72) be

the general integrals of these two equations ;
then the general integral of the

equation in p is given by the equation

V_ i_p ecx tct
~ '

[E. GOURSAT, Camples rendus, Vol. CVI, p. 187, and Vol. CXLVIII, p. 612.]
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16. Prove the relation

f
X

<t>'(x)dxC*<i>'(x)dx f ... fV(x)cZx C*f(x)dx
Jx* J

*o
J J * J

*o

in which the left-hand side contains n integral signs, by proving that the two

sides are particular integrals of a linear differential equation of the nth order

satisfying the same initial conditions.

17 *. Prove that the integral <f> (x, a) of the linear equation F(y) = (p. 108),

considered as a function of the variable a, is an integral of the adjoint equation

G (z) after having replaced x by a.

Note. A is seen that the integral of the equation F(y) ;= which, with its

fivst (n 1) derivatives, takes on the same values for x = X as a function TT(X)

and its first (n 1) derivatives, has the form

y ^ TT(X)- C*F(z)<t>(x, a)da,
Jx

where z = ir(a). The integral on the right must depend only upon ir(x), TT(XO),

TT^XQ), ,
wO-i> (x ). Now we can also write ( 42)

- f
o

a)] da,

and it is clear that the preceding condition is not satisfied unless we have

G
[<f> (x, a)] = 0. It follows readily that the functions #t

-

(x) defined by the

equations (A) (ftn., p. 109) form a fundamental system of integrals of the

adjoint equation.



CHAPTER IV

NON-LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

I. EXCEPTIONAL INITIAL VALUES

The proof which has been given for the existence of integrals
that take on given initial values really supposes that the right-hand
sides of the given system of equations are analytic in the neighbor-
hood of these initial values ( 22). Restricting ourselves to the case

of a single equation, we shall examine some simple cases in which
that condition is not satisfied.

63* The case where the derivative becomes infinite. Let us consider

an equation of the first order,

CD g -/(-.),

where the right-hand side f(x, y) becomes infinite for the pair of

values x = X
Q , y = yQ

in such a way that its reciprocal

is analytic in the neighborhood of this pair of values. We can write

the preceding equation in the form

regarding y as the independent variable and x as the dependent
variable. But since the right-hand side/^a, y) is analytic by hypothe-
sis for x X

Q , y = yQ , Cauchy's theorem applies to the equation (2).
Hence there exists an integral, and only one, which approaches #
as y approaches y ,

and that integral is analytic in the neighborhood
of the point y . The development of x X

Q
in a power series accord-

ing to powers of y yQ necessarily commences with a term which
is at least of the second degree, since dx/dy or f^x, y) is zero for

* == X
Q> y y& fr otherwise f(x, y) itself would be analytic. Let

this development of x X
Q
be

(3) x -ao-x.fo-y,)- + ^m+ i(y-y )
m -fl +

(m **2,Am *
0)

172
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From the equation (3) we derive a development for y - y according
to powers of (x x

Q)
l/m

(see II, Part I, 99),

It follows that the equation (1) itself has this one and only this one

integral of the form (4) which approaches yQ
as x approaches X

Q)
and

the point X
Q
is an algebraic critical point for this integral.*

64. Case where the derivative is indeterminate. The complete dis-

cussion of all the cases in which the derivative becomes indeter-

minate is much more complicated. Let us take first the equation
studied by Briot and Bouquet, t

(5) xy' -by = a
l(
x 4- a^x

2
-f a^xy -f a^ H---- = <#(, y),

where the right-hand side is analytic in the neighborhood of the

point x = y = 0, and let us try to determine whether there exists an

analytic integral which vanishes with x. For this purpose let us

substitute for y, in both sides of the equation (5), a power series

(6) y = cp + c
2
z2 + . -f cnx

n + .

After the substitution the coefficient of xn on the left-hand side is

(n b)cn ,
while the coefficient of xn on the right is a polynomial,

Pn(aio>
aw>

' ' *

9
a'0n J

C
j>

' ' *

9
Cn-l)>

whose coefficients are all positive integers, and which contains only
the coefficients c^ . cn _ lf and some but not necessarily all of the

coefficients alh for which i -f h ^ n. We therefore obtain a recurrent

relation for the coefficients of the series (6) :

This enables us to calculate these coefficients successively, provided
that b is not equal to a positive integer. Let us first set aside this

supposition. The relation (7) gives us

* In geometric language, we can also say that through the point (x , y ) there

passes one and only one integral curve, on which the point (x , j/ ) is an ordinary

point, and the tangent at this point is the straight line x - XQ . In stating the theorem

we have tacitly assumed that the function /t (, y) does not vanish for z for all

values of y ;
for in this case the integral of the equation (2), which takes on the value

* for y = 2/0> reduces to x - x
,
and the equation (1) has no integral which approaches

y as x approaches * .

t Journal de I'Ecole Polytechnique, Vol. XXI, 1866.
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and so on in this way. The value of the series (6) certainly repre-

sents an integral of the equation (5) vanishing with x, provided that

the series has a radius of convergence different from zero. In fact,

the operations by which we have obtained the coefficients of this

series are then valid (I, 192, 2d ed.; 186, 1st ed.).

In order to prove the convergence of this series, let us observe

first that if we give to n all the integral values 1, 2, ,
to infinity,

the fraction l/(n, ft),
which cannot become infinite, approaches

zero. The absolute value of that fraction has therefore a maximum

l/, and we have for every value of the integer n,
| l/(n ft) |

^ I/B.
On the other hand, let

*(*, Y) = Awx + Awx* + A nxY+A^Y* + + A itx<Y* +
be a dominant function for < (x, ?/), having no constant term nor any
term in Y. We might take, for example, a function of the form

but it is really not necessary to specify it completely in order to

carry through the proof. The auxiliary equation

(8) BY=Q(x, Y)

has, by the general theorem on implicit functions (I, 193, 2d ed.;

187, 1st ed.), an analytic root vanishing with x. Let

(9) Y=C
l
x + C

2
x2 + - + Cn x

n + . -

be the development of this root in a power series. In order to cal-

culate the coefficients Ci9 we can substitute this development for Y
in the two sides of the relation (8). This gives the recurrent relation

(10) BCn = Pn (A lQ , A,,, ., A 0n ;
C

19 C,, -, Cn_,\

where Pn denotes the polynomial which appears in the relation (7),

in which aik
has been replaced by A

ik and c
t by C

{ .

But from the very way in which we have chosen the constant B
and the function $ (x, Y

),
we have the inequalities

It follows that if we have

we have also \en\< Cn ,
since all the coefficients of the polynomial P+

are positive integers. Now we have |a10 |< A 10 , and, consequently,
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|c1|<C1
. Eeasoning step by step, we conclude that the series (9)

dominates the series (6). The latter is therefore convergent in the

neighborhood of the origin. Summing up, if the coefficient b of y in

the equation (5) is not equal to a positive integer, that equation has

one and only one analytic integral that vanishes with x.

In order to finish the study of the analytic integrals which vanish with x,

we must still examine the case where 6 is equal to a positive integer. Suppose
first b ~\\ the first of the relations (7) reduces to a10

= 0. If a10 is not zero,

then there is no analytic integral fulfilling the condition. If a10 is zero, setting

y = Xx, we are led to an equation,

(11) V = ^ (x, X) = a20 + auX + a02 X
2 + . .

.,

where the function ^(x, X) is analytic, provided that |x| < r, |X|< A, r and A

being two suitably chosen positive numbers. Now this equation (11) has an

infinite number of integrals which are analytic in the neighborhood of the

origin, for we can choose arbitrarily the value X of X for x = 0, provided that

we have
|

X
1
< A. Hence in this case the equation (5) has an infinite number

of analytic integrals vanishing with x.

If 6 is equal to a positive integer greater than unity, the coefficient of x in

the development of an analytic integral vanishing for x = must be equal
to a10/(l &), and the transformation y = a10 x/(l b) + Xx leads to an equation
of the same form in which the coefficient of X is equal to (1 6) :

ax'- (b
-

1)\ = a'10 x + a^x2 + a^Xx + . . ..

By a succession of similar transformations we reach the case which has just

been treated. Consequently, if the coefficient 6 is equal to a positive integer,

the equation (5) has no analytic integral vanishing with x, or it has an infinite

number of such integrals.

Briot and Bouquet also investigated whether there existed non-analytic inte-

grals approaching zero with x, and proved that the equation (5) has an infinite

number of such integrals when the real part of 6 is positive. We can easily

establish this theorem by means of the method of successive approximations.

Let us first point out that if the real part of b is positive, we may, without

lack of generality, suppose that the real part <$(&)>!. In fact, if we make
the change of variable x = x'n

,
where n is a positive integer, the equation (6)

is replaced by an equation of the same form in which 6 is replaced by nb,

We shall suppose, then, that we have H (b) > 1, and that 6 is not an integer.

As we have just seen, the equation (5) has an analytic integral y t ,
which

vanishes for x = 0. Hence, setting y = yl + M, the equation (5) becomes

xu' - bu = (x, yi + u)
-

0(x, yi) = u$(x, u).

Since ths function # (x, y) does not contain any term of the form a constant

times y, the function f (x, u) will not contain any constant term, and we can

write the preceding equation in the form

xu' bu = u [ax -f pu + . .
].
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Let us now put u = Xx&, where X denotes the new dependent variable. The

equation takes the form

(12) V = \[a + 0XX&-* +..] = F(\, x, x-i),

where F denotes a power series with respect to the three variables X, x, x6 - 1
.

In the plane of the variable x let us draw through the origin two rays whose

inclinations are w and w
1 (o>

< w
t
< w + 27r), and let us consider the circular

sector A limited by these two rays and an arc of a circle with the radius r

described with the origin as center. If x remains in the interior of A, and

\t\\\ remains less than a positive number J, the function F(\, x, xb-1 )
will

be analytic,* provided that the two numbers r and I are sufficiently small.

Let us connect the origin with any point x of the sector A by a straight line-

segment, and suppose that we take for the initial value of X an arbitrary value

X whose absolute value is less than I. We can apply to the equation (12) the

method of successive approximations ( 29), which consists in taking the

successive integrals

(%X f*X
X, = X + I F(\01 x, xb ~ l

)dx, X2 = X + I F(\i, x, xb ~ l
)dx,

Jo /o

and, in general, - x

Jo

all of these integrals being taken along the straight line. The fundamental

hypotheses for the validity of the proof are satisfied. All the functions \i(x),

Xj(x), are analytic in the interior of the sector A, and the function Xn (x)

approaches a limit A (x) if the radius r has been taken sufficiently small. Hence

the equation (12) has an integral which is analytic in the interior of the sector

A and which approaches the value X as x approaches zero. [It follows that the

equation (6) has an infinite number of non-analytic integrals in the neighbor-

hood of the origin, each of which approaches zero as the point x approaches
the origin and depends upon an arbitrary parameter X . This proves Briot and

Bouquet's theorem.

The condition that the real part of 6 1 be positive is essential. Indeed, if

x approaches the origin, remaining in the sector A, its angle remains between o

and wj, and its absolute value approaches zero. Setting x = pe
iw

,
6 1 = ^ + H,

we have

(13) X6 " 1 = efM-MOOogp + uu) _ eMlogp-Vft> et(vlogp + /ua>) >

As p approaches zero, remaining included between the two limits w and
lt

/* log p vu becomes infinite in absolute value in remaining negative, and the

absolute value of x6 - 1 approaches zero. On the contrary, if the real part of

6 1 is negative, it is obvious that the absolute value of xb - l becomes infinite

as x approaches zero, remaining in the sector A. The function .F(X, x, x6 - 1
)

is

not continuous at the origin, and the previous proof no longer applies.

According to Briot and Bouquet, if the real part of b is negative, the equa-
tion (5) has no other integral than the analytic integral vanishing for x = 0.

* If x approaches the origin, remaining always in the sector A, the derivative of the

function F with respect to x may become infinite if the real part of b - 2 is negative,
but that derivative does not appear in the method of successive approximations.
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But their proof, which is very similar to the one in the footnote on page 60, sup-

poses that the variable x approaches the origin along a path of finite length that

has a definite tangent at the origin, and this condition should appear in the state-

ment of their theorem. In order to give some idea of the difficulty of the ques-

tion, let us consider the function x6
, supposing that the real part /x of 6 is negative,

while the coefficient v of i is different from zero. The absolute value of x6 is equal
to e^iogp-. if we make the variable x describe a curve that approaches the

origin indefinitely, p log p does approach -f <, but if we make the angle w in-

crease in absolute value at the same time in such a way that the difference

H log p va) remains negative and increases indefinitely in absolute value, the

absolute value of x6 approaches zero at the same time as \x\. If p>0, we need

only make the variable x describe the logarithmic spiral whose equation is

p e"w/2 '
i
,
for example ;

for we then have |x
6

|

= e-^/2
,
and if the angle o>

approaches +00, \x\
= p and |x

6
| approach zero simultaneously.

If the real part of b is negative and the real part of b/i is not zero, it follows

from investigations of Picard and Poincare' that the equation (6) has an in-

finite number of non-analytic integrals that depend upon an arbitrary constant

and approach zero as the variable x describes a path such as the preceding, along
which \x

b
\ approaches zero. The contradiction between this result and the

theorem of Briot and Bouquet is only apparent, since in the two cases entirely

different conditions are assumed. In particular let us notice that if the variable

x takes on only real values, it cannot turn an infinite number of times around

the origin ; consequently there will be no other integral which approaches zero

with x except the analytic integral, provided the real part of b is negative.

The results of this discussion are easy to verify with the elementary equation

xy' ax + by, whose general integral is y = ox/(l b) -f Cxb if 61 is not

zero, and y ax Log x -f Cx if b = I .

65. We shall limit ourselves to a few statements concerning the

general case of an equation of the form

dy __ ax -f- by -f- ex* -f- 2 dxy 4- 2/

2
___
Y

~dx~~ a'x -f Vy -f c'x
2
-f 2 d'xy -f- e'y

2
.

~
X*

where X and Y are power series which converge when

\*\<r, \y\<r.

We are supposing, as we may without loss of generality, that it is

for x y = that dy/dx becomes indeterminate. Setting y = vx in

this equation, it becomes

dv a -4- bv v(a f + b'v) -f- x<l>(x, v)
(15) XT- : . , 7* *-*

ax a H- b'V -f- x\l/(x 9 v)

where < (x, v) and if/ (x, v) are two power series which are convergent

whenever \x\ < r and \vx\ < r. If the equation (14) has an analytic

integral vanishing with x, the coefficient of x in the development of

that integral is necessarily a root of the equation

(16) a -H bv v (a
1

-f b'v)
= 0,
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since the left-hand side of (15) is zero for x = 0. Let v
l
be a root of

the equation (16). If we put v = v
1 -f- uy

the two functions

are still regular in the neighborhood of the values x = 0, u = 0, and

the equation (15) reduces to an equation of a form already studied,

(17) x~ = Au-i-Bx-\---- ,^ ' dx

provided that v = v
l
does not make a 1 + b'v vanish. Since the equa-

tion (16) is in general of the second degree, we see that we can

reduce the equation (14) to the form (5) in two different ways.
Hence there are in general two analytic integrals and only two van-

ishing for x 0. But these conclusions are applicable only under

the most general conditions, where the coefficients a, b, a', b' do not

satisfy any special relation.

The general investigation of the integrals, analytic or not, of the

equation (14), which approach zero when x approaches zero (X and

Y being two regular functions which vanish for x y = 0), has been

the object, since the work of Briot and Bouquet, of a large number

of investigations. Although it has been possible to treat more and

more general cases, the question is still not exhausted. Let us notice

in particular just one remarkable circumstance which we have not

yet mentioned. Let us take the equation

(18) 0^-^ = 0*,

and let us try to find, as above, an analytic integral of this equation
which vanishes for x = 0. If we attempt to determine the coeffi-

cients of the series (6) so that on substituting it in the equation (18)
we arrive at an identity, we discover the relations

a 4-^ = 0, c1==^2,
2c

a
= fo

8 , .., ncn = bcn ^ lf .,

from which we derive

a a ^ a

We thus obtain a unique value for each coefficient, but the series

which we obtain is divergent except for x = 0. The origin is an essen-

tially singular point for all the integrals, as is verified by direct

integration. Similarly, the point x = is an essentially singular

point for all the integrals of the equation xy
1

-f-^= ;
and all these

integrals approach zero with
\x\.
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If we assign only real values to the variables x and y, and wish to construct the

integral curves of the equation (14) (X and Y being, for example, two polyno-
mials in x and y with real coefficients), it is very important to know the form of

these integral curves in the neighborhood of a point common to the two curves

X = 0, Y = 0. We shall study from this point of view the simple equation

,

dx a'x + b'y

which can be integrated by elementary methods ( 3) by the substitution y = tx.

We can integrate it in a more symmetric way by replacing the equation (19) by
the system

(20)
_J*_ =_^_ = (K

,

a'x + Vy ax + by

where t is an auxiliary variable introduced for the sake of symmetry. We have

seen above
( 59) that this system can be reduced to a simple canonical form

by replacing x and y by two linear homogeneous combinations JTand Y oi these

variables. In this case the characteristic equation is

S2 _ (of + 5)3 + &a
' __ dtf = 0.

This equation cannot have zero for a root, since we suppose that ab' ba' is

not zero. Several cases are now to be distinguished according to the nature of

the roots :

1) If the characteristic equation has two real and distinct roots Si, $2> we can

reduce the system (20) to the form

and the given equation consequently becomes

YdX=-XdY.
82

The general integral is given by the equation

!?

Y = CX\
If s\ and s^ have the same sign, Y approaches zero with JE", and all the integral

curves pass through the origin, which is a node. If s^/si is negative, there exist

only two integral curves passing through the origin, the straight lines X = 0,

Y =
;
hence the origin is a saddleback.

2) If the characteristic equation has two conjugate imaginary roots a + /Si,

a /3i(j8 96 0), we can reduce the system (20) to the form

d(x+Yi} = ___^izliiL_ = dt

(a + /M) (X + Fi) (a - pi] (X - Yi)

where X and Y are linear homogeneous combinations of x and y with real

coefficients. We can then write these equations in the form

aX-pY pX+aY '

from which we derive
XdX -f YdY _ XdY~ YdX
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The general integral of the equation (19) is therefore represented by the

equation a y
.

- arc Un
VX* + F3 = Ce3

*.

If a is not zero, all these curves have the form of spirals jvhich approach

the origin as an asymptotic point. The origin is said to be a focus.

If a is zero, the general integral is represented by concentric conies. The

origin is called a center, but this case must be considered as exceptional, since it

occurs only when a satisfies an equality.

8) If the characteristic equation has a double root s, that root is real and

different from zero, and the system (20) reduces to the form

sX s(X + Y)

!The equation (19) itself becomes dY/dX 1 + Y/X, and the general integral is

Y= CX + X Log X. In order to construct these curves, we can express X and

Fin terms of an auxiliary variable by puttingX= e9
,
which gives Y= Ce9 -f 6e*.

When 6 approaches co, X and Y, and consequently x and y, approach zero,

and the origin is again a focus.

The preceding classification is due to Poincare*, who has extended the dis-

cussion to equations of the general form (14) whose coefficients are real.

II. A STUDY OF SOME EQUATIONS OF THE FIRST ORDER

66. Singular points of integrals. The developments in series by
which we have established the existence of analytic integrals of a

system of differential equations enable us to calculate these inte-

grals only in the interior of the circle of convergence ;
but the

knowledge of these developments suffices, as we have noticed in

general (see II, Part I, 86), to virtually determine these functions

in the whole domain of their existence. Let us consider, for defi-

niteness, an algebraic differential equation of the first order,

(21) **(*,?, y')=<>>

where F is a polynomial in x, y, y'. Let (x , yQ)
be a pair of values

for which the equation F(xQ , yQ , y')
= has a simple root y' . When

x and y approach X
Q
and yQ respectively, the equation (21) has one

and only one root approaching y ,
and that root, y'=sf(x9 y)j is a

regular function in the neighborhood of the point (XQ , T/O). The

equation (21) has therefore an analytic integral which reduces to

yQ
for x = 05

,
and whose derivative takes on the value y' for x = X

Q
.

This integral is defined by its power-series development only in the

interior of a circle C about X
Q
as center, whose radius is in general

finite. But this function, whose analytic extension may be followed
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outside of the circle C
,
satisfies the equation (21) in its whole domain

of existence. Let us observe that we may make use of the equation

(21) itself to calculate the coefficients of the different series which

we use in the method of analytic extension. If at a point x
l
in the

circle <? the integral considered is equal to yl ,
its derivative is equal

to one of the roots y\ of the equation F(xv yv y
1

)
= 0, and we shall

be able to derive the values of the other derivatives at the point x
l

by successive differentiations of (21).

It follows that every differential equation of the first order defines

an infinite number of analytic functions, depending upon one arbi-

trary constant. These are in general transcendental functions which

cannot be expressed in terms of the classic transcendentals, and the

same thing is true a fortiori of the functions defined by algebraic

differential equations of the second, or higher, order. The study
of the properties of these new transcendentals and their classifi-

cation constitutes the object of the analytic theory of differential

equations.

We may be guided in this study by two different motives : we

may seek the necessary and sufficient conditions that equations of a

given sort may be integrated by means of functions already known ;

or, on the other hand, we may propose to ourselves the problem of

discovering the algebraic differential equations that define transcen-

dentals not reducible to the classic transcendentals, and possessing

certain remarkable properties, such as being single-valued and ana-

lytic, or analytic except for poles, etc. Whatever may be the object

that we have specially in view, the investigation of the possible

singularities of the integrals is an essential question. While the

singular points of the integrals of a linear equation are fixed, the

singular points of the integrals of non-linear equations vary in gen-

eral with their initial values. For example, the integral of the equa-

tion x -h yi/'
= which takes on the value ?/ for x = is y = V?/ se

a
.

This function has the two critical points -f- y^ 2/ >
which depend

upon the initial value. Similarly, the integral of the equation y
1= y*

which takes on the value T/O
for x = is yj(\

-

xy^) ;
this solu-

tion has the pole x = l/?/ . We are therefore led to distinguish two

classes of singular points for a differential equation : the fixed sin-

gular points which do not depend upon the chosen initial values

(not being necessarily singular points for all the integrals), and

the movable singular points, poles, or critical points which depend

upon the initial values. A differential equation may have both kinds

of singular points.
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67. Functions defined by a differential equation y' = R(x, y). We
shall study in particular the differential equation

where P(x t y) and Q(x, y) are two polynomials in x and y which

have no common polynomial divisor. The pair of simultaneous

equations /'(#, y) 0, Q(x,y) = has a certain number of solutions

( 1 , ftj), , (an ,
bn). Let us mark the points av a

2 , ,
an in the

aj-plane.

The transformation y = 1/2 reduces the equation (22) to an equa-

tion of the same form,

(23)
= fiiM

and the pair of equations Pfa, 2)
= 0, Qfa, z)

= has a certain

number of systems of solutions (aj, <^), , (a'm ,
b'm). Let us mark

the points a[ t
a'2) -

-,
/
n in the as-plane. The points a^ a'k are in gen-

eral singular points for some of the integrals of the equation (22),

but they are known a priori ;
that is, they are the fixed singular

points.

Let now (XQ , y )
be any pair of values such that Q(xQ9 T/O)

is not

zero. Then by Cauchy's fundamental theorem the equation (22) has

an analytic integral, in the neighborhood of the point X
Q)

which

takes on the value yQ
for x = x . Suppose that we make the variable

x describe any path L proceeding from the point X
Q
and not passing

through any of the points a
f ,

a'k . We can continue the analytic

extension of this integral along L so long as we do not encounter

any singular point. But it may happen that we are stopped by the

presence of such a point; let a be the first singular point which

we encounter. The integral considered is analytic in the neighbor-

hood of every point X of the path L included between X
Q
and c, but

the circle of convergence of the power series which represents it,

and whose center is at X, never contains the point a in its interior,

however small
|

X a
\ may be. The equation Q (a, y) = has a cer-

tain number of roots pv /32 , , ftN . Let us mark the points ft{
in

the y-plane. The equation Q (a, y) = has only a finite number of

roots, for otherwise the polynomial Q(x, y) would be divisible by
(x a) and the point a would be included among the points a

{ ,
a'k .

For the same reason it is seen that the two equations P(a, y)
= 0,

Q (a, y) = have no common root.
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There are now several possible cases to be examined. Let Y be

the value of the integral in terms of X
;
we cannot suppose that Y

approaches a finite value ft different from ft, ft, , py as X ap-

proaches a, for R (x, y) is a regular function for x ==
a, y ft. Now,

by Cauchy's fundamental theorem, there would then exist a single

integral approaching ft as x approaches a, and that integral would

be analytic at the point a, contrary to hypothesis. Let us suppose
next that Y approaches the value ft when

|

A' a\ approaches zero.

The function R
(cr, y) is infinite for x = a, y = ft, but its reciprocal

is a regular function, since we cannot have P(tf, ft)
= 0. We have

seen in 63 that the equation (22) has one and only one integral

which approaches ft-
as \X a\ approaches zero, and which has the

point a as an algebraic critical point. Similarly, if
| Y\ becomes

infinite as
|

X a
\
approaches zero, the equation (23) has an integral

which approaches zero with \X a\. We cannot have simultane-

ously Pl (a, 0)
=

0, Q
1 (a, 0)

= 0, since the point a is not contained

among the points a'k . If Q
l (aJ 0) is not zero, z is analytic in the

neighborhood of the point a, which is a pole for the integral con-

sidered. If Q^oij 0)
= 0, the point a is an algebraic critical point

for z and thus also for y.

We have not yet exhausted all the possibilities. Might it not hap-

pen, for example, that Y does not approach any limit, although
|

Y
\

does not become infinite as \X a\ approaches zero? Painleve has

shown, in the following way, that this is not possible. Previously

this had been assumed without adequate proof. About the point a

as a center let us describe a circle C with a very small radius r. The

roots of the equation Q(X, y)
= which approach respectively

ft, ft, , ft^ as
|

X a\ approaches zero remain respectively con-

tained in the interior of the circles yt , y2 , , yN about the points

ft, /32 , , f$N as centers with radii pv p^ , pN . We can take the

radius r so small that all these radii pf are themselves smaller than

any given positive number c. Let us consider at the same time a

circle F with a very large radius 7?, described in the plane of the

variable y about the origin as center, arid let (E) be the portion of

the ?/-plane exterior to the circles yf
and interior to the circle F. We

shall show that when
|JC a| approaches zero, the corresponding

point Y finally remains constantly in the interior of one of the cir-

cles yt
- or exterior to the circle F. If this were not the case, we

should always find on the path L certain points X such that \X a\

is less than any given number and for which Y would be in the

region (). Suppose now that we have \X a\ < r/2, for example,
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while only values of Y in the region (E) are considered. We shall

show that there is a positive minimum for the radius of the circle of

convergence of that integral of the equation (22) which is equal to Y

for x = X. In fact, there is evidently a maximum for \R (X, 7) |

when

the points X, Y remain respectively in the preceding regions, while

there is a positive minimum for the numbers a and b (see 22). Let

vj
be the minimum of the radius of this circle of convergence. We

could find, by hypothesis, a point X' 011 the path L whose distance

from the point a would be less than
-q
and such that the correspond-

ing point Y' would be in the region (Z). Since the circle of conver-

gence of the series, which represents the integral which takes on the

value Y' for x = A'', has a radius at least equal to
17,

the point a

would be in the interior of this circle, which is evidently impossible,

since a is a singular point.

The point Y, therefore, finally remains constantly in the interior

of one of the circles yf
or outside of the circle T as

|

X
a\ approaches

zero. Since the radius p{
can be taken as small as we please and the

radius R as large as we please, this means that Y approaches one of

the values /?t unless
| Y\ becomes infinite. We have just examined

what happens in these two cases. It follows that the point a is either

a pole or an algebraic critical point. Hence we can avoid the singular

point by replacing the portion of the path L near the point a by an

arc of a circle of infinitesimal radius described about this point

as center, and we shall be able to continue the analytic extension

beyond this point until we meet a new singular point. We shall

show that on a path L of finite length there are never more than

& finite number of poles or of algebraic critical points. In fact, with

each of the points a{1
a'k as centers let us describe a very small circle

in the plane of the a?'s, and let us describe also a circle of very large

radius about the origin as center, so that all of the path L shall lie

in the region (#') of the cc-plane bounded by these circumferences.

Let x
l
be any point of (#'). Then the integral whose absolute value

becomes infinite as \x scj approaches zero is equal to a polynomial
in (x x^)~

l

plus a power series in (x o^) which converges in

a circle of radius pr Similarly, the different integrals which have

the point x
1
as an algebraic critical point are represented by series

arranged according to fractional powers of x XY Let p2
be the

smallest of the radii of convergence of these different series. It is

clear that these numbers pl
and p2 vary continuously with the position

of the point ay, hence they have a minimum X > 0, and the distance

between two neighboring singular points on the path L is of necessity
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greater than A..* We can therefore encounter on this path only a

finite number of poles or of algebraic critical points. Consequently,
the only movable singular joints of the integrals of the equation (22)

are poles or algebraic critical points. These integrals cannot have

movable essentially singular points, and consequently they can have

no natural boundaries.

The preceding arguments can be extended without difficulty to

equations of the form (22), where P(#, ?/), Q(x, y~)
are polynomials

in y whose coefficients are analytic functions of x. We have only to

add to the points a^ a'k ,
which are denned as above, the singular

points of all these coefficients. If the path described by the variable x

remains in a region not containing any of the points a,-, a'k or any
of the singular points of the coefficients of the various powers of yy

the only singular points which the integrals can have are poles or

algebraic critical points.

As an application, let us consider the question of finding the

equations of the form (22) which have no movable critical points.

In order that this may be true, the denominator must not contain y.

In fact, let a be any value of x, and ft a corresponding value of y,

for which Q (a, ft) 0, while the numerator P (a, ft)
is not zero. The

integral of the equation (22) which approaches ft when \x a\

approaches zero has this point as a critical point, and it is clear

that it is not a critical point for all the integrals. Hence the desired

equation must be of the form

^- = P ?y
m 4- P . ?/

m ~ * 4- . . .

dx m "
' m-\y i >

where Pm ,
Pm _i,--- are functions of x. Moreover, the equation

obtained by putting y = \[z must be of the same form, so that m

* It should be noticed that an integral can have an infinite number of critical points,

and even an infinite number of them in the neighborhood of any value of x. Consider,

for example, the equation
2yy'=R(x),

where R (x) is a rational function
;
the general integral of this equation is

Let us suppose that the definite integral/R (x) dx has the four periods 1, a, i, /Si,

where a and |3 are two real irrational numbers. In the interior of a circle c described

with any point xl as center and with an arbitrary radius, it is easy to prove (see II,

Part I, 53, Note) that we can find an infinite number of roots of y2 by suitably

choosing the paths of integration, and each of these roots is a critical point. But

a path of finite length described by the variable never contains an infinite number

of them.
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cannot be greater than 2. It follows that the most general equation

which satisfies the given conditions is* a Kiccati equation. It is

easily verified that the condition is satisfied by any Eiccati equa-

tion. If we take, for example, the expression in (26) ( 40) which

represents the general integral, it is clear that that integral can have

for singular points, besides the singular points of the functions yv

y2 , only poles resulting from the roots of the denominator y^ -\- Cy^
-that is, poles which vary with the constant C.

Similarly, we may consider the question of determining the equations of the

form (22) whose integrals have no movable poles. Let m and n be the degrees

of P(x, y) and of Q(x, y) with respect to y ;
the equation obtained by putting

y = 1/z is of the form

(24) l^n + s-nMlL),
("> Ox ,<*,*)'

where P
l
and Ql

are two new polynomials in z. Let x = a be any value of x

not contained among the fixed singular points. The equation (24) has an inte-

gral which approaches zero as \x a\ approaches zero. It would seem from

this that the equation (22) always has an integral whose absolute value becomes

infinite as |x a\ approaches zero, but this conclusion is incorrect if the inte-

gral of the equation (24) reduces to z 0. It is necessary and sufficient for

this that m < n + 2
;
hence this is the condition that there shall be no movable

poles. It follows that the only type of equation which has no movable singular

point of any kind is the linear equation.

Application. The preceding result enables us to determine whether the gen-

eral integral of a differential equation of the first order is a rational function

of the constant of integration, when that constant is suitably chosen. Let

be a rational function of the parameter C, where the coefficients of the two

polynomials in C, P(x, C) and Q(x, C), are any functions of x. It is clear that

the derivative y' is also a rational function of <7,

The elimination of the parameter C leads to a relation of the form

(E) F(y, y';x) = 0,

where F is a polynomial in y, y' whose coefficients may be any functions of x.

From the manner in which this equation is obtained we see that it is of defi-

ciency zero in y and y', regarding x as a parameter.

Conversely, let us consider a differential equation of the first order (E), in

which the left-hand side is a polynomial in y and y' whose coefficients are any

analytic functions of x. In order that such an. equation have a general integral

of the form (A), it must first of all be of deficiency zero in y and y'. When
this is the case, we can express y and y' as rational functions of a parameter w,

y = r(x, u),
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in such a way that we have, conversely, u = s(x, y, y'), where the functions r

and r
x
are rational in w, and where s is a rational function of y and y'. Hence

the given differential equation (E) may be replaced by the equation

dr dr du . .

s +^ = r
' <*'">'

which is of the form

(,) =**.>.

where F is a rational function of u. If the general integral of the equation (E)
is y B(x, C), the general integral of the equation (Ea ) is, according to the

above,
u = s[x, R(x, C), #'(, C)];

that is, it is a rational function of C. But the only singular points of such an

expression which vary with C are evidently poles. The only movable singular

points that the equation (Ej) can have are therefore poles ; consequently the

equation (E t )
must be a Riccati equation.*

Let us consider, for example, the equation

where P and Q are functions of x, and where a and 6 are two constants. This

relation is of deficiency zero in y and y\ and in order to express y and y' as

rational functions of a parameter, we need only set (y b)/(y a) = 2
,
which

glV6S
y' (1

- *
2
)

2 =
(ft
-

a) [P (U - at*) +Q(t- *)],

and the equation (E t
\ is the Riccati equation

ax

68. Single-valued functions deduced from the equation (y')
m =

Let us now consider the integrals of the differential equation

(25) (yr

where w is a positive integer and where P(y) and Q(y) are two

mutually prime polynomials in y with constant coefficients. We shall

now propose to determine all the equations of this kind whose gen-

eral integrals are single-valued and in general analytic. Let X
Q
be

any value of #, and T/O
an arbitrary value of y which does not cause

either of the polynomials P(y\ Q(y) to vanish. The equation (25),

after y has been replaced by y ,
has m distinct roots in y

1

. Let ua

choose one of these roots, y'Q . The equation (25) has an analytic

* The converse is immediate. If (Ej) is a Riccati equation, the general integral u

is a linear function of the arbitrary constant C, and consequently y r (x, u) is a

rational function of C.
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integral in the neighborhood of the point # ,
which takes on the value

i/ at this point and whose derivative is equal to y' for x = X
Q

. We
can extend this integral analytically along the whole of any path

starting from the point XQ ,
so long as we do not encounter any singu-

lar points. Let a be the first singular point encountered, let X be a

point of the path L lying between X
Q
and a, and let Y be the corre-

sponding value of the integral at the point .Y. The arguments of

the preceding paragraph, which apply here without essential modi-

fication, show that as \X a\ approaches zero, Y approaches a root

of one of the equations

or else |F| becomes infinite; but it can never happen that Y does

not approach any limit.

Let us examine the different possible cases. Suppose first that b

is a </-fold root of the denominator Q (y)
= 0. From the equation (25)

we have

(26) dx = (y- bf |> + c,(y
-

*) + ] dy. (c, * 0)

If y describes a path from yQ
to b in the plane of the ?/'s, the vari-

able x describes a path starting from X
Q
and ending at a point which

we shall call a in the finite portion of the se-plane. Conversely, if x

goes from # to a along this path, y goes from yQ
to b. Putting

y b = t
m

,
we derive from the equation (26) a development of

x a in powers of t beginning with a term of degree m -f- q.

Conversely, we have for t a development according to fractional

powers of x a beginning with a term in (x a)
l/<rn + g

\ and there-

fore a development of y b of the form

y - & =(aj
- flO^K -f a^x - df+* + ] K=/=0)

Since q is positive, m -f q is greater than m, and the point x = a is

an algebraic critical point for the integral considered. In order that

the general integral of the equation (25) may be a single-valued func-

tion, it is necessary that the polynomial Q(y) shall reduce to a

constant, or that the equation shall be of the form

(27) WT = P(y),

whereP (y) is a polynomial. Since the equation
1m =

( l)
m 2mP (!/)>

obtained by the transformation y = 1/2, must also be of the same

form, the degree of the polynomial P (y) cannot be greater than 2 m.
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Finally, we may suppose that P(y) is of degree 2m. In fact, if

P (y) is of degree 2 m q, putting y = a 4- 1/3, where a is not a

root of P(y), we are led to the equation

zlm ==
( l)

m
[z

2m
P(a) -f & m - l

P'(a) H ],

where the right-hand side is now a polynomial of degree 2 m.

Conversely, given an equation of the form (27), where P(y)
is a polynomial of degree 2m, if b is a root of that polynomial
the substitution y = b -f- 1/ leads to an equation in z of the

same kind, where the right-hand side is a polynomial of degree

less than 2 m.

Let us suppose, then, that P (y) is a polynomial of degree 2 m, and

let a be the first singular point that we find on the path L starting

from x . If
| JT|

becomes infinite when .Y approaches a, the equation

in 2, obtained by putting y 1/2, has an analytic integral which is

zero for X = a. The point a is therefore a pole for y,

There remains the case where Y approaches a root b of P (y) as X
approaches a. This can happen only in case the order of multi-

plicity of that root is less than m. For let us suppose that P(y)
is divisible by {y )

7
,
where q i= m. From the equation (27) we

obtain, according to the initial conditions,

i=3
r JM?L,

tA, (y
- i

)
m

where $(y) is regular in the neighborhood of the point b
y
and we

see that \X\ becomes infinite as Y approaches b. It follows that

q < /tt, and the given equation can again be written in the form

(28) fe = (y -*)'"[ +
l (y-i) + --0*y> (, * 0)

whence we may derive a development of x a in powers of (y
-

b)
l/m

beginning with a term of degree m q. Conversely, we may derive

from (28) a development for y b according to fractional powers of

x a beginning with a term in (x a)
m/(m"^. The point a is there-

fore, in general, an algebraic critical point. In order that it may be

an ordinary point, m/(m q) must be an integer i
;
that is, we must

have q = m (1 !/*)> where i is an integer greater than unity. This

condition is also sufficient, for if it is satisfied, we may derive from

the equation (28) a development of the form
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and, conversely, we have for (y b)
l/; a development according to

integral powers of x a.

In order that the integrals of the equation (27) shall have no

critical points, where P(y) is a polynomial of degree 2m it is neces-

sary and sufficient, by what precedes, that the order of multiplicity

of each root of P (?/)
= be equal to or greater than m, or of the form

m (1 1/i), where i is an integer greater than unity. If all these

conditions are satisfied, the general integral of the equation (27) is

a single-valued function whose singular points in the finite portion

of the plane can only be poles.

To complete the discussion, we shall distinguish several cases :

First case. There is one linear factor in P(y) whose exponent is

greater than m (evidently there can be only one). If there are also

p linear factors distinct from this one, the sum of the exponents of

these factors is less than m :

)
4- 4- TW

(
1 T\<. m.

V \ V
Hence we have p 1 < l/^ -f- -f- l//p and, since i

l9
i
2 ,

- -

,
ip are

each greater than unity, p 1 < p/2, or p < 2. We have therefore

p = 1, and, extracting the mth root of the two sides, we may write

the equation (27) in the form

- i

The case where i = 1 should not be excluded, for it corresponds to

an hypothesis which we have not examined that of a single linear

factor in P(y).
Second case. The equation P (?/)

= has an m-fold root. If it has

two, the equation (27) becomes, after extracting the mth root of the

two sides,

(II) y' = A (y a) (y U).

If the equation P(?/)
= has only one root of multiplicity m, it has

p(p s= 2) roots whose order of multiplicity is less than m, and we
have a relation of the form

m( 1 T

or

h
whence we derive^? ^ 2.
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Sincep is greater than unity, we have necessarilyp = 2, ^ = i^
= 2

;

the number m is an even number, and the equation (27) reduces

to the form

(III) y'*
= A(y-a?(y-V)(y-c),

a, b, c being three different numbers.

Third case. The equation P(y) = has only roots whose order of

multiplicity is less than m. Let p be the number of these roots
;
the

sum of the orders of multiplicity being equal to 2 m, we have a

relation of the form

- ^H-----h m,(l
- ^= 2m,

\ v v \ v
or

Hence p ^ 4, and since p > 2, we can have only p 4 or p 3. If

p = 4, the sum l/^ -f- 1//2 -f l/is -f l/i4
must be equal to 2

;
and

since each of the denominators is equal to at least 2, we must have

If ^>
= 3, it is a question of finding three integers, i

lt
i
2 ,

t
g ,

each

greater than unity, such that the sum of their reciprocals is equal
to 1. If none of these numbers is equal to 2, each must be equal to

3. If one of them, i
lt

is equal to 2, the sum of the reciprocals of the

other two must be equal to 1/2 ;
if the two are equal, each of them

is equal to 4. If they are unequal, the smaller must be less than 4
;

it is therefore equal to 3, and the greater is then equal to 6. We
have, then, in all only four possible combinations, and the equation

(27) may be reduced to one of the following forms :

(IV) y'
2 - A (y

-
a) (y

-
&) (y

-
c) (y

-
d),

(V) y"

(VI) y"

(VII) y'
6 = A (y

- a)% - ^ (y
-

c)
8
,

where a, #, c, d are different numbers. If, in the equation (27), the

polynomial P (y) is of degree 2 m, and if the general integral is a

single-valued function, the equation (27) has one of the forms which

we have just obtained. Conversely, every integral of any one of

these equations is a single-valued function, since on any path

described by the variable we cannot encounter any other singular

points than poles.
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It is convenient to add to the types which we have just enumer-

ated, in order to have all the equations of the form (25) whose

general integral is single-valued, the types which are obtained by a

transformation of the form y a = 1/2, where a is a root of the

polynomial P(y). The new types of equations thus obtained are

(I)" y'
= A(y-a)*,

(II)' y'
= ^(y-),

ail)' y = A(y-a)\y-b},
(III)" yK = A (y-b)(y-c),
(IV)' y" = ^ (y

-
) <y -*)(?-<

(V)' 2/'

8 = ^(y-)2

(2/-6)
2
,

(VI)' y" = A(y-ay(y-by,
(VI)" y

(Vii)' y"

(VII)" y"

(VII)'" y" = ^(y-a)
4

(y-ft) .

The equations (I), (I)', (I)", which are transformable one into the

other, have a rational function for their general integral, as we see

immediately from the equation (I)',
for example. It is easy to show

that the equations (II), (II)', (III), (III)', (III)" have a simply

periodic function for their general integral. Finally, the general

integral of the equations (IV) and (IV)' is an elliptic function.

There remain, then, as new types of differential equations of the

form (25) whose general integral is single-valued, only the equations

(V), (VI), (VII), and those which reduce to these forms. These

equations separate into three groups, and it is sufficient to integrate

one equation from each of the groups, for example, the equations

(V)', (VI)", (VII)'".

If, in the equation (VI)", we put y = a -f-
2 and extract the square

root of the two sides, it becomes

and the general integral in z is an elliptic function. Similarly, if in

the equation (VII)'" we put y = a -f-
8 and extract the cube root

of the two sides, it becomes

which is an equation of the form (IV)'.
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In order to integrate the equation (V)', we observe that that rela-

tion between y and y' is of deficiency one. We can therefore express

y and ?/' rationally in terms of the coordinates of a point of a cubic

or in terms of a parameter t and the square root of a polynomial of

the third degree. In fact, if we put y' = At*, we derive from the

equation (V)' a 4- b 1

and the relation dy = y'dx leads to the new equation

3~ =
ax

The general integral of this equation, t =f(x + C), is an elliptic

function. Hence the general integral of the equation (V)' is of the

form T o

It follows that the general integral of every equation of the form

(25), if it is a single-valued function, is a rational function of x or

of the exponential function e"*, or is an elliptic function.

Except in the cases which have just been enumerated, the general

integral of the equation (25) is never a single-valued function. For

example, the inverse function of a hyperelliptic integral of the first

kind cannot be a single-valued function. In fact, let Pfy) be a poly-

nomial prime to its derivative and of degree greater than 4. The

differential equation ?/
2 = P(y) cannot have a single-valued integral.

Let (xoy yQ)
be the initial values of the two variables x and y. As

| y\ becomes infinite, x approaches a finite value a\ and, conversely,

when x goes from # to #, \y\ becomes infinite. The point x = a ia

an algebraic critical point, as we have just seen, for the integral of

the equation z'*= z4

P(l/z) which approaches zero when x approaches

a, since the degree of P(y) is greater than 4.*

* In one of their papers Briot and Bouquet set for themselves the problem of de-

termining all the equations F (y, y') = 0, where F is a polynomial, whose general inte-

gral is a single-valued function (Journal de VEcole Polytechnique, Vol. XXI). From

the conditions found by them Hermite proved that the relation between y and y' is

of deficiency zero or one (Cours lithographic de VEcole Polytechnique, 1873) ;
hence

we can apply the method of 11 in integrating them. If the relation is of deficiency

zero, we can express y and y* as rational functions of a parameter . In order that

the integral of the given equation be a single-valued function, the variable x, which

is obtained by a quadrature, must be a linear function of t, =(< + 6)/(c* + d), or

else the logarithm of such a function, x**A Log [(at + b)/(ct + )] M the relation is

of deficiency one, we can express y and y' as elliptic functions of a parameter u, and

dx/du - (I//) dy/du must reduce to a constant. The problem of Briot and Bouquet
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69. Existence of elliptic functions deduced from Euler's equation. The reasoning
of the preceding paragraph proves, in particular, that the general integral of

the equation y'
2 = R (y), where R (y) is a polynomial of the third or of the fourth

degree, prime to its derivative, is a single-valued function analytic except for

poles in the whole plane. On the other hand, the inverse function, which is an

elliptic integral of the first kind, has two periods whose ratio is*nnaginary (see

II, Part I, 56). This single-valued function is therefore doubly periodic, and

we thus demonstrate the existence of elliptic functions by means of the integral

calculus alone.

The preceding proof of the single-valued property of the inverse function of

the elliptic integral of the first kind is distinct from the one which has been

given in 78 of Vol. II, Part I, in which we make use of the properties of the

function p(u). We shall also show in brief how we can take as our point of

departure the theory of the integration of Puller's equation, which will give an

idea of the method pursued by the originators of the theory.

Let us first consider the differential equation

Vl - y'
2

whose general integral is x Vl y
2 + y Vl x2 = C

( 14). It is also clear that

the general integral is given by the equation

arc sin x + arc sin y = C",

and therefore that we have between the two a relation of the form

arc sin x -f arc sin y jF(xVl y'
2

-f y Vl x'
2
).

In order to determine the function F, let us suppose y = ;
there results the

definite relation

(30) arc sin x + arc sin y = arc sin (x Vl y
2 + y Vl x2

).

This relation is equivalent to the addition formula. For let us take two angles
u and v determined by the conditions

x sin u, Vl x2 = cos w, y sin v, Vl y
2 cos v,

where the radicals have the same values as in the preceding equations. The
relation (30) gives

x Vl y2 + y Vl x2 = sin (u -f v),
or

sin (u + v)
= sin u cos v + sin v cos w.

However, to see in this work only an ingenious proof of the addition formula

for the sine function would be to overlook entirely its broad significance.

Indeed, we shall show that it leads to a very simple proof of the existence of a

single-valued integral function which satisfies the differential equation

(31) y<* = i- y*,

has been generalized by Fuchs, who formulated the necessary and sufficient condi-

tions that the general integral of an equation of the first order F(x, y, yO^O, alge-
braic in y and y', may have only fixed critical points. Poincare' has since shown that

when these conditions are satisfied, we are led to quadratures or o Riccati equations

(4cta mathetnatica, Vol. VII).
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and which reduces to zero for x = 0, while y' is equal to + 1 for x = 0. Cauchy's

general theorem shows, indeed, that there exists an analytic function
</> (x) satis-

fying these conditions and analytic in the neighborhood of the origin, but it does

not give the radius of convergence of the power series which represents #(x).

Let R be this radius of convergence. The circle C of radius R about the origin

as center is the greatest circle described about the origin as center within which

the function (x) is analytic. The derivative <f>'(x] is analytic in the same circle,

and we have /2
(x) = 1 <

2
(x). Let us now return to the equation (29), and let

us make the change of variables x = <(w), y = 0(u), where u and v are the two

new variables and < the function which has just been defined. If we choose

the determination of the radicals in a suitable way, we have also

Vl-x2 = </(u), Vl - y* = 0'(v),

and the equation (29) becomes du + dv = 0. The general integral of this equa-
tion can therefore be written in two different ways :

u + v = C,

or

0(u)0'(u) + 00(r)= C".

Hence it follows, as before, that we have a relation between u + v and

(u} <f>'(v) + #'(w) </ (v) . Putting v 0, the relation is determined, and we have

(32) (u + v)
=

(u) 0'() + <'() (u) .

This relation holds, provided |u|<JR, [u|<B, |it-f u| < 2?, which will surely

be true if we have |u|< B/2, |t>|<E/2. Let us put v u and |u|<#/2 ;
then

the equation (32) becomes

(33) 0(2tt) = 20(tt)0'(tt).

Let ^(u) be the function 20(w/2) 0'(u/2). This function ^(w) is analytic in

the circle of radius 2 R about the origin as center, and, by (33), it is identical

with the analytic function <(u) in the circle C of radius R. These two func-

tions, <(w), 0j(M), form therefore only a single analytic function, which is ana-

lytic outside of the circle (7. It is therefore impossible that the radius R of this

circle of convergence has a finite value
; consequently the function <j> (u) is an

integral function of u.

Let us now consider the differential equation

(34) ^2 = (1-V2
)(1 -*),

adopting for the right-hand side Legendre's normal form, and let us study the

integral X (x) of this equation which is zero for x = and whose derivative is

equal to -f 1 for x = 0. This function \ (x) is analytic in the neighborhood of

the origin. Let C be the greatest circle about the origin as center in the inte-

rior of which the function X (x) is analytic except for poles, and let R be its

radius. If the nearest singular point of X(x) to the origin were not a pole, we
should take for C the circle through this singular point, and the function X (x)

would then be analytic in this circle.

Let us now consider Euler's equation

V36)
<**' .+

_

** = 0.
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Multiplying the numerator and the denominator of the right-hand side of the

equation (66) (p. 29) by the conjugate of the denominator, and suppressing

the common factor x\ x2,, we have for its general integral

2
l - x?) (1

-
l ^

( '

On the other hand, choosing the sign of the radicals suitably, the change
of variables x

l
= X(w), x

2 X(v) reduces the equation (35) to the equation

du + dv = 0, whose general integral is u + v = G' . If we make the same sub-

stitution in the formula (36), we have a relation of the form

X(u)X'(iQ + X(p)X'(u) _
222 V '*

We can determine the form of the function F, as before, by supposing v = 0,

which gives F(u) = X(u) ;
and we have the definite relation

^"
Putting v = M, we find

"

a formula which holds true whenever [u| < R/2.
Let us consider the function

This function is analytic except for poles in the circle of radius 2 R about the

origin as center, since it is the quotient of two such functions. Moreover, it

coincides with X(w) in the interior of the circle (7, by the relation (38). Hence
the two functions X(u) and <|>(M) form a single analytic function, and X(u) is

analytic except for poles in a larger circle than C. It is therefore impossible to

suppose that the radius R of this circle has a finite value, and consequently the

function X (u) is analytic except for poles in the entire plane.

The equation (37) constitutes the formula for the addition of the arguments
of the function X(w). When k approaches zero, we find again at the limit the

addition formula for sin u. The function sin u can, in fact, be considered as a

degenerate case of X(u), obtained by letting k approach zero.

70. Equations of higher order. The study of the properties of the functions

defined by differential equations of higher order presents much more serious

difficulties than those which arise in studying equations of the first order. These

difficulties result in a great measure from the possible presence of movable

essential singularities. These singularities may be at the same time essentially

singular points and transcendental critical points, as in the following example,
due to Painleve*. The function

W V = p[Log(^z + B) ; a , 0,],
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here A and B are two arbitrary constants, is the general integral of the equa-
on of the second order,

(40)

i the neighborhood of every value of x different from B/A this function

19) is analytic or analytic except for poles.

When x turns around the point B/A, the function has an infinite number
: different values, unless 2 TTI is an aliquot part of one of the periods of the

motion p(u; 2 , g6).
On the other hand, when the variable x describes any

>rt of curve such that \Ax + B\ approaches zero, the point which represents

e quantity u = Log (Ax + B) describes a curve with an infinite branch. This

irve therefore crosses an infinite number of parallelograms of periods of

le function p(w), and consequently y does not approach any finite or infinite

tnit. Thus, although the general integral of the equation (40) presents neither

xed critical points nor movable algebraic critical points, we cannot conclude

om this that it is single-valued. This is on account of the presence of the

lovable transcendental critical point, x B/A .

Beginning with equations of the third order, the movable transcendental

ngular points may form lines. It is easy to see how an analytic function hav-

ig natural boundaries may not have any critical points in its whole domain of

dstence without being on that account single-valued. Consider, for example,
function /(x) analytic in the ring included between the two circles C and C'

ascribed about the center a and having C and C' as natural boundaries

I, Part I, 87). The function F(x) =/(x) -f- Log (x a) has the same circles

and C' as natural boundaries, and it is analytic at every point between C
id C'. Nevertheless it has an infinite number of determinations for every
ilue of x in this domain.

For a long time these difficulties arrested the progress of this theory, but

ainle've, in recent investigations, has obtained algebraic differential equations
;

the second order which are integrable by means of essentially new single-

ilued transcendentals. We shall cite only one of the equations given by

ainleve',
y" = ay* -f /te,

here a and are constants (aft & 0). The general integral of this equation is

transcendental function analytic except for poles.* (Bulletin de la Societt

r

athematique, Vol. XXVIII.)

*
Starting with linear equations, it is easy to form systems of differential equa-

^ns which generalize Riccati's equation, and whose integrals have no other movable

ngular points than poles. Consider, for example, a system of three linear equations

the first order,

r) y' + <zy + &z + cw*0, z' + aiy + biZ + Ciii=*Q, u' + a2 y + &2 * + c2 u

we put y u Y, z**uZ, 2Tand Z are integrals of the system of equations

T+aY+bZ + c-

id it is cleW that the only movable singular points of the integrals are poles. But
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III. SINGULAR INTEGRALS

71. Singular integrals of an equation of the first order. We have

already remarked on several occasions ( 10, 14) that a differential

equation of the first order may have certain integrals which it would

be impossible to obtain by assigning a particular value to the arbi-

trary constant which appears in the general integral. This result

appears to contradict the theorem of 26, from which we deduced a

precise definition of the general integral. This leads us to consider

again Cauchy's fundamental theorem and to determine by a closer

examination whether or not the hypotheses of that theorem are

necessarily fulfilled for all integrals. Let us consider, for definite-

ness, an equation of the first order,

(41) F(x, y, y<)
= 0,

where F is an irreducible polynomial in x, y, y
1 of the rath degree

in y
1

. To every system of values (XQ , 7/ ) the equation

(41') *(*., y,, y'}
=

determines in general m corresponding distinct and finite values

y\y 1/2)
' '

) y'm f r y
1

- I^fc us suppose first that this is actually true

at a given point (XQ , ?/ ). Then, as x X
Q
and y yQ approach zero,

the m roots of the equation (41) approach respectively y{ 9 y'z , -, y'm .

and each of them is an analytic function in the neighborhood of the

point (# , T/O).
The root which approaches ?//, for example, is repre-

sented by a power-series development of the form

(42) y'
= y't + a

t (x
- O + &(y - yj + -.

We can apply Cauchy's theorem to the equation (42), and we con-

clude from it that that equation has one and only one integral which

approaches y as \x X
Q \ approaches zero. This integral is analytic,

and the development of y ?/ begins with the term y\(x C
).

To
each root of the equation (41

f

) corresponds thus an integral of the

given equation.

it is to be noticed that this is not the most general system of differential equations
of the form

(7) I"- R (a, Y, Z), Z' = 7?! (x, Y, Z),

where R and j??t are rational functions of Y and Z, which possess this property.
In fact, let 7=0(1^, Zj), Z-^(Ylt Zi) be relations defining a Cremona trans-

formation, such that we can derive from them the inverse relations 1'j
=

1 ( F, Z),

Zi-f i (T, Z), where 0, ^, 4> lt \f/ l are rational functions. If we apply this trans-

formation to the system (/9), we are led to a system having the same property, which
is surely of the form (7) but not in general of the form (/3).
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The equation (41) has therefore m and only m integrals which

take on the value yQ
for x = X

Q ,
and these m integrals are analytic

in the neighborhood of the point X
Q
. In geometric language we may

say that through the point MQ
whose coordinates are (XQ , y ) there

pass m integral curves with m distinct tangents, and that the point

M
g

is an ordinary point on each of them. Besides, all the integrals

of the equation (42) which for x = # take on values differing only

slightly from y satisfy a relation of the form $>(#, y\ X
Q , y -f C) =

( 26), and the integral considered corresponds to the value C =
of the arbitrary constant.

If for x = X
Q , y = T/O

a root of the equation (41') is infinite, it

will suffice to regard y as the independent variable and x as the

dependent variable. The equation (41) is replaced by an equation

of the same form, Ffa, y, x'
y)
= 0, which for x = x

, y = yQ
has a

zero root x' = 0. If this is a simple root, we derive from it a develop-

ment for x X
Q
in powers of y yQ beginning with a term of at least

the second degree. Conversely, the point X
Q

is an algebraic critical

point for the integral which approaches ?/ when
|

x X
Q \ approaches

zero (II, Part I, 100). Through the point (XQ , y ) there passes an

integral curve whose tangent at that point is the straight line x = X
Q
.

The coordinates (XQ , yQ)
of a point for which the equation (41)

has a multiple root satisfy the relation

(43) *(*,y) = 0,

which is obtained by eliminating y
1 from the two relations F 0,

dF/By' = 0. The equation (43) represents a certain curve (y), and

for all the points of this curve the equation (41) has one or several

multiple roots. Let (XQ , ?/ )
be the coordinates of an ordinary point

M
Q
taken on this algebraic curve. We shall suppose, in order to

treat the simplest possible case, that the equation

has a double root 7/J but no other multiple root finite in value. If

this double root were infinite, it would suffice to interchange x and

y in order to pass to the case where it is zero. When \x
X
Q \

and

| y yQ |

are very small, the equation (41) has two roots which differ very

little from y'Q . These roots are not, in general, analytic functions of

the variables x and y in the neighborhood of the point (XQ , ?/ ),
but

their sum and their product are analytic functions,* so that these two

* The proofs of these properties are analogous to the proofs of the corresponding

theorems on implicit functions of a single variable (II, Part I, 98).
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roots of the equation (41), which approach ^ as \x X
Q \

and \y y |

approach zero, are also roots of an equation of the second degree,

(44) y'
2

where P(x, y) and Q(x, y) are analytic functions in the neighbor-

hood of
(o? , y ).

From the equation (44) we find

(45) y' = P (x, y) Vp*
(x, y)

- Q (x, y),

and these two roots are equal for all the points of the curve (y^)

whose equation is P2 Q = 0. This curve (y^ is necessarily part of

the curve (y), and since it passes through the point (x , y ),
it coin-

cides with (y) in the neighborhood of (# , yQ).
In order to study

the corresponding integral curve, we shall suppose that the origin

has been transformed to the point J/
,
which amounts to putting

X
Q
= ?/ = 0. Since the origin is a simple point of the curve (y), if we

have chosen the axes of coordinates in such a way that the tangent

at the origin is not the axis Oy itself, the equation P
2 Q = has an

analytic root y = y^x) which approaches zero as x approaches zero.

In general, the slope of the tangent to the curve (y) at the origin

is different from the double root y'Q P (0, 0) of the equation (45)

for x = y = 0. Let us first assume this point, which is almost self-

evident, and return to it later. Then, if we put y = yl
-f- z in the

equation (45), it becomes

y^ -f- z 1 = P (x, yl -j- z) i "V z<b (x t z),

where 4>(x, z) is a power series in x and z. It is clear that z must

be a factor under the radical after the substitution y = yl -f- z, since

y^
is a root of the equation P2 Q = 0. If we arrange <l> (x, z) in

powers of 2, we have a development of the form

where
\f/^ \^v ^2

are regular functions of x in the neighborhood of

the origin. The function
\l/Q (x) cannot be zero for x = 0, for other-

wise the development of z (x, z) would contain no terms of the first

degree in #, z
;
whence the development ofP*Q would contain no

terms of the first degree in x, y, contrary to hypothesis. Similarly,

if we replace y^ by its development in the difference P(x, y^ -f- z) y'lt

we have, after arranging in powers of z,

P
(*, % + *)

-
yi = *,(*) + **(*) + -,

where the first function < (x) does not vanish for x = 0, since by

supposition the derivative y{ is different from P(0, 0) at the origin.
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The equation (45) therefore reduces to an equation of the form

(46)
' = * (oj) + z^(x) + . . - V* V^ (aO

where neither of the functions < (#) and
*f/Q (x) vanishes for x = 0.

In this last equation let us put z = w2
. Selecting a determination

of the radical on the right, we find

(47) 2^ = ^(a) + '^(*)+... + ttV*,(x)+ >,(*)+

The right-hand side is analytic in the neighborhood of the point

x = 0, ii = 0, since ^ (0) is not zero. Moreover, this right-hand side

is not zero for x = 0, u = 0, since < (0) is not zero. The derivative

du/dx is infinite for x u = 0. Hence the equation (47) has one

and only one integral which approaches zero as x approaches zero

( 63), and for which the origin is an algebraic critical point.

It follows that the given equation (44) has an integral y = yl -f- w3

which approaches zero as x approaches zero. The adoption of the

opposite determination of the radical in the equation (47) would

amount to changing u to u in that equation, and we should obtain

the same function y^ -f- u1
. The origin is an algebraic critical point

for this integral. Let a
Q
be the term independent of x and of u in

the development of the right-hand side of the equation (47), and let

b
Q
be the coefficient of u in the same development. Developing x in

powers of u, we find

^ -2&o s^x = -- ^~~ u* H---- .

3aJ

Conversely, we derive from this a series for u in powers of x1/2
,

and the development of yx -f- u
2 contains a term in #8/2

. The origin

is therefore a cusp for the integral curve which passes through this

point, and we can say now that the curve (y), represented by the equa-

tion (43), is, in general, the locus of the cusps of the integral curves.

Through a point of the curve (y) there passes, in general, an inte-

gral curve that has a cusp of the first kind at this point, and the

tangent at the cusp has for its slope the double root y'Q . If the equa-

tion (41) is of higher degree than 2, there pass through the same

point other integral curves, corresponding to the simple roots of the

equation F(XO , T/O , y')
= 0, for which this point is an ordinary point.

The discussion is entirely different when for every point (XQ> y )

of the curve (y) the corresponding double root y'Q of the equation (41)
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is equal to the slope of the tangent to the curve (y) at this point.

In this case we see first of all that the curve (y) is an integral curve

of the equation (41). Moreover, it is an integral which is entirely

unaccounted for in Cauchy's fundamental theorem, whatever may
be the point chosen on the curve to fix the initial values of x and y.

For if we take the point (CCQ , y ),
the equation

has two roots which approach y'Q as \x X
Q \

and |y y | approach
zero

;
but these two roots are not in general regular functions of the

variables x and y in the neighborhood of the values X
Q) y ,

and we

cannot apply Cauchy's theorem. The integral thus obtained is said

to be a singular integral. The investigation of singular integrals

does not offer any theoretical difficulties, since it is evidently suffi-

cient to determine whether the curve represented by the equation

(43) satisfies the differential equation (41), and this necessitates only
an elimination. It may happen that the equation (43) represents two

distinct curves, one of which is a singular integral curve and the

other the locus of the cusps of the integral curves.

If the curve (y) is a singular integral, through each point of that

curve there passes in general another integral curve tangent to (y).

Let us take for origin any point of (y). We know in advance an

integral y^ of the equation (45), namely, the singular integral for

which we have simultaneously

(48) y[ = P (T, y,),
P2

(x, y^ = Q (x, y^.

Putting y yl
-f 2, as above, the equation takes the form (46), but

in this case the function <
(a*)

is zero, since z = must be an inte-

gral of this new equation. Retaining the other hypotheses, the func-

tion ^ (#) is not zero for x = 0, and if we next put z = u2 in the

equation (46), we are led to an equation all of whose terms are

divisible by u. Dividing by ?/, there remains a differential equation

to which we can apply Cauchy's general theorem. Since the func-

tion
\l/^(x)

is not zero for. x = 0, the two determinations of the radi-

cal are analytic for x = 0, u = 0. The equation (49) has therefore

two analytic integrals in the neighborhood of the origin which van-

ish for x = 0, and it is easily seen that these two integrals are

deducible one from the other by changing u to u It follows that

the equation in y has another integral curve
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which is tangent to the curve (y) at the origin. But there is an

essential difference between these two integrals. In fact, we can

apply the general theorems of 26 to the equation (49), and the

integral of this equation which is zero for x = belongs to a family
of integrals which depend upon one arbitrary constant. The same

thing is therefore true of the integral curve which is tangent to the

singular integral curve at the origin, whereas the singular integral

itself is in general an isolated solution. This fact is easily explained,

since we cannot apply to this integral the reasoning which proves

the existence of a general integral ( 21) from which we could

obtain the former by giving a particular value to the constant

which appears in the latter.

The singular integral is therefore in general the envelope of the

other integral curves. Lagrange had already noticed that the enve-

lope of the curves represented by the general integral of a differen-

tial equation of the first order is also an integral of the same equation,

which is almost self-evident, since at any point of the enveloping

curve the slope of the tangent is the same for the envelope and for

the particular curve enveloped at that point. We can also find in

this way the rule which enables us to deduce the singular integral

from the differential equation itself. In fact, let us first take a point

M very near the envelope. Through this point M there pass two

integral curves very close to each other. Moreover, the slopes of

the tangents to these two curves differ from each other very little.

When the point M approaches the envelope, these tangents approach

coincidence, and the equation (41) has a double root in y
1

(see I,

208, 2d ed.
; 202, 1st ed.).

Summing up, we see that for an equation of the first order two

entirely distinct cases may present themselves, according as the

curve (y) is a singular integral curve or the locus of the cusps of the

integral curves. It is natural to ask which of these two cases ought
to be considered as the normal case. A little attention will show that

it is the second. In fact, the curve (y) is also the envelope of the

curves represented by the equation F(x, y, a) = 0, where a is the

variable parameter. If the differential equation (41) had a singular

integral, whatever the polynomial F might be, we should be led to

assert a consequence which is manifestly absurd that is, that at

every point of the envelope of a family of algebraic curves the slope

of the tangent is equal to the value of the parameter for the corre-

sponding curve of the family tangent to the envelope at that point.

If this condition is satisfied by a family of curves, it suffices to
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change the parameter (putting, for example, a = a' + e)
in order

that this condition shall cease to hold. We see, therefore, that if

we start from an equation of the first order in which the coeffi-

cients of F are taken at random, rather than from an equation fur-

nished by the elimination of an arbitrary constant, the cases where

there exists a singular integral must be considered as exceptional.

If this result formerly appeared paradoxical to some mathemati-

cians, that was no doubt because, up to the time of Cauchy's work,

the equations studied had been principally those whose general inte-

gral is represented by algebraic curves. As a family of algebraic

curves has in general an envelope, it appeared quite natural to

extend the conclusion to the integral curves of any differential

equation of the first order. We have just seen that this induction

was not justified.* Moreover, even in the case where a family of

plane curves depending upon a variable parameter has an envelope,

the method which enables us to find that envelope gives also, as

we have seen (I, 207, 208, 2d ed.
; 201, 202, 1st ed.), the locus

of singular points.

72. General comments. Example 1. Let us take the equation

(50) y
li

The two values of y are equal for all the points of the parabola

y -f- x
2 =s 0, and the double root is equal to x, while the slope of

the tangent to the parabola is 2x. This curve is therefore not a

singular integral curve. We shall show that it is the locus of the

cusps of the integral curves. The equation (50) is a Lagrange

equation. Applying to it the general method of 9, we find that the

coordinates x and y of a point of an integral curve are expressed in

terms of a parameter p by means of the equations

* In the theory of envelopes we suppose tacitly that in the neighborhood of a

system of solutions (*o yo o) of the two equations f(x, y, a) 0, df/da~ the

functions/and df/da, together with their partial derivatives, are continuous, so that

we can apply to the functions x and y of a defined hy these two equations the reason-

ing which we apply to implicit functions. Now, given a differential equation of the

first order, we know certainly that it has an infinite number of integrals depend-

ing upon an arbitrary constant and represented in a certain region by an equation

(*, y, C) = 0, but there is nothing to prove a priori that this function (*, y, C)
satisfies the conditions which we have just mentioned. We may even assert that it is

not true in general.
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It follows that these integrals are represented by unicursal curves of

the fourth degree. For the values of the parameter which are roots

of the equation p* + 3 C we have dx/dp = dy/dp = 0. Each of

these curves has therefore three cusps, and the locus of these points

can be found by eliminating p and C from the equations (51) and

the relation pB = 3 C, which gives the parabola y -f- a?
2 = 0.

Example 2. Let us again consider Euler's equation Xy = Y. The

two values of y
1 are equal for all the points of any one of the eight

straight lines represented by the equation XY = 0. These eight

lines represent the singular solutions, and form the envelope of the

curves represented by the general integral.

Example 3. We can use the following method to determine whether

singular solutions exist. From what we have seen, such an integral,

if it exists, satisfies the equations

and consequently also the equation dF/dx -f- dF/dy y
1 = obtained by

differentiating the first. Conversely, suppose that for all the points

of a curve (y) the three equations

(52) *(*,* *)=0, g =
0, g +g m =

have a common solution in m. Along the curve (y), #, y, and m are

three functions of a single variable satisfying the three relations

(52). We have therefore the relation between their differentials,

dF dF dF
5 dx -f- -5 dy H- dm = 0,
dx dy

J dm

which, by (52), takes the form

If dF/dy is not zero at all the points of the curve (y), we have

therefore y
f = m, and this curve is a singular integral curve.* If

dF/dy = 0, we must also have dF/dx 0, and a direct verification is

necessary to determine whether the curve (y) is an integral curve.

This remark applies in particular to Clairaut's equation

* See an article by Darboux in the Bulletin des Sciences mathtmatiques,
Vol. IV, 1873, pp. 168-176.
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Putting, for the sake of brevity, u y xy', the three equations

which are to be compatible are here

and they reduce to only two equations. A singular integral is there-

fore obtained by eliminating y
1 from these two relations.

Example 4. Consider the equation

z2 + ?/ - 2z(x + yy
f

) + -1
(x + yy')* + K = 0,

*

whose general integral is represented by the circles which have double contact

with the conic ^ (1
_ w2) + ?/ + R = ^

and which have their centers on the x-axis. This conic represents a singular

solution. Moreover, the two values of y' become infinite for every point of the

axis of x. This straight line is not, however, a locus of the cusps. Through any

point of it there pass two integral curves tangent to each other, the common

tangent being parallel to the axis of y.

Example 5. In order that a curve C represent a singular integral, it is not

enough to require that at all the points of that curve the equation (41) shall

have a double root. It is also necessary that that double root shall be precisely

the slope of the tangent to C. Let us consider, for example, the cissoids repre-

sented by the equation (y 2 a)
2
(x a) x8 = 0. The straight line x = is the

locus of the cusps of these curves, and it represents also a particular integral

obtained by supposing a = 0. At every point of this integral curve the corre-

sponding differential equation has the double root y
f = and an infinite root.

It is therefore not a singular integral curve.

Example 6. Let S be a surface having convex regions and also regions

where its curvature is negative. These regions are separated by a curve r, the

locus of the parabolic points, at every point of which the differential equation
of the asymptotic lines (I, 243, 2d ed.

; 242, 1st ed.),

Ddu2 + ZD'du dv + D"dv* = 0,

has a double root in dv/du. This double root furnishes the direction of the

single asymptotic tangent. If the tangent to r does not coincide with this

asymptotic tangent (which is the general case), the curve F is the locus of the

cusps of the asymptotic lines
;
but if the asymptotic tangent at each point M

of F coincides with the tangent to r, the curve is the envelope of the asymptotic
lines. This curve F, therefore, is at the same time an asymptotic line and a line

of curvature, since the tangent is also an axis of the indicatrix. The normals

to the surface -S along F form, therefore, a developable surface, and since the

normal to S is the binormal to the curve F, it follows that F is a plane curve

(I, 235, 2d ed.
; 231, 1st ed.) and the given surface 5 is tangent to the plane P

of the curve F along the entire length of that curve.

Let us consider, for example, a surface of revolution. In order that one of

the principal radii of curvature at a point M of this surface be infinite, the

radius of curvature of the meridian must be infinite or the tangent to this

meridian must be perpendicular to the axis. In the first case the curve T is a
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parallel each point of which is a point of inflection for the meridian, the asymp-
totic tangent is perpendicular to the tangent to f, and this parallel is a locus

of the cusps of the asymptotic lines. On the other hand, in the second case the

curve T is a parallel in all of whose points the surface is tangent to the plane

of this parallel, as in an anchor ring. It is also the envelope of the asymptotic

lines. All these results are easy to verify directly from the differential equation

of the asymptotic lines in polar coordinates.

73. Geometric interpretation. The preceding discussion may be presented in a

somewhat different form, which we shall rapidly indicate. We shall continue

to employ geometric language, although the reasoning can be extended without

difficulty to the domain of complex variables.

We have already pointed out
( 8) that the integration of a differential

equation of the first order F(x, ?/, y') is equivalent to the determination of

the curves T which lie on the surface S whose equation is

(68) F(x,y,s) =

and for which dy zdx = 0. The projection c on the xy-plane of a curve r of the

surface <S satisfying the preceding conditions is an integral curve of the given

differential equation, and conversely. We shall suppose in the discussion that

this surface >S has no other singularities than the double curves along which two

sheets of the surface cross with distinct tangent planes. Instead of studying
the curves c in the zy-plane, we shall study the curves r on the surface S.

Let us consider first a point JVf (x , ?/ ,
Z )

of the surface S not on a double

curve nor where the tangent plane is parallel to the z-axis. The tangent to the

curve T which passes through M lies in the tangent plane at this point,

and also, since we must have dy zdx = 0, in the plane

(65) r-2/ -z (X-* )-0.

These two planes are distinct, since (dF/dz) Q is not zero
;
hence they intersect in

a straight line not parallel to Oz. Through the point M there passes, therefore,

one and only one curve r whose tangent is not parallel to the z-axis. The

projection c of this curve on the cry-plane passes through the point m ,
the

projection of 3f
,
and m is an ordinary point for c. If the point MQ belongs

to a double curve of 5, the preceding reasoning applies to each of the two sheets,

provided that none of the tangent planes at 3/ are parallel to Oz. Through the

point M there pass, therefore, two curves T corresponding to the two sheets

of the surface S. It remains to find out what happens if the point M lies on

the curve D of S, the locus of the points for which we have simultaneously

F = 0, dF/dz = 0. We shall suppose that this curve D is not a double curve.

It is, then, the locus of the points of S where the tangent plane is parallel to Oz,

and one at least of the partial derivatives aF/Sz, dF/dy is different from zero

at the point 3f . Hence the two planes (64) and (65) are parallel to the z-axis,

and their intersection is parallel to Oz unless these two planes coincide, that

is, unless we have
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Let us first discard the case in which this happens. The tangent to the

curve T which passes through M is parallel to Oz, but this curve itself does

not present any singularity at the point 3f . To assure ourselves of this, we
shall replace the system of the two equations

(57) F(x, y, z)
= 0, dy = zdx

by the system of the two simultaneous equations

fe

z z
dz dz dx dy

The two systems are equiva-

lent. In fact, from the equations (58) we derive the integrable combination

dF = 0. Hence we have F(x, y, z)
= .F(x , y ,

z )
= 0. Now, since

(dF\ (dF\
U/o May/o

does not vanish by hypothesis, we derive from the equations (68) the develop-

ments of x x and of y y in powers of z z beginning with terms of at

least the second degree,

The point 3f is therefore an ordinary point for the curve F which passes

through this point, but the projection ra of MQ on the plane xOy is a cusp (in

general of the first kind) for the curve c, the projection of F. This results, more-

over, from a general property, which is easily verified, that the projection of a

space curve on a plane, in a direction parallel to the tangent at a point M of

the curve, has a cusp at the point m, the projection ofM (I, Exercise 13, p. 582,

2d ed.). If d denotes the projection of the curve D on the xy-plane, it follows

that the curve d is the locus of the cusps of the integral curves c, as we have

shown before. The preceding method has the advantage of showing us how this

singularity disappears when we pass from the plane to the surface S.

The result is quite different when the relation (66) is satisfied at all the

points of the curve D. The two planes (54) and (56) are then coincident, and

we have the case in which there exists a singular integral. Through every point

of D there pass in general two curves F, the curve D itself and the second curve

whose projection on the xy-plane is tangent to the singular integral curve d.

74. Singular integrals of systems of differential equations. The theory of the

singular integrals may be extended to systems of differential equations of the

first order, and therefore also to equations of higher order. "We shall study

only a system of two equations of the first order (which covers also the case of

a single equation of the second order), and we shall employ a process which is

the reverse of the preceding that is, we shall consider first of all a system
obtained by the elimination of the constants.* Let

(59) F(x, y, z ; a, 6)
= 0, *(x, y, z ; a, 6)

=

* See E. GOURSAT, Sur les solutions singulieres des Equations
simultantea (American Journal of Mathematics, Vol. XI).
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be the equations of a family of plane or skew curves which depend upon two

arbitrary parameters a and 6. Such a family is called a congruence of curves.

Let us suppose, for simplicity, that the functions F and * are polynomials. The
curves of the congruence are then algebraic. We shall first generalize the

theorems established for the congruences of straight lines (I, 255). If we
establish a relation between a and 6 of arbitrary form 6 =

<f> (a), we obtain an

infinite number of curves r depending upon a single arbitrary parameter a.

In general these curves do not have an envelope. In order that an envelope

exist, it is necessary that the four equations (59) and (60) shall have a system
of common solutions in x, y, z (I, 215, 2d ed.

; 223, 1st ed.) :

The elimination of x, y, z from these four equations leads to a relation

between a, 5, and d&/da,

(61) n(, 6,^
= 0;

that is, to a differential equation of the first order. If we have taken for

b = <f> (a) an integral of this equation, the curves T will generate a surface S
and will be tangent to a curve C lying on S. We shall call this curve C the edge

of regression of S, as in the case of line congruences. If the equation (61) is of

degree m in db/da, every curve T of the congruence belongs, in general, to m
surfaces similar to S, and it touches the corresponding edge of regression on

each of these surfaces in a definite point. Thus there exist m remarkable par-

ticular points on each curve F of the congruence, which we call the focal points.

These focal points can be obtained without integrating the differential equa-
tion (61), for we need only solve the four equations (69) and (60) for x, y, z,

db/da. We find first the relation (61), which gives db/da, and, eliminating db/da
from the two equations (60), we have a new relation,

(62)^ '

D(a, b) da 8b db da
'

which, together with the two equations (59) of the curve r, enable us to calcu-

late the coordinates of the focal points.

The locus of the focal points is the focal surface of the congruence. We
obtain the equation of this surface by eliminating a and 6 from the three rela-

tions (59) and (62). The focal surface is also the locus of the edges of regres-

sion C of the surfaces S. In fact, any point of the curve is a focal point

for the curve of the congruence which is tangent to C at that point. It follows

that every curve F of the congruence is tangent to m sheets of the focal surface

at the m corresponding focal points, since at each of these points it is tangent
to a curve C lying on the focal surface. All these properties are exactly analo-

gous to the properties of congruences of straight lines. In general, if F and $
are any polynomials, the m sheets of the focal surface are represented by a

single equation, but it may also happen that this equation breaks up into sev-

eral distinct equations. In certain particular cases it may also happen that

some of the sheets of the focal surface reduce to curves. In such a case the

corresponding edge of regression C reduces to a point.
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The conclusion which we can derive from these properties with respect to

differential equations is as follows : The curves F are the integral curves of a

system of differential equations which is obtained by eliminating the constants

a and 6 from the equations (59) and the equations obtained by differentiating

them :

(63) + ^V + ^ Z
' = o,

! + !, + ?.-
= .

dx ay dz dx 8y dz
Let

(64) <$ (x, y, z, y', z')
= 0, Q (x, y, as, y', z')

=

be the system of differential equations thus obtained. The equations (59) rep-

resent the general integral of this system, since by hypothesis we can choose the

constants a and b in such a way that the curve F passes through any point

(x , y ,
z ) of space. If through this point there pass n curves r, the equations (59)

determine n systems of values for a and b. The equations (63) determine

y' and z', and we see that for the point (x , y ,
ZQ)

the equations (64) determine

n systems of values for y' and z'. But the edges of regression C are also integral

curves of the equations (64), since in a point of C the values of x, y, z, y", z'

are the same for C and for the curve T tangent to C at that point. The equa-
tions (64) have, therefore, besides the integrals represented by curves F, an

infinite number of other integrals, not included in the equations (59), which

are obtained by integrating the equation of the first order (61) ;
these are the

singular integrals of the system.
On closer examination we see that the existence of the focal surfaces does

not in reality require that the curves F shall be algebraic. It is sufficient that,

in the neighborhood of a system of solutions (x , y ,
z

,
a

,
b
Q)

of the three

equations

(65) F(x, y, z, a, 6)
= 0, * (x, y, z, a, b)

= 0, ^~~ = 0,

the implicit functions x, y, z of the parameters a and 6, defined by these three

equations, which reduce to x
, y ,

Z ,
for a = a

,
6 = 6

,
shall be continuous

and have continuous derivatives in the neighborhood. In fact, let

(66) x=f1 (a,b), y=/2 (a, 6), =/,(, 6)

be these three functions. The sheet of the focal surface which passes through
the point (x , y ,

z )
is represented in the neighborhood of this point by the

equations (66), where the values of the parameters a and 6 are near a and b .

It is easy to derive from this the equation of the plane tangent to the focal sur-

face. In fact, when the point x, y, z describes any curve on this surface, x, y,

z, a, b are functions of a single independent variable which satisfy the equa-
tions (65) ;

hence the differentials of these functions satisfy the two relations

f*:
da

a*, a*, a*, a* a* t ,,__ sx + -dv + -~Sz + da + Sb = 0.
ax ay az aa db

Making use of the last of the relations (65), we can eliminate Sa and 56, and
we find the new relation

(67)'
D(x,b) D(y,b) D(zt b)
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We have only to replace 5x, fy, $z by X x
,
F i/ ,

Z 2
, respectively, in

order to have the equation of the plane tangent to the focal surface. It is easy

to show that this plane passes through the tangent to the curve F. The prop-
erties of the focal surface suppose, therefore, only that we can apply the

theory of implicit functions to the equations (65), and in particular that the

functions F, <J>, together with their partial derivatives, are continuous in

the neighborhood of a system of solutions x
, |/ ,

z
,
a

,
6 . This is certainly

true when F and $ are polynomials, but it is clear that it is also true for

many other functions. Let us also observe that if the curves T have singular

points, the locus of these singular points forms a part of the focal surface.

This is shown as in the case of the analogous proposition relative to plane

curves (I, 207, 2d ed.
; 201, 1st ed.).

Let us now examine the question from the opposite point of view. Given a

system of two differential equations of the first order, such as the system (64),

let us propose to determine whether this system has singular integrals. We
shall suppose that & and c^i are polynomials. Let MQ

be any point (x , j/ ,
z

)

of space. If x, y, z are replaced by x
, y ,

z
, respectively, in the equations (64),

these equations have in general a certain number of systems of solutions. Let

2/0, ZQ be one of these systems. Let us assume first that, for this system of solu-

tions, the Jacobian D (<^, < l̂)/D(y
/

1 z') is not zero. From the equations (64), y'

and z' can be found as regular functions in the neighborhood of the point

which reduce to y'Q and ZQ, respectively, for x=x
, y=y ,z= z . The equations (64)

have therefore an integral curve passing through the point M tangent to the

straight line whose equations are Y y y'Q (X x ),
Z z = z' (X x ).

Moreover, this curve forms part of a family of integral curves depending upon
two arbitrary parameters (26). This conclusion does not hold if we have

D(<^ < 1̂)/D(y
/

Q1 ZQ)
= 0; but this can occur only if the coordinates (x , y ,

z )

satisfy the relation

(68) B(x,y,z) = 0,

which is obtained by eliminating y
/ and z' from the three equations

(69) ^0, ^ = 0,

The equation (68) represents a surface S, and, from what we have just seen,

an integral curve which does not lie on the surface S cannot be a singular

integral curve.

If the pointM is on the surface S, the three equations (69) have for this point a

system of common solutions, y' = y'Q ,
z' ZQ. If the straight line D represented

by the equations^ x~ x* -
' v -

,

Vo

is not tangent to S (which is the general case), there is an integral curve pass-

ing through the point 3f and tangent to the straight line D. It has been shown

that the point M is in general a cusp for that curve. What is essential for us

is that this integral curve cannot be on the surface, since its tangent is not in

the tangent plane. In order that singular integrals may exist, in each point of
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8 the corresponding straight line D must therefore be situated in the plane

tangent to the surface. This condition is sufficient, for then through each point

of 8 there passes a curve lying on the surface and tangent to the line D. These

curves are determined by a differential equation of the first order, and they are

indeed singular integral curves, for at each of their points the values of y
f and

of z' form a multiple system of solutions of the equations (64).
*

Example 1. Consider the simultaneous system of equations

(71) y - xtf = 0, xW = x* + j/
2 - 1.

The two values of z' are equal for all the points of the cylinder x2
-f j/

2 1 = 0,

and the direction corresponding to that double root is the perpendicular dropped
from the point (x, y) on the z-axis. Since this perpendicular is not in the tangent

plane to the cylinder, there cannot be any singular integrals. In this example it

is easy to verify that the cylinder is the locus of the cusps of the integral curves,

for the general integral of the system (71) is represented by the equations

y = C^x, z =Vx2 + y
2 1 arc tanVx2 + y

2 1 + C
2 .

Example 2. Every system of differential equations of the form

(72) F(y xy', z xz', /, z')
-

0, * (y xy', z xz', y', z'}
= 0,

which may be considered as a generalization of Clairaut's equation, is easily

integrated by observing that the preceding relations lead to the equations

where u = y xy', v = z xz'. These last equations are satisfied by assuming
that y" = 0, if' 0, or by supposing that we have

fiF dF\/d$ a*\ /dF dF\/d* a*\ A
/yox I

, _
/jj

. 1 1 _ /r I ,_ I /* 1 I ___ __ /g
i Q

v ' w au/Vez' ay/ Vaz' au/Vay' aw/

Under the first supposition, y' and z' are constants a and b
;
whence we see

that the curves which correspond to the general integral are the straight lines

of the congruence represented by the two equations

F(y ax, z 6x, a, 6)
= 0, * (y ax, z 6x, a, 6)

= 0.

There are also singular integrals, since the straight lines of the congruence
are tangent to the two sheets of a focal surface. These singular integrals are

the edges of regression of the developables of the congruence, and are obtained

by the integration of a differential equation of the first order. The equation of

the focal surface is obtained by eliminating y' and z' from the relations (72)

and (73).

EXERCISES

1. Examine the following differential equations for singular solutions :

I/
72 +

(*
+
y)

V - (1 + *2) y - ^ = 0. [SBRRBT.]

xy*y'* y*y' + a2x = 0. [SCHLOMILCH.]

yt 2xVj/y' + 4y Vy = 0. [BOOLE.]W -
y)*

- 2xy (1 + y'*) = 0. [HoiJEL.]
2 xy (1 + y

/2
) (xy' + y)

2 = 0. [MoiGNO.]
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2*. The equation H(x, y) 0, obtained by eliminating y
f between the two

relations F(x, y, y'}
= 0, dF/dx + dF/dy y' = 0, represents the locus of the

points of inflection of the integral curves.

Deduce from this the theorem of 72, in regard to the locus of the cusps of

the integral curves, by means of a transformation of reciprocal polars.

[DARBOUX, Bulletin des Sciences math^matiques^ Vol. IV, 1873.]

3. Determine the singular integrals of the system of differential equations

y - xy' + y'
2 + z', z = z'x + y'z'. [SERRET.]

4. Determine whether the differential equation of the second order,

has singular integrals, and find any that exist. [LAGRANGE.]

[Replace this equation by a system of two equations of the first order.]

5*. Given a differential equation of the second order,

F(x, y, y', y"} = 0,

by eliminating y" between this equation and the relation dF/dy" = we obtain

a differential equation of the first order P(x, y, y')
= 0, whose integrals have

in general the following property : Through each point M of one of these inte-

gral curves C there passes an integral curve of the equation F 0, which has a

cusp of the second kind at M, and whose cuspidal tangent is the tangent to the

curve G at this point. [American Journal of Mathematics, Vol. XI, p. 364.]

6. Establish the properties of e* by starting with the general integral of the

differential equation dx/x + dy/y = 0, written in the algebraic form xy = G.

Consider the same question for the function tan x, finding first the general

integral in algebraic form of the differential equation

dx dy _
1 4" c^ 1 "4~ y

2

7*. Let y' = R(x, y), where B(x, y) is a rational function of y whose coeffi-

cients are analytic functions of x, be a differential equation of the first order

having a general integral of the form

(1)
*

Prove that this equation can be reduced to a Riccati equation by a substitution

of the form u = l^(x, y), where JRj
is a rational function of y. [PAINLEVE.]

Note. It will be noticed that the equation (1) can be written in the form

where u = (0B C^n)/(<f>Q Of ),
and that u satisfies a Riccati equation, while

the functions A^ B{ are known.

8. If we seek to determine the function f(a) so that the envelope of the

straight lines x cos a + y sin a =f(a) shall be a given curve C, we are led to

a differential equation whose general integral is represented by the straight

lines which pass through a fixed point of C. The true solution is furnished by
the singular integral.



CHAPTER V

PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF THE FIRST ORDER

This chapter is devoted to the theory of partial differential equa-

tions of the first order. We shall consider for the most part the

reduction of the integration of an equation of this type to that of a

system of ordinary differential equations. Although this reduction is

not, in many cases, of any practical utility, it nevertheless possesses

great theoretical interest, for it enables us to determine just how
difficult the problem is. Although not all the arguments require

that the integrals considered shall be analytic, we shall restrict our-

selves to that case unless the contrary is particularly stated.

I. LINEAR EQUATIONS OF THE FIRST ORDER

75. General method. We have already seen that the integration

of the homogeneous equation

df df df
(1)

Y -^ + xa5^ + ... + *n^ =
0,v ' l ox

l
dx

^
&cn

where X
lt

-Y
2 , ,

Xn are functions of x
lt x^ ,

xn ,
and the integra-

tion of the system of differential equations

are equivalent problems ( 31). If fl9 /2 , , /n _i are (n 1) inde-

pendent first integrals of the system (2), the general integral of the

equation (1) is an arbitrary function,

^(/i>/2 >
' '

'>/n-i)j

of these (n 1) integrals.

We can obtain the integral satisfying the Cauchy condition as

follows : Suppose that the coefficients X{ are analytic in the neighbor-
hood of a particular system of values #J, #, , #, and that the first

coefficient (X^)Q
does not vanish at that point. Solving equation (1)

with respect to df/dxv we can apply to it the general theorem of

25. Hence there exists an analytic integral in the neighborhood

mentioned, which reduces, for xl
= #J, to a given analytic function

214
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<(#2 ,
#
g , ,

xn)
of the (n 1) variables #

2 ,
xv -

,
xn . In order

to obtain this integral, let us write the system (2) in the form

<> t-i,.....
-

where the right-hand sides are analytic in the neighborhood of the

point (#5, #2, , x). There exists a system of analytic integrals

reducing to given values C
2 ,
f

g , ,
Cn for

a^
= #5> provided that

each of the absolute values |Cf arj|
is less than a certain limit, and

these integrals are analytic functions of x
l
and of the parameters C

2 ,

C
g , *, Cn ( 26), which are represented by developments of the form

(4) x< = Q + <X - OP,.^, C2J C8 , ., Cn). (*
= 2, 3,

. .
., n)

Solving these (n 1) equations for the C/s, we obtain a system of

(n 1) first integrals of the equations (2), represented by the

developments

(5) C
i
= x

t -f (xl
-

a}) Qjfo, ^, - -
, ), (i

== 2, 3,
- -

., n)

where the Q/s are analytic functions. It is clear that the function

<(C2 ,
C

8 , ,
Cn)

of these (n 1) first integrals is analytic in the

neighborhood of the point (x\, , x%) and reduces to
<f> (#2 ,

x
g; ,

xn)
for ic

x
= x^.

Let us now consider any linear equation

where P
1?
P

2 , ,
Pn ,

-R may depend both upon the independent
variables x

l9 x^ ,
#n and upon the dependent variable z. We

shall reduce this equation to the form (1) by means of a device

very often used in the study of partial differential equations.

Instead of trying to find the unknown function z directly, we shall

try to define it by means of an equation not solved for z,

(7) F(^,^,x2,...,xn)=0,

where the function V of the (n -f- 1) variables z, xv xv -

,
xn is

now the unknown function. Prom this relation we derive, by

differentiation,

<W <!Zdz__ft dV_ Fj?
dx

l

+
dz dx

l

'
"

''
dxn

+
dz 3xn

U;

and, replacing dz/dxlt , dz/dxn by the values derived from the

preceding relations, the equation (6) becomes
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The new equation is of the form (1), and its integration is equiva-

lent to that of the system

hence we may state the following proposition :

If ul9 Uy ,
un are n independent first integrals of the system (9),

every function z of the n variables xv #
2 ,

-
,
xn , defined by a relation

of the form

(10) 0(^,^,...,^n)
= 0,

where <I> indicates an arbitrary function of uv u
2 , ,

un) is an

integral of the equation (6).

We cannot conclude from this that we obtain all the integrals of

the equation (6) in this way. In fact, in order that the implicit

function defined by the relation (7) be an integral, it is not neces-

sary that we have identically F( V) ;
it is sufficient that the

equation F( V) = be a consequence of the equation V = 0. If, for

example, we take for V an integral of an equation of the form

F(V)= KV, where Vindicates a constant different from zero, the re-

lation V = still defines an integral of the equation (6). It is quite

in order, therefore, to determine whether or not the relation (10)

gives all the integrals of the given equation. In order to prove
that this is really the case, with certain exceptions which we shall

state, let us suppose that in the n functions u
l9
w

2 , ,
un we replace

3 by an integral of the equation (6). The resulting expressions are

n functions Uv U^9 ,
Un of the n variables x

l9
x
2 , ,

xn . If we

prove that the Jacobian of these n functions is identically zero, it

will follow that we have a relation of the form

and consequently that the integral considered satisfies a relation of

the form (10) in which the function 4> is replaced by \j/.
This Jaco-

bian is of the form

du
l du-L dut du du^ du^

dx
1

l dz dx^
3 dz dxn dz

dun dun du
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Noting that certain determinants in the development of A have two

columns identical and therefore vanish, we may write

|

, -,
xn)

But, since uv u^ ,
un are n first integrals of the system (9), we

have

hence, by the theory of linear homogeneous equations, we have

jfg _ p.
""

- -
'

where 3f is a function of cc
1 ,
x

2 , ,
xn ,

z which we can always cal-

culate when we know the first integrals u
l9 u^ ,

un . Substituting

in (11) the values of the determinants deduced from (12), we find

(12') Mb = R - PlPl
- P^a

----- PnPn.

If z is an integral of the equation (6), the right-hand side is zero
;

hence this integral satisfies either the condition A = or else M = 0.

In the first case, as we have just shown, this integral is defined by
a relation of the form (10). As for the relation M= 0, it can define

only one or more completely determined implicit functions. Hence,

except for certain exceptional integrals which do not depend upon

any arbitrary constant, all the integrals of the equation (6) satisfy a

relation of the form (10). We shall hereafter say that the relation (10)

represents the general integral of the equation (6).

To see if an integral can satisfy the relationM 0, let us consider any point

of that integral, (xj, x%, , z, z ),
and let us suppose that all the coefficients

Pn pv ' Pn, -R are analytic in the neighborhood of this system of values

without being all zero simultaneously for xt = xj, z Z . Let us assume, for

example, that P
l
is not zero for this system of values. We can then solve the

equation (8) for dV/dx^ and, by Cauchy's theorems ( 25), we can take for u^
^2

' '
*i M functions analytic in the neighborhood of this system of values. Now

one of the equations (12) can be written in the form

Since the determinant on the right is analytic, and since P
t

is not zero for

=
xj, z = z

,
it follows that this system of values cannot makeM zero. Since
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the point (xj, , xj, 2 )
is any point of the integral, we see that there cannot

exist integrals satisfying the relation M = except in the two following cases :

1) There exists a function F(xx ,
x2 , ,

xn , z) such that every system of

values of the variables x,-, z that makes the function V vanish, also causes Pu
P

a , ,
Pn ,

and R to vanish. All these coefficients are therefore divisible by
the same factor, and it is clear that by equating this factor to zero we obtain

an integral. This trivial case is of slight interest.

2) The reasoning would again be faulty if the integral defined by the rela-

tion V = were such that, in the neighborhood of every system of values

satisfying that relation, some of the coefficients P<, R ceased to be analytic.

This case can actually occur, as we shall show presently.

76. Geometric interpretation. The preceding general method is

susceptible of a simple geometric interpretation in the case of an

equation in three variables, which we shall write in the customary

notation,

(13) Pp+Qy^R, p = ~x ,

q=^,
where P, Q, R are functions of the three variables x, y, z. Let S be

any integral surface. Since the equation of the plane tangent to this

surface is

the relation (13) expresses the fact that this tangent plane passes

through the straight line D represented by the equations

Hence the problem of the integration of the equation (13) may be

stated in geometric language as follows :

To each point M of space, whose coordinates are (x, y, z), there

corresponds a straight line D through that point, represented by the

equations (14). A surface S is to be determined so that the tangent

plane at each of its points passes through the straight line associated

with that point.

The surfaces possessing this property constitute the general inte-

gral of the linear equation (13). The three functions P, Q, R deter-

mine the law according to which the straight line D moves when the

point M changes its position. These three functions are usually

analytic functions of x, y, 2, but it is sufficient for the argument
that they satisfy the conditions stated in our previous study of

differential equations ( 27
ff.).
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The preceding statement leads us to seek the curves T which are

in each of their points tangent to the corresponding straight line D.

We shall call these the characteristic curves. We shall first show
that every integral surface is generated by characteristic curves.

Consider, in fact, such a surface S. In each point M of that surface

the corresponding straight line D lies in the tangent plane. We can

therefore propose to determine the curves on that surface which are

tangent at each of their points to the corresponding straight line D.

These curves may be obtained by the integration of a differential

equation of the first order ( 17). Through each point of S there

passes in general one and only one curve, possessing this property,

which lies entirely on the surface. It is clear that these curves are

characteristic curves, which proves the proposition.

The converse is almost self-evident. If a surface is a locus of

characteristic curves, the tangent plane at any one of its points con-

tains the tangent to the characteristic curve lying upon the surface

and passing through that point that is, the straight line D. The

given problem is therefore reduced to the determination of the

characteristic curves.

The differential equations of these curves, by their very definition,

are of the form
dx dy dz

(15) = =
v ' P Q R

Through each point of space there passes, therefore, in general one and

only one characteristic curve tangent to the corresponding straight

line D. Suppose that we have integrated these equations (15).

Let u and v be two independent first integrals of this system.

The general integral is represented by the equations

(16) u (x, y, z)=a, v (x, y, z)
=

b,

vhere a and b are two arbitrary constants. The characteristic curves,

Viich depend upon two parameters, therefore form a congruence. In

older to obtain a surface generated by the curves of this congruence,

w) must establish between the two parameters a and b an arbitrary

relation, say <f> (a, Z>)
= 0, and the corresponding integral surface will

have for its equation <f> (u, v)
= 0. This is exactly the result to which

the general method of the preceding paragraph would lead us, for u

and v are here two independent integrals of the equation

dx oy Cz
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Example 1. Consider the equation pa; + qy = 7712. The differential equations

of the characteristic curves,
dx _ dy __ dz

x
~~

y
~~
mz '

have the two first integrals y/x = a, z/x
m

6, and the general equation of the

integral surfaces is z xmf(y/x). If m 1, the characteristic curves are straight

lines passing through the origin, and the integral surfaces are cones having their

vertices at the origin. If m = 0, the characteristic curves are straight lines par-

allel to the zy-plane and meeting the z-axis. The Integral surfaces are conoids.

Example 2. Consider the equation py qx + a = 0. The differential equa-

tions of the characteristic curves,

dx _ dy __ dz

~f
~~ ~"

a 1

give the two integrable combinations

and the characteristic curves are represented by the equations

xa + y
2 =

Cj, z a arc tan - = C2 .

These are helices with the pitch 2 TTCL lying upon cylinders of revolution hav-

ing Oz for axis, and the general integral is represented by helicoids (the axes of

coordinates being supposed rectangular). In the particular case where a 0,

the characteristic curves are circles having their centers on the z-axis and their

planes parallel to the zy-plane. The integral surfaces are surfaces of revolution

about the z-axis.

Example 3. Orthogonal trajectories. Let

(17) F(x, y,z) = C

be the equation of a family of surfaces S which depend upon an arbitrary

parameter C in such a way that through every point of space (or at least of a

portion of space) there passes one and only one of these surfaces. Let us con-

sider the problem of finding another surface S, represented by the equation

* = (*, y),

which cuts orthogonally at each of its points the surface S through that point.

Since the direction cosines of the normals to the two surfaces are respectively

proportional to dF/dx, dF/dy, ZF/dz for S, and to p, g, 1 for S, the condition

of orthogonality leads to the linear equation

(18) p^+^_^=0 .V '
dx

*
dy dz

The characteristic curves, whose differential equations are

(19)
^ =^ = i,
aF aF aF

dx ty dz

are the curves tangent at each of their points to the normal to the surface 2

through that point.
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Suppose, for example, that we have F(x, y, z) = zf(x, y), where /(x, y) is a

homogeneous function of the with degree. The differential equations of the char-

acteristic curves are here
dx _ dy _ zdz

7X ~7V ~~T'
By Euler's relation, we have the integrable combination

xdx + ydy mzdz = 0,

from which we derive the first integral x
2 + y2 mz* = a. On the other hand,

dy/dx is a homogeneous function of degree zero in the variables x, y. Hence

we can obtain a new first integral by a quadrature ( 3).

Example 4. It is sometimes possible to determine the characteristic curves

without any calculation, merely from their geometric definition. Let it be re*

quired, for example, to determine the surfaces S such that the tangent plane at

any point M of one of these surfaces meets a fixed straight line A in a point T,

equally distant from the point M and from ajixedpoint O on the straight line A.

Let M be a point in space ; there exists on the straight line A one and only

one point T such that TO = TJf, and this point is the intersection of A with

the plane perpendicular to the segment OM at its middle point. Let D be the

straight line through the two points M and T. The tangent plane to every sur-

face satisfying the given condition and passing through the point M therefore

contains this straight line D. Consequently these surfaces are obtained by the

integration of a linear equation. Since the tangents to the characteristic curves

all meet the straight line A, these curves are plane curves, lying in planes pass-

ing through A. The characteristic curves lying in one of these planes are the

integral curves of a differential equation of the first order, and it is easy to see,

from their definition, that they are circles tangent to the straight line A at O.

The required surfaces are therefore generated by the circles tangent at to the

straight line A.

We can dispose of the arbitrary function <(w, v) in such a way
that the integral surface passes through a given curve F; we shall

obtain that surface by taking the locus of the characteristic curves

passing through the different points of the given curve. If F is

represented by the system of two equations

(20) (x, y, z)
=

0, ^(x, y, z)
=

0,

the whole question reduces to finding the relation which must hold

between the parameters a and b in order that a characteristic curve

shall meet the curve F. It is clear that that relation may be found

by eliminating x, y, z between the equations (20) and the equations

u = a, v = b of the characteristic curve. The problem has only one

solution, unless the curve F is itself a characteristic curve. In this

singular case it suffices, in order to obtain an integral surface pass-

ing through F, to consider the surface generated by a family of

characteristic curves which depend upon an arbitrary parameter, and

of which the curve F is a member.
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77. Congruences of characteristic curves. To every linear equation

of the form (13) there corresponds a congruence of characteristic curves

formed by the characteristic curves of that equation. Conversely,

every congruence of curves, that is, every family of curves depending

upon two arbitrary parameters a and &, is the congruence of charac-

teristic curves for an equation of the form (13).* Suppose, in fact,

that the equations which define that congruence are solved for the

two parameters a and b :

u(x, y, )= a, v(xy y, z)=b.

Every surface S generated by the curves of this congruence, associated

according to an arbitrary law, is represented by an equation of the

form v = TT(W). Taking the partial derivatives with respect to x

and to y, we find

dv dv ., ,/du . du \ Bv dv .

The elimination of TT'(M) leads to a linear equation

D
(
u

>
v
)

D(*,v)

for which the given congruence is evidently the congruence of

characteristic curves.

Let us now consider the general case of a congruence defined by
two equations of any form whatever,

(21) U(x 9 y, z, a, b)
= 0, V(x, y, *, a, b)

= 0.

If we set up an arbitrary relation ^ (a, b)
= between the two

parameters a and b, we shall have the equation of a surface S gener-

ated by the curves F of the congruence by eliminating a and b from

the equations (21) and the relation ^ = 0. All these surfaces again

satisfy, whatever may be the function <, the same partial differen-

tial equation of the first order. To obtain this equation we may
proceed as follows : The three equations

(22) [7 = 0, F=0, <(a, &)
=

define three implicit functions 2, a, b of the independent variables

X and y, and the last contains only a and b. Hence we have

* We suppose, in addition, that through any point of space (or of a portion of space)
there passes one of these curves, which would not happen if they were all situated

upon the same surface.
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On the other hand, if we differentiate the first two of the equa-
tions (22) with respect to x and to ?/, we can derive from the result-

ing relations expressions for da/dx, db/dx, da/dy, dbjdy in terms of

x
> y->

z
i Py li a

> ^> anc^> tyy replacing these derivatives in the determi-

nant (23) by their values, we obtain a new relation,

*foy> *>P> 2, <*, &)
= 0.

We need only eliminate a and b from this relation and the two rela-

tions (21) in order to obtain an equation containing only x, y, 2, p, q,

(24) F(x, y,*,p,q) = Q,

which applies to all the surfaces generated by the curves of the

congruence. It is easy to show, from the very way in which this

equation has been obtained, that it breaks up into a system of linear

equations in p and q. The same fact results from its meaning. Let

us suppose, for definiteness, that through a point M of space there

pass m curves of the congruence, and let D
l9

7>
a , ,

Dm be the m
tangents to these curves at the point M. Every surface through the

point M generated by the curves of the congruence must contain

one of the m curves of this congruence which pass through M ;

hence the tangent plane at the point M must pass through one of

the straight lines D
l9
D

2 , -,
Dm . Let Pi9 Q{)

R
t be proportional

to the direction cosines of the straight line 2>
{
. Every surface gen-

erated by the curves of the congruence must therefore satisfy one

of the m equations,

(25) E{
= Ptp + Qa - R

t
=

0, (i
=

1, 2,
. .

., m)

and the left-hand side of the equation (24) is identical, except for a

factor independent of p and of q, with the product of the m linear

factors EV Efj ,
Em . It should be noticed also that it would be

impossible, in general, to separate these m factors analytically.

Similarly, certain problems of geometry may lead to partial differ-

ential equations of the first order which decompose into a product of

linear factors. Let us consider again, for example, the problem of

the orthogonal trajectories to a family of surfaces whose equation

F(x, y, 2, C) = is of degree m in the arbitrary parameter C. To

obtain the partial differential equation of orthogonal surfaces, we

must again eliminate C between the relation F= and the condition

4- = ()P dx dy dz

Through a point M of space there pass, by hypothesis, m surfaces

of the given family. Let Dv D2, .,!), be the normals to these m
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surfaces. The tangent plane to an orthogonal surface through M
must contain one of these straight lines. Hence the partial differen-

tial equation decomposes into a system of m equations which are

linear in p and q.

Conversely, given any equation of this type, to each point of

space there correspond m straight lines DV Z>
2, .,

2)m ,
and the

plane tangent to any integral surface contains one of these straight

lines. If we give the name characteristic curve to every curve which,

at each of its points, is tangent to one of the corresponding m straight

lines, the reasoning employed above shows again that every integral

surface is a locus of characteristic curves. To obtain the differential

equations of these curves, we are not compelled to carry out the

decomposition of the left-hand side of the equation into linear

factors. Indeed, expressing the fact that the left-hand side is divisi-

ble by the factor Pp -f- Qq R, we obtain equations of condition

homogeneous in P, Q, R, which furnish m systems of values for the

ratios of these coefficients for each point (x, y, z). Replacing P, Q,

R in these conditions by the proportional quantities dx, dy, dz, we
obtain tKe differential equations of the characteristic curves, and

the integration of the partial differential equation is reduced to the

integration of a system of ordinary differential equations.

The preceding theory explains very simply how a linear equation may have

integrals which are not included in the general integral. Consider a partial

differential equation of the form

(26) JF(as,y,*,p,0) = 0,

whose left-hand side is the product of a certain number of linear factors in p
and q that are not analytically distinct, and let

<27> (*'* I' IH *(** I' 3-
be the differential equations of the characteristic curves of this system. The
curves which represent the general integral of this system form a congruence,
which is the congruence of the characteristic curves of the equation (26), and
the general integral is represented by the surfaces generated by the curves of

this congruence associated according to an arbitrary law. But it may happen
that the equations (27) have singular integrals. This will happen if the con-

gruence of the characteristic curves has a focal surface (S). Then through each

point of this surface there passes a curve of the congruence of characteristics

tangent to this surface. The plane tangent to (2) contains, therefore, one of

the straight lines Df relative to the point of contact, and consequently (S) is

an integral surface of the equation (26). Moreover, it is not a member, at least

In general, of the surfaces which represent the general integral ;
that is, it is a

singular integral surface.
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Consider, for example, the equation

(28) p(x2
- 22) + q (xy 2,Vz* + y2-z2) = 0,

which in reality is equivalent to two linear equations. We can write the

differential equations of the characteristic curves in the form

dx

The integration is immediate, and the congruence of characteristic curves is

formed by the straight lines

z = C, y = C^x z Vl-|- Cj,

which are parallel to the xy-plane and tangent to the cone xa + y
2 = z2 . The

general integral is represented by the conoid surfaces generated by these straight

lines, and there is a singular integral, the cone itself.

The coefficient of q in the equation (28) is not analytic in the neighborhood
of any point (z , y ,

z )
of this cone, which confirms a previous remark

( 76).

II. TOTAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

78. The equation dz = Adx + Bdy. The existence of integrals of a

completely integrablc system of total differential equations was estab-

lished in 24. The integration of such a system reduces to the

integration of several systems of ordinary differential equations

with a single independent variable. The method, which we shall

develop only in the simplest case, is extensible to the general case.

Let the equation be

(29) dz = A
(x, y, z)dx+B (x, y, z) dy,

where z is an unknown function of the two independent variables x

and y. This equation is equivalent to two distinct relations

Every integral common to these two equations satisfies also the two

new equations

fflz dA dA Cr% dB dB .

;

1
J$ S=S '

-f-
' A

dxdy dy dz dydx dx dz

and consequently the relation

^ '
dy dz dx dz

If this relation does not reduce to an identity, there can be no in-

tegrals of the given equation (29), except possibly one or more of the

implicit functions denned by the equation (31). Hence in this case
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we can always determine by substitution whether the equations (30)

have a common integral. On the other hand, in order that these

equations may have an infinite number of integrals depending upon
an arbitrary constant, the relation (31) must be satisfied identically.

If it is, the equation (29) is said to be completely integrable.

In order to obtain all its integrals, let us first disregard the second

of the equations (30), and consider only the first. If we regard y
as a parameter, this equation is a differential equation of the first

order between the independent variable x and the dependent vari-

able
;
hence it has an infinite number of integrals z <(#, ?/, C)

that depend upon an arbitrary constant C. We may replace this

constant C by any function u
(//)

of the variable y, since the expres-

sion for dz/dx remains the same when we replace C by a function

of y. The solution of the problem therefore depends upon the deter-

mination of this function w(y) in such a way that the derivative of

the function z = <[#, y, u(y)~\ with respect to y shall be equal to

B(x, y, <f>).
This leads to the equation

d<f> d<f> du nr .

fy
+

fa-d;/
= B ix> y>*(x> y>

uK>

or

du B[x, y,+<x, y9 un-&
fy a

du

We shall show that the right-hand side of this equation depends

only upon the variables y and u. It is sufficient to show that the

derivative with respect to x is identically zero, that is, that we have

/OON <> >

<33> + -
\dudx

From the very manner in which the function <(#, y, u) has been

obtained, we have the relation

(34)

which is satisfied for all values of x, y, and u. It follows that we

may write

a2^ _dA dA d<j>

dx dy dy d<f> dy

dxdu d<j> du
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Replacing d<f>/dx, (Pcfr/dxdy, (P^/dudx by the preceding values, the

relation to be verified reduces to the form

d$(dB dR
A

dA dA
s (3r + ^7^ -

* vr
du\cx C(ft cy c<t>

The second factor is identically zero by the condition of integra-

bility (31). The equation (32) is therefore of the form

(35) !=*<*>
Let u

\j/(y, C) be the general integral of this equation, where C is

a constant independent both of x and of
?/.

Then if we replace u by

t/f(?/, 6') in the function <f>(x, ?/, v), we obtain the general integral of

the completely integrable equation (29), and we see that the integra-

tion of this equation reduces to the successive integrations of two

ordinary differential equations (34) and (35).

Example. Consider the total differential equation

(36> cfa^l + Jgcfa + ^-^dy,
l + xy l + xy

which is equivalent to the system

1 + y* ^ x(z-x)
(360

dx l + xy dy 1 + xy

The condition of integrability is verified, and the first of the equations
which is linear in z and dz/dx, has for its'general integral

where u(y) is an arbitrary function of y. Substituting this value of z in the

second of the equations (36'), it becomes du/dy + l/y* = 0, whence we derive

u (y)
= l/y -f C. Hence the general integral of the equation (86) is

(37) z = x+ C(l + xy),

where C indicates an arbitrary constant.

The preceding problem can also be interpreted geometrically.

In order to simplify the statement, we shall again call an integral

surface any surface represented by an equation z =/(#, y), where

the function f(x, y) is an integral of the equation (29). The two

conditions (30), or

p = A (x, y, *), q = B(x, y, z),
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express the fact that the tangent plane to the integral surface S at

a point (, y, z) of that surface coincides with the plane P whose

equation is

(38) Z-z=A(X-x) + B(Y-y),

so that the problem of the integration of the equation (29) is

equivalent to the following geometric problem :

To each point of space (x, y, z) there corresponds a plane P through
that point, which is represented by the equation (38). It is required

to find the surfaces S whose tangent plane at each point (x, y, z) is the

plane P associated ivith that point.

The proposition is analogous to that of 76. But in the present

case the problem does not always have a solution. If the condition

of integrability (31) is satisfied, there exists, in general, one and

only one integral of the equation (29) which takes on a given value

2 when x and y take on given values X
Q
and yQ

. Through every

point in space there passes, therefore, in general, one and only one

integral surface.

Let us consider, for example, a family of skew curves F which

depend upon two arbitrary parameters a and &, and which are rep-

resented by a system of two equations

(39) u (x, y, z)
=

a, v (x, y,z)=b

such that through every point of space (or of a region of space)
there passes one and only one curve of this family. There does not

always exist a family of surfaces S which has these curves F for

orthogonal trajectories. In fact, the tangent plane to the surface S

passing through a point would have to coincide with the normal

plane to the curve F passing through the same point. We are there-

fore led to a particular case of the preceding problem, which proves
that the curves of an arbitrarily assigned congruence of curves are

not, in general, the orthogonal trajectories of any family of surfaces.

The plane tangent to the surface S through the point (x, y, z) must

be perpendicular to the planes tangent to the two surfaces (39)

which pass through the tangent to the curve F. Hence we have, in

rectangular coordinates, the two conditions

du du du ^ dv dv fiv ~

From these equations the values ofp and q are found to be
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and the condition (31) must be satisfied identically in order that the

problem have a solution.

Let us take, for example, the family of curves

where X is a function of x alone, and Y and Z are respectively functions of y
alone and of z alone. The preceding method gives the following values for p
and #,

xzf rz'

and the total differential equation can be written in the form

Zdz Xdx ,Ydy_
~zr+~xr+ ~Yr

-"-

It is clear that this equation is completely integrable, and the general integral

is obtained by quadratures

79. Mayer's method. The preceding method requires two successive integra-

tions. We can replace these two integrations by a single integration, as follows :

Let us suppose, for definiteness, that the coefficients A (x, y, z) and U(x, y, z)

are analytic in the neighborhood of the point (x , y ,
Z ). Then there exists one

and only one integral surface S through the point (x , y ,
z )

if the condition (31)

is satisfied. Mayer's method for obtaining this surface reduces to determin-

ing first the sections cut from that surface by the planes parallel to the z-axis

through the point (x , y ,
z ). Let r be the intersection of S with the plane

(40) y - yQ = m (x
- x ),

wherem has any given value. Along this curve T we have dy = mcfce, and, replac-

ing y and dy in the equation (29) by the preceding values, we obtain the relation

(41) dz = {A [x, y + m (x
- x ), z] + mB [x, y + m (x

- X ), z] } dx,

which is also satisfied along the whole length of the curve T. Now this is a

relation containing only the two variables x and z
;
that is, it is a differential

equation of the first order, the integration of which determines the curve F. Let

(42) z = (x; X
, y ,

z
, m)

be the integral of this equation which reduces to z for x = x . The curve r is

represented by the two equations (40) and (42). Since the required surface S

is the locus of the curves r as the parameter m varies, the equation of this sur-

face is obtained by eliminating m from the equations (40) and (42). To accom-

plish this it is sufficient to replace m in the equation (42) by (y y )/(x x ).

This method presents an evident analogy with the one which has been indicated

for the integration of the total differentials P(x, y)dx 4- Q(, y)dy (I, 152).

We might generalize it still further by replacing the planes parallel to the

z-axis by cylinders passing through a given point (x , y ,
z ) and having their

generators parallel to Oz.
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For example, let us again take the equation (36), and let us suppose x = y = 0.

Substituting y = mx, dy = mdx, that equation becomes

dz __
2wxz 1 mx2

dx
~~

1 + mx2 1 + mz2
"

%

This is a linear equation which is readily integrated, and the integral which re-

Hence the surface S has the equation z + 2 (1 + xy), which is the result

obtained by the first method.

80. The equation Pdx -f- Qdy -f Rdz = 0. The problem of the inte-

gration of a total differential equation can be put in a more general

and more symmetrical form. Let P(x, y, z), Q(x, y, z)> R(x, y, z) be

three functions of the variables x, y, z. To integrate the equation

(43) P(x, y, z)dx + Q(x, y, z)dy + R(x, y, z)dz =

is to find a relation F(x, y, z)
= between x, ?/, z such that these

three variables and their differentials dx
} dy, dz satisfy the given rela-

tion. If the function F contains the variable 2, we may regard x and

y in it as two independent variables and z as a function of these two

variables, and we see that that function must satisfy the equation

^ p
7 ^d*= dx -dy,

which is of the form (29). Replacing A by P/R and R by Q/R,
andcarrying out the differentiations, the condition of integrability(Sl)

becomes

This condition remains the same when we permute x, y, z and P, Q, R

circularly. Hence we should have obtained the same relation if, in-

stead of regarding z as the dependent variable, we had taken one of

the variables x or y for the unknown dependent variable. The prob-

lem of the integration of the equation (43), therefore, does not differ

essentially from the problem already treated; but when we write

a total differential equation in this way, it is not necessary to

specify which of the variables have been chosen as the independent
variables.

The condition (44) arises in a question which is closely connected

with the preceding. Given an expression
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we have seen ( 12, 26) that there always exist an infinite number
of factors /x(x, y) such that the product p(Pdx + Qdy) is the total

differential of a function of the two variables x and y. When we

pass from two to three variables, this does not remain true in general
Let us consider, in fact, three functions, P, Q, R, of the variables

#, y, z. In order that the product p,(Pdx-\- Qdy -f- Rdz) be an exact

differential, the factor /J,(x, y, z) must satisfy the three conditions

dz

If we add these three equations, after having multiplied them by
P, Qy

R respectively, and then divide by /-t,
we find again the con-

dition of integrability (44). This condition is therefore necessary

in order that the trinomial Pdx -f Qdy -f- Rdz have an integrating

factor. It is also sufficient. For if it is satisfied, the equation (43)
is completely integrable. Let

(45) F(x,y,*)=C

be the general integral of this equation. The values of dz/dx and of

4z/dy derived from the equation (45) must be identical with the

values P/R and Q/JR obtained from the equation (43), since we
can choose the arbitrary constant C so that the integral surface

passes through any point of space. For this we must have

F' F' F'^ = * = * = a,P Q R Pj

or

dFfji (Pdx -f- Qdy +Rdz).

The factor /A, which is equal to the common value of the preceding

ratios, is therefore an integrating factor. Kepeating the reasoning
of 12, we see, in a similar manner, that there are in this case an

infinite number of integrating factors, which are of the form p7r(F),

where TT is an arbitrary function.

The condition of integrability (44) is invariant with respect to every change
of variables. Consider, in fact, a transformation defined by the equations

(46) x =f(u, r, w), y = (u, t>, 10), z = $ (u, v, w),

where the Jacobian of the functions/. 0, ^ with respect to u, v, w is not identi-

cally zero. This transformation carries the trinomial Pdx -f Qdy + Rdz into an

expression of the same form, P^du 4- Q }
dv + R^w, where P

t , Qv R
l
are func-

tions of M, v, w. If now the relation (44) is satisfied, the analogous relation
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Is also satisfied identically. We might verify this by a direct calculation

(I, Chap. Ill, Ex. 19, 2d ed. ; I, Chap. II, Ex. 19, 1st ed.), but it also results

from the meaning of the condition. In fact, if the relation (44) is satisfied,

there exist two functions /*(x, y, z) and F(x, y, z) such that

n(Pdx + Qdy + Edz) = dF.

If we carry out the change of variables defined by the equations (46), the

functions w and F change into two functions
A*I(

W
J v> w), F^u, u, w) of the new

variables, and we have identically dF = dFr Hence the preceding identity

becomes

A4 (Pt
du + Q

and the trinomial P^du + Qt
dv + R^w has an integrating factor. This shows

that Pj, Qi, Rt satisfy also the relation (47).

This remark enables us to present the method of integration of 78 under a

more general form. For let us suppose that the trinomial Pdx -f Qdy \-Rdz has

been converted by a transformation into a binomial of the form P
l
a'u + Q1 dto,

containing now only two differentials du and dv. Ir the relation (47) we must

suppose R1
= 0,"and that relation reduces to

which shows that the ratio of the two coefficients P
l
and Ql

is independent of

w. The integration of the given total differential equation is therefore reduced

to the integration of an equation of the form dv + TT(U, v)du = 0, that is, to an

ordinary differential equation.

Every trinomial Pdx -f- Qdy + Rdz can be reduced to a binomial P
1du+ Qt

du

in an infinite number of ways. For example, we can proceed as follows : We
determine first two functions, /A(Z, y, z) and F(x, y, 2), such that, whatever dx

and dy may be,

dF f)F
&t + dy = [P(x, y, z)dx + Q(aj, y, )dy],

dx cy

This amounts in reality to integrating the differential equation PcZx + Qdy = 0,

regarding z as a parameter. Again, we may write the preceding equation in

the form

UR - \dz = n(Pdx -f Qdy + Rdz).

Then if we select a new system of independent variables, of which F(x, y, z)

and z are two, we see that Pdx + Qdy + Rdz is actually replaced by an expres-

sion in which there appear only the two differentials dF and dz. This procedure
can be varied in many ways. It is clear, for example, that we can begin by

integrating either of the two equations

Qdy -f Rdz = 0, Pdx + Rdz =
;

this last method is in reality identical with the method of 78.

We can also connect with the preceding remark an elegant method due to

Joseph Bertrand. Assuming that the equation (43) is completely integrable,
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let us begin by integrating the linear partial differential equation

/AO\ v i *\ /dQ dR\df , /dR dP\df /dP dO\df .

(4o) JL (j )
=

(
1

f- ( ) f- ( J
= 0.

\ dz dy/dx \ dx dz / dy \ dy dx / dz

Let u and v be two independent integrals of this equation. If between the two
relations

and the condition of integrability (44) we eliminate the three differences

a
L
<?_?^ ^5_?^ ^_i?

dz dy
'

dx dz
'

dy dx
'

we obtain the equality

dv

dx

P

= 0.

du du

dx dy

dv

dy

Q

There exist, therefore, two functions X and /* for which we have

d_u

dz

djo

dz

R

(49)
> \.- \ __ + f

dx dz

dv
* ,

dzdx dy dy

and we can write the given equation in the form

\du + fjidv = 0.

Now we have seen that the ratio X//x can depend only upon the variables u and
v

;
hence this equation is a differential equation in u and v.

This method appears to be more complicated than the preceding, since the

integration of the equation (48) requires first the integration of a system of two

differential equations of the first order. But it is more symmetric, and it may
be preferable if the given equation is itself symmetric in x, y, and z.

Consider, for example, the equation

(y
2 + yz + z2)dx + (z* + zx + x*)dy + (x

2 + xy + y*)dz = 0.

The condition (44) is satisfied, and the linear equation (48) is here

'
dx

The corresponding system of differential equations,

dx _ dy _ dz

gives easily the two integrable combinations

d(x + y + z)
= 0, xdx + ydy + zdz = 0.

Hence we may take

u = x + y + z, v = x2
-f 2/

2 + z2
,

and the values of the factors X and /x derived from the equations (49) are

v
X = x2 + I/

2 +
2

x + y + z __
u

2 2*
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The transformed equation in u and v is therefore

(w
3
-f v)du udv = 0,

or

_udv vdu _ ,/v\
W "

tf
~
W'

It follows that the general integral is u v/u = C, or, returning to the vari-

z + y + z

81. The parenthesis (i/, v)
and the bracket

[H, v]. Any total differ-

ential equation is really equivalent to two simultaneous equations

p- A (x, y, ), q = B(x, y, ).

Let us now consider any two equations,

(50) F (x, y, z, p, )
=

0, * (x, y, z, ^, q)
=

0,

in the two independent variables x and y, the unknown dependent
function z, and its two partial derivatives p and #.

If we can solve these two equations for p and
<?, we obtain two

equations, p =/(#, y, ), <?
= <(#, 2/> ),

of a form which has already

been studied, and it will be possible to determine whether these two

relations are compatible. But we can determine whether the condi-

tion of integrability is satisfied without first solving the equations

(50) for p and q. We have only to apply the rules for the calcula-

tion of the derivatives of implicit functions. Let us consider, in fact,

the relations (50) as defining two implicit functions,^? =/(x, y, #),

q = </>(x, y, z)j
of the three independent variables x, ?/, z. Differen-

tiating with respect to x
y
we find

_ -

dx dp dx dq dx
J

dx dp dx dq dx

and consequently

D(F,V)dg D(F,)
D(p,q) dx^ D(p,x)

Similarly, we have

Substituting the values of dp/dy, dp/dzj dq/dx, dq/dz in the con-

dition of integrability
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that condition becomes, after development,

dF/d<b d\ dF/d d$i^.^j^.i^.^
op \dx cz ) 0(2 \dy dz

d^/dF dF\ d^/dF
, dF\ _

~~ V~ T~+^~5~ -~^~T~ + 2
r ^~ = 0-

dp \dx
^

dz / dq \dy dzf

In general, if u and v are any functions of x, y, z, p, q, we shall set

d d d d 3
,

d

~T~
~

a t-Pz~ 9 T~ ~ a
"
? F"

;c ?a5 <? y <?y ##

1 _ ^M ^^ ^ v du du dv dv du
J

dp dx dp dx dq dy cq dy
'

and we shal] call the expression [?/,, v] a bracket. The preceding
condition can then be written in an abridged form,

(51) IF, <E>]
= 0.

In order that the two equations (50) shall form a completely inte-

grable system, it must first be possible to solve them for p and q ;

that is, it must not be possible to derive from them a relation

between a*, ?/,
z independent of p and of q ; and, further, the con-

dition [F, <] = must be a consequence of the two relations (50).

If the bracket [F, <l>]
is identically zero, the two equations F = a,

$ = 1) form a completely integrable system for any values of the

constants a and b. If the relation [F, $>]
= is a consequence of the

single equation F = 0, independently of the second equation $ = 0,

the two equations F = 0,
< = b form a completely integrable system

for any value of the constant b.

If the two functions F and 3> do not contain z, the expression for

the bracket [F, <] is simplified. The following expression, where u

and v are any functions of x, y, p, q,

du dv dv du du dv dv du
^ 9 '

dp dx dp dx dq dy dq dy

is called the parenthesis (u, v). The condition that the two equations

F(X, y, p, ?)
=

o, * fo y> p> ?)
=

be compatible is, by what precedes,, that the equation

(F, <*)
=

shall be satisfied, either identically or as a consequence of the

relations F = and 4> = themselves.
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III. EQUATIONS OF THE FIRST ORDER IN THREE
VARIABLES

82. Complete integrals. We shall now consider the integration of

a partial differential equation of the first order, of any form what-

ever but with only two independent variables, and we shall first

present some very important results obtained by Lagrange. Let

(52) f(*,y,*,P, ?) = <>

be the given equation. The fundamental result obtained by Lagrange
is the following : If we know a family of integrals which depend

upon two arbitrary parameters, we can derive all the other integrals

from them by differentiations and eliminations. Let

(53) V(x, y, z, a, b)
=

be a relation which contains two arbitrary constants a and b, and

which defines an integral of the equation (52) for any values of

those constants. The values of the partial derivatives p and q of

that integral are given by the equations

,XA\
dV dV dV dV

(54) -5 h/>-- = 0, -Q Hy-^- = 0.
v ' dx L

dz dy
*

dz

By hypothesis, the function z always satisfies the equation (52) for

any values of a and b
;
hence the elimination of the two parame-

ters a and b from the three relations (53) and (54) will lead to the

equation (52) and to that one only.*

We shall now show that this equation (52) expresses the neces-

sary and sufficient condition that the three equations (53) and (54)

be satisfied by a system of three functions z, a, b of the two varia-

bles x and y, where p and q denote the partial derivatives of z with

respect to x and y respectively. When this has been proved, it will

be evident that the problem of integrating the single equation (52)

is equivalent to the following problem : To find three functions z, a,

b of the two independent variables x and y which satisfy the three

equations (53) and (54).

If z = /!(#, y), a =/2 (#, y), b =/2(#, y) form a system of solutions

of these three equations, the function ffa, y) also satisfies the

equation (52), which is a consequence of these three relations.

* In fact, if the elimination of a and 6 led to another relation * (x, y, z, p, q) -

different from ^=0, the two simultaneous equations FQ, <J> = would have a com-

mon integral K=0 depending upon two arbitrary parameters a and 6, which is

impossible ( 78). The given integral would therefore depend in reality upon only a

tingle parameter.
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Conversely, if f^x, y) is an integral of the equation (52), the

three equations (53) and (54) are consistent when we replace z

by f^x, ?/),
and p and q by the partial derivatives of/X (a5, y). Hence

we can derive from them as values for a and b two other functions

a =fz (
x

y 2/) &=/(> y)> which form with f^x.y) a system of

solutions of the equations (53) and (54).

The new problem, although apparently more complicated than the

original, is easily solved. In fact, if we differentiate the relation

(53) with respect to x and to y, regarding now
, a, b as unknown

functions of x and y, the relations obtained reduce, by (54), to the

two equations

/ecx Wda dVdb . dVda dV db .

(55)
-

-f =
0, -^

-r- -f -57- Q- = 0,v 7 da dx d& &c Set d# 06 dy
'

and the system formed by the equations (53) and (55) is equivalent
to the system formed by the equations (53) and (54).

We see at once that this system is satisfied by taking for the un-

known functions a and b any two constants. This gives as the value

of z the integral already known, which Lagrange called the complete

integral. In order to treat the problem in a general way, let us

observe that the equations (55) are linear and homogeneous in

dV/da, dV/db. Hence the three equations (53) and (55) are satisfied

if we set

If these three equations are consistent, they define three functions

z, a, b of the two variables x and y. This gives an integral =fl(x, y)
of the equation (52) which does not depend upon any arbitrary

parameter, and which is commonly called the singular integral.

If dV/da and dV/db are not zero simultaneously, the equations

D(x, y)
"'

which proves that there exists between the functions a and b at least

one relation independent of x and of y. If there exist two relations

of that kind, a and b reduce to constants, which gives again the com-

plete integral. If there exists only one relation between a and b, at

least one of the functions a and b does not reduce to a constant.

Assuming that a is not constant, we can write the relation between

a and b in the form

(57) 4 = *(a),
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and the two equations (55) become

da\dV ,

0F
f/ J A dafdF ,

aF
f/ /] A

4. * (a) > p~ 2~ + ~*T * (a)
= -

dx^ca db \ oy\_oa cb
^ '

\

Since # is not a constant by hypothesis, these two relations reduce

to a single relation, and the three equations

dV dV
(58) F(*,2/,*,a,)=0, b =

<f>(a),
_ + _^(a

)
==0

define a new system of solutions of the equations (53) and (54). In

particular, the function z f^x, y) defined by (58) is an integral of

the given equation (52). It is evident that this integral depends upon
the arbitrary function <(a). We shall call it the general integral.

In order to obtain the relation between x, ?/, z, the arbitrary

parameter a must be eliminated from the two equations

dV dV
(58') V[x, y, *, a, * ()] = 0, -^ +^ 4>'(a)

= 0.

This elimination can be made only after the function $(a) has been

chosen, but the equations (58') always enable us to express two of

the coordinates of a point of an integral surface as functions of a

third coordinate and of a parameter a.

The preceding method is related in a very simple way to the

theory of the surface envelopes. Consider, in fact, the family of sur-

faces S which represent the complete integral (53) and which depend

upon two constants a and b. If we choose an arbitrary relation of

the form b
<j> (a) between the two parameters a and b, we obtain a

family of surfaces which depend upon only one parameter ,
and the

envelope of this family of surfaces is obtained precisely by eliminat-

ing a from the two equations (58'). The process by which we deduce

the general integral from the complete integral consists, therefore, in

taking the envelope of a one-parameter family of complete integrals

obtained by choosing an arbitrary relation between the two param-
eters a and b. Similarly, the singular integral is obtained by taking

the envelope of all the complete integrals, as the two parameters a

and b vary independently
*

(I, 212, 2d ed.; 220, 1st ed.).

* We have seen above ( 71) that all considerations founded on the theory of

envelopes in the study of differential equations are quite troublesome. All the diffi-

culties pointed out in the study of the singular solutions of an ordinary differential

equation of the first order arise again for partial differential equations of the first

order. The final conclusion is just as before: a partial differential equation of the

first order, given a priori, does not normally have any singular integrals. This
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It would seem from what precedes that we ought to distinguish

three categories of integrals : the complete integral, the general inte-

gral, and the singular integral. But Lagrange's theory itself shows

that there exist an infinite number of complete integrals. Indeed,
if we establish between the two parameters a and b a relation of a

definite form b = 7r(a, a', b'), containing two constants a' and b
1

,
the

corresponding general integral will depend upon these two constants

a'j b', and may be considered as a new complete integral. The

original complete integral will now be included in the general inte-

gral, and will correspond to the relation b = 7r(a, a\ b
f

) established

between the two parameters a' and b'. There is, therefore, no essential

distinction between the general integral and the complete integral. On
the contrary, the singular integral, as can be seen from its geometric

meaning, does not depend upon the choice of the complete integral.

Example 1. Consider the generalized Clairaut's equation

*=px + qy+f(p, q).

It is easily seen that it has a complete integral of the form

z = ax -f- by +f(a, b).

This complete integral is represented by a family of planes which de-

pend upon two arbitrary parameters a and b. These planes envelop
a non-developable surface 2, which is the singular integral surface of

the given equation. In order to obtain the general integral, we must

choose an arbitrary relation between a and b
y say b = <(a), and we

must find the envelope of the planes thus obtained. This envelope,

which is represented by the two equations

is a developable surface tangent to the surface 2 all along a curve F.

It is evident that we can choose the arbitrary function <(a) in such

a way that the curve of contact F shall be any preassigned curve on 3.

Example 2. Consider the equation

of which a complete integral is

conclusion does not contradict the reasoning of the text, for we have assumed that

we can apply the theory of implicit functions to the system of three equations (56),

and the conclusions are correct only when that condition is satisfied. (See the paper

by Darboux, Sur left solutions singulieres des equations aux derivees partielles du

premier ordre (Memoires des Savants etrangers. Vol. XXVII).)
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This equation represents a plane, and the general integral, which is

given by the system of two equations

(59) * = ax + yf(a)+ * (a),
= x + yf'(a)+ <'(),

is represented by developable surfaces, which can be defined geomet-

rically in a very simple way. Draw through a fixed point of space

(for example, the origin) the planes parallel to the planes which form

the complete integral ;
these planes depend only upon the parameter

a, and consequently envelop a cone (T) whose vertex is at the origin.

It follows that the edg*e of regression of the developable surface (59)

has its osculating plane constantly parallel to a tangent plane of the

cone (T
1

).
Hence the generators of this surface are parallel to the gen-

erators of the cone just mentioned (I, 227, 2d ed.; 224, 1st ed.).

The equations (56), which determine the singular integral, are in

this case inconsistent, for the last reduces to 1 = 0. There is there-

fore no singular integral.

Example 3. Consider a family of spheres with a given radius R,

whose centers remain in a fixed plane. These spheres depend upon
two arbitrary parameters, and if we take a system of rectangular

axes with the fixed plane for the ccy-plane, they are represented by
the equation^

(x of + (y &)
2
4- 22 R* = 0.

The corresponding partial differential equation is obtained by elimi-

nating a and b from this equation and the following two,

x a +pz = 0, y b + ?z = 0,

which gives the equation

Geometrically this equation expresses the fact that the portion of

the normal included between any point of the surface and the xy-

plane is constant and equal to R. The general integral is a tubular

surface, the envelope of a sphere of radius R whose center describes

an arbitrary curve in the ay-plane. There is a singular integral

surface formed by the two planes z = R. It is evident that these

two planes are tangent to all the other integral surfaces.

83. Lagrange and Charpit's method. To sum up the preceding, in

order to determine all the integrals of an equation of the first order,

(60) F(*,y,*,P,q) = fy

it is sufficient to know a complete integral, that is, an integral depend-

ing upon two arbitrary constants. In order to determine a complete
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integral, let us suppose that, by any means whatever, we have

obtained another function $(x, y, z,p, q) such that the two equations

(61) F = 0,
< = a

can be solved for p and q, and form a completely integrable system,
for any value of the constant a. If this is the case, then by solving

the two preceding equations for p arid g, and substituting these

values of p and q in the equation dz p dx -f- q dy, we obtain a com-

pletely integrable total differential equation

(62) dz =/(, y, z, d)dx + <f>(x, y, z, a)dy.

The integration of this equation introduces a new arbitrary constant

b, and in this way we obtain an integral of the given equation which

depends upon the two arbitrary constants a and b.

Lagrange and Charpit's method of integration consists precisely

in adjoining to the equation F= another equation 3> = a such that

the system (61) formed by these two equations is completely inte-

grable. For this it is necessary and sufficient ( 81) that [F, <I>]
= 0,

that is, that

where, for brevity, we have set

8F SF 8F 8F 8FA=> y = , Z = -=~-9 P = 77- > Q = -r--
OX vy GZ Op Cq

The auxiliary function <(#, y, , p, y) must therefore satisfy a linear

partial differential equation in five independent variables. The inte-

gration of this linear equation reduces in turn to that of the system
of ordinary differential equations

dx __ dy^ __dz _ dp _ dq
^ ' ~P~"1;i~Pq+Q,q'~~X+pZ~~Y + qZ'

But, for the purpose which we have in view, it is not necessary to

find the general integral of this system (64) ;
it is sufficient to know

one first integral 4> = a of this system, such that we can solve the

two equations F = 0, $ = a for p and q.

We can therefore state the following general rule :

To obtain a complete integral of the equation (60), we first find one

first integral = a of the auxiliary system (64) for which the Jaco-

bian D(F> $)/^(jp> ?) & n t zero > then we solve the two equations

F = 0, 4> = a for p and q. Substituting the expressions obtained for

p and q in the equation dz=pdx + qdy, we obtain a completely
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integrable total differential equation. The general integral of this

equation contains a second arbitrary constant b, and is a complete inte-

gral of the equation (60).

We know in advance one integral of the equation (63) ;
that is, fche

function F itself. This integral cannot be used directly, but the

knowledge of it reduces the integration of the system (64) to the inte-

gration of a system of three differential equations of the first order.

The precise nature of the problem to be solved is thus made clear.

When the function F does not depend upon the unknown function

2, we may also suppose that the function < does not depend upon z,

and the condition that the system (61) be completely integrable

isthen
</>,*)

= *
or

Hence the auxiliary system (64) takes the form

,64 K dx = dy^ -dp = -dg
^ ' P Q X Y

If we know a first integral < = a of this system for which

D(F, <E)

D(P> </)

is not zero, we are led to a total differential equation of the form

dz = f(x, y, a)dx + <(B, y, d)dy,

which is integrable by a quadrature. The difficulty of the second

part of the problem is therefore diminished in this case. This is also

true of the first part, for we know a first integral -P = C of the sys-

tem (64') ;
we can therefore replace this system by a system of two

differential equations of the first order.

Example 1. Let us consider an equation containing only one of the three

variables x, y, z (for example, the variable y) :

F(y, P, q) = 0.

In this case X Z = 0, and the equations (64) give the integrable combination

dp = 0. Hence the two equations F(y, p, q) = 0, p a form a completely inte-

grable system, as is easily verified. For if we solve the given equation for g,

the total differential equation to be integrated takes the form

dz adx +f(y, a)dy.

Hence we obtain a complete integral by a quadrature :
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Example 2. An equation of the form F(z, p, q)
= can be reduced to the

preceding form by taking y and z for the independent variables, but we can dis-

pense with this change of variables. For in this case we have X = Y = 0, and
the equations (64) give

dp dq

p
~

q
'

whence a first integral is q = ap. From the two equations

q = ap, F(z, p, q) =
we then derive

p=f(z, a), q = af(z, a),

and the total differential equation

dz = /(z, a) (dx -f ady)

can be integrated by a quadrature :

dz

/ - = x + ay -f b.

/(*, )

Consider, for example, the equation _p</ z = 0. Adjoining to it the equation

q = op, we derive from them

hence a complete integral is givien by the equation

4 az = (x + ay + 6)
2

,

which represents a family of parabolic cylinders tangent to the ay-plane along
the entire length of a generator. The xy-plane represents a singular integral.

The equations (64), in the case where F pq z, have also the first integral

p y a. Starting with this integral, we are led to the total differential

equation ,

y

which can also be written in the form

dx = d

This furnishes a new complete integral z = (y + a) (x + 6), which represents a

family of hyperbolic paraboloids tangent to the xy-plane.

Example 3. Let the equation be of the form/(x, p) /^(y, q) 0. The dif-

ferential equations (64')
dx _ dy _ dp __ dq

d/~_aA~ ?f ~~?5i

dp dq dx dy

have the first integral /(x, p) = a. If we adjoin this equation to the given equa-

tion, we derive from the two relations

the values for p and q, p = $(x, a), q = t (y, a), and the total differential

equation
dz = <f>(x,a)dx + ^(y, a)dy
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can be integrated by two quadratures as follows :

y, a)dy + b.

When an equation of the first order is of the preceding form, we say that

the variables are separated. For example, let us consider the equation

pq - xy = 0,

which can be written in the form

p__y
x q'

Equating these two quotients to a constant q, we obtain the total differential

equation
dz = qxd*x + -dy,q

whence a complete integral is

~~

~2~ 2q

Example 4. Let us propose to find the functions F(x, y, p, q) for which the

equations (64) have the first integral py qx a. For this it is necessary and

sufficient that the relation pdy + ydp qdx xdq = shall be a consequence
of the relations (64') ;

that is, that the function F shall itself be an integral of

the linear equation

cTF_ dF
x dF_ <^= o

dq dx dy dp

The corresponding system of differential equations

q*x _ dy _ dp _dq
y x q p

has the three first integrals

X2 + y
2 = C, p2 + f/

2 = C', py~qx = C",

and the function F is therefore of the form JP(py gx, x2
-f- y

2
, p2

-f- g
2
). The

investigation of the equation F for a complete integral is therefore reduced

to the integration of two simultaneous equations of the form

p2 + g
2 = /(x

2
-f y

2
, py - qx), py - qx = a.

Making use of the identity

(p
2 + g

2
) (x

2 + y
2
)
= (py qx)* + (px + gy)

2
,

we derive from the two preceding equations

px + qy = V(x
2 + y

2
) /(x

2 + y2 , a)
- a2 = (x

2 + y
2
, a).

Solving for p and 7, we obtain the values

qy +x^ + y^a) - qx + yft(x
2 + y2 , q)

x2 + y
2 *

whence we obtain a complete integral by a quadrature,

z=-aarctan^W C
\x/ J\x/ J 2u

where u = &2 + y
2

.
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It is sometimes possible to find a priori, by geometric considerations, certain

integrable combinations of the differential equations (64). Suppose, for exam-

ple, that we wish to find the surfaces S whose tangent plane at any point M
meets at a constant angle V the plane passing through M and Oz. It is clear

that if a surface S satisfies this condition, all the surfaces obtained from it by
a helicoidal movement around the z-axis, for which the pitch of the helix is

equal to ft, will also satisfy the condition. Hence the surface envelope S will

also be an integral of the same equation. This envelope 2 is evidently a

helicoidal surface of pitch ft. Since we may translate it any distance what-

ever parallel to the z-axis, it follows that the partial differential equation of

the problem and the partial differential equation of the helicoidal surfaces

py qx = a
( 72) have, for any value of a, an infinite number of common

integrals which depend upon an arbitrary constant. Consequently the differ-

ential equations (64) corresponding to the partial differential equation of the

surfaces S have a first integral py qx a, and the complete integral can be

obtained by a quadrature.

Note. It should be noticed that it is not necessary that the relation (63)

shall be identically satisfied in order that the system (61) be completely inte-

grable ;
it is sufficient that it be satisfied by virtue of the relation F = itself.

We can sometimes make use of this fact in the search for the function <i>. In

fact, the problem of finding an integrable combination of the equations (64)

reduces essentially to that of finding five functions X*, X
tf ,

Xz , Xp, \q of the

variables as, y, z, p, q such that

\xdx + \ydy + Xdz + \pdp + \qdq

shall be an exact differential eM and such that we have also

P\x + QXy -f (Pp + Qq)\z
- (X + pZ)\p - (F + gZ)Xj = 0.

If this last equation is not satisfied except by virtue of the equation F = 0, the

function < is not, properly speaking, a first integral of the system (64). How-

ever, since the multipliers Xx ,
Xy ,

are equal to the partial derivatives of <,

the two equations F = 0, * = a still form a completely integrable system, for

the equation (63) is then a consequence of F 0.* A similar remark applies to

the sytem (64').

* When the equation 1^=0 can be solved for one of the variables
, y, z, p, q, we

may suppose that the function 4> does not contain that variable, and it will also not

appear in any of the coefficients X, Y, Z } P, Q. For definiteness, let us take an equa-
tion of the form

p+f(x t y t z,q)-0.

To find a complete integral, we need only adjoin another equation (x, y, z, q) *= a,

which forms with the first a completely integrable system. In this case the condition

[P +/ 0] = takes the form

+ (q &-f\&
\
q
dq

J
)dz

In which the letter p does not appear.

More generally, let us suppose that we can satisfy the relation F= by putting

p /(*i y, *, X). ?=0 (*. y *> M,
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84. Cauchy's problem. Given an equation

(65) p =/(#, y, z, q)

in which the right-hand side is analytic in the neighborhood of a

system of values (x , y ,
Z
Q , <? ),

and a function
<Q/) analytic in

the neighborhood of the point y ,
such that we have <(?/ )= ,

<t>'(yQ)
= # ,

we proved in 25 that this equation has an analytic

integral in the neighborhood of the point (XQ , y )
which reduces to

the given function <(y) for x = X
Q

. Let C be the plane curve rep-

resented by the two equations x = X
Q ,

z =
<f>(y). Geometrically this

result may be stated as follows : There exists one and only one ana-

lytic integral surface of the equation (65) passing through the curve C.

This proposition is capable of generalization. Let us first consider

an equation of any form,

(66) F(x,y,*,P,q) = Q,

and let us propose to determine an integral surface passing through
a plane curve, such as C, which lies in a plane x X

Q parallel to the

yz-plane. Let z =
<j> (y) be the equation of the cylinder which pro-

jects C upon the ys-plane. Since the function < is analytic in the

neighborhood of the point T/O ,
the equation

(67) F(**y**P>ti = *>

where Z
Q
= <(?/ ), qQ

=
<#>'(2/ ) anc^ where we regard^) as the unknown,

has a certain number of roots. Let pQ
be one of them. If the func-

tion F is analytic in the neighborhood of the system of values (xQt

yQ y
z

, pQ , 2 ),
and if also the partial derivative (dF/dp)Q

is not zero

for this system of values, the equation (66) has a rootp =/(*, y, z
y q)

which is analytic in the neighborhood of the system of values (x , t/ ,

*
, ? ) (I, 193, 2d ed.

; 187, 1st ed.). Hence we are led back to

an equation of the form (65), which shows that the equation (66)

possesses an integral surface through C. As a matter of fact, the

reasoning proves that this equation has m integral surfaces which

satisfy the conditions if the equation (67) is of degree m with

respect to p. There is no possible exception unless one of the roots

where X denotes an auxiliary parameter. We need only replace X by a function of

*, y, z such that the equation dz=*fdx + <j>dy is completely integrable, which again
leads to a linear equation for X (x, y, z) :

^ +^ + ^/sx +
ex \ a^ + a^ a0/ax ax \

dy dz* dX\dy dz\) dx dz
j

d\\fa dz
j

)

(ANTOMABI, Bulletin de la Societt Mathematique, Vol. XIX, p. 154.)
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of the equation (67) satisfies also the relation dFjdp = at all the

points of C, since X
Q , y ,

Z
Q
are the coordinates of any point of

this curve.

Let us consider finally any curve T, represented by a system of

two equations

(68) a = A(y), * = /*&),

and let it be required to determine an integral surface of the equa-
tion (66) which passes through T. This problem, in turn, can be

reduced to the preceding by means of a change of variables
;
for if

the relation dz = pdx -f- qdy becomes

dz = pdX +p\'(Y)dY+qdY,
and from this we derive

The equation (66) is then replaced by the equation

(66') FX + X(r), r, ,, ,
_ V(Y) =

0,

and it remains to find an integral of this new equation which

reduces to f*(Y) for A' = 0. Hence we see that in general an inte-

gral surface of an equation of the first order is determined if we

assign a curve lying on that surface. There may be several integral

surfaces satisfying this condition if the equation similar to (67) has

several distinct roots, just as an ordinary differential equation of the

first order and of degree m in y' has in general m integral curves

passing through a given point. We shall return later to the excep-

tional case in which this reasoning fails.

The problem of determining an integral surface of a partial differ-

ential equation of the first order through a given curve has been

called Cauchifs problem. This name is used to remind us of the

close relation just explained existing between this problem and

Cauchy's general theory. We shall now show how Cauchy's problem
can be solved by an elimination if we know a complete integral, and

this will furnish also a verification of the preceding results.

Let
V(x,y,z,a,b) =

be a complete integral, and let r be a given curve not situated upon
t'he singular integral surface nor upon one of the integral surfaces
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obtained by giving to a and to b constant values. Cauchy's problem
reduces to determining the function

<f> (a) in such a way that the given

curve r shall lie upon the surface S denned by the two equations

(69)

Let us suppose that the coordinates x, y, z of a point of F are

expressed as functions of an auxiliary parameter X,

(70) x=/1(X), y=/a (X), *=/8 (X),

and let U(\, a, b) be the result obtained by replacing #, y, z in

V(x, y, z
y a, b) by the preceding expressions. The two simultaneous

equations

(71)

determine the values of X and a which correspond to the points of

intersection of the curve F with the surface S. If the surface S

passes through the curve F, these two equations form an indeter-

minate system. Hence, eliminating X from these two equations, we
obtain an identity. This elimination leads to a relation between a,

t(a), *'(*),

(72) II [>, *("),*'(<*)] = 0,

that is, to a differential equation of the first order for the determiiH-

tion of <(). It would seem, therefore, that the problem has an

infinite number of solutions, contrary to Cauchy's result. But it is

easy to deduce from the equations (71) another relation not contain-

ing <t>'(a).
In fact, let us suppose that the curve F lies entirely on

the surface S. When a point moves on F, a is a function of X which

satisfies the two equations (71) simultaneously. Hence, if we differ-

entiate the first of these two equations with respect to X, it follows

from this result and the second that

,73, f-0.
This equation contains only X, a, <(a). Eliminating X from the two

equations (7 = 0, dU/d\ = 0, we obtain an equation which determines

the function <(a). The method to which we are led has an evident

geometric meaning. In fact, the equation U(\, a, b)= determines

the values of X which correspond to the points of intersection of the

curve F with the complete integral. If we also have d U/d\ = 0, this

equation has a double root, and the complete integral is tangent to F.
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Eliminating X from the two equations U(\, a, &)=0,
the condition obtained, $ (a, b)

= 0, therefore expresses the fact that

the complete integral is tangent to F, and the desired integral surface

through F may be defined as the envelope of the complete integral

surfaces tangent to the curve F. This result is geometrically almost

intuitive.*

85. Characteristic curves. Cauchy's method. Cauchy's method is

independent of the theory of the complete integral. We shall now

present it in a geometric form. For this purpose, let us first consider

the meaning of a non-linear partial differential equation

(74) F(x,y,z,p,q)=0.

This equation may be regarded as a relation between the direc-

tion cosines of the tangent plane to an integral surface S through a

given point (x, y, z) of space. Hence this tangent plane cannot be

any plane passing through the point (x, y, z). Since the possible

tangent planes form only a one-parameter family, they envelop in

general a cone (7
1

)
whose vertex is the point (,r, ?/, z). It follows

that the tangent plane at any point J/ of space to each integral surface
S passing through this point 'is also tangent to a certain cone (2

1

)

whose vertex is at M.

The cone (T) depends, of course, upon the function F, and also

upon the position of its vertex. In order to obtain the equation of

the cone (T) whose vertex is (#, ?/, 2), we must, by its definition,

find the envelope of the planes

(75) Z-z=p(X-x) + q(Y-y),

where the parameters jp'and q are connected by the relation (74). We
must therefore eliminate p and q from these two equations and the

new relation (I, note, 208, 2d ed.
; 202, 1st ed.)

(76) (y_,)
-

(
.Y _

a:)
=o.

* It is easy to obtain the general integral of the differential equation (72). In fact,

If we replace X by an arbitrary constant \
,
the function (a) defined by the equation

(e) Ufa, a, ()] = <),

also satisfies the equation

*

Hence <(a) satisfies also the equation obtained by eliminating \ from (e) and (e
x

)

but the resulting equation is exactly the equation (72). The relation (e) therefore

represents the general integral of the equation (72) . There is also a singular inte-

gral, which is indeed precisely the desired solution of the given problem.
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The two equations (75) and (76) represent the characteristic direc-

tion, that is, the generator of the cone (T) which is the line of con-

tact of the tangent plane. If we suppose that the axes of coordinates

are rectangular, we can obtain immediately the equation of the

normal cone (N), which is generated by the normals to the different

integral surfaces passing through the point M. For, since the equa-

tions of the normals are

X - x +p(Z - z)
= 0, Y - y + q(Z - *) = 0,

the elimination of p and q gives the equation of the cone (N) in

the form

If the given equation (74) is linear in p and q, the cone (N) is a

plane and the cone (T) reduces to a straight line A. We have seen

( 76) that the integration reduces in this case to the search for the

curves which are tangent in each of their points to the correspond-

ing straight line A. We are led to Cauchy's method by extending
this process to non-linear equations.

Let S be an integral surface represented by the equation

*=/(*>?)
At each point M of this surface the tangent plane is also tangent
to the cone (T) along a generator (). We shall give the name char-

acteristic curve to every curve C of the surface S which is tangent
in each of its points to the corresponding generator G. Through
each point of S (excepting the singular points, if there are any)
there passes one and only one curve of this kind. The name charac-

teristic curves will be justified later
( 86).

The key to Cauchy's method is that we can determine these curves

by a system of ordinary differential equations without knowing the

function /(x, y). In the first place, the tangent to the curve C coin-

cides with the straight line G represented by the two equations (75)
and (76), which may be written in the form

X-x = r-y = Z -z
P

~
Q

~
Pp + Qq

in the notation of 83. Along a characteristic curve x, y, z, p, q
are functions of a single independent variable, and we may write the

relations between the differentials dx, dy, dz in the form

/7\ dx dV d* j
(78) ------.fa,
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where u is a conventional auxiliary variable which is introduced

merely for symmetry. Along this curve C we have also

dp = rdx + sdy, dq = sdx + tdy,

where r, s, t are the usual second derivatives of the function f(x, ?/).

On the other hand, since z = f(x, y) is an integral of the given

equation (74), the partial derivatives r, s, t also satisfy the two

relations

X -fpZ 4- Pr + Qs = 0, Y + qZ + Ps -f Qt = 0,

which are obtained by differentiating (74) with respect to x and

with respect to y. Replacing the differentials dx and dy by Pdu and

Qd^ respectively, the expressions for dp and dq become

dp = (Pr + Qs) du, dq = (Ps -f Q*)tto,

or, using the preceding relations,

dp = (X+pZ)du, dq = (Y+qZ)du.

Adjoining these equations to the equations (78), we arrive at a

system of ordinary differential equations

which is identical with the system (64) to which we are led by

Lagrange's method.

This system of differential equations is absolutely independent of

the integral considered. We derive from it the following conclusions :

Let (# , i/ ,
2

) be the coordinates of a point Af of S
t
and let pQ

and

qQ
be the values of p and q for the tangent plane at this point. If

the function F is analytic in the neighborhood of this system of

values, and if not all the denominators of the quotients (79) vanish

simultaneously for #
, y , , pQ , qQ ,

the equations (79) have one and

only one system of integrals which take on the values #
, y ,

Z
Q ,pQ> q

for u = 0. It follows that if two integral surfaces are tangent at a

point (x , y ,
#

), they are tangent along the entire length of a common

characteristic curve through that point.

For convenience we shall call every system of values assigned to

the five variables cc, y, 2, P, q an element. Thus, an element may be

thought of as consisting of the set of a point whose coordinates are

(x, y, z) and a plane through that point whose position is defined

by the values of p, q. Along an entire characteristic curve, a;, y, ,jo,

and q are functions of an independent variable u. To each point of
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a characteristic curve there corresponds, therefore, an element com-

posed of this point together with the plane through this point defined

by the values ofp and q. But from the equations (79) we have

dz dx
, dy

- r=s t? -f- O ~
>

du du du *

so that this plane contains the tangent to the curve at the point

(cc, y, z). When the point (#, y, z) describes the characteristic curve,

the corresponding plane envelops a developable surface passing

through this curve, which is called the characteristic developable

surface. Thus, to each characteristic curve there corresponds a char-

acteristic developable surface through that curve. We shall hereafter

use the words characteristic strip to denote the combination of the

curve and the developable surface, and we shall refer to the curve

as the characteristic curve, to avoid any possibility of ambiguity.

With this understanding, a characteristic strip is composed of an

infinite number of elements which depend upon an independent

variable, and the infinitesimal variations of #, ?/, 2, p, q are con-

nected by the relations (79). A characteristic strip is therefore

completely defined if we are given one of its elements, and the

theorem stated a moment ago can again be expressed in the follow-

ing exactly equivalent form :

If two integral surfaces have a common element, they have in com-

mon jail the elements of the characteristic strip to which the given

common element belongs.

The totality of all characteristic strips depends upon three arbi-

trary parameters. In fact, a characteristic strip is determined if one

of its elements (# , y ,
#

, pQ , q^)
is given. One of the coordinates,

X
Q
for example, may be assigned a given numerical value, and, more-

over, by definition the relation F(xQ , yQ , z^ pQ , qQ)
= is satisfied.

Hence only three parameters remain arbitrary.

In order to determine the characteristic strips, let us observe first

that F = const, is a first integral of the equations (79). Hence, if

Ffa V> *> P> 2) vanishes for the initial element
(a? , ?/ ,

z
, p^ y ),

F
vanishes throughout the entire length of the characteristic strip

through that element, as we see also from the derivation of the

equations (79). In order to find the characteristic strips of the given

equation, we can therefore adjoin to the system (79) the relation

F = itself, which 'reduces that system to one of three differential

equations of the first order.
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Let us suppose that we have obtained the equations of the charac-

teristic strip in finite terms
; and, for definiteness, let

(80) / y =Mx
'
X

< y ' *' P< q^ y
Z ^Mx

*
x
*' y* *' P ' ^

u> =/8 (
x

>
x

< y*> *o> PV ?o)> ? = /*(*> x
< y* *

> PQ > 7 )

be the equations of the characteristic strio through the element

The two first equations of (80) represent the characteristic curve

itself, and every integral surface, being a locus of the characteristic

curves, will be obtained by supposing that #
, # , , pQ , qQ

are func-

tions of an auxiliary parameter v. We are therefore led to investi-

gate how these five functions of v may be chosen in order that the

surface generated by these characteristic curves shall be an integral

surface. We shall introduce with Darboux an auxiliary variable u,

and write the equations in a symmetric form. Let

(82)

be the equations which represent the integral of the system (79)

which takes on the values X
Q , y^ Z

Q , pQ , qQ respectively for u = 0.

If we replace X
Q , ?/ ,

Z
Q , pQ , qQ

in these expressions by functions of a

second auxiliary variable v
>
the equations (81) represent in general

a surface S, u and v being regarded as two independent variables.

In order that the surface S be an integral surface, and that the

curves v = const, be the characteristic curves, the equations (82)

must give precisely the values of p and q which determine the

tangent plane to that surface
; and, moreover, the relation jP =

must be satisfied at every point of S. Hence the five functions

x, y, z, p, q of the two variables u and v must satisfy the three

conditions

fix
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Since the five functions <k are integrals of the system (79), we have,

as remarked above, F(x, y, z,p, q)=F(x^ ?/ , ,.p , qQ).
Hence the

relation (83) will be satisfied if

(86) ^(*o>% Wo> ?)=<>

The relation (84) is identically satisfied, for it is a consequence of

the differential equations (79). Cauchy transforms the condition (85)

as follows : Indicating by // the left-hand side of
(85)-,

and differen-

tiating with respect to u, we find

^__d!l___ d*x _ g2
?/ dx dp dy dg

die dudv dudu dudu do du do du

On the other hand, differentiating the relation (84) with respect to v,

we have also

ffiz dzx dPi/ dp dx dfr du__ p- _ q
J---i- -____L __! .

dudo dudo du du do du 1

whence, subtracting,

dH dp dx dfj di/ dx dp dy dq
die du du do du dv du dv du

or, replacing the derivatives with respect to u by their values

obtained from the relations (79),

VU CO 00 00 CO

Finally, observing that the five functions x, y, z, p, q of v satisfy

the relation . .

F(x, y, *, p, q)
=

o,

and that we therefore have also

x% + Y
S

/ + ^~ +p|2 + Q^ =
OU CO CO GV CO

we may write the preceding value of dll/cu in the form

We derive from this relation the following value for H,

(88) H = H e-
z ''u

,

where 7/ denotes the value of // for u = 0, that is, when x, y, z, p, q
reduce respectively to X

Q , ?/ ,
Z
Q , p , qQ

. Since the function F, and

consequently also the partial derivative Z, is supposed analytic
in the neighborhood of the system of values X

Q , ?/ ,
Z
Q , pQj qQ ,

the
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necessary and suflicient condition that H be zero is that H
Q
be zero,

that is, that (d*fto\ = Pt(fo/d\ +

Summing up, to obtain an integral surface
*

it is sufficient to replace

K
O , T/O , , p^ q Q

in the equations (80) or (81) by functions of an

auxiliary variable v which satisfy the two conditions

(89) *(*,, y ,* ,A , ?0)
= 0,

This method leads very easily to the solution of Cauchy's problem.
In fact, if we wish to determine an integral surface through a given

surve F, we may take for X
QJ y ,

* the coordinates of any point of

that curve expressed as functions of a variable parameter v, and the

aquations (89) then determine pQ
and qQ

. The solution may also be

stated in geometric language as follows : The first of the equations

(89) expresses the fact that the plane through the point (# , y ,
2
Q)

* The argument presumes, however, that the denominators P, Q, X+pZ, Y+ qZ
are not all zero for the initial values #<)> zo* Po> <?<>

^n case tnev are tne equa-
tions (81) and (82) reduce to a: = XQ, V "*

2/o z ~ zoiPPo> Q 7o> whereas if we suppress
the auxiliary variable u, the equations (79) may have integrals which take on the

Efiven initial values (31, Note). Hence the integrals of the given equation which

jatisfy also the four equations

p =
0, Q=0, X+pZ=0, Y+qZ=0

ire not given by the general method. Such integrals, if there are any, are singular

integrals. There exist normally no such integrals for an equation given a priori and
aot formed by eliminating constants.

The reasoning can be arranged so as to put in evidence the hypotheses necessary
for the validity of the conclusions. Let us suppose first of all that the function

F(x, y, z, p, q) is an analytic function of x, ?/, z, /?, q. In order to show that every

integral z -f (x, y) represents a locus of characteristic curves, it is not necessary to

suppose that that integral is analytic ;
it is sufficient to assume that it has continuous

partial derivatives of the second order r, s, t, since only these derivatives appear in

the proof. The characteristic curves, being defined by a system of analytic differen-

tial equations, are necessarily analytic curves, and, consequently, on every integral

surface, whether it is analytic or not, there exists a family of analytic curves, namely,
the characteristic curves. The functions <f> it 2 , , 5 ,

which represent the general

integral of the equations (79), are analytic functions of u and of the initial values

o Vot 2oPo tfo (26). In order that the calculations which follow, and their con-

clusion, be rigorous, it 13 sufficient that these initial values be continuous functions

>f a parameter v, and that they have continuous derivatives, but it is not necessary

that they shall be analytic functions of v.

Thia is quite in accord with the method of the variation of constants. If the com-

plete integral V(x, y, z, a, 6) is an analytic function of its arguments, the same

prill be true of F(x, y, z,p, q), but nothing in the argument requires that the arbi-

trary function 6 <p (a) shall be an analytic function of a. A similar remark applies

to the general integral of a linear equation. For more details on this subject see

E. R. HEDRICK, Ueber den analytinchen Character der Ltisungen von Deferential*

jlcichungen (InauguraLDissertation, Gtittingen, 1901).
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determined by the values pQ
and qQ

is tangent to the cone (T) whose

vertex is that point ;
and the second of the equations (89) expresses

the fact that this plane passes through the tangent to the curve F.

Hence the whole process may be formulated as follows : Through
the tangent at the point M to the curve F^ass a plane^ tangent to the

cone (T) whose vertex is M ; let C be the characteristic curve through

the element thus determined ; the surface generated by this charac-

teristic curve
,
as the point M describes the curve F, -is an Integral

surface through the curve F.

There will be as many surfaces fulfilling these conditions as there

are tangent planes to the cone (T
7

) through a tangent to the curve F.

It is also clear that we should associate tangent planes which form

a continuous sequence.

Let us consider first the general case where the tangent to the

curve F is not a generator of the cone (T). Since p and qQ
fix the

position of the tangent plane to the cone (T), the direction cosines

of the element of contact of (7
T

)
with that plane are proportional to

p
o> ^o>

po^o + ^<#o> by the formul^ (75) and (76). Since the differ-

ence P^(dyjdv) Q
Q (dxQ/dv) is not zero, the values of pQ

and of qQ

derived from the equations (89) are analytic functions of v in the

neighborhood of the given point of F. On the other hand, we can

solve the first two equations of (81) for u and v, for the functional

determinant dx/du dy/dv dy/du dx/dv reduces for u = to

that is, to P
Q(dyJdv) QQ (dxQ/dv). Substituting these values of u and

v in the third of the equations (81), we see that z is an analytic

function of x and y in the neighborhood of the given point (see 84).

If the tangent at a particular point of the curve r coincides with the element

of contact of (T) with the plane determined by the values p , q at that point,

this point is in general a singular point for the corresponding integral. If the

same thing happens at every point of r, we must distinguish two cases, according
as the curve F is a characteristic curve or not.

If the curve F is a characteristic curve, it is tangent at each of its points to an

element G of the cone
( T) whose vertex is at that point, and the characteristic

developable surface is the envelope of the tangent plane to the cone ( T) along
the generator G when the vertex M describes the curve F. The characteristic

curve through each of the elements thus determined coincides with the curve

F itself, and the equations (81) do not define a surface. But it is clear that in

this case the problem is indeterminate. For let M be a point of r, let P be the

plane tangent to the cone (T) whose vertex is M along the tangent G to F, and
let T' be ^another curve through M whose tangent at M is a straight line of the
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plane P different from G. From what we have just proved, the integral surface

through F' contains the curve F.

If the given equation (74) is not linear in p and g, as we shall suppose, the

curve F can be tangent at each of its points to a generator G of the correspond-

ing cone (T) without being a characteristic curve. The family of curves

having this property depends, in fact, upon an arbitrary function. Let

/ Y-y Z-$/...
(X, V, *, v .

\ X. x X ;

be the equation of the cone (T) whose vertex is (x, y, z). In order that a curve

F be tangent at each of its points to an element of (T), the coordinates x, y, z

of a point of that curve must be functions of a variable v satisfying the condition

\
'

dx
'

dx/

If we take x, for example, as the independent variable, we may choose arbi-

trarily y =/(x), and then, substituting /(x) for y in the preceding relation, we
have a differential equation of the first order for the determination of z as a

function of x. Every curve not a characteristic satisfying the condition (90)

will be called an integral curve.

Now let us suppose that the curve F, for which we wish to solve Cauchy's

problem, is an integral curve. From each point M of F there issues a character-

istic curve tangent to F, and it follows from the preceding arguments that the

surface S generated by these characteristic curves is an integral surface. Indeed,
it is sufficient to take for x

, ?/ ,
z the coordinates of a point of F, and forpot

qQ the coefficients p and q of the plane tangent to (T) along the tangent to F.

But this curve F is a singular line on the surface S
;
for if it were not, the

derivatives r, s, t would have finite values in a point of F, and, since we have

Q dx = P dy ,
the arguments of page 251 to establish the equations (79) would

apply without modification, and we should conclude that the curve F is a

characteristic curve, which is contrary to the hypothesis. This curve F, which

is the envelope of the characteristic curves of the surface $, is the analogue of

the edge of regression of a developable surface.

Note. Cauchy's method also leads readily to a complete integral ;

for we can satisfy the conditions (89) by putting X
Q a, yQ b,

Z
Q c, where a, b, c are any three constants and where p and qQ

satisfy the relation F(a, b, c, pQ , <7 )= 0. The integral surface thus

obtained is the locus of the characteristic curves starting from the

point (a, by c),
which is evidently a conical point for that surface.

If we regard one of the coordinates a, #, c as a numerical constant,

we have a complete integral.

Example 1. Let us consider the equation treated by Cauchy, pq xy = 0.

Making use of the equation itself, we see that the differential equations of the

characteristic curves can be written in the form

, , dz , ,

pax = qdy = = xdp ydq.
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We derive from them successively the integrable combinations

and the characteristic strip through the element (z , y ,
ZO ,.PO , ? )

is represented

by the equations

Po xo tfo ^o xo 2^0

where z
, y , p , <7 are connected by the relation p q = x yQ . In order to

obtain the integral which, for x = x
,
reduces to #(y), we shall put, as in the

general method, y = v, z = #(u). In this case the equations (89) give

The required integral is therefore represented by the simultaneous system of

two equations

which define v and z as functions of x and y. These two equations may be

replaced by the equations

[z-<t> (v)]
2 = (z

2 - z2
) (i/

2 - 2
), [z

-
(*)] 0'() = (z

2 - z2
,),

of which the second may be obtained from the first by differentiating with

respect to the parameter v. The desired integral can be obtained by eliminating

u, and it follows that this result is quite in accord with Lagrange's theory.

Example 2. Let us consider again the equation of page 240,

which states that the length of the segment of the normal cut off by the

zy-plane is equal to R. Hence, in order to obtain the normal cone (N) at the

point M of space, we need only describe about the point M as center a sphere
of radius K, and then take the cone of revolution whose vertex is M through
the circle in which the xy-plane cuts this sphere. The corresponding tangent
cone (T) is the cone of revolution whose vertex is M. We know here a com-

plete integral, the spheres of radius R having their centers in the xj/-plane.

The characteristic curves, which are the limiting positions of the intersections

of two spheres that are an infinitesimal distance apart (see 86), are there-

fore circles of radius #, whose planes are parallel to the z-axis and whose

centers are in the zy-plane. Every integral curve, as we have seen, may be

regarded as the envelope of the characteristic curves on an integral surface.

These curves are therefore represented by the system of three equations,

(x- a)
2 + [y- *(a)] 4- z2 - R2 = 0,

x _ a + [y
-

0(a)] 0'(a) = 0,

1 -f ** (a) + (a) *"(a)
-

y+"(a) = 0,

where <f>(a) is an arbitrary function.
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86. The characteristic curves derived from a complete integral. The concept of

characteristic curves can be derived in a very natural manner from Lagrange's
theory. We have seen, in fact, that if V = is a complete integral of a given

equation of the first order, we obtain an integral surface by eliminating a from
the two equations

(91) V [x, y, *, a, (a)] =0, ^ +^- *'(a) = 0,

where (a) is an arbitrary function. If we give to the parameter a a constant

value, these two equations represent a curve whose locus is the integral surface.

The equations of this curve are of the form

(92) F(x, y, z, a, 6) = 0, ^ + ^c = 0,
da do

where a, 6, c are arbitrary parameters. These curves form a complex, and we
see that the integral surfaces are generated by the curves of this complex
associated according to a suitable law. The name characteristic curves is self-

explanatory, since they are the curves of contact of the complete integral with

its envelope.

The characteristic developable surfaces also appear in a natural manner.

Let us consider a characteristic curve corresponding to the values a
,
6

,
c of

the parameters a, &, c. All the integral surfaces obtained by means of func-

tions 0, such that we have 6 = 0(a ), c = &'(a ), pass through this curve and

are tangent to each other along this entire curve, for the values of p and #, which

for any point of an integral surface aj?e given by the relations

(93)
aZ + p ?I = o,

^ + ,^=0,v '

fa
"

dz
'

dy
y

dz

are the same for all these surfaces. It is therefore natural to associate with

each characteristic curve a characteristic developable surface passing through
this curve. The four equations (92) and (93) enable us to express four of the

variables x, ?/, z, p, q in terms of one of them and of the three arbitrary con-

stants a, 6, c. In order to prove the identity of the forms thus defined with

those of the characteristic strips deduced from Cauchy's method, let us suppose
that the complete integral is represented by an equation of the form

z = *(x, y, a, 6).

The equations (92) and (93) then become

(94) z = *(x,2/,a,6), ?l+^c = 0,
ca do

/ocx 3* d*
(95) p--, q = -.

The relations (94) and (95) enable us to express the five variables (x, y, z, p, g)

in terms of one of them (x, for example) and of the three arbitrary constants

a, 6, c. The proof reduces to showing that these functions satisfy the differen-

tial equations (64). Since the function *(x, y, a, 6) is a complete integral of

the equation F = 0, we have already between these functions the two relations

(96) F(x, y, z, p, q) = 0, dz - pdx + ady.
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On the other hand, we deduce from the second equation of (94)

(97 )V '

\aaax dbdx/ \dady dbdy,

Now if we differentiate with respect to the constants a and b the identity

pi- - a*

we find

da da dx da dy

Z^+P^L ^
db dbdx

and consequently, by eliminating Z, we have

*
c

dbdy]

A comparison of the two relations (97) and (98) shows that we have dx/P=dy/Q.
The remaining equations of (64) are established as in 85, by comparing the

relations 22
P + c

**W
Q /

**
+ c = 0.

Mte) \dady

,,, , * ^ idp = dx +--
"2/, <7

= ------ dx + - dy,
dx* dxdy

y ' ^
dxdy dy

2

which are deduced from the equations (95), with the relations

dx ax2

a* a2* a2 4
Y+ z + P^_L- + Q iJ- =o,

ay dxdy
^

dy*

which in turn are obtained by differentiating the identity

a* a*\ .

with respect to the variables x and y.

Note. The theory of the complete integral applies to linear equations as well

as to the non-linear equations. It seems at first sight, on the contrary, that

Cauchy's method is altogether different for linear equations and for non-linear

equations. In fact, the characteristic curves of a linear equation, or of an

equation which separates into several linear equations, form a congruence and

not a complex. But if we associate with each characteristic curve a charac-

teristic developable surface, the paradox disappears. Each characteristic curve

belongs, in fact, to an infinite number of characteristic developable surfaces

which depend upon an arbitrary constant, so that this family of characteristic

strips does depend upon three arbitrary constants. Let us consider, for example,
the equation of the cones px + qy z = 0. The equation z = ax + by represents

a complete integral formed by all planes P through the origin. The character-

istic curves are the straight lines passing through the origin, and the character-

istic developable surfaces are the planes P themselves. We shall therefore

obtain a characteristic strip by associating with a straight line through the

origin a plane through that straight line
;
this set actually depends upon three

arbitrary constants.
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87. Extension of Cauchy's method. Cauchy's method can be extended

without difficulty to an equation in any number of independent

variables,

(99) F(x., x
9 , >xn ; z,p,,p - - -,pn)

= 0. (p~ ~
\ dx

it

Let z = &(xlt
#
2 , ,

xn) be any integral of the equation (99); we
shall designate as an element of this integral the set which consists

of a system of particular values xj, ccj, ,
xQ
n of the independent

variables, together with the corresponding values 2, p% 9 , p^ of

the function $ and its partial derivatives. Let us suppose that an

element of the integral, starting with certain initial values xj, 2, jpj,

varies so as always to satisfy the differential equations

(100) ^1
=
^1=...

= ^,
where, as in 83,

It is clear that these equations determine completely a family of

curves (or one-dimensional manifolds) on each integral. For if z is

known as a function of xv #
2 ,

- -

,
xn9 the same thing is true of the

partial derivatives p iy
and consequently of -the functions P

{
. These

relations (100) form, therefore, a system of (n 1) differential equa-

tions of the first order between the n variables (xiy
#
2 , ,

xn). By
the theory of differential equations, through each point of the inte-

gral surface there passes in general one and only one of these mani-

folds. If to each point (xv #
2 , -,

;en , z) of one of these manifolds

we associate the corresponding values of p lt ^>2 , , pn ,
we have a

simply infinite sequence of elements, which we may again call a char-

acteristic strip. We shall show that, without knowing the expression

for the function 2, we can adjoin to the relations (100) other differ-

ential equations enabling us to define completely the variation of

the variables x
iy z, pk along a characteristic curve.

Let us start from an element of the integral (scj, 2, p%), and let us

consider the characteristic strip through this element. Along this

characteristic strip the variables x
t , z, pk are functions of a single

independent variable satisfying the relation F = 0, whose differen-

tials satisfy the equations (100) and also the relations

xn , dpi =^pn dx l H hpin dxn ,"' (*=1, 2, ...,)
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which result from the definition. Differentiating the relation F =
with respect to the variable x

{ ,
we find

X
t +pt

Z + PlPil + + PnPin = 0.

Indicating by du the common value of the quotients (100), and

replacing Pi
in the preceding relation by dxjdu, we find

u + pil dxl

thatl8
'

This shows us that the elements of an integral satisfy, along the

entire length of a characteristic strip, the system of differential

equations,

These equations do not depend upon the function <I>; hence we

can determine the successive elements of a characteristic strip, pro-

vided that we know a single element (xj, 2, pi). We conclude from

this, just as before ( 85), that if two integrals have a common ele-

ment, they have in common all the elements of the characteristic

strip through that element.

If, as we shall assume, the denominators of the equations (101)
remain finite and are not all zero for the initial values, we derive

from these equations

(102)

where a?J, 2, pk denote the initial values corresponding to the initial

value u = of the auxiliary variable u, and where the functions fiy

<t>k , $ are continuous differentiate functions of u and of the initial

values, at least within certain limits.

Since each integral is a locus of characteristic curves, it is clear

that every integral will be represented by the equations (102), where

xj, , pi must be functions of n 1 independent variables, so that

these equations represent, in fact, a manifold of n dimensions. But

in addition these 2 n -f 1 functions x
iy z, pk of n independent vari-

ables must satisfy the relations

(103); dz p^dxl p^dx^ pdxn
= 0.
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Since the differential equations (101) have the integrable combina-

tion dF = 0, the first of the relations of (103) will surely be satisfied

if F(x1, 2, pi) 0- On the other hand, we also have from the equa-

tions (101)
dz dxl

dxn-=
fi + ... +pH .

Since the initial values #?, z, pk are functions of n 1 independ-

ent variables vv v
2 , ,

vn _ lj we must also have

U = &Z -P^ ----- Pn&Kn = 0,

where the letter 8 denotes the differentials corresponding to arbitrary

increments &v
lf , &>_! of these variables. By proceeding as in

the case for n = 2, we have necessarily

dU = dbz p l
d&x

l
... pn d&xn dp 1

8x
1

... dpn $xn ,

dz =pl
dx

i H

tdz =p l
^dx

l H
---- +pn *dxn

and, since we may interchange the order of the operations d and 8,

t + PiZ) SxJ du.
t = l

Since
, x,-, p^ satisfy the equation F = 0, we have

and, consequently,

dU =

From this we find the following expression for U :

In order that U shall be zero, it is necessary and sufficient that U
Q
be

zero, that is, that we have

8*0-^8*? -----XfcS-O.

To sum up, in order that the equations (102) represent an integral,

it is necessary and sufficient that the initial values (xj, *jpj) fo
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functions of n 1 independent variables satisfying identically the

conditions

(104) **(*?, *,rf)=0,

(105) 8* -pllxl -^8&cJ -----j^K = 0. -

Every system of 2n + 1 functions (x, 2, joj.)
of n 1 variables

satisfying these conditions defines an (n l)-dimensional manifold

of elements. Again, we may say that every integral of the equation

F = is generated by the characteristic curves through the different

elements of a manifold of this kind.

In particular, to obtain Cauchy's integral, which for x^ x\ reduces

to a given function $(#2 , ,
xn),

if we take x\, JBJJ, ,
xQ
n for inde-

pendent variables (x\ being supposed constant), the relation (105)

gives the values of ,^2, -,X,
d& <>

The value of p\ can be obtained from the relation (104). If P} is not

zero (as we must assume in order to apply the general existence

theorem of I, 194, 2d ed.
; 188, 1st ed.), pi will be an analytic

function of sej, ,
xQ
n in a certain region, and the equations (102)

will give, for #, xi9 pk , analytic functions of u, x%,
- -

,
xQ
n . Moreover,

the Jacobian r . .

is not zero, for it reduces to PJ for u = 0. Hence we can solve the

first n equations (102) for u, x%,
-

-, x, and, putting these expres-

sions in the last of the equations (102), we obtain for z an analytic

function of the variables xv x^ -

,
xn .

Note. It may happen that the application of the preceding general rule does

not lead to an integral. For example, it might turn out that the manifold of

elements defined by the equations (102) does not really depend upon n arbitrary

parameters. This is what would happen if the manifold formed by the elements

(xj, z, pj) were composed of characteristic strips ;
in this case, in fact, the

manifold defined by the equations (102) would coincide with the manifold of

the elements (xj, z, pfy.

Disregarding this case, it may also happen that the elimination of the param-
eters u, j, -, vn _! from the equations (102) leads to several distinct relations

between the variables x
t , ,

xn ,
z. In order not to reject such solutions, we

agree with Sophus Lie to enlarge the definition of the integral and to designate
ae an integral of the equation F = every system of oon elements (x<, z, pt) sat-

isfying the relations

(106) JF(xt-,z,p*) = 0, dz=p1
dx

l +.-.+pndxn .
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IV. SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS*

88. Linear homogeneous systems. Let us consider a system of

q linear homogeneous equations in one unknown, /,

(107)

where the coefficients a,A are functions of the n independent variables

ojj,
#

2 , -, sen and do not contain the unknown function /. The q

equations (107) are said to be independent if there does not exist

any identical relation of the form.

df df df=
U 5r + 5r + ' ' ' + *.i3T = >

where X
1?
A
2 , ,

\
q
are functions of xv #

2 ,

- -

,
xn not all zero. It is

clear that every system of q equations that are not independent can

be replaced by a system of q
1

independent equations (<?'<<?) equiva-

lent to the first, and that no system can contain more than n inde-

pendent equations.

We can therefore always suppose the q equations (107) inde-

pendent and q == n.

If q = 7i, and if the equations (107) are independent, the deter-

minant of the coefficients aik is not zero, and these equations have

no other common integral than the trivial solution f=C, which we

shall hereafter discard. If q is less than n, we can always find the

integrals common to the equations (107) by successive integrations.

In fact, let us suppose that we have integrated one of these equa-

tions (the first, for example), and let yv y^ -

, yn _ l be a system of

n 1 independent integrals. Again, let yn be another function such

that the Jacobian D(yv y^ , yn)/D(xiy
a?

a , ,
xn) is not zero.

Then we may take yt , y2 , , yn for new independent variables, and

the equation X^f) = becomes df/dyn = by this change of vari-

ables, while the equation X{ (f) = (i > 1) is replaced by an equation

* We shall limit ourselves to an indication of the principal methods in their essen-

tial features. For further details the reader is referred to E. GOURSAT, Sur I* inte-

gration des Equations aux derivees partielles du premier ordre (Paris, Hermann

et nls, 1892).
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of the same form, in which the term in df/dyn may be suppressed.

This new equation may be written in the form

where the coefficients bki are functions of ylt y^ , yn . If we sup-

pose the coefficients bki arranged according to powers of yn,
this

equation can be written in the form

where the coefficients CH , c\ {J are independent of yn . Since the

unknown function / must be independent of yn ,
this function must

satisfy all the linear equations which are obtained by equating to

zero all the coefficients of the different powers of yn . Suppose that

we proceed in this way with all the equations X{(f) (i > 1). If

the system formed by all the independent equations which we thus

obtain contains n 1 equations, the only solution is f= C. If not,

the system will be composed of r linear independent equations

(r < n 1). We may operate in the same way on an equation of the

new system, and so on in the same manner. Since at each operation

the number of independent variables is diminished by unity, it is

easy to see that the given system has no other integral than / = C,

or else it reduces to a system composed of a single linear equation.

This method, which may be easily applied in certain cases, is

evidently very imperfect from a theoretical point of view, since it

does not enable us to determine a priori whether the equations

(107) have common integrals other than/= C. We shall now show

that this question can be settled without any integrations.

Let / be an integral common to the equations (107). This func-

tion satisfies the two relations X
{(f) = 0, Xk (f) = 0, where i and k

are any two of the indices 1, 2, , q. We also have

and, consequently,

*.i

We have already observed that this new equation contains only deriva-

tives of the first order ( 36), and that it may be written in the form
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Suppose that we form all the equations, similar to the preceding,

obtained by combining any two of the given equations. These equa-
tions have all the integrals of the system (107). Let us indicate by

*.</) =<>. *.(/) = o> > *,+.</) = o

all those of these new equations which are independent of each

other and which form with the equations (107) a system

of independent equations. If q -f- s = n
y
the system (108), and con-

sequently the system (107), has only the solution/^ C. If q -f 5 < n,

we repeat on the system (108) the operations performed on the first

system, and so on in the same manner. Continuing in this fashion,

we finally obtain either a system of n independent equations, in

which case the system (107) will have only the solution /= C, or

else a system of r independent equations (r < ri)
such that all the

combinations X
i \_Xk (f)'] Ar

fc [A't.(/)] are linear combinations of

xi(f)>
' '

->
xr(f}- Such a system has been called by Clebsch a

complete system.

It follows, then, that the search for the integrals of a system of
the form (107) leads to the integration of a complete system.

Since it is clear that every system of n linear independent equa-

tions is a complete system, we may say that every linear system
reduces to a complete system.

89. Complete systems. The theory of complete systems rests upon
the following properties :

1) Every complete system is transformed into a complete system

by any change of variables.

Let
*t = +i(yv y , yn} (i

= 1, 2,
.

., n)

be the formulae that define a change of variables such that we can

express also the variables yv y2 , , yn in terms of the variables

xv a?
a , ,

xn . By means of such a transformation every symbol of

the type

where av a
2, ,

are functions of xv x^ ,
xn , changes into an

expression of the same form, 3
r

(/)=*1 ^//?yl
H-----h * V/fy,,,

where bv &
2 , -, bn are functions of yv , yn . We have identically

X(f)~ Y(f), where the letter /on the left-hand side denotes any
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function of xv z
2 , ,

xn ,
and on the right-hand side the same func-

tion expressed in terms of the variables yv ya , , yn .

Now let

(109) ^(/)=0, ..-, Xr(/)=0

be a complete system. By means of such a transformation this

system goes over into the system

(HO) *,(/)= o, ..-, rr(/)=o,

where X^f) = F
t-(/) identically, with the understanding just men-

tioned concerning the interpretation of /on the two sides. This new

system is also a complete system. For, since we have identically

for any function/, we also have

and, consequently,

Since by hypothesis the system (109) is complete, we have for any
two indices i and k

**[*.(/)]
-

**[*,(/)] = W/) + + VW)-
Hence, after the transformation, we have

r<l n(/)] - n-[ r.(/)] = A; r, (/)+.- + x; rr (/),

where Xj, -, \'r indicate the results obtained by replacing xv x^ ,

xn in \
l? ,

Xr by their expressions in terms of yv -

-, yn . The new

system is therefore a complete system.

2) Every system equivalent to a complete system is also a complete

system.

A system of r linear homogeneous equations in df/dx{ ,

(109') ^(/)=0, ..., 2Tr(/)=0,

is said to be equivalent to the system (109) if we have r identities

of the form

Zt(f)=A ltXl (f) + A 2tX1(f)+. -+ArtXr(f), (k = l,2,.. ., r)

where the coefficients A ik are functions of x
l9
x
a ,

xn whose deter-

minant is not zero. In that case we can express ^(/), ,
Xr (f)

linearly in terms of Z
l(f) t ,

Zr(f), and the name equivalent
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systems is self-explanatory. The difference Z
t[Zk (f)] Zk[Z% (f)']

can now be written in the form

VXXJV
A*X,(f)]

-V A^X, \
V AhiX,(f)] ;

AI Li J ji LAI J

hence it is equal to a sum of terms of the form

AMA !t \ *[*,</)] - *,[*(/)] | + X
fcJr(X tt) *,(/)

- X^X,,) *(/).

If the system (109) is complete, this difference will therefore be a

linear function of -X^/), ,
A'r (/), since all the differences

are, by hypothesis, linear functions of A^(/), .,
Xr (f). Since the

two systems (109) and (109') are equivalent, all the differences

+ **.-' =
<>>

can be expressed linearly in terms of Z^f), ^2 (/)>
' '

'> ^r(/)
It is clear that every complete system can be replaced by an

equivalent system in an infinite number of ways. We say that the

complete system (109) is a Jacobian system, if all the expressions

Ar

,.[A'A: (/)] Xk [Xi(fy] are identically zero. We shall now show

that every complete system is equivalent to a Jacobian system.

Since the r equations (109) are independent by hypothesis, we

can solve them for r of the derivatives of /, for example, for the

derivatives df/dx^ -, df/dxr . Since the system thus obtained,

(111)

is equivalent to the system (109), it also is a complete system. Now
if we form the expressions Zi [Zk (f)'] Zk [Zi (f)~\,

it is clear that

only the derivatives df/dxr +i> , df/dxn will appear, and conse-

quently the new equations Z
i \_Zk (f)'] Zk \_Z{ (f)~] can be

linear combinations of the equations (111) only if the left-hand sides

of these new equations are identically zero. The system (111) is

therefore a Jacobian system.

The reasoning proves that every complete system of the special

form (111) is a Jacobian system, but it is clear that a Jacobian sys-

tem is not necessarily of that form.
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3) Every complete system of r equations in n independent variables

can be reduced by the integration of one of the equations of the system

to a complete system of r 1 equations inn 1 independent variables.

Suppose that we have integrated one of the equations of the sys-

tem, for example, the equation X^f)= 0, and that we choose a new

system of independent variables (yv ya , , yn),
as in the preceding

paragraph, in such a way that ?/2 , yg , , yn are n 1 integrals of

X^f) = 0. The system (109) is replaced by a new complete system
in which the first equation reduces to ^f/^yl

= 0. Solving the r 1

remaining equations for the r 1 derivatives d//dya , , df/dyr>
f r

example, we obtain a complete system,

(112)

K
.(/>=fy

=
>

df df df
r
2 (/)

= - + c ^L. + . . . + c
2tn _ r

-J- =
0,'

(7y2
'll

<7yr +1 oyn

of v f v f
Yr(f)=

fyr
+ Crl^ + '" +Cr r^ =

0>

which is of the special form (111) and which is therefore a Jacobian

system. Now we have

and since this expression must be identically zero, we see that the

coefficients cik of the new system are independent of the variable yr
Moreover, for i > 1, k > 1 we have identically

consequently the r 1 equations

(us) y
2(/)=o, r,(/)=o, ..., rr(/)=o

form a Jacobian system of r 1 equations in n 1 independent
variables y2 , t/8 , , yn ,

which establishes the proposition.

The system (113) can in turn be reduced to a complete system of

r 2 equations in n 2 independent variables, and so on in this

way. Continuing in this manner, we finally reduce the given com-

plete system, to one linear equation in n r -|- 1 independent vari-

ables. We conclude from this that every complete system ofr equations

in n independent variables has n - r independent integrals, and the

general integral of the system is an arbitrary function of these n r

particular integrals.
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The preceding reasoning shows also what are the integrations to

be carried out in order to obtain these integrals. Moreover, it is clear

that this method can be applied in a variety of ways. We may, in fact,

replace the given complete system by any other equivalent system,

and begin by integrating any one of the equations of this new sys-

tem. For example, if we replace the complete system by a Jacobian

system of the form (111), we know at once r 1 particular integrals

x
2 , ,

xr of the equation Z1(/)= 0, and it is sufficient to integrate

a system of n r ordinary differential equations in order to have

the general integral. For complete details of other methods of inte-

gration of complete systems, the reader is referred to special treatises.

Example. Let it be required to integrate the system

(114)
-

S/ df dfvj
j. //* 4- x 3x^ 4-fx -4-xx 4-xx^ - - - ~

dx^ dXg dxA^4

Forming the combination X^X^f)] -3T
8 [-3Ti(/)],

we are led to add to the

given equations a new equation df/dxs + x, df/dx = 0, and_the system of three

equations thus obtained is equivalent to the system

(115)
^ + (*8 + 3x?)^ = 0,

^ + x2 -^:=0, -^ + x
1
^ = 0,v '

ax
t

v 8 V
ax4 8x2 a4 axs

J
ax4

which is a Jacobian system. The system (114) has therefore only one independ-
ent integral. The general integral of the last equation of this system is an arbi-

trary function of x
x ,

x
2 ,
and x

4 XjXg. If we take for independent variables

^n x
i,

X3, and u X
4
~

SI^ST every function f(xl1
x
2 ,

x8 ,
x
4) changes into a

corresponding function <p(x^ x2 ,
x8 , w), and the system (115) is replaced by the

system

(116)
^ + 3x*^ = 0,

?! + x
2
^ = 0,

i* = 0.
v ;

acj
J
au 5x2

2
aw ax8

The first two equations of (110) form a new Jacobian system of two equations in

three independent variables x, 2 ,
u. The general integral of the second is an

arbitrary function of x\ and of u x2/2.
Let us now take for independent variables x1?

x2 ,
and u x2/2 = v. Every

function 0(xi, x2 , u) changes into a corresponding function ^(xlt X2 , D), and

the first two equations of (116) become

The general integral of the first is an arbitrary function of v xj, and, conse-

quently, returning to the original variables, we see that the general integral of

the system (114) is an arbitrary function of
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90. Generalization of the theory of the complete integrals. Let us

consider an equation

(117) V(xl9
x
a , .-.,,*; a

l9
a
a ,

- -

, a_ r+1) =

defining a function z of the n independent variables x
lt
#
a , ,

a?n ,

which depends also upon (n r -f- 1) arbitrary parameters c^,
a
a ,

,
an _ r +i. If we suppose that definite values have been assigned

to these parameters, and if we eliminate them from the relation

(117) and the relations obtained by successive differentiations,

<118> +^lr =0' *<=j% <* =1 >
2

' '")

we obtain in general only r independent relations between z, xl9 ,

Xn>Pv ' ">Pn>

(119) F^, ...,, ,pv ,#,) = (>,
F

2
= 0, ..., Fr

= 0.

Limiting ourselves to this case, which is the general case, we shall

say, as above ( 82), that the function z defined by the relation (117)

is a complete integral of the system of partial differential equations

(119). We shall show that, in this case also, the knowledge of a

complete integral of the system (119) enables us to find all other

integrals. In fact, since the equations (119) arise from the elimina-

tion of av a
2 , -,

an _ r + 1 between the equations (117) and (118),

finding an integral common to these r equations (119) reduces to

finding a system of functions z, av ,
an _ r + 1

of the variables x
l9

z
2 , -, xn satisfying the equations (117) and (118). It is obvious

that we can replace the system of equations (117) and (118) by the

system consisting of the equation (117) and the equation

<120>

which is obtained by differentiating the equation (117) and making
use of the equations (118). We can satisfy the equations (117) and

(120) in a variety of ways :

1) By supposing that av a^
-

,
an _ r + 1 are constants, which gives

precisely the complete integral.

2) By putting

F==0, ^=0, .-, ^- = 0.

3*1 ^n~r + l

The elimination of av a
2 ,

.

., an _ r + 1 from these equations, if it is

possible, furnishes an integral which does not contain any arbitrary

constant, and which we shall call, as before, a singular integral.
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3) If all the coefficients d V/dat
are not zero simultaneously, there

exists at least one relation between the unknown functions av a
2 ,

, n -r + i
f tne variables x

i (I, 55, 2d ed.
; 28, 1st ed.).

Suppose that there exist k and only k independent relations between

these functions,

(121) /1(al,---,all . r+l)=0, .-., /*K,aa,---, aw _ r + 1)=0.

Since the relation (120) must be a consequence of the relations

dfi
= 0(i = 1, 2, , k), there exist k coefficients X

1?
X
2 ,

-

., \k such

that we have identically

dV dV
d^ + . . . + -- dan _ r+l = A//; + + \kdfk.

Oa
i

Oan - r + I

This relation is equivalent to n r -f- 1 distinct relations,

(122)

.

h

The elimination of ar a
2 , ,

an _ r + 1 ,
X

1?
X
2 , ,

\k from the equations

(117), (121), and (122) will lead, in general, to a single relation

between x
l9 x^ ,

xn ,
and 2, that is, to an integral common to the

equations (119), which depends upon the arbitrary functions chosen.

The set of integrals thus obtained, by making the number k vary
from 1 to n r, and by taking the functions fv /2 , ,/* arbitra-

rily, constitutes the general integral of the system (119). It will

be observed that the complete integral will be obtained by supposing
k = n r -f- 1.

If r = 1, the system (119) reduces to a single equation. Con-

versely, given any equation of the first order F(xf) z\ Pk) = fy it

follows from the general existence theorems that it always has an

infinite number of integrals which depend upon as many arbitrary

parameters as we wish, and consequently an infinite number of com-

plete integrals. The preceding method, which is a direct generaliza-

tion of that of 82, enables us to find all the other integrals of the

equation F = when we know one complete integral.

If r > 1, the system (119) is not the most general of its kind, for

a system of r equations of the first order with a single dependent
variable does not necessarily have any integrals. We shall show in

the following paragraphs how to determine whether such a system
is consistent, and how to find the integrals when they exist.
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91. Involutory systems. Let

(123) F
l(xl9 Xt,.-.,xn ;pv pv...,pn)=0, F^

= 0,
.

., Fr
=

be a system of r independent partial differential equations of the

first order, not containing the dependent variable z.* The general

case can always be reduced to this particular case by the device

used in 75. The problem of finding an integral common to the r

equations (123) is equivalent to the following problem : To find n

functions p {
= ^(x^ ,

xn) satisfying the relations (123) and the

conditions dpi/dxk
= dpk/fat*

If we know a system of n functions
<l>i(xl9 ,

xn) satisfying these

conditions, we can derive from them, by quadratures, an integral of

the equations (123) which depends upon an arbitrary constant.

Let F and H be any two functions of the 2n variables x
i9 pk .

Using the notation (see 81)

we shall call the expression (F, //) a Poisson parenthesis. We now
have the following theorem : If the two equations F = 0, H = have

a common integral, that integral also satisfies the equation (F, //)
= 0.

For let us suppose that p l9 p^ , pn are functions of the n vari-

ables xv ,
xn satisfying the two equations F= 0, H and the

conditions dpi/dxk = Bpk/dxt
. Differentiating the relation F = with

respect to x
it we find

Multiplying this equation by dH/3p{
and adding all the similar

resulting equations, we find

, Y v ^ = o
fat fa si fa *P* fat

Permuting the letters F and H and observing that we may permute
the indices i and k in the double sum, we have also

V 4-V v = o
fa > dx

-

a fat fa a a %>*

Subtracting the two results term by term, it follows that
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If pv
'

, pn are the partial derivatives of the same function, we

have, for any two indices i and k, dpi/dxh = dpk/dxi and, consequently,

(F,/0=o.
This theorem contains as a particular case the one which was

proved above ( 88) for linear homogeneous equations in pl9 -jpn ,

and its logical consequences are also analogous to those of 88. For

every integral of the equations (123) is also an integral of all the

equations (Fa , Fp)= which can be formed from pairs of the equa-
tions (123). Hence we can adjoin to the given system all of these new

equations which form with the original equations a system of inde-

pendent equations. Continuing in this way, we must finally obtain

either a system of independent equations whose number exceeds n,

in which case the system has no integral in general, or else a system
of m equations (m s n) such that all the equations (Fa, Fp) = are

satisfied identically or are algebraic consequences of the preceding.

Such systems are similar to complete systems. It is always possi-

ble either to show that the given equations are inconsistent or to

reduce them to a system for which all the parentheses ( a , Fp) are

identically zero. In fact, let us suppose that we have solved the r

equations (123) for r of the variables pv ,/>, which must always
be possible, for otherwise the elimination of p lt , pn from these r

equations would lead to a relation between the variables x
l9 -,#,

and the given system would evidently be inconsistent. Let

(125) ft-/1 (jpr+1 ,--- > i>.5 1,-.- > aO== 0, -.., Pr-fr('-)=0
be the equivalent system thus obtained. The parenthesis

(P*f*>Pffi)
does not contain any of the variables pv , pr \

hence the equations

obtained by equating these parentheses to zero cannot be conse-

quences of the first, and they furnish new equations if the paren-

theses are not identically zero. Solving these new equations for

certain of the quantities pr +i, ',pn ,
and continuing in the same

way, we finally either demonstrate the impossibility of the problem
or else obtain a system of m equations of the first order (m 25

n),

(126) F1==0, ..., Fm = 0,

such that all the parentheses (Fay Fft)
are identically zero.

Such systems, which are similar to the linear Jacobian systems,

are called involutory systems. It follows from what precedes that

the search for the common integrals of a system of equations of the

first order reduces to the integration of an involutory system.
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This integration is immediate if m = w, as the following proposi-

tion shows : Let Fv Fa , ,
Fn be functions of the 2n variables xi9

pk ,
such that all the parentheses (Fa , F^) are identically zero, and

such that the Jacobian A = D(FV - -

,
Fn)/D(pv -

-,pn) is not zero.

If we solve the n equations

(127) *i
=

i, *;
= ", F* = *f

where a
l9

<z
a , ,

an are any constants, for pv p^ , pnj the expres-

sion p1
dx

l -f- +pn dxn w an exact differential for the resulting

values of the p's.

For we have , N , ^ . ~

(F.
-

a., ^ -
a,)

= (Fa ,
F3)

= 0,

and, by what precedes, these n functions pv jt?2 , , pn of the n varia-

bles xv o?
2 , ,

xn defined by the n equations (127) must satisfy all the

relations

?
.--^ ,3

-
_^

if{ A P %* \^.- &J
~

( ' ^ ~ ' ' ' }

Let us take all the n relations of this kind in which the index ft

retains the same value. These relations can be written in the form

,_,
< <>**

'

If we take for unknowns the n expressions

the determinant of the coefficients of these unknowns is precisely

the determinant A, which, by hypothesis, does not vanish identically.

It follows that we have, for any two indices i and
ft,

Similarly, taking the n equations of this kind in which the index i

has a definite value, we evidently have dpi/dxk = dpk/dxit which

proves the proposition.

The function

(128)
I (pl

dx
l H \-pn dxn) + an+1 ,

where an+1 is a new arbitrary constant, represents the complete

integral of the involutory system (127). If we regard the r con-

stants av 2 , ,
ar as having definite values, while the constants
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ar+i> ?
an+i remain arbitrary, the formula (128) represents a

complete integral of the involutory system formed from the first r

equations of (127). This is a true complete integral, for, from the

way in which we have obtained the function <, the equations

form a system equivalent to the system (127), and the only inde-

pendent relations not containing r + 1 , -,# which can be deduced

from them are evidently the first r equations of this system.

92. Jacobi's method. Let us consider an involutory system of r

equations (r < ri),

(129) Ffa, - -

,
xn \ pv -

-,#,) = a
l9 ., Fr (xv

- - .,pj = ar ,

where the constants av -

,
ar have definite values. To obtain a

complete integral of this system, it is sufficient to adjoin to it n r

new functions ^Fr+1 , ,
Fn ,

such that the Jacobian

is not zero, and such that the new system

(130) F
l
=a

lt
-"

9
Fr
= ar9 Fr + l

= ar+l , -, Fn
= an

is itself involutory. Indeed, the complete integral of this system (130)
will furnish, as we have just seen, a complete integral of the system

(129). If r = 1, this method is merely the extension of the method

of Lagrange and Charpit to an equation in n variables.

Jacobi's method for solving this problem depends upon a noted

identity due to Poisson. Let f, <, if/
be any three functions of the

2 n variables x
iy pk \

then we have identically the relation

(131) ((/, *), f) + ((*, f), /) + ((fc /), *) = 0.

In fact, each term on the left-hand side is the product of a partial

derivative of the second order and two partial derivatives of the

first order. Hence, to show that it vanishes, it is sufficient to show

that it does not contain any derivative of the second order of the

function /, for example, since the three functions f, <j>, \j/ appear in

it symmetrically. The terms containing the second derivatives off
can arise only from ((/, *), }) + ((fc /), *)_=(*, (<f>, /))

-
(<#>, (fc /)).

Observing that (<, /) and
(i/-, /) are two linear homogeneous expres-

sions in the derivatives of/, and setting
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the preceding expression can be written in the form

Now we saw in 88 that this expression does not contain any second

derivatives of/. It follows that all the terms of the left-hand side

of the equation (131) cancel each other in pairs.

Finally, in order to integrate the invohitory system (129), let us

first try to find a function < independent of F
l9 ,

Fr satisfying

r linear homogeneous partial differential equations of the first order,

(132) (F1,*)=o, (*;,*) -o, -, (*;,*) =0.

These r equations form a Jacobian system. For if we set

*(*) = (**),
Poisson's identity,

((F,, Ff), *)+ ((*>, *), *.)+ ((*, P.), Fi)= 0,

becomes

since (Fay F/3)=0.
Let Fr+ i

be an integral of this Jacobian system which forms with

F
l9 ,

Fr a system of independent functions of pv , pn . We
next proceed to form the new Jacobian system of r -h 1 equations,

(Ftf *)=0, ..-, ( r̂+1,4>)=0,

and to find an integral of this system which is independent of

Fv , r̂+1 as functions of the p{ ;
and we continue in the same

way. Finally, when we have found an integral of the last Jacobian

system,

(Ftf *)=0, ..-, (F.-i,*)=0,

we can obtain a complete integral of the given system by a quadra-

ture, as we have seen above.

V. GENERALITIES ON THE EQUATIONS OF HIGHER ORDER

93. Elimination of arbitrary functions. The study of partial differ-

ential equations of the first order in a single dependent variable has

led us to the following conclusions : 1) The integration of an equa-
tion of this form reduces to the integration of a system of ordi-

nary differential equations. 2) All the integrals of this equation are

represented by one or more systems of equations in which appear

explicitly one or more arbitrary functions and their derivatives.

These properties are Taot extensible to the most general partial

differential equations of order higher than the first. The problem
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of the integration of such an equation cannot, in general, be reduced

to the integration of a system of ordinary differential equations.

We can easily generalize, however, the method of the elimination

of arbitrary functions which leads to a partial differential equation
of the first order ( 77 and 82), but the equations of higher order

which we obtain in this way form only a very special class.

Thus we have seen that the general integral of a linear equation

in two independent variables Pp -f- Qq = R is obtained by associating

the curves of a congruence according to an arbitrary law. Let us

now consider a family of curves T that depends upon n -f- 1 arbitrary

parameters av &
2 , ,

an+1 , (n > 1),

(133) F(x, y, z, av .
.,
an+l)

= 0, <E>(z, y, *, av
- -

,
an + l)

= 0.

If we establish n relations of arbitrary form between these n + 1

parameters, we obtain a family of curves F that depends upon only
one parameter. These curves generate a surface S, and all these

surfaces S satisfy, whatever may be the n relations established

between the n -f 1 parameters, a partial differential equation of the

nth order,-which is called the partial differential equation of the

family of surfaces S. To prove this, let us observe that instead of

establishing n relations between the n -f- 1 parameters a
t-,

it amounts

to the same thing to take for these parameters arbitrary functions

a
{ (\) of an auxiliary variable A. The two equations (133) then define

two implicit functions zf(x, ?/),
\ = <t>(x, y), and we have to

prove that the function z=f(x, y) satisfies a partial differential

equation of the nth order, independent of the form of the arbitrary

functions a
f (\). Differentiating the first of the equations (133) with

respect to x and then with respect to y, we obtain the two relations

from which we derive

dF dF

dF

From the second of the equations (133) we derive, similarly, an

expression for the quotient \'
v/\'xy which is deduced from the pre-

ceding by replacing in it F by <&. Equating these two expressions,
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we adjoin to the equations (133) a new equation containing x, y, ,

p, q, av a
a , ,

an<fl,

(134) ^(x, y, , p, q, a
l} a# -,

an+1) = 0.

Operating on this new equation as on the equation F = Q, we derive

from it an expression for X^/Xi which depends upon x, y, , p, q, r,

s, t, al9
'

,
an+1 . Equating this new expression to one of the expres-

sions already obtained for this same quotient, we obtain a new

relation containing the second derivatives of z,

(135) *
a (3, y, z,p, q, r, s, t,

av a , ,
aw + 1)

= 0.

After n similar operations we adjoin to the system (133) a system
of n relations containing a

l9
&
2 , ,

an + i, #, y, 2, and the derivatives

of z up to those of the nth order. The elimination of av a
2 , ,

an+l
from these n -j- 2 equations will lead, in general, to one and only one

equation between cc, y, 2, and the partial derivatives of * up to those

of the nth order. This is the partial differential equation of the

surfaces generated by the curves T.

Example 1. If the curves r are the straight lines parallel to the xy-plane,

the equations (133) are

z = a
x , y- a2 x + a& .

Applying the general method, let us suppose that a
x ,

a
2 ,

a8 are functions of a

parameter X. From the two preceding equations we derive for the quotient

X^/Xy the two values p/q and a
2 ,

which leads to the relation p/q -f a
2
= 0.

Differentiating this last relation with respect to x and then with respect to

y, and dividing the corresponding sides of the resulting equations, we find

X; ps-gr*

Equating this value of the quotient to the expression q/p already obtained, we
find again the partial differential equation of the ruled surfaces which have the

xy-plane for the directing plane (I, Ex. 39, 2d ed.
; 24, 1st ed.),

Example 2. If the curves r are all possible straight lines, the equations (183)

can be written in the form

<*a,

Applying the general method, we derive from them successively

S=
Xi

or
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From this new equation we then derive

(A)

This last equation gives in turn

2 a
i
g

or, clearing of fractions,

(B) ajp80 -f 3 aj a 8p21 -f 3 ^ afp12 + aip08
= 0.

Eliminating the quotient aja^ from the relations (A) and (B), we obtain the

partial differential equation of all ruled surfaces. We see that this equation

contains only derivatives of the second and third orders. By its derivation

we see that it states that at each point of the surface one of the asymptotic

tangents has contact of the third order with the surface (I, 223, 2d ed.
;

238, Isted.).

Example 3. Let us consider the plane curves T represented by the two

equations z =/<*, y , ^ ...,), , = * + 1 .

Instead of applying the general method, let us suppose that o^, a
2 , ,

a are

functions of the last parameter an + 1 . The surface S generated by these curves

r has for its equation f =/[l>

where ^u ., <f>n are arbitrary functions of y. The elimination of these n func-

tions from the preceding relation and the relations which give dz/dx, d*z/dx*,

, 8*z/dx* leads to a partial differential equation of the nth order,

(136)
^5 = F(X, y,,-> , ^^)

in which only derivatives with respect to x appear.

Conversely, every partial differential equation of this type can be integrated

as an ordinary differential equation containing a parameter. If z =/(x, y% C19

<?3 ^n) is the general integral of such a differential equation, it will suffice

to replace C1? <72 , ,
Cn in it by arbitrary functions of y in order to have the

general integral of the same equation, considered as a partial differential equa-

tion in two independent variables x and y.

The general integral of a partial differential equation of the first

order, of any form, in two independent variables, is obtained by tak-

ing the envelope of a two-parameter family of surfaces when we

establish an arbitrary relation between these two parameters ( 82).

To generalize this result, let us consider a family of surfaces 2

which depends upon n -f- 1 parameters,

(137) F(x, y, *, av
. -

-,
an+1) = 0. (n > 1)
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If we establish n arbitrary relations between these n -f 1 parame-

ters, 01, what amounts to the same thing, if we replace a
l9 2 , ,

an+i by arbitrary functions of an auxiliary variable X, we have a

family of surfaces 2 which depends upon a single parameter. The

envelope of this family of surfaces is a surface S which* satisfies a

partial differential equation of the nth order, independent of the

form of the arbitrary functions a
f (X). For we should obtain the

equation of this surface by eliminating X from the two equations

(137) and (138)

(138) f~ J(A) + . + ^~ < +1 (X)
= 0.

But these two equations may be considered as defining two func-

tions z = /(#, y) and X =
<t> (a-, y) of the two variables x and y. The

partial derivatives p and q are given by the two equations (I, 41,

2d ed.
; 25, 1st ed.)

dF dF dF dF

Applying to this system (139) the method applied to the system

(133), we can adjoin to it, step by step, n 1 new relations between

a
i
a

a>
* *

'>
a +i> x

> IJy
z

>
an(^ ^e partial derivatives of z of orders

2, 3, ,
n. The elimination of av 2 , ,

an+1 from these n 1

equations and the equations (137) and (139) will lead, in general, to

a single relation independent of a
l9

a
2 , ,

an+1 ,
in which will

appear x, y, z, and the partial derivatives of z up to those of the

nth order.

Example. If the surface S is a plane, we find again the equation of the

developable surfaces s2 rt = 0. If the surface S is a sphere with the constant

radius JS, the equations (137) and (139) become

(140>
(X
~ a^ + (V

~ a* ]
* + (Z

"
v

Suppose that alf a2 ,
a8

are functions of a parameter X. Equating the values

of the quotient Xy/\i derived from the last two equations (140), we obtain the

relation

(141) (r*-^(-ot)+[(l+i^+(l+rtr-2i>g]<-ag) + l+ii + fl=? 0.

We shall obtain the desired equation by eliminating ai, Oa, 03 from (140) and

(141). From the first we derive z at = B/Vl + j>* + g
8
, and, replacing z ag

by this value in (141), we obtain the partial differential equation of the tubular

surfaces,
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The geometric meaning of this equation is easily verified. It states that

one of the principal radii of curvature of the surface is equal to R (I, 242,

2ded.
; 241, 1st ed.).

Note. Given a function of several variables which depends upon
one or more arbitrary functions, it is not always possible, as in the

two cases which have just been examined, to deduce from them

one and only one relation, independent of the form of the arbitrary

functions, between the independent variables, the function # and

its partial derivatives up bo a given order. Let us consider, for

example, a function z F(x, ?/, A, 7), where F is a given func-

tion of the four arguments which appear in it, and where A" and

Y are arbitrary functions of the variables x and y respectively. The

five derivatives p, q, r, 5, t of the first and second orders depend

upon A, A'', A", Y, Y 1

, Y", and it is in general impossible to elimi-

nate these six quantities from the six equations. But if we continue

up to derivatives of the third order, we have, in all, ten relations

containing eight arbitrary quantities, A, X', A", A'", Y, Y', Y", Y'",

and the elimination will lead to a system of two equations of the

third order.*

94. General existence theorem. The proof given for a system of

partial differential equations of the first order ( 25) can be extended

readily to the most general systems of the normal form, studied by
Madame Kovalevsky, f

(143)

, dx*?

in which the right-hand sides contain the independent variables x
l9

#
2 , ,

xn ,
the dependent functions zv ,

z
i>y

the partial derivatives

of z
l up to and including those of order r

J9
the partial derivatives of

2
of orders up to and including those of order r

a , ,
and so on,

* See HERMITE, Cours d' Analyse, pp. 21(5-229.

t Journal de Crelle, Vol. LXXX. In her proof, Madame Kovalevsky reduces the

general case to the case of a linear system of the first order, but for us it will be

sufficient to reduce the general case to the case of a system of the first order of any
form whatever.
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but none of the derivatives d'uijdyfy, dr

*zjdx\*, ,
drfzp/dxlv. We

may then state the general theorem as follows :

Regarding the quantities xv x^ ,
xn , 19 2 , ,

zp ,

which appear in the functions Fi
as independent variables, let

ie any system of values of these variables in whose neighborhood the

functions Fi
are analytic. On tht other hand, let

(144)

6e functions of the n 1 variables x^ X
B , ,

icn , regular in the

neighborhood of the point a
a , ,

an ,
ar

a
=

2 , ,
xn = . TAe/i ^Ae equations (143) Aave owe

ow-e system of integrals, analytic in the neighborhood of the point

av a
2 , ,

an),
and such that we have, for x

l
= a

1?

To prove this we observe first that the equations (143), and those

which we obtain from them by successive differentiations, enable us

to express all the partial derivatives of the dependent variables in

terms of the independent variables, the dependent variables, and the

partial derivatives d"i+" +*z
i/dxfr

- dx%, where a^ < r
t
for i = 1,

o^ < r
a
for i = 2, ,

a
l
< rp for i =p. This follows, step by step,

by a process of reasoning exactly like that of 25. Now the ini-

tial conditions determine immediately for x
1
= a

l9 ,# = & the

numerical values of the derivatives in terms of which all the

others are expressible. Hence the coefficients of the developments
in power series of the integrals whose existence we wish to prove

can be calculated by the operations of addition and multiplication

alone, in terms of the coefficients of the developments of the func-

tions F
{ and of the functions of the array (144).
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To finish the proof, it remains to establish the convergence of the

power series thus obtained when the absolute values of the differ-

ences X{ a
{ are sufficiently small. We have already proved this

convergence when all the numbers rv r
2 , ,

rp are equal to unity.

We shall now show how to reduce the general case to this particular

case by considering as dependent variables the functions zv ,
zp ,

and their partial derivatives up to those of order r
t 1, inclusive,

for *,(*
= 1, 2,... ,jp).

Let us put

dx^dx^ . . . dx*n
~

**** .....
'

The right-hand sides of the equations (143) contain the variables

xv ,
xn , the dependent variables zv ,

zp ,
the new dependent

variables, and certain derivatives of the first order of these new

dependent variables. But, by hypothesis, the derivatives of the varia-

ble K
{
of order r

t which can appear are different from the derivative

4,, 0,0... .,<>
Hence at least one of the numbers

2 ,
a
a , ,

an is differ-

ent from zero. If, for example, 2 > 0, we can replace *
r ,,..., n by

when a
l -f 2 -j-

. . -f an = riy and similarly for the others. We can

therefore write the given equations (143) in the equivalent form

the right-hand sides containing only the independent variables and

the dependent variables with some of the partial derivatives of the

first order taken with respect to one of the variables x
2 ,

-
,
xn . To

these equations must be adjoined those which give the derivatives

with respect to x
l
of the new dependent variables, other than those

which we have already written. If we have a
x+ 2 ~\

-----h <*n = r
t 2,

we can write immediately

and we have ^ -h 1 -f <r
a H

---- + an ^ r
4 1, so that the right-hand

side is one of the dependent variables. If we have
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we must suppose a
x
< r

f 1, and, consequently, one at least of the

numbers a
a , ,

is different from zero. If, for example, we have

*a > >
we shall write

and the right-hand side is the derivative with respect to #
a
of one of

the auxiliary dependent variables. The equations (145), (146), and

(147) form a normal system of equations of the first order. The

initial conditions which must be satisfied by the integrals of this

new system result immediately from the initial conditions imposed

upon the integrals of the original system, and it is clear that the

power series obtained for the integrals 19 z^ ,
zp of the new sys-

tem will be identical with the power series obtained for the integrals

of the given system. These series are therefore convergent (see 25)
in the neighborhood of the point (al9

a
a , ,

an).

For example, the equation of the second order r = /(x, y, 2, p, #, 8, t) can be

replaced by a system of three equations of the first order in the normal form,

9z __ 3P-

If it is required that z = <t>(y), dz/dx = \f/(y), for x = x
,
the integrals of the

auxiliary system must reduce respectively, for x = x
,
to the functions <

This general theorem does not furnish a reply to all the questions

which can be proposed on the existence of integrals of any system
whatever of partial differential equations, for it applies only to sys-

tems in the normal form considered. The most general systems have

been the subject of a great number of studies, the most recent of

which, due to Tresse, Eiquier, and Delassus, have led to the gen-

eral solution of the following problem : Given a system of m partial

differential equations of any order in any number of independent
and any number of dependent variables, to determine whether this

system has any integrals and, if it has, to define the arbitrary quan-
tities (constants or functions) upon which the integrals depend.*
To sum up, every partial differential equation of any order in

which both sides are analytic functions of their arguments has an

infinite number of analytic integrals, but we cannot say, in general,

as in the case of ordinary differential equations ( 26), that all the

* The investigations of Riquier have been collected by him in his work 8ur to

tyitimes d'Equations aux dtrivtw partielle* (1910).
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integrals are analytic functions of the independent variables. We
have seen above (p. 255, ftn.) that it is not true for an equation
of the first order. It is, moreover, easy to see this by elementary

examples such as the equation p = 0, whose general integral is any
function of y.

The methods of the calculus of limits do not apply to the non-

analytic equations. Let us consider, for example, the equation

(148) P + 9f(,y)=0,
where /(#, y) is a continuous non-analytic function satisfying the

Lipschitz condition with respect to y. We have proved in 27-30

that the differential equation

2 -A**)

has an infinite number of integrals which depend upon an arbitrary

constant C. In order to conclude from this, as in 31, the existence

of an integral of the equation (148), it would be necessary to prove
that all these integrals are defined by an equation of the form

<
(x> y)

~ C, where the function < possesses continuous derivatives

of the first order. We shall return to this question in the next

volume.

EXERCISES

1. Integrate the partial differential equations

ax4p + (x*z + ax8y ax2
y
2
) q = 2 ax*yz za?y

8
,

(x 6y)p + (10xy)q = 6y2 4x2
36*i/.

2. Find the general equation of the surfaces which cut at right angles the

spheres represented by the equation

z2 + 2/
2 -M2 + 2az = 0,

where a is a variable parameter.

Deduce from the result obtained some systems of three families of orthogonal

surfaces.

3. It is required to find the partial differential equation of the surfaces

described by a straight line which moves so that it always meets a fixed straight

line at a given angle. Integrate this partial differential equation.

[Licence, Paris, July, 1873.]

4. Given a plane P and a point in the plane, find the general equation of

all the surfaces such that, if we draw the normal mn at any point m of one of

them meeting the plane P at n, and then the perpendicular mp to this plane,

the area of the triangle Onp will be equal to a given constant.

[Licence, Paris, November, 1871.]
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6. The same question as in Ex. 4, supposing, however, that the angle nOp is

constant.

[Licence, Rennes, 1883.]

6. Determine all the surfaces which satisfy the condition

Op x mn =

where X denotes a given constant, the origin of coordinates, m any point of

one of the surfaces, p the foot of the perpendicular dropped from upon the

tangent plane at m, and n the trace of the normal on the plane xOy.

[Licence, Paris, 1876.]

7. Find the general equation of the surfaces such that if we draw the

normal mn from any point m of one of them terminating in the xy-plane, the

length mn will be equal to the distance On.
[Licence, Poitiers, 1883.]

8. Find the integral surfaces of the equation

xy*P + x*yq = z (x
2 + y

2
).

Determine the arbitrary function in such a way that the characteristic curves
form a family of asymptotic lines of the integral surfaces, and find the

orthogonal trajectories of the surfaces thus obtained.

[Licence, Paris, July, 1904.]

9. Consider a family of skew curves r represented by the two equations

x2 + 2y2 = o a
,

x2 + y
2 + z2 = bz,

where a and 6 are two variable parameters.

1) Prove that these curves are the orthogonal trajectories of a one-parameter
family of surfaces S

;

2) Find the lines of curvature of these surfaces S
;

3) Show that these surfaces form part of a triply orthogonal system, and find

the other two families of this system.
[Licence, Paris, July, 1901.]

10. Form the partial differential equation which has the complete integral

j/
2
(x

2
a) = (z + 6)

2
,
and integrate this equation.

11. Determine the surfaces such that the segment mn of the normal included

between the surface and the point of intersection n with a fixed plane P pro-

jects upon this plane into a segment of constant length.

12. Let n be the point where the normal at m to a surface meets the xy-

plane. Find the surfaces such that the straight line On will be parallel to the

tangent plane at m.
[Licence, Poitiers, July, 1884.]

13. It is required to determine the surfaces which cut at a given angle V all

the planes passing through a fixed straight line. Show that the characteristic

curves are the lines of curvature of the integral surfaces.

14. The integral curves of the partial differential equation for which a com-

plete integral is _

where a and 6 are two arbitrary constants, satisfy the relation

da;2 + dy2 =s
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15*. Every integral curve of a partial differential equation F(x, y, z, p, q) = 0,

tangent at a point M to a generator G of the cone T with its vertex at 3f,

has contact of the second order with every integral surface tangent atM to the

plane tangent along the generator O to the cone T.

[SOPHUS LIB.]

16. From a point M of a surface S a perpendicular MP is dropped upon the

fixed axis 00', then from the point P a perpendicular PN upon the normal to

the surface at M. It is required to determine the surfaces S such that the

length MN will be a given constant a.

Study in particular the surfaces 8 which are helicoids having OO
7
for axis.

[Licence, Paris, October, 1908.]

17. It is required to find the general form of the functions F(x, y, z, p, q)

such that the differential equations of the characteristic curves of the equation
F = will have the integrable combination d (q/p) = 0.

Application. Determine the surfaces 5 such that the distance of any point

M of one of them to the xy-plane is equal to the distance from the point to

the tangent plane to the surface at the point M.

18. Given the partial differential equation

(I) Pp + Qq = #z2 + 8z + T,

where P, Q, E, S, T depend only upon the variables x and y, show that the

anharmonic ratio u of any four particular integrals of the equation (I) satisfies

the equation

Knowing four particular integrals z1? z
2 ,

za ,
z
4
of the equation (I), can we

derive from them the general integral ?

19. Parallel surfaces. Let (x, j/, z) be an integral of the equation

Prove that the equation (x, y,z)C represents, in rectangular coSrdinates,

a family of parallel surfaces.

Note. We observe that the equation (E) has the complete integral

B = V(x - a)
2 + (y

-
6)2 + (z

-
c)

2
,

and the general integral is obtained by finding the envelope of the sphere of

radius 6 whose center describes a surface or a curve. It is clear that by

making the radius vary we obtain a family of parallel surfaces.

Conversely, in order that the equation u (x, y, z) = C shall represent a family

of parallel surfaces, it is necessary and sufficient (Ex. 9, p. 42) that u (x, y, z)

satisfy an equation of the form

which we may reduce to the form (E) by putting 9 = ^ (u).
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20, In order that the expression dz + Adx + Bdy shall have an integrating

factor independent of z, it is necessary and sufficient that it be of the form

dz+ zd<f> + e-<t>df,

where # and ^ are functions of x and y.

21. Apply the method of J. Bertrand (p. 232) to the equation

Pdx + Qdy + Rdz = Q,

where P, Q, JK are linear functions of x, y, z satisfying the condition of

integrability.

22*. Given a completely integrable system of the form

dz = pdx + qdy,

dp
-

(a xp + a2 q + a
s z)dx -f (

dq = (c^ + c
2 ^ + C

8 z) dx -f (6jp 4-

where a-, 6t-, ct
- are functions of x and y, the general integral is of the form

z C
1
z

l + C2 z2 + C
8 zg ,

where z
x ,

z2 ,
z
8
are three linearly independent inte-

grals, and where C
1?
C

2 ,
C

8
are arbitrary constants.*

23. Find the necessary and sufficient conditions in order that the equations

r =/! (x, 2/),
s =/2 (*, y), t =/8 (z, y)

be consistent.

Application. Find what condition the functions A (x, y), 5(x, j/), C(x, j/)

must satisfy in order that the integral curves of the differential equation
Adx* + ZBdxdy + Cdy* = be the projections on the xj/-plane of the two

families of asymptotic lines of a surface.

* APPELL, Journal de Liouville, 3d series, Vol. VIII, p. 192.
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Abel: 28, 15

Abelian integral : 18, 11

Abel's theorem, applied to Euler's

equation : 28, 16

Adjoint equation, polynomial: 115,

42
; 116, 42

Adjoint system of equations : 156, 67
;

166, 62

Algebraic critical points: 173, 63;

183, 67
; 199, 71

; 201, 71

Algebraic differential equations : 180,

66
; 182, 67

Analytic extension of integrals: 101,

37
; 152, 66

; 180, 66
; 182, 67

; 188, 68

Analytic integrals: 45, 22; 49, 22;

50, ftn.; 51, 23; 53, 24; 54, 26;

57, 25 ; 59, 26 ; 60, 26 ; 61, 26 ; 67, 29 ;

100, 37
; 176, 64

; #40, 84
; 284,, 94

Anharmonic ratio of integrals : 13, 1

Antomari : 246, ftn.

Appell: 41, ftn.
; 115, 42

; 290, ftn.

Approximate integration of differen-

tial equations : 64, ftn.

Arbitrary constants : 74, 31
;
see also

Elimination of constants

Asymptotic lines : 43, ex. 18
; 91, 36

;

206, ex. 6

Auxiliary equation, polynomial : 12, 6
;

117, 43
; 124, 45

; 15, 60 ; roots of :

119, 43 ; for a system of equations :

158, 58
; 163, 60

Bernoulli : 11, 6

Bernoulli's equation : 11, 6

Bertrand: 41, ftn.
; 5, 80; 00, ex. 21

Bertrand's method : 232, 80
; 290, ex.

21

Bessel: 126, 46
; 142, 62

; 100, ex. 8

Bessel's equation : 126, 48
; 142, 62

;

169, ex. 8

Boole: 1, ex. 1

BounUzky : 44, ex. 21

Bracket [w, v] : 234, 81
; 41, 88

201

Briot and Bouquet : 45, 21
; 50, ftn.

;

59, 26
; 173, 64

; 175, 64
; 176, 64

;

177, 64
; 178, 65

; 193, ftn.

Briot and Bouquet's equation : 175, 64

Briot and Bouquet's method, analytic

integrals : 50, ftn.
; 59, 26

Briot and Bouquet's theorem : 175, 64;

176, 64
; 177, 64

; 178, 65

Calculus of limits: 45, 21 and 22; 65,

ftn.
; 157, 50 ; (system of equations) :

48,22; equations of the nth order: 49,

22
; 100, 37 ; non-linear equations :

174, 64; partial differential equa-
tions : 53, 25 ; (system of) : 56, 26

;

283, 94
; 287, 94 ; system of linear

equations : 50, 23 ; total differential

equation : 51, 24 ; (system of) : 53, 24

Canonical form, of substitutions : 151,

48
; 132, 48 ; of a system of linear

equations : 161, 69
; 165, 61

; 179, 65

Cauchy : 35, 18
; 45, 21

; 46, 22
; 61,

27
; 68, 30

; 73, 30
; 74, 30

;
108

39
; 105, ftn.

; 128, 46
; 154, ftn.

172, 63 ; 183, 67
; 198, 71

; 202, 71

214, 75
; #17, 76

; 246, 84
; 249, 85

254, 85
; 257, 85

; 257, Note
; 259,

86
; 260, Note

; 261, 87
; 264, 87

Cauchy-Lipschitz method : 61, 27 ; 68,

30
; 74, 30

Cauchy's equation : 257, ex. 1.

Cauchy's first proof : 68, 30
; 73, 30

Cauchy's method: non-homogeneous
linear equations : 108, 39

; 109, ftn. ;

(system of): 154, ftn.; partial dif-

ferential equations : 249, 85
; 257,

Note; 259, 86; 260, Note; (ex-

tended) : 61, 87

Cauchy's problem : 246, 84
; 264, 87

Cauchy's theorem : 45, 22
; 172, 68 ;

183, 67
; 198, 71

; 202, 71 ; (system
of equations) : 48, 22 ; #17, 76 ; par-

tial differential equations : 54, 26
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Center, of integral curves: 180, 66;
of similitude, 8, 3

Characteristic curves: 219, 76; 224,

77; 249, 85; 250, 86; 259, 86;

261, 87 ; Cauchy's method : 249, 86
;

267, Note; 259, 86; #00, Note;

07, 87 ; congruence of : 219, 76
;

220, 76; 222, 77; derivation from

complete integral : 259, 86 ; differen-

tial equations of : 219, 76
; 222, 77

;

224, 77; 57, 86; see also Char-

acteristic strip

Characteristic developable surface :

252, 85
; 259, 86

; 260, Note

Characteristic direction : 250, 85

Characteristic equation : 130, 47 ; 7#0,

60
; 140, 61

; 74,?, 63 ; 147, 64
; 165,

61; 700,62; 775, 66; elementary
divisors: 132, ftn.; roots of: 130,

47
; 757, 48 ; 139, 50

; 149, Note 2

Characteristic exponents: 747, 64;

150, 66

Characteristic numbers : 747, 64

Characteristic strip : 252, 85
; 259, 86

;

260, Note; 261, 87; differential

equation of : 262, 87

Circles, differential equation of : 5, 1 ;

of double contact with a conic:

00, ex. 4

Cissoid : 206, ex. 5

Clairaut : 77, 10
; 41, ftn.

; 44, ex. 20
;

205, 72
; 212, 74

; 30, ex. 1

Clairaut's equation : 77, 10
; 47, ftn.

;

44, ex. 20
; 205, 72 ; generalized :

212, 74
; 239, ex. 1

Clebsch : 267, 88

Complete integral : 286, 82
; 239, 1 82

;

47, 83
; 247, 84

; 260, Note
; 277,

91
; 278, 92 ; generalization of the-

ory : 272, 90 ; geometric interpreta-

tion: 238, 82; of involutory systems :

77, 91
;

see also Cauchy's method

and Lagrange's theory

Complete systems: 267, 88 and 89;

equivalent: 268, 89; Jacobian sys-

tems: 269, 89; 70, 89; 77, ex.;

75, 91
; 278, 92 ; method of inte-

gration: 70, 89; change of varia-

bles: 07,89

Completely integrable total differen-

tial equations: 52, 24; 5, 78;

system of equations: 53, 24; see

also Condition for integrability

Complex of curves : $59, 86

Condition for incompressibility of a

fluid : 86, 33

Condition for integrability of total

differential equations : 52, 24
; 5,

78
; 230, 80 ; the bracket \u, v] :

234, 81; 47, 83; invariance of:

#7, 80; involutory systems, Pois-

son's parenthesis: 74, 91; the

parenthesis (u, v) : 234, 81

Conformal representation: ,
13

Congruence of curves : 09, 74
; 70,

76
; ,

77 ; focal points of, focal

surface : 00, 74
; 4, 77

;
see also

Characteristic curves and Edge of

regression

Conical point : 57, 86

Conies, differential equation of : 5, 1 ;

having circles of double contact:

00, ex. 4

Conoids : 0, ex. 1

Constant coefficients in differential

equations: 777, 43; (system of equa-

tions) : 757, 58; 700, 58; D'Alem-

bert's method : 7, 44
; 707, 68

Constants of integration : 74, 31
; see

also Elimination of constants

Continuous one-parameter groups :

87, 34
;
see also Groups

Corresponding homogeneous linear

equation: 707, 39

Cotton: 64, ftn.

Covariant : 80, Note 2

Cremona transformation : 198, ftn.

Critical points, algebraic: 173, 63;

183, 67
; 199, 71

; 07, 71 ; infinite

number of : 185, ftn. ; linear equa-

tions: 129, 47; non-linear equa-

tions: 173, 63; permutation of

integrals about: 129, 47; 133, 49;

transcendental : 707, 70

Curves, asymptotic lines : 43, ex. 18
;

91, 35
; 00, ex. 6 ; circles : see Cir-

cles; cissoid : 206, ex. 5; complex
of: 259, 86; congruence of: see
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Congruence of curves; conies: see

Conies; cycloid: 41, 20; edge of

regression : 209, 74
; 212, 74

; 240,

ex. 2
; 257, 86 ; elastic space curve :

99, ex. 7; ellipse: 18, 10; enve-

lope : see Envelope ; family of : 3,1;
helices : 220, ex. 2; isothermal : 48,

ex. 12; orthogonal: 14, 7; SS, 17;

220, ex. 3
; ##, 78 ; parabola : 6,

1; parallel: 42, ex. 9; similar: 8,

3; straight lines : 4, 1; trajectories:

14, 7; #4, 17; 98, 36; unicursal

quartic: 19, ex. 2; #05, 72; see also

Cusps Integral curves, Lines of

Curvature, Locus

Cusps of integral curves : 41, 20
;

201, 71
; 202, 71

; 208, 73; #7#, 74;

218, ex. 2
; see also Locus of cusps

Darboux : 29, 16
; 41, tin.

; 45, 21
;

79, ftn.
;
77 ftn.

; 205, ftn.
; #75,

ex. 2
; #53, ftn.

; 258, 85

Darboux's theorems : 29, 16

D'Alembert: 122, 44; 707, 68

D'Alembert's method : 122, 44 ; 707, 58

Definite integrals as solutions, of Bes-

sel's equation": 126, 46
; 169, ex. 8 ;

of Laplace's equation : 124, 46

Delassus : 286, 94

Depression of order : 86, 19
; 109, 40

Derivative in non-linear equations,

infinite: 172, 63; indeterminate:

178, 64
; 177, 65

;
see also Briot and

Bouquet's equation and Briot and

Bouquet's theorem

Developable surfaces: 240, 82; 257,

85
; 282, ex.

;
see also Character-

istic developable surfaces

Differential equations : 3, 1 ; admit-

ting a group of transformations :

89, 35
; 91, 35

; 95, 36
; 96, 36

; 97,

36
; 98, ex. 4 ; algebraic : 180, 66

;

7##, 67 ; algebraic, of deficiency

zero or one : 18, 11 ; Bernoulli's : 11,

6; Bessel's: ^<?,46; 142,52; 7tf#,

ex. 8; Briot and Bouquet's: 775, 64;

Cauchy's: 257, ex. 1; of character-

istic curves: 219, 76; ###, 77; 224,

77; #57,85; of characteristic strip :

262, 87; of circles: 5, 1; Clairaut's:

see Clairaut's equation ; of conies

(Halphen's method) : 5, 1 ; Dar-

boux's theorems : 29, 16; depression
of order of: 86, 19; 109, 40; differ-

ential notation : 7, 2
;

elastic space
curve: 99, ex. 7; equations F(x,y

f

)

= 0, F(y,y') = 0: 18,11; Euler's:

see Euler's equation ; Euler's linear :

128, 45; existence theorems: see

Existence theorems ; of first order :

6, 2; 180, 66; Gauss's: 140, 61;

geometric representation of : 14, 8 ;

of higher order: 85, 18; 196, 70;

homogeneous : 8, 3 ; 16, ftn.; 38, 19
;

90, 35 ; of incompressible fluid : 84,

33; integrals of: see Integral curves,

Integral surfaces, and Integrals ; of

isothermal curves: 43, ex. 12 ; Jaco-

bi's : see Jacobi's equation ; La-

grange's: 16, 9; 204, 72; 205, 72;

Lamp's : 146, 63 ; Laplace's linear :

124, 46; Legendre's: 112, ex. ; lin-

ear: 9, 4; 90, 36; Liouville's: 79,

ex. 3 ; of the nth order : 4, 1
; 6,

2
; 49, 22

; 100, 37 ; order of : 4,

1 ; of orthogonal trajectories : 14,

7; 83, 17; 228, 78; Painleve"'s:

196, 70
; 197, 70 ; of parabolas : 6,

1 ; with periodic coefficients : see

Periodic coefficients; Picard's: 148,

53 ; raising order of : 41, Note ;

regular: 754,50; Riccati's: seeRic-

cati's equation; of similar curves:

8, 3 ; singular points of : see Singu-
lar points ; of straight lines : 4, 1 ;

of trajectories: see Trajectories; see

also special classes of differential

equations and systems of equations

Differential notation : 7, 2

Differential operators: 97, 36; 102,

38
; 113, 41 ; bracket [u, v] : 234,

81
; 241, 83 ; the parenthesis (u, v) :

234, 81; Poisson's parenthesis : 274,

91
; X[Y(fi\ - Y[X(f)] : 97, 36

;

266, 88
; 278, 92

Dixon : 44, ex. 21

Dominant functions: 45, 21
; 47, 22

; 51,

23
; 52, 24 ; 55, 25 ; 188, 60 ; 774, 64
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Doubly periodic functions of the sec-

ond kind: 145, 53

Edge of regression: 09, 74; 212, 74;

240, ex. 2
; 257, 85

Elastic space curve : 99, ex. 7

Element : 251, 86
; 261, 87

Elementary divisors : 132, ftn.

Elimination, of arbitrary functions:

222, 77
; 238, 82

; 259, 86
; 273, 90

;

278, 93; of constants: 5, 1; 208,

74
; 0, 82

; 255, ftn. ; #72, 90

Ellipsoid, lines of curvature of: 41,

Note

Elliptic functions: 23, 14; as coeffi-

cients of a linear equation: 144,

63; 146, 54; existence proof from

Euler's equation : 23, 14
; 194, 69 ;

as integrals: 19, ex. 3
; 39, 20

; 144,

63
; 20#, 68 ; Picard's equation :

144, 63

Envelope, of asymptotic lines: 206,

ex. 6 ; of integral curves : 17, 10
;

203, 71
; 204, ftn.

; 205, 72
; 209, 74

;

#i, ex. 8 ; of integral surfaces : 238,

82
; 281, 93 ; of straight lines : 18, 10

Equations of first order, higher order :

see Differential equations and special

classes of equations

Equivalent complete systems : 268, 89

Essentially singular points : 131, 47
;

134, 49; movable: 196, 70

Euler: 19, 12; 23, 14; 27, 14; 28,

15; 29, 16; 41, ftn.; 45, ex. 17;

117, 43
; 123, 45

; 704, 69
; 205, 72

;

##./, ex. 8

Euler's equation : 28, 14
; 28, 15

; 41,

ftn.
; JT94, 69

; 205, 72 ; Abel's the-

orem: 28, 15; existence of elliptic

functions : 23, 14
; 194, 69 ; La-

grange's integral of: 43, ex. 17;

Stieltjes's general integral : 27, 14

Euler's linear equation : 123, 45

Euler's relation for homogeneity : 221
,

ex.3

Exceptional initial values : 172, 63
;

173, 64
; 177, 65

Existence theorems : 45, 22
; 98, ex.

1 ; analytic integrals : see Analytic

integrals and Briot and Bouquet's

method; calculus of limits: see

Calculus of limits; for elliptic func-

tions: 23, 14; 194, 69; for inte-

grating factors: 57, 26; successive

approximations : see Successive ap-

proximations ; for systems of partial

differential equations in normal

form : 283, 94
;
see also Exceptional

initial values

Extended group : 94, 36

First integrals : 74, 31
; 76, 31

; 81,

32
; 88, 32

; 157, 57
; 216, 75

Fixed singular points : 181, 66
; 182, 67

Floquet: 151, ftn.

Focal point : 209, 74

Focal surface : 209, 74
; 224, 77

Focus: 180, 65

Fuchs : 134, 60
; 139, ftn.

; 150, ftn.
;

194, ftn.

Fuchs' theorem : 134, 50

Functions defined by differential

equations : 182, 67

Fundamental characteristic equation :

139, 50
;

see also Characteristic

equation
Fundamental system of integrals:

103, 38; 105, 38; 129, 47; 130, 47;

147, 64; for a system of linear

equations : 153, 56

Gauss : 140, 51

Gauss's equation : 140, 61

General integral : 8, 1
; 12, 7

; 69, 26
;

74, 31 ; of homogeneous linear

equations : 103, 38
; 105, 38 ; of

partial differential equations: 217,

75
; 288, 82

; 273, 90 ; of a system
of equations : 57, 26

; 152, 66

Goursat: 83, ftn.; ./70, exs. 14, 16;

208, ftn.; 5, ftn.

Group, differential equations admit-

ting a : 89, 35
; P^, 35

; 95, 36
; 96,

36; 57, 36; 0, ex. 4; differential

equations of a : 88, 34

Groups, one-parameter continuous :

86, 34; 91, 36; application to differ-

ential equations : 89, 85
; 96, 86 ;
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57,36; functions admitting: 03,36;
of infinitesimal transformations :

91, 36
; 93, 36 ; invariants : 93, 36 ;

similar: 88, 34; of translations:

89, 34
; see also Transformations

Halphen : 5, 1
; 115, 42

Hedrick : 255, ftn.

Helices : 220, ex. 2
; #45, 83

Helicoid : 220, ex. 2
; #45, 83 ; lines

of curvature of : 91, 35

Hermite: 99, ex. 7; 740, 63; 169, ex.

8; 755, ftn.; 883, ftn.

Homogeneity of functions, Euler's re-

lation : 221, ex. 3

Homogeneous equations: 8, 3; 16,

ftn.
; $, 19

; 90, 35

Homogeneous linear equations: 102,

38
; 107, 39 ; adjoint equation, poly-

nomial: 116, 42; analogies with

algebraic equations : 113, 41 ; anal-

ogies with the Galois theory, with

symmetric functions of roots : 115,

41 ; auxiliary equation, polynomial :

117, 43 ; Bessel's equation : J26, 46
;

142, 52
; 169, ex. 8 ; common inte-

grals of two equations: 114, 41;
constant coefficients: 117, 43;

(D'Alembert's method): 122, 44;

corresponding: 107, 39; critical

points : 129, 47 ; depression of order :

109, 40; elliptic coefficients: 144,

53
; 146, 54 ; Euler's linear equation:

123, 45 ; Fuchs' theorem : 134, 60 ;

fundamental system of integrals:

103, 38
; 105, 38

; 129, 47; Gauss's

equation : 140, 51 ; general integral :

10S, 38
; 105, 38 ; greatest common

divisor : 113, 41 ; group of substitu-

tions: 132, 48
; 134, 48

;
invariants :

115, 41 ; Lamp's equation : 146, 63 ;

Laplace's equation : 124, 46 ; Legen-
dre's equation: 112, ex.; linearly

independent integrals : 103, 38 ; 105,

38 ; periodic coefficients : 128, 47
;

146, 54; 150, ex.; 151, ftn.; per-

mutations of integrals around a

critical point: 129, 47; Picard's

equation: 143, 63; ratio of two

integrals : 169, ex. 10; regular: 134 ,

60 ; regular integrals : 128, 47
; 131,

47; 134, 49; relation to Riccati's

equation: 111, 40; 112, ftn.; roots

of integrals, Sturm's theorem: 111,

ftn.; solution as a definite inte-

gral : see Definite integrals ; system
of : see System of homogeneous lin-

ear equations; Wronskian : 129, 47
;

see also Characteristic equation,

Characteristic numbers, and Char-

acteristic exponents
Hoiiel : 212, ex. 1

Hyperelliptic functions : 193, 68

Hypergeometric series: 140, 51; de-

generate cases : 142, 62

Identical transformation : 88, 34
; 91,

36

Incompressible fluid, condition for:

86, 33 ; invariant integrals : 84, 33

Independent equations : 266, 88

Independent integrals : 81, 31 ; line-

arly : 103, 38
; 105, 38

Infinitesimal transformations: 86, 34
;

91, 36
; 93, 36

; 98, 36

Initial conditions: 45, 22
; 48, 22

; 49,

22; 50, 23; 52, 24; 53, 24; 61, 26;

defining an integral : 100, 37 ; partial

differential equations : 54, 25
; 57,

26
; 74, 74

; 221, 76
; 246, 84

; <?4,

94
;
see also Cauchy's problem, De-

rivatives in non-linear equations,

and Exceptional initial values

Integrable combination : 77, 31
; 78,

exs. 1, 2
; 820, 76

; 245, 83

Integral curves : 4, 1
; 60, 26 and ftn. ;

61, 26
; 79, Note 1

; 173, ftn.
; 179,

66; 752, 71 ; center: ISO, 65 ; cusps:

see Cusps; envelope of: 77, 10; 203,

71
; 04, ftn.

; 205, 72
; 00, 74

; 213,

ex. 8; focus: 180, 65; in para-

metric form : 16, 9 ; of a partial dif-

ferential equation: 257, 85; 258,

ex. 2; , ex. 15; saddleback:

775, 65
;
see also Integrals

Integral equation : 61, 27

Integral surfaces: 218, 76; 219, 76;

227, 78
; 246, 84

; 50, 86
; 255, 86;
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envelope of : 238, 82
; 881, 93

;
see

also Cauchy's problem and Integrals

Integrals: Abelian: 18,11; analytic:

see Analytic extension and Analytic

integrals ; anharmonic ratio of : 18,

7 ; Cauchy's problem: 246, 84
; 264,

87; complete: see Complete inte-

gral; common to two linear equa-

tions: 114, 41; denned by initial

conditions: 100, 87; in form of

definite integrals: see Definite in-

tegrals; elements of: 251, 85; 261,

87; elliptic functions : 19, ex. 8; 89,

20
; 144, 63

; 192, 68 ; of equations

of higher order : 196, 70 ; existence

of: see Existence theorems; first:

see First integrals; fundamental

system of : see Fundamental system
of integrals ; general : see General

integral ; general properties of :

100,37, hypergeometric series : 140,

61
; 142, 62 ; independent : 81, 31 ;

initial conditions : see Initial condi-

tions ; invariant : see Invariant inte-

grals; Legendre' s polynomials: 112,

ex. ; Lie's enlarged definition : 264,

Note; linearly independent: 103,

38; 105, 38; non-analytic: see Non-

analytic integrals ; particular : 3, 1
;

12, 7; 14, 7; 20, 12
; 107, 39

; 109,

40; periodic: 192, 68; permutation
of integrals around a critical point :

129, 47
; 138, 49; rational functions:

144,53; 192, 68; rational functions

of constants: 10, 4
; 12, 7

; 186, 67;

regular: 128, 47; 131, 47; 134, 49;

roots of, Sturm's theorem : 111,

ftn.; singular: see Singular inte-

grals; singular points: see Singular

points; Wronskian: 129, 47; see

also Integrable combination, Inte-

gral curves, Integral surfaces, and

special types of equations

Integrating factors: 19, 12
; 81, 32

; 83,

32
; 96, 36 ; 98, exs. 3, 4 ; 115, 42

; 231,

80
; 290, ex. 20 ; existence of : 57, 26

Integration by raising order : 41, Note

Invariance of condition of integrability:

281, 80

Invariant functions : 98, 36

Invariant integral : 88, 33 ; of homoge-
neous linear equations: 115, 41; of

incompressible fluid: 84, 33; line

and surface: 84, -83; multiple: 85,

83 ; volume : 86, 33

Involutory systems: 274, 91; com-

plete integral: 277, 01; Jacobi'a

method : 277, 92 ; Poisson's paren-
thesis : 274, 91

Isothermal curves : 43, ex. 12

Jacobi: 11, 6; 25, 14; 82, 16; 74,31;

81, 32
; 163, 60

; 269, 89
; 270, 89

;

271, ex.
; 275, 91

; 277, 92
; 278, 92

Jacobi's equation : 11, 6
; 32, 16 ; re-

lation to a system of homogeneous
linear equations : 168, 60

Jacobi's method, involutory systems:

277, 92

Jacobi's multipliers : 74, 31
; 81, 32

Jacobian system: 269, 89; 270, 89;

271, ex.
; 275, 91

; 278, 92

Kovalevsky, Madame : 45,21-, 283, 94

and ftn.

Lagrange: 16,9; 41, ftn.; 43, ex. 17;

107, 39; 109, ftn.; 115, 42; 208,
71

; 204, 72
; 05, 72

; 218, ex. 4
;

286, 82
; #<?#, 82

; 240, 83
; 241, 83

;

&W, 85
; 255, ftn.

; #5, ex. 1
; #J0,

86
; 277, 92

Lagrange and Charpit's method : 240,

83
; 277, 92

Lagrange's equation : 16, 9
; #04, 72

;

205, 72

Lagrange's integral of Euler's equa-
tion: 43, ex. 17

Lagrange's method : 241, 88
; 251, 85

Lagrange's method of the variation of

constants : 107, 39
; 109, ftn.

; 255,

ftn.

Lagrange's theory of the complete in-

tegral : 286, 82
; 289, 82

; 258, ex.

1
; 259, 86

Laguerre i 115, 41

Lamt : J?40, 63

Lamp's equation : 146, 53
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Laplace : 124, 46
; 127, Note

Laplace's linear equation : 124, 46
;

127, Note

Legendre: 16, ftn.
; 28, 16

; 112, ex.

Legendre's equation : 112, ex.

Legendre's polynomials : 112, ex.

Legendre's transformation : 16, ftn.

Leibnitz : 118, 43

Leibnitz's formula : 118, 43

Liapunof: 151, 55 and ftn.
; 166, 62

ie: 43, ex. 12; , ftn.; 98, 36;

#64, Note
; 289, ex. 16

Lie's enlarged definition of the inte-

gral : 264, Note

Lie's theory of differential equations :

86, 34
;
see also Groups

Lindelof: 61, 27
; 98, ex. 1

Linear equations : 9, 4
; 90, 35

; 100,

37
; 106, 39

; 186, 67 ; coefficients

depending upon a parameter: 65,

Note ; depression of order : 109, 40 ;

general properties of integrals : 100,

87; see also Homogeneous linear

equations, Integrals, Non-homoge-
neous linear equations, Partial differ-

ential equations, and Singular points

Linearly independent functions : 103,

38; integrals: 103, 38; 105, 38

Lines of curvature: 206, 72; of an

ellipsoid : 41, Note ; of a helicoid :

91, 35

Lioumlle : 79, ex. 3

Liouville's equation : 79, ex. 3

Lipschitz : 68, 30
; 287, 94

Lipschitz condition : 68, 30
; 287, 94

Locus, of characteristic curves: 219,

76 ; of cusps of integral curves :

201, 71
; 202, 71

; 206, 72
; 208, 73

;

212, 74
; 213, ex. 2 ; of points of

inflection of integral curves: 21S,

ex. 2.

Mayer: 229, 79

Mayer's method : 229, 79

Meray: 45, 21

Moigno : 68, 30; 212, ex. 1

Monge : 41, Note

Monge's method of finding the lines of

curvature of an ellipsoid : 41, Note

Movable singular points : 181, 66
;

185, 67; 197, 70 and ftn.; for

. equations of higher order : 196, 70 ;

essentially singular: 196, 70; lines

of : 197, 70; poles : 197, ftn. ; tran-

scendental critical points : 197, 70

Multipliers : 74, 31
; 81, 32

; 85, 33

Non-analytic integrals : 50, 22
; 255,

ftn.; Briot and Bouquet's theorem:

175, 64
; 176, 64

; 177, 64
; 178, 65;

see also Analytic integrals and Briot

and Bouquet's method

Non-homogeneous linear equations :

100, 37; 106, 39; analytic exten-

sion of integrals : 101, 37 ; Cauchy's
method: 108, 39; 109, ftn.; con-

stant coefficients : 120, 43 ; corre-

sponding homogeneous equation :

107, 39; depression of order: 110,

40 ; general integral : 107, 39 ; La-

grange's method of the variation of

constants: 107,39-, ^00, ftn.; singular

points : 100, 37 ; system of equations:

see Systems of non-homogeneous
linear equations

Non-linear differential equations, 172,

63; 179, 65; algebraic equations of

the first order : 180, 66
; 182, 67 ;

Briot and Bouquet's problem : 193,

ftn.; having single-valued inte-

grals: 187, 68; 192, 68; 193, ftn.;

exceptional initial values: 172, 63;

(derivative infinite): 172, 63; (de-

rivative indeterminate) : 173, 64
;

177, 65 ; integrals : see Envelope of

integrals, Integral curves, Integrals,

Locus of cusps, and Singular inte-

grals ; functions defined by y
f

R(x, y): 182, 67; non-analytic inte-

grals : see Non-analytic integrals ;

singular points : see Critical points,

Fixed singular points, Movable sin-

gular points, Singular points; sys-

tems of : 208, 74
;
see also Equations

of Briot and Bouquet, Clairaut,

Euler, Lagrange, and Riccati

Normal form of a system of partial

differential equations : 283, 94
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Order of a differential equation : 4, 1 ;

depression of : 36, 19
; 109, 40; first

order : 6, 2
; 180, 66 ; higher order/

nth order : 4, 1
; 6,2 ; 35, 18

; 196,

70; integration by raising order:

41, Note

Orthogonal trajectories : 14, 7
; S3,

17; 220, ex. 3; 228, 78

Orthogonal surfaces : 223, 77

Painleve: 59, ftn.
; 74, 30

; 196, 70
;

197, 70
; $jW, ex. 7

Painleve^s equation: 156, 70; 197,

70

Parallel curves : 42, ex. 9

Parallel surfaces : 289, ex. 19

Parenthesis (M, v) : ##4, 81 ; Poisson's :

274, 91

Partial differential equations : 76, 31 ;

of first order : see Partial differential

equations of the first order; of

higher order: 278, 93; (system of

equations): 283, 94; of ruled sur-

faces : 280, ex. 1
; 281, ex. 2 ; of

tubular surfaces : 240, ex. 3
; 282,

ex.
;
see also Systems of differential

equations and Existence theorems

Partial differential equations of the

first order, linear: 75, 31
; 214, 75;

characteristic curves: see Character-

istic curves; of conoids: 220, ex. 1;

general integral : 217, 75 ; geomet-
ric interpretation : 218, 76 ; general

method of integration : 214, 75 ; of

helicoids: 220, ex. 2
; 245, 83; initial

conditions, 881, 76 ; integral surface :

818, 76; 219, 76; singular integral,

surface : 224, 77
;
see also Systems

of differential equations

Partial differential equations of the

first order, non-linear: any num-
ber of variables : 861, 87 ; Cauchy's

equation: 257, ex. 1; Cauchy's
method: 849, 85; 859, 86; 260,

Note; (extended): 861, 87; Cauchy's

problem: 246, 84; characteristic

curves, characteristic developable

surface, characteristic direction,

characteristic strip: see these titles;

Clairaut's equation, generalized :

239, ex. 1 ; complete integral : 236,

82, and see also Lagrange's theory;
element : 251, 85 ; envelope of sur-

faces: 238, 82; general integral:

238, 82 ; integral, Lie's enlarged
definition : 264, Note ; integral

curves: 257, 85; 289, ex. 15; La-

grange and Charpit's method : 240,
83

; 277, 92 ; separation of variables:

244, ex. 3 ; singular integrals : 224,

77; 887, 82; 238, ftn.; 272, 90;
three variables: 886, 82; see also

Involutory systems
Particular integral, solution : 3, 1

;

18, 7; 14, 7; 80, 12; 107, 39;

109, 40

Periodic coefficients : 188, 47
; 146,

54
; 150, ex.

; 151, ftn. ; elliptic :

144, 53; 146, 54; Picard's equa-
tion: 144, 53; system of linear

equations : 164, 61
; 166, 62

Picard: 59, ftn.; 61,27; 74,30; 116,

42
; 144, 53

; 177, 64

Picard's equation : 144, 63

Picard's method of successive approxi-
mations : see Successive approxima-
tions

Poincarei 3,33; 126, ftn.; 151, fin.;

177, 64
; 180, 65

; 194, ftn.

Poisson : 274, 91
; 277, 92

Poisson's identity : 277, 92

Poisson's parenthesis : 274, 91

Poles of integrals : 148, 53
; 183, 67

;

18o,67; movable: 186,67; 197, ftn.

Properties, of differential equations of

higher order: 196, 70; of e*, tanx:

818, ex. 6

Quadratures: 7,2; 10,4; 12, 7; IS,

7
; 14,7; 16,9; 19, 12

; 78, 31
; 79,

Note 1
; 88, 32

; 90, 85
; 108, 89

;

110, 40
; 111, 40

; 164, 66 ; 278, 92

Eaffy : 44, ex. 21

Ratio, of similitude: ,8; of two

integrals : 169, ex. 10

Rational functions, of constants as in-

tegrals : 10, 4
; 18, 7

; 186, 67 ; of
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variables as integrals : 144, 63
; 192,

68

Keducible systems : 165, 62

Regular differential equations: 134,

50

Regular integrals : 128, 47
; 131, 47

;

134, 49 ; Fuchs' theorem : 134, 60 ;

substitutions : 132, 48
; 134, 48

Eiccati : 12, 1
; 13, ftn.

; 43, ex. 13
;

79, ex. 2; 111, 40; 112, 40 and ftn.;

143, Note
; 757, 57

; 169, ex. 9
; 170,

ex. 16; 7, 67; 187, 67 and ftn.;

194, ftn.; 757, ftn.; #73, ex. 7

Riccati's equation : 12,1 ; 43, ex. 13
;

79, ex. 2
; 777, 40

; 77,2, 40 and ftn.
;

143, Note; 757,67; 169, ex. 9; 770,

ex. 16
; 77, 67 and ftn.

; 186, 67
;

194, ftn.; #73, ex. 7; generalization

of : 797, ftn. ; linear transformation

of : 13, ftn.; relation to linear equa-

tions : 777, 40
; 112, ftn.

Riquier : 45, 21
; 286, 94 and ftn.

Roots of characteristic equation : 130,

47
; 737, 48

; 139, 60
; 745, Note 2 ;

elementary divisors : 132, ftn.

Roots of integrals : Sturm's theorem :

111, ftn.

Ruled surfaces : 280, ex. 1
; 281, ex. 2

Saddleback : 775, 66

Sauvage : 132, ftn.

Schlomikh : 212, ex. 1

Separation of variables : 6, 2
; 8, 3

;

19, 12
; 244, ex. 3

Serret : 212, ex. 1
; 213, ex. 3

Similar curves : 8, 3

Similar groups : 88, 34

Single-valued integrals : 144, 53
;

of

(2/

/)= R(y), classification of equa-

tions : 187, 68
; 192, 68

; 193, ftn.

Singular integral, curve, surface : 77,

10
; 27, 14

; 76, ftn.
; 75<S, 71

; 202,

71
; 205, 72

; 206, 72
; 208, 74

; 210,

74
; 224, 77

; 287, 82

an envelope : 203, 71

metric interpretation

255, ftn.; as

238, 82 ; geo-

207, 73

Singular integral, curves and surfaces :

determination of : 205, 72 ; of first-

order equations : 198, 71
; 202, 71

;

206, 72 ; geometric interpretation :

207, 73 ; of partial differential equa-
tions: 224, 77

; 237, 82
; 238, ftn.

;

272, 90 ; of a system of equations :

208, 74
; 210, 74

Singular lines, movable : 757, 70

Singular points : algebraic critical

points: 173, 63
; 183, 67

; 184, 67
;

201, 71 ; Briot and Bouquet's theo-

rem: 176, 64; center: 180, 65; of

equations of the first order: 180,

66; essentially: 737, 47; 134, 49;

essentially singular movable : 196,

70 ; fixed : 7<?7, 66
; 182, 67 ; focus :

ISO, 65; of linear equations: 65,

28
; 100, 37

; 129, 47
; 140, 51

; 142,

52
; 143, 63 ; indeterminate deriva-

tive : 773, 64 ; infinite derivative :

172, 63 ; infinite number of critical

points : 185, ftn. ; movable : see

Movable singular points ; poles: 737,

47
; 743, 53

; 744, 53
; 7<93, 67

; 184,

67
; 185, 67

; 757, ftn. ; saddleback :

775, 65

Solution : see Integral

Star : 67, 29

Stationary flow : 86, 33

Stiettjes : 27, 14

Stieltjes's general integral of Euler's

equation: 27, 14

Straight lines, differential equation

of : 4, 1

Sturm : 111, ftn.

Sturm's theorem : 777, ftn.

Substitutions : linear equations : 129,

47; 132, 48; 734, 48; canonical

form : 737, 48
; 132, 48 ; system of

linear equations, canonical form :

165, 61 ; Wronskian : 129, 47

Successive approximations: 61, 27;

analytic functions : 66, 29
; 102, 37

;

775, 64 ; Cauchy-Lipschitz method :

61, 27
; 68, 30 ; 74, 30; Cauchy's first

proof: 68, 80; 73, 30; coefficients

functions of a parameter : 65, Note;

LindeloTs addition: 61, 27; linear

equations : 64, 28 ; Lipschitz condi-

tion : 68, 30
; 287, 94 ; non-analytic

integrals: 775, 64; real variables:
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61, 27; 62, 27; ,30; 75,30; 150,

55 ; star : 67, 29

Surfaces, conoids : 820) ex. 1 ; develop-

able : 240, 82
; 257, 85

; 282, ex. ;

ellipsoid: 41, Note; focal: 209,

74
; 224, 77 ; helicoids : 220, ex. 2

;

#45, 83 ; orthogonal : 223, 77 ; par-

allel : 289, ex. 19 ; ruled : 280, ex.

1
; 281, ex. 2 ; tubular : 240, ex. 3

;

###, ex.
;
see also Characteristic de-

velopable surfaces, Envelopes, and

Integral surfaces

Symbolic polynomial : 113, 41
; 11,

42; 118,43; divisor: 114,41; great-

est common divisor : 113, 41

Systems of differential equations : 60,

26
; 74, 31

; 79, Note 1 ; covariant :

80, Note 2 ; existence theorem :

see Existence theorem; first inte-

grals: see First integrals; general

integral: 57, 26; integral curve:

60, 26; invariant integrals: see

Invariant integrals ; multipliers :

74, 31
; 81, 32

; 85, 33 ; singular inte-

grals: 208, 74; see also Integrable

combination, Systems of homoge-
neous linear equations, and Systems
of non-homogeneous linear equations

Systems of homogeneous linear equa-
tions : 152, 56 ; adjoint system :

156, 57; 166, 62; auxiliary equa-
tion : 158, 58 ; canonical form :

161, 69; 165, 61; 179, 65; con-

stant coefficients : 757, 58
; 160,

58; (D'Alembert's method): 161,

58; fundamental system of inte-

grals : 153, 56 ; periodic coefficients :

164, 61
; 166, 62 ; reducible systems :

165, 62 ; relation to Jacobi's equa-
tion: 163, 60; substitutions: 165, 61

Systems of non-homogeneous linear

equations: 164, 66; Cauchy's
method : 154, ftn. ; existence theo-

rem : 50, 23

Systems of partial differential equa-
tions : of first order : 272, 90 ; nor-

mal form, general existence theo-

rem: 283, 94; see also Existence

theorems, Involutory systems, and

Systems of homogeneous linear par-
tial differential equations of the first

order

Systems of partial differential equa-

tions, homogeneous linear equa-
tions of the first ofder : 265, 88 ;

independent equations: 265, 88;

X[Y(f)}-Y[X(f)-\i S66, S3; see

also Complete systems

Tannery : 139, ftn.

Taylor : 35, 18

Total differential equations: 51, 24;

225, 78; 241, 83; 276, 91; Ber-

trand's method : 2S2, 80
; 290, ex. 21 ;

completely integrable : 62, 24
; 225,

78 ; existence theorem : 51, 24 ;

geometric interpretation : 227, 78 ;

integral surface: 227, 78; Mayer's
method: 229, 79; method of inte-

gration: 225, 78; 2S2, 80; Pdx +
Qdy + Rdz =0 : 230, 80

;
see also

Condition of integrability

Trajectories: IS, 7; 14, 7; 34, 17;

93, 86

Transcendental critical points : 197,1

Transformations: 82, 32; 83, 32;

84, 33 ; admitting a group of : 89, 36 ;

96, 36 ; of complete systems : #7,89 ;

covariants: 80, Note 2; Cremona:

198, ftn.; extended group of : 94, 36 ;

identical : 88, 34
; 91, 36 ; infinites-

imal : 86, 34
; 91, 36

; 9S, 36
; 98, 36;

inverse : 89, 34 ; Legendre's : 16,

ftn.; of linear equations: 115, 41
;

162, 59 ; of Riccati's equation : 13,

ftn.
;
see also Groups and Invariants

Tresse : 286, 94

Tubular surfaces : 240, ex. 3
; 282, ex.

Unicursal quartic : 19, ex. 2
; 205, 72

Variation of constants : 107, 89
; 109,

ftn.
; 255, ftn.

Weierstrass : 45, 21
; 132, 48 and ftn.

Weierstrass's elementary divisors :

132, ftn.

Wronskian : 189, 47



GUIDE TO THE LITERATURE OF
MATHEMATICS AND PHYSICS

Including Related Works on Engineering Science

by Nathan Brier Parke III

WHAT literature is available and WHERE can it be found? Fully revised

and for the first time available in a handy, inexpensive edition

this unique, up-to-date GUIDE TO THE LITERATURE OF MATHEMATICS
AND PHYSICS puts a comprehensive library catalogue at your finger

tips.

Over 5,000 entries (more than double the number in the first edition)

are included under approximately 120 subject headings, further sub-

divided by an average of 6 subheadings. Every branch of physics,

mathematics, and related engineering science is fully represented. For

example, 28 books appear under the subhead, Projective Geometry;

78 under Geometrical Optics; 22 under Cosmic Rays; not including

cross-references and general works.

All books were selected by a practicing mathematician and physicist

on the basis of current significance, fullness of treatment, and the

ability to give clues to further material on a subject. Citations are as

full as possible giving author, title, edition, publisher, place, data,

number of volumes or number of pages. Many recently available

Russian works are included. Discussions of the literature under each

heading define the subject matter and provide numerous cross-refer-

ences and suggestions for further investigation. The GUIDE also con-

tains an extensive listing of bibliographical aids: abstracts, indexes,

periodicals, reviews, bibliographies, directories, encyclopedias, docu-

mentary reproductions, guides, and library resources. A complete

Author gnd Subject Index allows instantaneous location of the biblio-

graphical data on any book.

This GUIDE will not only save you countless hours and help you locate

much difficult-to-fmd material; it will often help you shape your prob-

lem and prevent a duplication of work by showing you exactly what

has been done on a subject. With the literature grown to such huge

proportions, the GUIDE TO THE LITERATURE OF MATHEMATICS AND

PHYSICS has become an indispensable research assistant for every

physicist, mathematician, engineer, scientist, student, and researcher.

2nd revised edition. Over 5,000 entries. 71 -page introduction. Indexes,

pp. 5% x 8. Paperbound $



NUMERICAL INTEGRATION OF
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

by A. A. Bennett, W. E. Milne, Harry Bateman

Unabridged republication of an original monograph for the National

Research Council. This well-known greatly sought-after volume de-

scribes new methods of integration of differential equations developed

by three leading mathematicians. It contains much material not readily

available in detail elsewhere. Discussions on methods for partial dif-

ferential equations, transition from difference equations to differential

equations, solution of differential equations to non-integral values of

a parameter are of special interest to mathematicians, physicists,

mathematical physicists.

Partial contents. THE INTERPOLATIONS. POLYNOMIAL, A. A. Bennett.

Tabular index, arguments, values, differences. Displacements, divided

differences, repeated arguments, derivation of the interpolational

polynomial, integral. SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATIONS, A. A. Bennett.

Numerical methods of successive substitutions. Approximate methods in

solution of differential equations. STEP-BY-STEP METHODS OF INTE-

GRATION, W. E. Milne. Differential equations of the 1st order: Taylor's

series, methods using ordinates, Runge-Kutta method. Systems of dif-

ferential equations of the first order. Higher order differential equa-

tions. Second order equations in which first derivatives are absent.

METHODS FOR PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, Harry Bateman.

Transition from solution of difference equations to solution of differen-

tial equations. Ritz's method. Least squares method. Extension of solu-

tion to nonintegral values of a parameter.

288 footnotes, mostly bibliographic, 285 item classified biblography.

108pp. 5% x 8.

S3C5 Paperbound $1.35



Catalog
of

DOVER BOOKS

BOOKS EXPLAINING SCIENCE
(Note: The books listed under this category are general introductions, surveys, reviews, and
non-technical expositions of science for the interested layman or scientist who wishes
to brush up. Dover also publishes the largest list of inexpensive reprints of books on inter-

mediate and higher mathematics, mathematical physics, engineering, chemistry, astronomy,
etc., for the professional mathematician or scientist. For our complete Science Catalog,
write Dept. catrr., Dover Publications, Inc., 180 Varick Street, New York 14, N. Y.)

CONCERNING THE NATURE OF THINGS, Sir William- Bragg. Royal Institute Christmas Lectures

by Nobel Laureate. Excellent plain-language introduction to gases, molecules, crystal struc-

ture, etc. explains "building blocks" of universe, basic properties of matter, with simplest,
clearest examples, demonstrations. 32pp. of photos; 57* figures. 244pp. 53/8 x 8.

T31 Paperbound $1.35

MATTER AND LIGHT, THE NEW PHYSICS, Louis de Broglie. Non-technical explanations by a
Nobel Laureate of electro-magnetic theory, relativity, wave mechanics, quantum physics,
philosophies of science, etc. Simple, yet accurate introduction to work of Planck, Bohr,
Einstein, other .modern physicists. Only 2 of 12 chapters require mathematics. 300pp.
5% x 8. T35 Paperbound $1.60

THE COMMON .SENSE OF THE EXACT SCIENCES, W. K. Clifford. For 70 years, Clifford's work
ha$ been acclaimed as one of the clearest, yet most precise introductions to mathematical

symbolism, measurement, surface boundaries, position, space, motioji, mass and force, etc.

Prefaces by Bertrand Russell and Karl Pearson. Introduction by James Newman. 130 figures.

249pp. 5% x 8. T61 Paperbound $1.60

THE NATURE OF LIGHT AND COLOUR IN THE OPEN AIR, M. Minnaert. What causes mirages?
haloes? "multiple" suns and moons? Professor Minnaert explains these and hundreds of

other fascinating natural optical phenomena in simple terms, tells how to observe them,
suggests hundreds of experiments. 200 illus; 42 photos, xvi 4- 362pp.

T196 Paperbound $1*5

SPINNING TOPS AND GYROSCOPIC MOTION, John Perry. Classic elementary text on dynamics
of rotation treats gyroscopes, tops, how quasi-rigidity is induced in paper disks, smoke
rings, chains, etc, by rapid motion, precession, earth's motion, etc. Contains many easy-to-

perform experiments. Appendix on practical uses of gyroscopes'. 62 figures. 128pp.
T416 Paperbound $1.00

A CONCISE HISTORY OF MATHEMATICS, D. Struik. This lucid, easily followed history of
mathematics from the Ancient Near East to modern times requires no .mathematical back-

ground itself, yet introduces both mathematicians and laymen to basic concepts and
discoveries and the men who made them. Contains a collection of 31 portraits of eminent
mathematicians. Bibliography, xix + 299pp. 5% x 8. T255 Paperbound $1.75

THE RESTLESS UNIVERSE, Max Born. A remarkably clear, thorough exposition of gases,
electrons, ions, waves and particles, electronic structure of the atom, nuclear physics,
written for the layman by a Nobel Laureate. "Much -more thorough and deep than most

attempts . . . easy and delightful," CHEMICAL AND ENGINEERING NEWS. Includes 7 animated

sequences showing motion of molecules, alpha particles, etc. 11 full-page plates of photo-

graphs. Total of nearly 600 illus. 315pp. 6Vs x 9V4. T412 Paperbound $2.00

WHAT IS SCIENCE?, N. Campbell. The role of experiment, the function of mathematics, the

nature of scientific laws, the limitations of science, and many other provocative topics
are explored without technicalities by an eminent scientist. "Still an excellent introduction

to scientific philosophy," H. Margenau in PHYSICS TODAY. 192*p. 5% x 8.

S43 Paperbound $1.25



CATALOG OF
FADS AND FALLACIES IN THE NAME OF SCIENCE, Martin Gardner. The standard account of

the various cults, quack systems and delusions which have recently masqueraded as science:

hollow earth theory, Atlantis, dianetics, Reich's orgone theory, flying saucers, Bridey Murphy,
psionics, irridiagnosis, many other fascinating fallacies that deluded tens of thousands.

"Should be read by everyone, scientist and non-scientist alike," R. T. Birge, Prof. Emeritus,
Univ. of California; Former President, American Physical Society. Formerly titled, "In the

Name of Science." Revised and enlarged edition, x + 365pp. 5% x 8.

T394 Paperbound $1.50

THE STUDY OF THE HISTORY OF MATHEMATICS, THE STUDY OF THE HISTORY OF SCIENCE,
G. Sarton. Two books bound as one. Both volumes are standard introductions to their fields

by an eminent science historian. They discuss problems of historical research, teaching,
pitfalls, other matters of interest to the historically oriented writer, teacher, or student.
Both have extensive bibliographies. 10 illustrations. 188pp. 5% x 8. T240 Paperbound $1.25

THE PRINCIPLES OF SCIENCE, W. S. Jevons. Unabridged reprinting of a milestone in the

development of symbolic logic and other subjects concerning scientific methodology, proba-
bility, inferential validity, etc. Also describes Jevons' "logic machine/' an early precursor
of modern electronic calculators. Preface by E. Nagel. 839pp. 5% x 8. S446 Paperbound $2.98

SCIENCE THEORY AND MAN, Erwin Schroedinger, Complete, unabridged reprinting of "Science
and the Human Temperament" plus an additional essay "What is an Elementary Particle?"
Nobel Laureate Schroedinger discusses many aspects of modern physics from novel points
of view which provide unusual insights for both laymen and physicists. 192 pp. 5% x 8.

T428 Paperbound $1.35

BRIDGES AND THEIR BUILDERS, D. B. Steinman & S. R. Watson. Information about ancient,

medieval, modern bridges; how they were built; who built them; the structural principles
employed; the materials they are built of; etc. Written by one of the world's leading
authorities on bridge design and construction. New, revised, expanded edition. 23 photos;
26 line drawings, xvii + 401pp. 5 3/e x 8. T431 Paperbound $1.95

HISTORY OF MATHEMATICS, D. E. Smith. Most comprehensive non-technical history of math
in English. In two volumes. Vol. I: A chronological examination of the growth of mathe-
matics from primitive concepts up to 1900. Vol. II: The development of ideas in specific fields

and areas, up through elementary calculus. The lives and works of over a thousand mathema-
ticians are covered; thousands of specific historical problems and their solutions are

clearly explained. Total of 510 illustrations, 1355pp. 5% x 8. Set boxed in attractive con-

tainer. T429, T430 Paperbound, the set $5.00

PHILOSOPHY AND THE PHYSICISTS, L. S. Stebbing. A philosopher examines the philosophical
implications of modern science by posing a lively critical attack on the popular science

expositions of Sir James Jeans and Arthur Eddington. xvi + 295pp. 53/8 x 8.

T480 Paperbound $1.65

ON MATHEMATICS AND MATHEMATICIANS, R. E. Moritz. The first collection of quotations by
and about mathematicians in English. 1140 anecdotes, aphorisms, definitions, speculations,
etc. give both mathematicians and layman stimulating new insights into what mathematics
is, and into the personalities of the great mathematicians from Archimedes to Euler, Gauss,
Klein. Weierstrass. Invaluable to teachers, writers. Extensive cross index. 410pp. 5% x 8.

T489 Paperbound $1.95

NATURAL SCIENCE, BIOLOGY, GEOLOGY, TRAVEL
A SHORT HISTORY OF ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY FROM THE GREEKS TO HARVEY, C. Singer.
A great medical historian's fascinating intermediate account of the slow advance of anatom-
ical and physiological knowledge from pre-scientific times to Vesalius, Harvey. 139 unusu-

ally interesting illustrations. 221pp. 5% x 8. T389 Paperbound $1.75

THE BEHAVIOUR AND SOCIAL LIFE OF HONEYBEES, Ronald Ribbands. The most comprehensive,
lucid and authoritative book on bee habits, communication, duties, cell life, motivations,
etc. "A MUST for every scientist, experimenter, and educator, and a happy and valuable
selection for all interested in the honeybee," AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL 690 -item bibliography.
127 illus.; 11 photographic plates. 352pp. 5% x 8%. S410 Clothbound $4.50

TRAVELS OF WILLIAM BARTRAM, edited by Mark Van Doren. One of the 18th century's most
delightful books, and one of the few first-hand sources of information about American

geography, natural history, and anthropology of American Indian tribes of the time. "The
mind of a scientist with the soul of a poet," John Livingston Lowes. 13 original illustra-

tions, maps. Introduction by Mark Van Doren. 448pp. 5% x 8. T326 Paperbound $2.00

STUDIES ON THE STRUCTURE AND DEVELOPMENT OF VERTEBRATES, Edwin Goodrich. The
definitive study of the skeleton, fins and limbs, head region, divisions of the body cavity,

vascular, respiratory, excretory systems, etc., of vertebrates from fish to higher mammals, by
the greatest comparative anatomist of recent times. "The standard textbook," JOURNAL OF
ANATOMY. 754 illus. 69-page biographical study. 1186-item bibliography. 2 vols. Total of

906pp. 5% x 8. Vol. I: S449 Paperbound $2.50
Vol. II: S450 Paperbound $2.50



DOVER BOOKS
THE BIRTH AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE GEOLOGICAL SCIENCES, F. D. Adams. The most com-
plete and thorough history of the earth sciences in print, Covers over 300 geological thinkers
and systems; treats fossils, theories of stone growth, paleontology, earthquakes, vulcanists
vs. neptunists, odd theories, etc. 91 illustrations, including medieval, Renaissance wood cuts
etc. 632 footnotes and bibliographic notes. 511pp. 308pp. 5% x 8. T5 Paperbound $2.00

FROM MAGIC TO SCIENCE, Charles Singer. A close study of aspects of medical science from
the Roman Empire through the Renaissance. The sections on early herbals, and "The Visions
of Hildegarde of Bingen," are probably the best studies of these subjects available 158
unusual classic and medieval illustrations, xxvii + 365pp. 5% x 8. T390 Paperbound $2.00

SAILING ALONE AROUND THE WORLD, Captain Joshua Slocutn. Captain Slocum's personal
account of his single-handed voyage around the world in a 34-foot boat he rebuilt himself.
A classic of both seamanship and descriptive writing. "A nautical equivalent of Thoreau's
account," Van Wyck Brooks. 67 illus. 308pp. 5% x 8. T326 Paperbound $1.00

TREES OF THE EASTERN AND CENTRAL UNITED STATES AND CANADA, W. M. Harlow. Standard
middle-level guide designed to help you know the characteristics of Eastern trees and
identify them at sight by means of an 8-page synoptic key. More than 600 drawings and
photographs of twigs, leaves, fruit, other features, xiii + 288pp. 45/a x 6Vz.

T395 Paperbound $1.35

FRUIT KEY AND TWIG KEY ("Fruit Key to Northeastern Trees," "Twig Key to Deciduous

Woody Plants of Eastern North America"), W. M. Harlow. Identify trees in fall, winter,

spring. Easy-to-use, synoptic keys, with photographs of every twig and fruit identified.

Covers 120 different fruits, 160 different twigs. Over 350 photos. Bibliographies. Glossaries.

Total of 143pp. 5% x 8%. T511 Paperbound $1.25

INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF EXPERIMENTAL MEDICINE, Claude Bernard. This classic

records Bernard's far-reaching efforts to transform physiology into an exact science. It

covers problems of vivisection, the limits of physiological experiment, hypotheses in medical

experimentation, hundreds of others. Many of his own famous experiments on the liver, the

pancreas, etc., are used as examples. Foreword by I. B. Cohen, xxv + 266pp. 5 3/s x 8.

T400 Paperbound $1.50

THE ORIGIN OF LIFE, A. I. Oparin. The first modern statement that life evolved from complex
nitro-carbon compounds, carefully presented according to modern biochemical knowledge of

primary colloids, organic molecules, etc. Begins with historical introduction to the problem
of the origin of life. Bibliography, xxv + 270pp. 59/8 x 8. S213 Paperbound $1.75

A HISTORY OF ASTRONOMY FROM THALES TO KEPLER, J. L. E. Dreyer. The only work in English
which provides a detailed picture of man's cosmological views from Egypt, Babylonia, Greece,
and Alexandria to Copernicus, Tycho Bra he and Kepler. "Standard reference on Greek

astronomy and the Copernican revolution," SKY AND TELESCOPE. Formerly called "A History of

Planetary Systems From Thales to Kepler." Bibliography. 21 diagrams, xvii + 430pp. 5% x 8.

S79 Paperbound $1.98

URANIUM PROSPECTING, H. L. Barnes. A professional geologist tells you what you need to

know. Hundreds of facts about minerals, tests, detectors, sampling, assays, claiming, develop-

ing, government regulations, etc. Glossary of technical terms. Annotated bibliography,
x + 117pp. 53/8 x 8. T309 Paperbound $1.00

DE RE METALLICA, Georgius Agricola. All 12 books of this 400 year old classic on metals

and metal production, fully annotated, and containing all 289 of the 1.6th century woodcuts
which made the original an artistic masterpiece. A superb gift for geologists, engineers,

libraries, artists, historians. Translated by Herbert Hoover & L. H. Hoover. Bibliography,

survey of ancient authors. 289 illustrations of the excavating, assaying, smelting, refining,

and countless other metal production operations described in the text. 672pp. 6% x 103A.
Deluxe library edition. S6 Clothbound $10.00

DE MAGNETE, William Gilbert. A landmark of science by the man who first used the word

"electricity," distinguished between static electricity and magnetism, and founded a new
science. P. F. Mottelay translation. 90 figures, lix + 368pp. 5% x 8. S470 Paperbound $2.00

THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF CHARLES DARWlh AND SELECTED LETTERS, Francis Darwin, ed.

Fascinating documents on Darwin's early life, the voyage of the "Beagle," the discovery of

evolution, Darwin's thought on mimicry, plant development, vivisection, evolution, many
other subjects Letters to Henslow, Lyell, Hooker, Wallace, Kingsley, etc. Appendix. 365pp.
5% x 8. T479 Paperbound $1.65

A WAY OF LIFE AND OTHER SELECTED WRITINGS OF SIR WILLIAM OSLER. 16 of the great

physician, teacher and humanist's most inspiring writings on a practical philosophy of life,

science and the humanities, and the history of medicine. 5 photographs, Introduction by
G. L. Keynes, M.D., F.R.C.S. xx + 278pp. 53/8 x 8. T488 Paperbound $1.50



CATALOG OF

LITERATURE
WORLD DRAMA, B. H. Clark. 46 plays from Ancient Greece, Rome, to India, China, Japan,
Plays by Aeschylus, Sophocles, Euripides, Aristophanes, Plautus, Marlowe, Jonson, Farquhar,
Goldsmith, Cervantes, Moliere, Dumas, Goethe, Schiller, Ibsen, many others. One of the
most comprehensive collections of important plays from all literature available in English.
Over V3 of this material is unavailable in any other current edition. Reading lists. 2 vol-

umes. Total of 1364pp. 53/8 x 8. Vol. I, T57 Paperbound $2.00
Vol. II, T59 Paperbound $2.00

MASTERS OF THE DRAMA, John Gassner. The must comprehensive history of the drama in

print. Covers more than 800 dramatists and over 2000 plays from the Greeks to modern
Western, Near Eastern, Oriental drama. Plot summaries, theatre history, etc. "Best of its

kind in English," NEW REPUBLIC. 35 pages of bibliography. 77 photos and drawings. Deluxe
edition, xxii + 890pp. 5% x 8. T100 Clothbound $5.95

THE DRAMA OF LUIGI PIRANDELLO, D. Vittorini. All 38 of Pirandello's plays (to 1935) sum-
marized and analyzed in terms of symbolic techniques, plot structure, etc. The only authorized
work. Foreword by Pirandello. Biography. Bibliography, xiii + 350pp. 53/a x 8.

T435 Paperbound $1.98

ARISTOTLE'S THEORY OF POETRY AND THE FINE ARTS, S. H. Butcher, d. The celebrated
"Butcher translation" faced page by page with the Greek text; Butcher's 300-page introduc-
tion to Greek poetic, dramatic thought. Modern Aristotelian criticism discussed by John
Gassner. Ixxvi + 421pp. 5 3/a x 8.

T42 Paperbound $2.00

EUGENE O'NEILL: THE MAN AND HIS PLAYS, B. H. Clark. The first published source-book on
O'Neill's life and work. Analyzes each play from the early THE WEB up to THE ICEMAN
COMETH. Supplies much information about environmental and dramatic influences, ix + 182pp.
5% x 8. T379 Paperbound $1.25

INTRODUCTION TO ENGLISH LITERATURE, B. Dobre~e, ed. Most compendious literary aid in its

price range, Extensive, categorized bibliography (with entries up to 1949) of more than

5,000 poets, dramatists, novelists, as well as historians, philosophers, economists, religious
writers, travellers, and scientists of literary stature. Information about manuscripts, impor-
tant biographical data. Critical, historical, background works not simply listed, but evaluated.
Each volume also contains a long introduction to the period it covers.

Vol. I: THE BEGINNINGS OF ENGLISH LITERATURE TO SKELTON, 1509, W. L. Renwick. H. Orton.

450pp. 5Vs x 7Vs. T75 Clothbound $3.50

Vol. II: THE ENGLISH RENAISSANCE, 1510-1688, V. de Sola Pinto. 381pp. 5V8 x 7Va.
T76 Clothbound $3.50

Vol. Ill: THE AUGUSTANS AND ROMANTICS, 1689-1830, H. Dyson, J. Butt. 320pp. 5Vs x-7V8 .

T77 Clothbound $3.50

Vol. IV: THE VICTORIANS AND AFTER, 1830-1914, E. Batho, B. Dobr6e. 360pp. 5Vb x 7Ve.
T78 Clothbound $3.50

EPIC AND ROMANCE, W. P. Ker. The standard survey of Medieval epic and romance by a fore-

most authority on Medieval literature. Covers historical background, plot, literary analysis,

significance of Teutonic epics, Icelandic sagas, Beowulf, French chansons de geste, the

Niebelungenlied, Arthurian romances, much more. 422pp. 5% x 8. T355 Paperbound $1.95

THE HEART OF EMERSON'S JOURNALS, Bliss Perry, ed. Emerson's most intimate thoughts,

impressions, records of conversations with Channing, Hawthorne, Thoreau, etc., carefully

chosen from the 10 volumes of The Journals. "The essays do not reveal the power of

Emerson's mind . . .as do these hasty and informal writings," N. Y. TIMES. Preface by
B. Perry. 370pp. 53/a x 8. T447 Paperbound $1,85

A SOURCE BOOK IN THEATRICAL HISTORY, A. M. Nagler. (Formerly, "Sources of Theatrical

History.") Over 300 selected passages by contemporary observers tell about styles of acting,

direction, make-up, scene designing, etc., in the theatre's great periods from ancient Greece

to the Theatre Libre. "Indispensable complement to the study of drama," EDUCATIONAL
THEATRE JOURNAL. Prof. Nagler, Yale Univ. School of Drama, also supplies notes, references.

85 Illustrations. 611pp. 5% x 8. T515 Paperbound $2.75

THE ART OF THE STORY-TELLER, M. L. Shedlock. Regarded as the finest, most helpful book
on telling stories to children, by a great story-teller. 'How to catch, hold, recapture attention;

how to choose material; many other aspects. Also includes: a 99-page selection of Miss

Shedlock's most successful stories; extensive bibliography of other stories, xxi + 320pp.
5% x 8. T245 Clothbound $3,50

THE DEVIL'S DICTIONARY, Ambrose Bierce. Over 1000 short, ironic definitions in alphabetical

order, by America's greatest satirist in the classical tradition. "Some of tire most gorgeous
witticisms in the English language," H. L. Mencken. 144pp. 5% x 8. T487 Paperbound $1.00



DOVER BOOKS
MUSIC

A DICTIONARY OF HYMNOLOGY, John Julian. More than 30,000 entries on individual hymns,
their authorship, textual variations, location of texts, dates and circumstances of composi-
tion, denominational and ritual usages, the biographies of more than 9,000 hymn writers,

essays on important topics such as children's hymns and Christmas carols, and hundreds
of thousands of other important facts about hymns which are virtually impossible to find

anywhere else. Convenient alphabetical listing, and a 200-page double-columned index of
first lines enable you to track down virtually any hymn ever written. Total of 1786pp.
6V4 x 91/4. 2 volumes. T133. The Set, Clothbound $15.00

STRUCTURAL HEARING, TONAL COHERENCE IN MUSIC, Felix Salzer. Extends the well-known
Schenker approach to include modern music, music of the middle ages, and Renaissance
music. Explores the phenomenon of tonal organization by discussing more than 500 composi-
tions, and offers unusual new insights into the theory of composition and musical relation-

ships. "The foundation on which all teaching in music theory has been based at this

college," Leopold Mannes, President, The Mannes College of Music. Total of 658pp. 6Va x 9V4.
2 volumes. S418 The set, Clothbound $6.00

A GENERAL HISTORY OF MUSIC, Charles Burney. The complete history of music from the
Greeks up to 1789 by the 18th century musical historian who personally knew the great
Baroque composers. Covers sacred and secular, vocal and instrumental, operatic and sym-
phonic music; treats theory, notation, forms, instruments; discusses composers, performers,
important works. Invaluable as a source of information on the period for students, historians,
musicians. "Surprisingly few of Burney's statements have been invalidated by modern re-

search . . . still of great value," NEW YORK TIMES. Edited and corrected by Frank Mercer.
35 figures. 1915pp. 5V2 x 8V2 . 2 volumes. T36 The set, Clothbound $12.50

JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH, Phillip Spitta. Recognized as one of the greatest accomplishments
of musical scholarship and far and away the definitive coverage of Bach's works. Hundreds
of individual pieces are analyzed. Major works, such as the B Minor Mlass and the St.

Matthew Passion are examined in minute detail. Spitta also deals with the works of

Buxtehude, Pachelbel, and others of the period. Can be read with profit even by those
without a knowledge of the technicalities of musical composition. "Unchallenged as the last

word on one of the supreme geniuses of music," John Barkham, SATURDAY REVIEW SYNDI-
CATE. Total of 1819pp. 5% x 8. 2 volumes. T252 The set, Clothbound $10.00

HISTORY
THE IDEA OF PROGRESS, J. B. Bury. Prof. Bury traces the evolution of a central concept of

Western civilization in Greek, Roman, Medieval, and Renaissance thought to its flowering
in the 17th and 18th centuries. Introduction by Charles Beard, xl + 357pp. 5% x 8.

T39 Clothbound $3.95
T40 Paperbound $1.95

THE ANCIENT GREEK HISTORIANS, J. B. Bury. Greek historians such as Herodotus, Thucydides,
Xenophon; Roman historians such as Tacitus, Caesar, Livy ; scores of others fully analyzed
in terms of sources, concepts, influences, etc.. by a great scholar and historian. 291pp.
53/8 x 8. T397 Paperbound $1.50

HISTORY OF THE LATER ROMAN EMPIRE, J. B. Bury. The standard work on the Byzantine
Empire from 395 A.D. to the death of Justinian in 565 A.D., by the leading Byzantine scholar
of our time. Covers political, social, cultural, theological, military history. Quotes contem-
porary documents extensively. "Most unlikely that it will ever be superseded," Glanville

Downey, Dumbarton Oaks Research Library. Genealogical tables. 5 maps. Bibliography. 2 vols.

Total of 965pp. 53/8 x 8. T398, T399 Paperbound, the set $4.00

GARDNER'S PHOTOGRAPHIC SKETCH BOOK OF THE CIVIL WAR, Alexander Gardner. One Of the
rarest and most valuable Civil War photographic collections exactly reproduced for the first

time since 1866. Scenes of Manassas, Bull Run, Harper's Ferry, Appomattox, Mechanicsvllle,

Fredericksburg, Gettysburg, etc.; battle ruins, prisons, arsenals, a slave pen, fortifications;

Lincoln on the field, officers, men, corpses. By one of the most famous pioneers in docu-

mentary photography. Original copies of the "Sketch Book" sold for $425 in 1952. Introduc-

tion by E. Bleiler. 100 full-page 7 x 10 photographs (original size). 244pp. 110% x 8V2
T476 Clothbound $6.00

THE WORLD'S GREAT SPEECHES, L. Copeland and L. Lamm, eds. 255 speeches from Pericles to

Churchill, Dylan Thomas. Invaluable as a guide to speakers; fascinating as history past and

present; a source of much difficult-to-find material. Includes an extensive section of informal

and humorous speeches. 3 indices: Topic, Author, Nation, xx + 745pp. 53/fe x 8.

T468 Paperbound $2.49

FOUNDERS OF THE MIDDLE AGES, E. K. Rand. The best non-technical discussion of the

transformation of Latin paganism into medieval civilization. Tertullian, Gregory, Jerome,

Boethius, Augustine, the Neoplatonists. other crucial figures, philosophies examined. Excel-

lent for the intelligent non-specialist. "Extraordinarily accurate," Richard McKeon, THE
NATION, ix + 365pp. 5% x 8. T369 Paperbound $1.85



CATALOG OF
THE POLITICAL THOUGHT OF PLATO AND ARISTOTLE, Ernest Barker. The standard, compre-
hensive exposition of Greek political thought. Covers every aspect of the "Republic" and the
"Politics" as well as minor writings, other philosophers, theorists of the period, and the
later history of Greek political thought. Unabridged edition. 584pp. 5% x 8.

T521 Paperbound $1.85

PHILOSOPHY
THE GIFT OF LANGUAGE, M. Schlauch. (Formerly, "The Gift of Tongues.'\ A sound, middle-
level treatment of linguistic families, word* histories, grammatical processes, semantics,
language taboos, word-coining of Joyce, Cummings, Stein, etc. 232 bibliographical notes.languai
350pp.350pp. 53/8 x 8. T243 Paperbound $1.85

THE PHILOSOPHY OF HEGEL, W. T. Stace. The first work in English to give a complete and
connected view of Hegel's entire system. Especially valuable to those who do not have
time to study the highly complicated original texts, yet want an accurate presentation by
a most reputable scholar of one of the most influential 19th century thinkers. Includes a
14 x 20 fold-out chart of Hegelian system. 536pp. 53/8 x 8. T254 Paperbound $2.00

ARISTOTLE, A. E. Taylor. A lucid, non-technical account of Aristotle written by a foremost
Platonist. Covers life and works; thought on matter, form, causes, logic, God, physics,

metaphysics, etc. Bibliography. New index compiled for this edition. 128pp. 5% x 8.

T280 Paperbound $1.00

GUIDE TO PHILOSOPHY, C. E. M. Joad. This basic work describes the major philosophic prob-
lems and evaluates the answers propounded by great philosophers from the Greeks to

Whitehead, Russell. "The finest introduction," BOSTON TRANSCRIPT. Bibliography, 592pp.
5% x 8. T297 Paperbound $2.00

LANGUAGE AND MYTH, E. Cassirer. Cassirer's brilliant demonstration that beneath both lan-

guage and myth lies an unconscious "grammar" of experience whose categories and canons
are not those of logical thought. Introduction and translation by Susanne Langer. Index,
x + 103pp. 53/fe x 8. T51 Paperbound $1.25

SUBSTANCE AND FUNCTION, EINSTEIN'S THEORY OF RELATIVITY, E. Cassirer. This double vol-

ume contains the German philosopher's profound philosophical formulation of the differences

between traditional logic and the new logic of science. Number, space, energy, relativity,

many other topics are treated in detail. Authorized translation by W. C. and M. C. Swabey.
xii + 465pp. 5% x 8. T50 Paperbound $2.00

THE PHILOSOPHICAL WORKS OF DESCARTES. The definitive English edition, in two volumes,
of all major philosophical works and letters of Rend Descartes, father of modern philosophy
of knowledge and science. Translated by E. S. Haldane and G. Ross. Introductory notes.

Total of 842pp. 53/8 x 8. T71 Vol. 1, Paperbound $2.00
T72 Vol. 2, Paperbound $2.00

ESSAYS IN EXPERIMENTAL LOGIC, J. Dewey. Based upon Dewey's theory that knowledge
implies a judgment which in turn implies an inquiry, these papers consider such topics as
the thought of Bertrand Russell, pragmatism, the logic of values, antecedents of thought,
data and meanings. 452pp. 5% x 8. T73 Paperbound $1.95

THE PHILOSOPHY OF HISTORY, G. W. F. Hegel. This classic of Western thought is Hegel's
detailed formulation of the thesis that history is not chance but a rational process, the

realization of the Spirit of Freedom. Translated and introduced by J. Sibree. Introduction

by C. Hegel. Special introduction for this edition by Prof. Carl Friedrich, Harvard University,
xxxix + 447pp. 5% x 8. T112 Paperbound $1.85

THE WILL TO BELIEVE and HUMAN IMMORTALITY, W. James. Two of James's most profound
investigations of human belief in God and immortality, bound as one volume. Both are

powerful expressions of James's views on chance vs. determinism, pluralism vs. monism,
will and intellect, arguments for survival after death, etc. Two prefaces. 429pp. 5% x 8.

T294 Clothbound $3.75
T291 Paperbound $1.65

INTRODUCTION TO SYMBOLIC LOGIC, S. Langer. A lucid, general introduction to modern

logic, covering forms, classes, the use of symbols, the calculus of propositions, the Boole-

Schroeder and the Russell-Whitehead systems, etc. "One of the clearest and simplest intro-

ductions," MATHEMATICS GAZETTE. Second, enlarged, revised edition. 368pp. 5% x 8.

S164 Paperbound $1.75

MIND AND THE WORLD-ORDER, C. I. Lewis. Building upon the work of Peirce, James, and
Dewey, Professor Lewis outlines a theory of knowledge in terms of "conceptual pragmatism,"
and demonstrates why the traditional understanding of the a priori must be abandoned.
Appendices, xiv + 446pp. 5% x 8. T359 Paperbound $1.95

THE GUIDE FOR THE PERPLEXED, M.Malmonides One of the great philosophical works of all

time, Maimonides' formulation of the meeting-ground between Old Testament and Aristotelian

thought is essential to anyone interested in Jewish, Christian, and Moslem thought in the
Middle Ages. 2nd revised edition of the Friedlander translation. Extensive introduction, lix

+ 414pp. 5% x 8. T351 Paperbound $1.85



DOVER BOOKS
THE PHILOSOPHICAL WRITINGS OF PEIRCE, J. Buchler, ed. (Formerly, "The Philosophy of

Peirce.") This carefully integrated selection of Peirce's papers is considered the best cov-

erage of the complete thought of one of the greatest philosophers of modern times. Covers
Peirce's work on the theory of signs, pragmatism, epistemology, symbolic logic, the scientific

method, chance, etc. xvi + 386pp. 5 3/s x 8. T216 Clothbound $5.00
T217 Paperbound $1.95

HISTORY OF ANCIENT PHILOSOPHY, W. Windelband. Considered the clearest survey of Greek
and Roman philosophy. Examines Thales, Anaximander, .Anaximenes, Heraclitus, the Eleatics,

Empedocles, the Pythagoreans, the Sophists, Socrates, Democritus, Stoics, Epicureans, Sceptics,
Neo-platonists, etc. 50 pages on Plato; 70 on Aristotle. 2nd German edition tr. by H. E.

Cushman. xv + 393pp. 5% x 8. T357 Paperbound $1.75

INTRODUCTION TO SYMBOLIC LOGIC AND ITS APPLICATIONS, R. Carnap. A comprehensive,
rigorous introduction to modern logic by perhaps its greatest living master. Includes

demonstrations of applications in mathematics, physics, biology. "Of the ranK of a

masterpiece," Z. flir Mathematik und ihre Grenzgebiete. Over 300 exercises, xvi 4- 241pp.
5% x 8. Clothbound $4.00

S453 Paperbound $1.85

SCEPTICISM AND ANIMAL FAITH, G. Santayana. Santayana's unusually lucid exposition of the

difference between the independent existence of objects and the essence our mind attributes

to them, and of the necessity of scepticism as a form of belief and animal faith as a neces-

sary condition of knowledge. Discusses belief, memory, intuition, symbols, etc. xii + 314pp.
53/fe x 8. T235 Clothbound $3.50

T236 Paperbound $1.50

THE ANALYSIS OF MATTER, B. Russell. With his usual brilliance, Russell analyzes physics,

causality, scientific inference, Weyl's theory, tensors, invariants, periodicity, etc. in order
to discover the basic concepts of scientific thought about matter. "Most thorough treatment
of the subject," THE NATION. Introduction,. 8 figures, viii + 408pp. 53/8 x 8.

T231 Paperbound $1.95

THE SENSE OF BEAUTY, G. Santayana. This important philosophical study of why, when, and
how beauty appears, and what conditions must be fulfilled, is in itself a revelation of the

beauty of language. "It is doubtful if a better treatment of the subject has since appeared,"
PEABODY JOURNAL, ix + 275pp. 59/fe x 8. T238 Paperbound $1.00

THE CHIEF WORKS OF SPINOZA. In two volumes. Vol. I: The Theologico-Political Treatise and
the Political Treatise. Vol. II: On the Improvement of Understanding, The Ethics, and
Selected Letters. The permanent and enduring ideas in these works on God, the universe,

religion, society, etc., have had tremendous impact on later philosophical works. Introduc-

tion. Total of 862pp. 5% x 8. T249 Vol. I, Paperbound $1.50
T250 Vol. II, Paperbound $1.50

TRAGIC SENSE OF LIFE, M. de Unamuno. The acknowledged masterpiece of one of Spain's
most influential thinkers. Between the despair at the inevitable death of man and all his

works, and the desire for immortality, Unamuno finds a "saving incertitude." Called "a

masterpiece," by the ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA. xxx + 332pp. 5% x 8.

T257 Paperbound $1.95

EXPERIENCE AND NATURE, John Dewey. The enlarged, revised edition of the Paul Carus
lectures (1925). One of Dewey's clearest presentations of the philosophy of empirical natural-

ism which reestablishes the continuity between "inner" experience and "outer" nature.

These lectures are among the most significant ever delivered by an American philosopher.
457pp. 5% x 8. T471 Paperbound $1.85

PHILOSOPHY AND CIVILIZATION IN THE MIDDLE AGES, M. de Wulf. A semi-popular survey of

medieval intellectual life, religion, philosophy, science, the arts, etc. that covers feudalism
vs. Catholicism, rise of the universities, mendicant orders, and similar topics. Bibliography,
viii + 320pp. 5% x 8. T284 Paperbound $1.75

AN INTRODUCTION TO SCHOLASTIC PHILOSOPHY, M. de Wulf. (Formerly, "Scholasticism Old

and New.") Prof, de Wulf covers the central scholastic tradition from St. Anselm, Albertus

Magnus, Thomas Aquinas, up to Suarez in the 17th century; and then treats the modern
revival of. scholasticism, the Louvain position, relations with Kantianism and positivism,
etc. xvi + 271pp. 5% x 8. T296 Clothbound $3.50

T283 Paperbound $1.75

A HISTORY OF MODERN PHILOSOPHY, H. Hoffding. An exceptionally clear and detailed coverage
of Western philosophy from the Renaissance to the end of the 19th century. Both major
and minor figures are examined in terms of theory of knowledge, logic, cosmology, psychology.
Covers Pomponazzi, Bodin, Boehme, Telesius, Bruno, Copernicus, Descartes, Spinoza, Hobbes,

Locke, Hume, Kant, Fichte, Schopenhauer, Mill, Spencer, Langer, scores of others. A standard

reference work. 2 volumes. Total of 1159pp. 5% x 8. T117 Vol. 1, Paperbound $2.00
T118 Vol. 2, Paperbound $2.00

LANGUAGE, TRUTH AND LOGIC, A. J. Ayer. The first full-length development of Logical
Posivitism in English. Building on the work of Schlick, Russell, Carnap, and the Vienna

school, Ayer presents the tenets of one of the most important systems of modern philosoph-
ical thought. 160pp. 53/8 x 8. T10 Paperbound $1.25



CATALOG OF
ORIENTALIA AND RELIGION

THE MYSTERIES OF MITHRA, F. Cumont. The great Belgian scholar's definitive study of the
Persian mystery religion that almost vanquished Christianity in the ideological struggle for

the Roman Empire. A masterpiece of scholarly detection that reconstructs secret doctrines,
organization, rites. Mithraic art is discussed and analyzed. 70 illus. 239pp. 5% x 8.

T323 Paperbound $1.85

CHRISTIAN AND ORIENTAL PHILOSOPHY OF ART. A. K. Coomaraswamy. The late art historian
and orientalist discusses artistic symbolism, the role of traditional culture in enriching art,
medieval art, folklore, philosophy of art, other similar topics. Bibliography.* 148pp. 5% x 8.

T378 Paperbound $1.25

TRANSFORMATION OF NATURE IN ART, A. K. Coomaraswamy. A basic work on Asiatic religious
art. Includes discussions of religious art in Asia and Medieval Europe (exemplified by
Meister Eckhart), the origin and use of images in Indian art, Indian Medieval aesthetic

manuals, and other fascinating, little known topics. Glossaries of Sanskrit and Chinese
terms. Bibliography. 41pp. of notes. 245pp. 5% x 8. T368 Paperbound $1.75

ORIENTAL RELIGIONS IN ROMAN PAGANISM, F. Cumont. This well-known study treats the
ecstatic cults of Syria and Phrygia (Cybele, Attis, Adonis, their orgies and mutilatory rites);
the mysteries of Egypt (Serapis, Isis, Osiris); Persian dualism; Mithraic cults; Hermes
Trismegistus, Ishtar, Astarte, etc. and their influence on the religious thought of the Roman
Empire. Introduction. 55pp. of notes; extensive bibliography, xxiv + 298pp. 53/e x 8.

T321 Paperbound $1.75

ANTHROPOLOGY, SOCIOLOGY, AND PSYCHOLOGY
PRIMITIVE MAN AS PHILOSOPHER, P. Radin. A standard anthropological work based on
Radin's investigations of the Winnebago, Maori, Batak, Zuni, other primitive tribes. Describes

primitive thought on the purpose of life, marital relations, death, personality, gods, etc.

Extensive selections of firiginal primitive documents. Bibliography, xviii + 420pp. 5% x 8.

T392 Paperbound $2.00

PRIMITIVE RELIGION, P. Radin. Radin's thoroughgoing treatment of supernatural beliefs,

shamanism, initiations, religious expression, etc. in primitive societies. Arunta, Ashanti,

Aztec, Bushman, Crow, Fijian, many other tribes examined. "Excellent," NATURE. New
preface by the author. Bibliographic notes, x + 322pp. 53/s x 8. T393 Paperbound $1.85

SEX IN PSYCHO-ANALYSIS, S. Ferenczi. (Formerly, "Contributions to Psycho-analysis.") 14
selected papers oji impotence, transference, analysis and children, dreams, obscene words,
homosexuality, paranoia, etc. by an associate of Freud. Also included: THE DEVELOPMENT OF
PSYCHO-ANALYSIS, by Ferenczi and Otto Rank. Two books bound as one. Total of 406pp.
53/8 x 8. T324 Paperbound $1.85

THE PRINCIPLES OF PSYCHOLOGY, William James. The complete text of the famous "long
course," one of the great books of Western thought. An almost incredible amount of infor-

mation about psychological processes, the stream of consciousness, habit, time perception,
memory, emotions, reason, consciousness of self, abnormal phenomena, and similar topics.
Based on James's own discoveries integrated with the work of Descartes, Locke, Hume,
Royce, Wundt, Berkeley, Lotse, Herbart, scores of others. "A classic of interpretation,"
PSYCHIATRIC QUARTERLY. 94 illus. 1408pp. 2 volumes. 5% x 8.

T381 Vol. 1, Paperbound $2.50
T382 Vol. 2, Paperbound $2.50

THE POLISH PEASANT IN EUROPE AND AMERICA, W. I. Thomas, F. Znaniecki. Monumental
sociological study of peasant primary groups (family and community) and the disruptions

produced by -a new industrial system and emigVation to America, by two of the foremost

sociologists of recent times. One of the most important works in sociological thought.
Includes hundreds of pages of primary documentation; point by point analysis of causes
of social decay, breakdown of morality, crime, drunkenness, prostitution, etc. 2nd revised

edition. 2 volumes. Total of 2250pp. 6x9. T478 2 volume set, Clothbound $12.50

FOLKWAYS, W. G. Sumner. The great Yale sociologist's detailed exposition of thousands of

social, sexual, and religious customs in hundreds of cultures from ancient Greece to Modern
Western societies. Preface by A. G. Keller. Introduction by William Lyon Phelps. 705pp.
5% x 8. S508 Paperbound $2.49

BEYOND PSYCHOLOGY, Otto Rank. The author, an early associate of Freud, uses psychoanalytic
techniques of myth-analysis to explore ultimates of human existence. Treats love, immor-

tality, the soul, sexual identity, kingship, sources of state power, many other topics which
illuminate the irrational basis of human existence. 291pp. 5% x 8. T485 Paperbound $1.75

ILLUSIONS AND DELUSIONS OF THE SUPERNATURAL AND THE OCCULT, D. H. Rawcliffe. A ra-

tional, scientific examination of crystal gazing, automatic writing, table turning, stigmata,
the Indian rope trick, dowsing, telepathy, clairvoyance, ghosts, ESP, PK, thousands of other

supposedly occult phenomena. Originally titled "The Psychology of the Occult." 14 illustra-

tions. 551pp. 5% x 8. T503 Paperbound $2.00



DOVER BOOKS
YOGA: A SCIENTIFIC EVALUATION, Kovoor T. Behanan. A scientific study of the physiological
and psychological effects of Yoga discipline, written under the auspices of the Yale Uni-

versity Institute of Human Relations. Foreword by W. A. Miles, Yale Univ. 17 photographs.
290pp. 5% x 8. T505 Paperbound $1.65

HOAXES, C. D. MacDougall. Delightful, entertaining, yet scholarly exposition of how hoaxes
start, why they succeed, documented with stories of hundreds of the most famous hoaxes.
"A stupendous collection ... and shrewd analysis, "NEW YORKER. New, revised edition.
54 photographs. 320pp. 5 2/3 x 8. T465 Paperbound $1.75

CREATIVE POWER: 'THE EDUCATION OF YOUTH IN THE CREATIVE ARTS, Hughes Mearns. Named
by the National Education Association as one of the 20 foremost books on education in

recent times. Tells how to help children express themselves in drama, poetry, music, art,

develop latent creative power. Should be read by every parent, teacher. New, enlarged,
revised edition, introduction. 272pp. 5% x 8. T490 Paperbound $1.50

LANGUAGES
NEW RUSSIAN-ENGLISH, ENGLISH-RUSSIAN DICTIONARY, M. A. O'Brien. Over 70,000 entries in

new orthography! Idiomatic usages, colloquialisms. One of the few dictionaries that indicate

accent changes in conjugation and declension. "One of the best," Prof. E. J. Simmons,
Cornell. First names, geographical terms, bibliography, many other features. 738pp. 4V2 x 6V4.

T208 Paperbound $2.00

MONEY CONVERTER AND TIPPING GUIDE FOR EUROPEAN TRAVEL, C. Vomacka. Invaluable, handy
source of currency regulations, conversion tables, tipping rules, postal rates, much other

travel information for every European country plus Israel, Egypt and Turkey. 128pp. 3V2 x 5V4.
T260 Paperbound 60$

MONEY CONVERTER AND TIPPING GUIDE FOR TRAVEL IN THE AMERICAS (including the United

States and Canada), C. Vomacka. The information you need for informed and confident travel

in the Americas: money conversion tables, tipping guide, postal, telephone rates, etc.

128pp. 3Vz x 5V4. T261 Paperbound 650

DUTCH-ENGLISH, ENGLISH-DUTCH DICTIONARY, F. G. Renier. The most convenient, practical

Dutch-English dictionary on the market. New orthography. More than 60,000 entries: idioms,

compounds, technical terms, etc. Gender of nouns indicated, xviii + 571pp. 5Va x 6V4.
T224 Clothbound $2.50

LEARN DUTCH!, F. G. Renier. The most satisfactory and easily-used grammar of modern
Dutch. Used and recommended by the Fuibright Committee in the Netherlands. Over 1200

simple exercises lead to mastery of spoken and written Dutch. Dutch-English, English-Dutch
vocabularies. 181pp. 4V4 x 7V4. T441 Clothbound $1.75

PHRASE AND SENTENCE DICTIONARY OF SPOKEN RUSSIAN, English-Russian, Russian-English.
Based on phrases and complete sentences, rather than isolated words; recognized as one of

the best methods of learning the idiomatic speech of a country. Over 11,500 entries, indexed

by single words, with more than 32,000 English and Russian sentences and phrases, in imme-

diately us'able form. Probably the largest list ever published. Shows accent changes in con-

jugation and declension; irregular forms listed in both alphabetical place and under main

form of word. 15,000 word introduction covering Russian sounds, writing, grammar, syntax.
15 -page appendix of geographical names, money, important signs, given names, foods,

special Soviet terms, etc. Travellers, businessmen, students, government employees have

found this their best source for Russian expressions. Originally published as U.S. Government
Technical Manual TM 30-944. iv + 573pp. 5% x 8%. T496 Paperbound $2.75

PHRASE AND SENTENCE DICTIONARY OF SPOKEN SPANISH, Spanish-English, English-Spanish.

Compiled from spoken Spanish, emphasizing idiom and colloquial usage in both Castilian and
Latin-American. More than 16,000 entries containing over 25,000 idioms the largest list of

idiomatic constructions ever published. Complete sentences given, indexed under single words

language in immediately usable form, for travellers, businessmen, students, etc. 25-page
introduction provides rapid survey of sounds, grammar, syntax, with full consideration of irreg-

ular verbs. Especially apt in modern treatment of phrases and structure. 17-page glossary

gives translations of geographical names, money values, numbers, national holidays, important
street signs, useful expressions of high frequency, plus unique 7-page glossary of Spanish and

Spanish-American foods and dishes. Originally published as U.S. Government Technical Man-
ual TM 30-900. iv + 513pp. 55/a x 8%. T495 Paperbound $1.75



CATALOG OF
SAY IT language phrase books

"SAY IT" in the foreign language of your choice! We have sold over Vz million copies of these

popular, useful language books. They will not make you an expert linguist overnight, but they
do cover most practical matters of everyday life abroad.

Over 1000 useful phrases, expressions, with additional variants, substitutions.

Modern! Useful! Hundreds of phrases not available in other texts: "Nylon," "air-condi-

tioned," etc.

The ONLY inexpensive phrase book completely indexed. Everything i available at a flip

of your finger, ready for use.

Prepared by native linguists, travel experts.

Based on years of travel experience abroad.

This handy phrase book may be used by itself, or it may supplement any other text or

course; it provides a living element. Used by many colleges and institutions: Hunter College;
Barnard College; Army Ordnance School, Aberdeen; and many others.

Available, 1 book per language:

Danish (T818) 750 Italian (T806) 60c
Dutch T(817) 750 Japanese (T807) 600
English (for German-speaking people) (T801) 600 Norwegian (T814) 750
English (for Italian-speaking people) (T816) 600 Russian (T810) 750
English (for Spanish-speaking people) (T802) 600 Spanish (T811) 600
Esperanto (T820) 750 Turkish (T821) 750
French (T803) 600 Yiddish (T815) 750
German (T804) 600 Swedish (T812) 750
Modern Greek (T813) 750 Polish (T808) 750
Hebrew (T805) 600 Portuguese (T809) 750

LISTEN & LEARN language record sets

LISTEN & LEARN is the only language record course designed especially to meet your travel

needs, or help you learn essential foreign language quickly by yourself, or in conjunction with

any school course, by means of the automatic association method. Each set contains three

33Vs rpm long- playing records IVi hours of recorded speech by eminent native

speakers who are professors at Columbia, N.Y.U., Queens College and other leading univer-

sities. The sets are priced far below other sets of similar quality, yet they contain many
special features not found in other record sets:

* Over 800 selected phrases and sentences, a basic vocabulary of over 3200 words.
*
Both English and foreign language recorded; with a pause for your repetition.

*
Designed for persons with limited time; no time wasted on material you cannot use

immediately.
*

Living, modern expressions that answer modern needs: drugstore items, "air-conditioned,"
etc.

* 128-196 page manuals contain everything on the records, plus simple pronunciation
guides.

* Manual is fully indexed; find the phrase you want instantly.
*
High fidelity recording equal to any records costing up to $6 each.

The phrases on these records cover 41 different categories useful to the traveller or student
interested in learning the living, spoken language: greetings, introductions, making yourself
understood, passing customs, planes, trains, boats, buses, taxis, nightclubs, restaurants,
menu items, sports, concerts, cameras, automobile travel, repairs, drugstores, doctors,

dentists, medicines, barber shops, beauty parlors, laundries, many, many more.

"Excellent . . . among the very best on the market," Prof. Mario Pel, Dept. of Romance
Languages, Columbia University. "Inexpensive and well-done ... an ideal present,"
CHICAGO SUNDAY TRIBUNE. "More genuinely helpful than anything of its kind which I have

previously encountered," Sidney Clark, well-known author of "ALL THE BEST" travel books.
Each set contains 3 33 Vs rpm pure vinyl records, 128- 196 page with full

record text, and album. One language per set. LISTEN & LEARN record sets are now avail-

able in

FRENCH the set $4.95 GERMAN the set $4.95
ITALIAN the set $4.95 SPANISH the set $4.95
RUSSIAN the set $5.95 JAPANESE * the set $5.95
*
Available Sept. 1, 1959

UNCONDITIONAL GUARANTEE: Dover Publications stands behind every Listen and Learn record
set. If you are dissatisfied with these sets for any reason whatever, return them within
10 days and your money will be refunded in full.



DOVER BOOKS
ART HISTORY

STICKS AND STONES, Lewis Mumford. An examination of forces influencing American archi-
tecture: the medieval tradition in early New England, the classical influence in Jefferson's

time, the Brown Decades, the imperial facade, the machine age. etc. "A truly remarkable
book," SAT. REV. OF LITERATURE. 2nd revised edition. 21 illus. xvii + 228pp. 5% x 8.

T202 Paperbouifd $1.60

THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF AN IDEA, Louis Sullivan. The architect whom Frank Lloyd Wright
called "the master," records the development of the theories that revolutionized America's
skyline. 34 full-page plates of Sullivan's finest work. New introduction by R. M. Line,
xiv + 335pp. 53/8 x 8. T281 Paperbound $1.85

THE MATERIALS AND TECHNIQUES OF MEDIEVAL PAINTING, D. V. Thompson. An invaluable

study of carriers and grounds, binding media, pigments, metals used in painting, al fresco
and al secco techniques, burnishing, etc. used by the medieval masters. Preface by Bernard
Berenson. 239pp. 5% x 8. T327 Paperbound $1.85

PRINCIPLES OF ART HISTORY, H. Wo IffI in. This remarkably instructive work demonstrates the
tremendous change in artistic conception from the 14th to the 18th centuries, by analyzing
164 works by Botticelli, Durer, Hobbema, Holbein, Hals, Titian, Rembrandt, Vermeer, etc.,
and pointing out exactly what is meant by "baroque," "classic," "primitive," "picturesque,"
and other basic terms of art history and criticism. "A remarkable lesson in the art of

seeing," SAT. REV. OF LITERATURE. Translated from the 7th German edition. 150 illus.

254pp. 6Vs x 9V4. T276 Paperbound $2.00

FOUNDATIONS OF MODERN ART, A. Ozenfant. Stimulating discussion of human creativity from

paleolithic cave painting to modern painting, architecture, decorative arts. Fully illustrated

with works of Gris, Lipchitz, Le'ger, Picasso, primitive, modern artifacts, architecture, indus-

trial art, much more. 226 illustrations. 368pp. 6Va x 9V4. T215 Paperbound $1.95

HANDICRAFTS, APPLIED ART, ART SOURCES, ETC.

WILD FOWL DECOYS, J. Barber. The standard work on this fascinating branch of folk art,

ranging from Indian mud and grass devices to realistic wooden decoys. Discusses styles,

types, periods; gives full information on how to make decoys. 140 illustrations (including
14 new plates) show decoys and provide full sets of plans for handicrafters, artists, hunters,
and students of folk art. 281pp. 7% x 10%. Deluxe edition. Til Clothbound $8.50

METALWORK AND ENAMELLING, H. Maryon. Probably the best book ever written on the

subject. Tells everything necessary for the home manufacture of jewelry, rings, ear

pendants, bowls, etc. Covers materials, tools, soldering, filigree, setting stones, raising

patterns, repouss6 wprk, damascening, niello, cloisonne, polishing, assaying, casting, and
dozens of other techniques. The best substitute for apprenticeship to a master metalworker.
363 photos and figures. 374pp. 5Va x 8Va. T183 Clothbound $7.50

SHAKER FURNITURE, E. D. and F. Andrews. The most illuminating study of Shaker furniture

ever written. Covers chronology, craftsmanship, houses, shops, etc. Includes over 200

photographs of chairs, tables, clocks, beds, benches, etc. "Mr. & Mrs. Andrews know all

there is to know about Shaker furniture," Mark Van Doren, NATION. 48 full-page plates.

192pp. Deluxe cloth binding. 7?/8 x 10%. T7 Clothbound $6.00

PRIMITIVE ART, Franz Boas. A great American anthropologist covers theory, technical vir-

tuosity, styles, symbolism, patterns, etc. of primitive art. The more than 900 illustrations

will interest artists, designers, craftworkers. Over 900 illustrations. 376pp. 5% x 8.

T25 Paperbound $1.95

ON THE LAWS OF JAPANESE PAINTING, H. Bowie. The best possible substitute for lessons

from an oriental master. Treats both spirit and technique; exercises for control of the

brush; inks, brushes, colors; use of dots, lines to express whole moods, etc. 220 illus.

132pp. 6Va x 9V4. T30 Paperbound $1.95

HANDBOOK OF ORNAMENT, F. S. Meyer. One of the largest collections of copyright-free tradi-

tional art: over 3300 line cuts of Greek, Roman, Medieval, Renaissance, Baroque, 18th and
19th century art motifs (tracery, geometric elements, flower and animal motifs, etc.) and
decorated objects (chairs, thrones, weapons, vases, jewelry, armor, etc.). Full text, 3300
illustrations. 562pp. 5 3/s x 8. T302 Paperbound $2.00

THREE CLASSICS OF ITALIAN CALLIGRAPHY. Oscar Ogg, ed. Exact reproductions of three
famous Renaissance calligraphic works: Arrighi's OPERINA and IL MODO, Tagliente's LO
PRESENTE LIBRO, and Palatine's LIBRO NUOVO. More than 200 complete alphabets, thousands
of lettered specimens, in Papal Chancery and other beautiful, ornate handwriting. Intro-

duction. 245 plates. 282pp. 6Vs x 9 1/4. T212 Paperbound $1.95

THE HISTORY AND TECHNIQUES OF LETTERING, A. Nesbitt. A thorough history of lettering
from the ancient Egyptians to the present, and a 65-page course in lettering for artists.

Every major development in lettering history is illustrated by a complete alphabet. Fully

analyzes such masters as Caslon, Koch, Garamont, Jenson, and many more. 89 alphabets, 165
other specimens. 317pp. 5% x 8. T427 Paperbound $2.00



CATALOG OF
LETTERING AND ALPHABETS, J. A. Cavanagh. An unabridged reissue of "Lettering," containing
the full discussion, analysis, illustration of 89 basic hand lettering tyles based on Caslon,
Bodoni, Gothic, many other types. Hundreds of technical hints on construction, strokes,
pens, brushes, etc. 89 alphabets, 72 lettered specimens, which may be reproduced permission-
free. 121pp. 93/4 x 8. T53 Paperbound $1.25

THE HUMAN FIGURE IN MOTION, Eadweard Muybridge. The largest collection in print of

Muybridge's famous high-speed action photos. 4789 photographs in more than 500 action-

strip-sequences (at shutter speeds up to 1/6000th of a second) illustrate men, women,
children mostly undraped performing such actions as walking, running, getting up, lying
down, carrying objects, throwing, etc. "An unparalleled dictionary of action for all artists,"
AMERICAN ARTIST. 390 full-page plates, with 4789 photographs. Heavy glossy stock, reinforced

binding with headbands. 77/a x 10%. !
T204 Clothbound $10.00

ANIMALS IN MOTION, Eadweard Muybridge. The largest collection of animal action photos
in print. 34 different animals (horses, mules, oxen, goats, camels, pigs, cats, lions, gnus,
deer, monkeys, eagles and 22 others) in 132 characteristic actions. All 3919 photographs
are taken in series at speeds up to I/ 1600th of a second, offering artists, biologists, car-

toonists a remarkable opportunity to see exactly how an ostrich's head bobs when running,
how a lion puts his foot down, how an elephant's knee bends, how a bird flaps his wings,
thousands of other hard-to-catcii details. "A really marvelous series of plates," NATURE.
380 full-pages of plates. Heavy glossy stock, reinforced binding with headbands. 7% x!03/4.

T203 Clothbound $10.00

THE BOOK OF SIGNS, R. Koch. 4*93 symbols crosses, monograms, astrological, biological
symbols, runes, etc. from ancient manuscripts, cathedrals, coins, catacombs, pottery. May
be reproduced permission-free. 493 illustrations by Fritz Kredel. 104pp. 6Vs x 9V4.

T162 Paperbound $1.00

A HANDBOOK OF EARLY ADVERTISING ART, C. P. Hornung. The largest collection of copyright-
free early advertising art ever compiled. Vol. I: 2,000 illustrations of animals, old automo-
biles, buildings, allegorical figures, fire engines, Indians, ships, trains, more than 33 other

categories! Vol II: Over 4,000 typographical specimens; 600 Roman, Gothic, Barn urn, Old

English faces; 630 ornamental type faces; hundreds of scrolls, initials, flourishes, etc. "A
remarkable collection," PRINTERS' INK.

Vol. I: Pictorial Volume. Over 2000 illustrations. 256pp. 9 x 12. T122 Clothbound $10.00

Vol. II: Typographical Volume. Over 4000 speciments. 319pp. 9 x 12. T123 Clothbound $10.00
Two volume set, Clothbound, only $18.50

DESIGN FOR ARTISTS AND CRAFTSMEN, L. Wolchonok. The most thorough course on the
creation of art motifs and designs. Shows you step-by-step, with hundreds of examples and
113 detailed exercises, how to create original designs from geometric patterns, plants,

birds, animals, humans, and man-made objects. "A great contribution to the field of design
and crafts," N. Y. SOCIETY OF CRAFTSMEN. More than 1300 entirely new illustrations,

xv -f 207pp. 77/8 x 103/4. T274 Clothbound $4.95

HANDBOOK OF DESIGNS AND DEVICES, C. P. Hornung. A remarkable working collection of

1836 basic designs* and variations, all copyright-free. Variations of circle, line, cross, diamond,
swastika, star, scroll, shield, many more. Notes on symbolism. "A necessity to every

designer who would be original without having to labor heavily," ARTIST and ADVERTISER.
204 plates. 240pp. 5% x 8. .

T125 Paperbound $1.90

THE UNIVERSAL PENMAN, George Bickham. Exact reproduction of beautiful 18th century
book of handwriting. 22 complete alphabets in finest English roundhand, other scripts, over

2000 elaborate flourishes, 122 calligraphic illustrations, etc. Material is copyright-free. "An
essential part of any art library, and a book of permanent value," AMERICAN ARTIST. 212

plates. 224pp. 9 x 13%. T20 Clothbound $10.00

AN ATLAS OF ANATOMY FOR ARTISTS, F. Schider. This standard work contains 189 full-page

plates, more than 647 illustrations of all aspects of the human skeleton, musculature, cutaway
portions of the body, each part of the anatomy, hand forms, eyelids, breasts, location of

muscles under the flesh, etc. 59 plates illustrate how Michelangelo, da Vinci, Goya, 15 others,
drew human anatomy. New 3rd edition enlarged by 52 new illustrations by Cloquet, Barcsay.
"The standard reference tool," AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION. "Excellent," AMERICAN
ARTIST. 189 plates, 647 illustrations, xxvi + 192pp. 77/8 x 10%. T241 Clothbound $6.00

AN ATLAS OF ANIMAL ANATOMY FOR ARTISTS, W. Ellenberger, H. Baum, H. Dittrich. The largest,

richest animal anatomy for artists in English. Form, musculature, tendons, bone structure,

expression, detailed cross sections of head, other features, of the horse, lion, dog, cat, deer,

seal, kangaroo, cow, bull, goat, monkey, hare, many other animals. "Highly recommended,"
DESIGN. Second, revised, enlarged edition with new plates from Cuvier, Stubbs, etc. 288
illustrations. 153pp. 11% x 9. T82 Clothbound $6.00

ANIMAL DRAWING: ANATOMY AND ACTION FOR ARTISTS, C. R. Knight. 158 studies, with full

accompanying text, of such animals as the gorilla, bear, bison, dromedary, camel, vulture,

pelican, iguana, shark, etc., by one of the greatest modern masters of animal drawing.
Innumerable tips on how to get life expression into your work. "An excellent reference

work,' SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE. 158 illustrations. 156pp. lOVa x 8V2 .

T426 Paperbound $2.00



DOVER BOOKS
THE CRAFTSMAN'S HANDBOOK, Cennino Cennini. The finest English translation of IL LIBRO
DELL' ARTE, the 15th century introduction to art technique that is both a mirror of Quatro-
cento life and a source of many useful but "nearly forgotten facets of the painter's art.

4 illustrations, xxvii + 142pp. D. V. Thompson, translator. 6Vs x 9V4 . T54 Paperbound $1.50

THE BROWN DECADES, Lewis Mumford. A picture of the "buried renaissance" of the post-
Civil War period, and the founding of modern architecture (Sullivan, Richardson, Root,
Roebling), landscape development (Marsh, Olmstead, Eliot), and the graphic arts (Homer,
Eakins, Ryder). 2nd revised, enlarged edition. Bibliography. 12 illustrations, x'w + 266 pp.
5% x 8. T200 Paperbound $1.65

STIEGEL GLASS, F. W. Hunter. The story of the most highly esteemed early American glass-

ware, fully illustrated. How a German adventurer, "Baron" Stiegel, founded a glass empire;
detailed accounts of individual glasswork. "This pioneer work is reprinted in an edition

even more beautiful than the original)," ANTIQUES DEALER. New introduction by Helen
McKearin. 171 illustrations, 12 in full color, xxil + 338pp. 7?/8 x 10%.

T128 Clothbound $10.00

THE HUMAN FIGURE, J. H. Vanderpoel. Not just a picture book, but a complete course by a
famous figure artist. Extensive text, illustrated by 430 pencil and charcoal drawings of

both male and female anatomy. 2nd enlarged edition. Foreword. 430 illus. 143pp. 6Vs x 9V*.
T432 Paperbound $1.45

PINE FURNITURE OF EARLY NEW ENGLAND, R. H. Kettell. Over 400 illustrations, over 50

working drawings of early New England chairs, benches, beds cupboards, mirrors, shelves,

tables, other furniture esteemed for simple beauty and character. "Rich store of illustra-

tions . . . emphasizes the individuality and varied design," ANTIQUES. 413 illustrations,

55 working drawings. 475pp. 8 x 103/4 . T145 Clothbound $10.00

BASIC BOOKBINDING, A. W. Lewis. Enables both beginners and experts to rebind old books
or bind paperbacks in hard covers. Treats materials, tools; gives step-by-step instruction in

how to collate a book, sew it, back it, make boards, etc. 261 illus. Appendices. 155pp.
5% x 8. T169 Paperbound $1.35

DESIGN MOTIFS OF ANCIENT MEXICO, J. Enciso. Nearly 90% of these 766 superb designs from

Aztec, Olmec, Totonac, Maya, and Toltec origins are unobtainable elsewhere! Contains

plumed serpents, wind gods, animals, demons, dancers, monsters, etc. Excellent applied

design source. Originally $17.50. 766 illustrations, thousands of motifs. 192pp. 6V8 x 9Vi.
T84 Paperbound $1.85

AFRICAN SCULPTURE, Ladislas Segy. 163 full-page plates illustrating masks, fertility figures,
ceremonial objects, etc., of 50 West and Central African tribes 95% never before illustrated.

34-page introduction to African sculpture. "Mr. Segy is one of its top authorities," NEW
YORKER. 164 full-page photographic plates. Introduction. Bibliography. 244pp. 6Vs x 9V*.

T396 Paperbound $2.00

THE PROCESSES OF GRAPHIC REPRODUCTION IN PRINTING, H. Curwen. A thorough and prac-
tical survey of wood, linoleum, and rubber engraving; copper engraving; drypoint, mezzotint,

etching, aquatint, steel engraving, die sinking, stencilling, lithography (extensively); photo-
graphic reproduction utilizing line, continuous tone, photoengravure, collotype,- every other

process in general use. Note on color reproduction. Section on bookbinding. Over 200 illustra-

tions, 25 in color. 143pp. 5V2 x 8V2. T512 Clothbound $4.00

CALLIGRAPHY, J. G. Schwandner. First reprinting in 200 years of this legendary book of
beautiful handwriting. Over 300 ornamental initials, 12 complete calligraphic alphabets, over
150 ornate frames and panels, 75 calligraphic pictures of cherubs, stags, lions, etc., thou-
sands of flourishes, scrolls, etc., by the greatest 18th century masters. All material can be
copied or adapted without permission. Historical introduction. 158 full-page plates. 368pp.
9 x 13. T475 Clothbound $10.00

* * *

A DIDEROT PICTORIAL ENCYCLOPEDIA OF TRADES AND INDUSTRY, Manufacturing and the
Technical Arts in Plates Selected from "L'Encyclop6die ou Dictionnaire Raisonne des Sciences,
des Arts, et des Metiers," of Denis Diderot, edited with text by C. Gillispie. Over 2000
illustrations on 485 full-page plates. Magnificent 18th century engravings of men, women,
and children working at such trades as milling flour, cheesemaking, charcoal burning, mining,
silverplating, shoeing horses, making fine glass, printing, hundreds more, showing details

of machinery, different steps* in sequence, etc. A remarkable art work, but also tmj largest
collection of working figures in print, copyright -free, for -art directors, designers, etc.

Two vols. 920pp. 9 x 12. Heavy library cloth. T421 Two volume set $18.50

* * *

SILK SCREEN TECHNIQUES, J. Biegeleisen, M. Cohn. A practical step-by-step home course in

one of the most versatile, least expensive graphic arts processes. How to build an inexpensive
silk screen, prepare stencils, print, achieve special textures, use color, etc. Every step

explained, diagrammed. 149 illustrations, 8 in color. 201pp. 6Va x 91/4.

T433 Paperbound $1.45



CATALOG OF

PUZZLES, GAMES, AND ENTERTAINMENTS
MATHEMATICS, MAGIC AND MYSTERY, Martin Gardner. Astonishing feats of mind reading,
mystifying "magic" tricks, are often based on mathematical principles anyone can learn.
This book shows you how to perform scores of tricks with cards, dice, coins, knots, numbers,
etc., by using simple principles from set theory, theory of numbers, topology, other areas
of mathematics, fascinating in themselves. No special knowledge required. 135 illus. 186pp.
5% x 8. T335 Paperbound $1.00

MATHEMATICAL PUZZLES FOR BEGINNERS AND ENTHUSIASTS, G. Mott-Smoth. Test your
problem-solving techniques and powers of inference on 188 challenging,*- amusing puzzles
based on algebra, dissection of plane figures, permutations, probabilities, etc. Appendix of

primes, square roots, etc. 135 illus. 2nd revised edition. 248pp. 5% x 8.

T198 Paperbound $1.00

LEARN CHESS FROM THE MASTERS, F. Reinfeld. Play 10 games against Marshall, Bronstein,
Najdorf, other masters, and grade yourself on each move. Detailed annotations reveal prin-

ciples of play, strategy, etc. as you proceed. An excellent way to get a real insight into the

game. Formerly titled, "Chess by Yourself." 91 diagrams, vii + 144pp. 5% x 8.

T362 Paperbound $1.00

REINFELD ON THE END GAME IN CHESS, F. Reinfeld. 62 end games of Alekhine, Tarrasch,
Morphy, other masters, are carefully analyzed with emphasis on transition from middle
game to end play. Tempo moves, queen endings, weak squares, other basic principles clearly
illustrated. Excellent for understanding why some moves are weak or incorrect, how to avoid
errors. Formerly titled, "Practical End-game Play." 62 diagrams, vi + 177pp. 5% x 8.

T417 Paperbound $1.25

101 PUZZLES IN THOUGHT AND LOGIC, C. R. Wylie, Jr. Brand new puzzles you need no special

knowledge to solve! Each one is a gem of ingenuity that will really challenge your problem-
solving technique. Introduction with simplified explanation of scientic puzzle solving. 128pp.
5.% x 8. T167 Paperbound $1.00

THE COMPLETE NONSENSE OF EDWARD LEAR. The only complete edition of this master of

gentle madness at a popular price. The Dong with the Luminous Nose, The Jumblies, The
Owl and the Pussycat, hundreds of other bits of wonderful nonsense. 214 limericks, 3 sets
of Nonsense Botany, 5 Nonsense Alphabets, 546 fantastic drawings, muth more. 320pp.
5% x 8. T167 Paperbound $1.00

28 SCIENCE FICTION STORIES OF H. 6. WELLS. Two complete novels, "Men Like Gods" and
"Star Begotten," plus 26 short stories by the master science-fiction writer of all time.
Stories of space, time, future adventure that are among the all-time classics of science
fiction. 928pp. 5% x 8. T265 Clothbound $3.95

SEVEN SCIENCE FICTION NOVELS, H. G. Wells. Unabridged texts of "The Time Machine,"
"The Island of Dr. Moreau," "First Men in the Moon," "The Invisible Man," "The War
of the Worlds," "The Food of the Gods," "In the Days of the "Comet." "One will have to go
far to match this for entertainment, excitement, and sheer pleasure," N. Y. TIMES. 1015pp.
5% x 8. T264 Clothbound $3.95

MATHEMAGIC, MAGIC PUZZLES, AND GAMES WITH NUMBERS, R. V. Heath. More than 60 new
puzzles and stunts based on number properties: multiplying large numbers mentally, finding
the date of any day in the year, etc. Edited by J. S. Meyer'. 76 illus. 129pp. 5% x 8.

T110 Paperbound $1.00

FIVE ADVENTURE NOVELS OF H. RIDER HAGGARD. The master story-teller's five best tales of

mystery and adventure set against authentic African backgrounds: "She," "King Solomon's

Mines," "Allan Quaternjiain," "Allan's Wife," "Maiwa's Revenge." 821pp. 53/8 x 8.

T108 Clothbound $3.95

WIN AT CHECKERS, M. Hopper. (Formerly "Checkers.") The former World's Unrestricted
Checker Champion gives you valuable lessons in openings, traps, end games, ways to draw
when you are behind, etc. More than 100 questions and answers anticipate your problems.
Appendix. 75 problems diagrammed, solved. 79 figures, xi + 107pp. 5% x 8.

T363 Paperbound $1.00

CRYPTOGRAPHY, L. D. Smith. Excellent introductory work on ciphers and their solution,

history of secret writing, techniques, etc. Appendices on Japanese methods, the Baconian

cipher, frequency tables. Bibliography. Over 150 problems, solutions. 160pp. 5% x 8.

T247 Paperbound $1.00

CRYPTANALYSIS, H. F. Gaines. (Formerly, "Elementary Cryptanalysis.") The best book available

on cryptograms and how to solve them. Contains all major techniques: substitution, transposi-

tion, mixed alphabets, multafid, Kasiski and Vignere methods, etc. Word frequency appendix.
167 problems, solutions. 173 figures. 236pp. 5% x 8. T97 Paperbound $1.95

FLATLAND, E. A. Abbot. The science-fiction classic of life in a 2-dimensional world that is

considered a first-rate introduction to relativity and hyperspace, as well as a scathing
satire on society, politics and religion. 7th edition. 16 illus. 128pp. 5% x 8.

Tl Paperbound $1.00



DOVER BOOKS
HOW TO FORCE CHECKMATE, F. Reinfeld. (Formerly "Challenge to Chessplayers.") No board
needed to sharpen your checkmate skill on 300 checkmate situations. Learn to plan up to

3 moves ahead and play a superior end game. 300 situations diagrammed; notes and full

solutions, lllpp. 53/8 x 8. T439 Paperbound $1.25

MORPHY'S GAMES OF CHESS, P. W. Sergeant, ed. Play forcefully by following the techniques
used by one of .the greatest chess champions. 300 of Morphy's games carefully annotated to
reveal principles. Bibliography. New introduction by F. Reinfeld. 235 diagrams, x + 352pp.
5% x 8. T386 Paperbound S1.75

MATHEMATICAL RECREATIONS, M. Kraitchik. Hundreds of unusual mathematical puzzlers and
odd bypaths of math, elementary and advanced. Greek, Medieval, Arabic, Hindu problems;
figurate numbers, Fermat numbers, primes; magic, Euler, Latin squares; fairy chess, latruncles,

reversi, jinx, ruma, tetrachrome other positional and permutational games. Rigorous solutions.

Revised second edition. 181 illus. 330pp. 5% x 8. T163 Paperbound $1.75

MATHEMATICAL EXCURSIONS, H. A. Merrill. Revealing stimulating insights into elementary
math, not usually taught in school. 90 problems demonstrate Russian peasant multiplication,

memory systems for pi, magic squares, dyadic systems, division by inspection, many more.
Solutions to difficult problems. 50 illus. 53/fe x 8. T350 Paperbound $1.00

MAGIC TRICKS & CARD TRICKS, W. Jonson. Best introduction to tricks with coins, bills,

eggs, ribbons, slates, cards, easily performed without elaborate equipment. Professional

routines, tips on presentation, misdirection, etc. Two books bound as one: 52 tricks with

cards, 37 tricks with common objects. 106 figures. 224pp. 5% x 8. T909 Paperbound $1.00

MATHEMATICAL PUZZLES OF SAM LOYD, selected and edited by M. Gardner. 177 most ingenious
mathematical puzzles of America's greatest puzzle originator, based on arithmetic, algebra,

game theory, dissection, route tracing, operations research, probability, etc. 120 drawings,

diagrams. Solutions. 187pp. 5% x 8. T498 Paperbound $1.00

THE ART OF CHESS, J. Mason. The most famous general study of chess ever written. More
than 90 openings, middle game, end game, how to attack, sacrifice, defend, exchange, form

general strategy. Supplement on "How Do You Play Chess?" by F. Reinfeld. 448 diagrams.

356pp. 53/8 x 8. T463 Paperbound $1.85

HYPERMODERN CHESS as Developed in the Games of its Greatest Exponent, ARON NIMZOVICH,
F. Reinfeld, ed. Learn how the game's greatest innovator defeated Alekhine, Lasker, and

many others; and use these methods in your own game. 180 diagrams. 228pp. 5% x 8.

T448 Paperbound $1.35

A TREASURY OF CHESS LORE, F. Reinfeld, ed. Hundreds of fascinating stories by and about
the masters, accounts of tournaments and famous games, aphorisms, word portraits, little

known incidents, photographs, etc., that will delight the chess enthusiast captivate the

beginner. 49 photographs (14 full-page plates), 12 diagrams. 315pp. 53/s x 8.

T458 Paperbound $1.75

A NONSENSE ANTHOLOGY, collected by Carolyn Wells. 245 of the best nonsense verses ever
written: nonsense puns, absurd arguments, mock epics, nonsense ballads, "sick" verses, dog*
Latin verses, French nonsense verses, limericks. Lear, Carroll, Belloc, Burgess, nearly 100
other writers. Introduction by Carolyn Wells. 3 indices: Title, Author, First Lines, xxxiii +
279pp. 5% x 8. T499 Paperbound $1.25

SYMBOLIC LOGIC and THE GAME OF LOGIC, Lewis Carroll. Two delightful puzzle books by
the author of "Alice," bound as one. Both works concern the symbolic representation of
traditional logic and together contain more than 500 ingenious, amusing and instructive

syllogistic puzzlers. Total of 326pp. 5% x 8. T492 Paperbound $1.50

PILLOW PROBLEMS and A TANGLED TALE, Lewis Carroll. Two of Carroll's rare puzzle works
bound as one. "Pillow Problems" contain 72 original math puzzles. The puzzles in "A Tangled
Tale" are given in delightful story form. Total of 291pp. 53/a x 8. T493 Paperbound $1.50

PECK'S BAD BOY AND HIS PA, G. W. Peck. Both volumes of one of the most widely read
of all American humor books. A classic of American folk humor, also invaluable as a portrait
of an age. 100 original illustrations. Introduction by E. Bleiler. 347pp. 5% x 8.

T497 Paperbound $1.35

Dover publishes books on art, music, philosophy, literature, languages, history, social

sciences, psychology, handcrafts, orientalia, puzzles and entertainments, chess, pets

and gardens, books explaining science, intermediate and higher mathematics math-

ematical physics, engineering, biological sciences, earth sciences, classics of science, etc.
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